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CHAPTER 1 


INTRODUCTION 


As technology advances, the designer becomes burdened with more 

complex analysis requiring a higher degree of accuracy. Each element 

in a machine design demands such special treatment that it is almost 

beyond the capabilities of an average designer to maintain an adequate 

background necessary to successfully complete a competent, optimum 

design. In an effort to increase design efficiency and accuracy, 

computer-aided design has come into widespread use. 

Gear design is no exception in regard to the complexity of the 

design effort. A delicate balance between art and science, gear 

design has become increasingly suited to computer analysis. Many of 

the larger gear manufacturing firms have developed computer-aided 

designs to ensure their competitive position in the open market. 

Empirical techniques developed from their design experience have been 

incorporated in their programs to yield a final design. However, these 

programs are generally not distributed in the gearing industry, for 

obvious reasons. Thus, a computer program package is required which 

will provide the 11 part-time" gear designer adequate information for 

optimum machine design as well as yielding the small gear manufacturing 

concern a 11 base" program in which further sophistications could be 

implemented easily. 

1 
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The aim of this thesis is to develop a FORTRAN computer 

program package to optimize external spur gear design with the least 

possible restrictions to the designer. The program will be capable of 

standard or non-standard design practice without any loss of flexibility 

with regard to program usage or modification. The input is such that 

the.designer can bring his judgement to bear to the same extent as he 

would in a manual design. 



CHAPTER 2 


SPUR GEAR DESIGN 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The subsequent sections of this chapter present the generally 

accepted external spur gear design procedure which has become prevalent 

in North America. Drawing theory from various sources, a design 

criterion is developed to access the feasibility of a design for 

implementation in a formal optimization technique to achieve the best 

possibl~ design subject to the designer•s specifications. In areas of 

the design where sufficient data is lacking, intuitive approximations 

are incorporated with existing formulations to give greater flexibility 

to the procedure. 

2.2 TERMINOLOGY AND NOMENCLATURE 

Although gear nomenclature is relatively standardized there is 

still a wide usage of terms and definitions. AGMA standards [19, 31] 

have been summarized to include variations utilized in this thesis 

employed to aid the reading of both the presented theory and subsequent 

computer programs. The following presentation will include definitions 

fo 11 o~tJed by a 1 is t of symbo1s. In the theoretical and computer analysis, 

the pinion is represented by subscripts p or 1 and the gear by 

subscript g or 2, unless otherwise specified. All definitions have been 

adapted to refer specifically to external spur gears. 

3 
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Addendum is the height or radial distance tooth projects beyond the 
pitch line or pitch circle. 

Addendum Coefficient for the purposes of this discussion is the 
product of the addendum size and the diametral pitch. 

Addendum Circle coincides with the tops of the teeth in a cross section. 

Arc of Action is the arc of the pitch circle through which a tooth 
profile moves from the beginning to the end of contact with_a mating 
profile. 

Arc of Approach is the arc of the pitch circle through which a tooth 
profile moves from its beginning of contact until the point of 
contact arrives at the pitch point. 

Arc of Recess is the arc of the pitch circle through which a tooth 
profile moves from contact at the pitch point until contact ends. 

Note: 	 In the computer program, the 1 ength of appr.oach and the 

length of recess are employed instead of the arc. The 

definitions remain similar except that the 1 engths are 

measured along the line of contact. 


Backlash is the amount by which the width of a tooth space exceeds the 
thickness of the engaging tooth on the operating pitch circles. 

Base Circle is the circle from which involute tooth profiles are 
derived. · 

Base Pitch· in an involute gear is the ~itch on the base circle or along 
the line of action. Corresponding sides of involute gear teeth are 
parallel curves, and the base pitch is the constant and fundamental 
distance between them along a common normal in a plane of rotation. 

Back Rack is a gear with teeth spaced along a straight line, and 
suitable for str·aight line motion, adopted as the basis of a system 
of interchangeable gears. 

Centre Distance is the distance between the parallel axes of a spur 
gear; the distance between the centres of the pitch circles. 

Chordal Tooth Thickness is the length of the chord subtending a 
circular thickness arc. 

Circular Tooth Thickness is the length of arc between the two sides of 
a gear tooth, on the pitch circle unless otherwise specified. 
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Circular Pitch is the distance along the pitch circle or pitch line 
between corresponding profiles of adjacent teeth. 

Clearance is the amount by which the dedendum in a given gear exceeds 
the addendum of its mating gear. 

Composite Error is an error of gear action composed from a number of 
contributory sources detected by rotating the gear with another 
gear or a master gear. 

Contact Ratio is the number of angular base pitches through which a tooth 
surface rotates from the beginning to the end of contact. 

Crowned Teeth have surfaces modified in the lengthwise direction to 
produce localized contact. 

Dedendum is the depth or radial distance of a tooth space below the 
pitch line or pitch circle. 

Dedendum Coefficient for the purposes of this discussion is the product 
of the dedendum size and the diametral pitch. · 

Dedendum (root) circle is tangent to the bottom of the tooth spaces in 
a cross section. 

Diametral Pitch is the ratio of the number of teeth to the pitch 
circle ·diameter in inches. 

Eccentricity is the distance between the axis of a surface of revolution 
and its axis of rotation in a given plane. 

Equal-addendum Teeth are engaging gear teeth having equal addendums. 

External Gear is a gear with teeth formed on the outer surface of a 
cylinder while internal gear teeth are fanned on the inner surface 
of a cyl'i nder. 

Face Width is the length of the teeth in an axial plane. 

Fillet Curve is the concave portion of the tooth profile where it 
joins the bottom of the tooth. 

Fillet Radius is the radius of a circular arc approximating the fillet 
curve. In generated teeth the fillet curve has a varying radius of 
curvature. 

Full Depth Teeth are those in which the working depth equals 2.0 
divided by the diametral pitch. 
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Gear is any machine part with gear teeth. Of two gears that run 
together, the one with the larger number of teeth is called the 
gear and is generally referenced by a subscript g or 2. 

Gear Ratio is the ratio of the larger to the smaller number of teeth 
in a pair of gears. 

Hob is a milling cutter in the form of a screw thread which forms the 
gear teeth by generation. 

Involute is the locus described by the end of a line unwound from the 
circumference of a circle. 

Involute Function is a trigonometrical function equal to the tangent 
of an angle minus its value in radians. 

Length of Action is the distance along the line of action which the 
point of contact moves during the action of the tooth profile. 

Line of Action is the imaginary line along which contact occurs during
the engagement of two tooth profiles. It is a straight line passing
through the pitch point and tangent to the base circle. 

Line of Contact is the line along which two tooth surfaces are tangent 
to each other. 

Line of Centres connects the centres of the pitch circles of two 
engaging gears. 

Long and Short Addendum Teeth are engaging gear teeth having une·qual
addendums. 

Master Gear is an accurately made gear used for measuring the error 
in action of product gears. 

Number of Teeth is the number of teeth contained in the whole 
circumference of the pitch circle, 

Pinion is the smaller of a pair of gears and generally referenced by
subscripts p or 1. 

Out-of-Roundness is the irregular radial variation from a surface of 
revolution in a given plane of rotation, exclusive of eccentricity. 

Pitch Circle is the curve of intersection of a pitch surface of 
revolution and a plane of rotation. According to theory, it is the 
imaginary circle that rolls without slipping with a pitch circle of 
the mating gear. 
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Pitch Line corresponds in the cross section of a rack to the pitch 
circle in the cross section of a gear. 

Pitch Point is the point of tangency of two pitch circles on the line 
of centres. 

Pressure Angle is the angle at a pitch point between the line of action 
which is normal to the tooth surface and the plane tangent to the 
pitch surface. 

Profile Radius of Curvature is the radius of curvature of a tooth 
profile, usually at the pitc~ point or a point of contact. 

Radial Runout is the total variation in a direction perpendicular to 
the axis of rotation of an indicated surface from a plane surface 
of revolution. 

Spacing is the measured distance between corresponding points on 
adjacent teeth. 

Spur Gears are gears which are cylindrical in form and operate on 
parallel axes with straight teeth parallel to the axis. 

Standard Centre Distance is the centre distance on which two gear mesh 
such that the sum of the circular tooth thicknesses at the pitch 
circles and the design backlash equal the circular pitch. 

Stub Teeth are those in which the working depth is less than 2.000 
divided by the diametral pitch. 

Surface of Revolution is a surface generated by translating a line 
about an axis at a given distance. In the case of a spur gear, the 
surface of revolution is cylindrical. 

Tip Radius is the radius of the circular arc used to join a side
cutting edge and an end-cutting edge in gear-cutting tools. 

Tip Relief is an arbitrary modification of a tooth profile whereby 
a small amount of material is removed near the tip of the gear tooth. 

Tooth Profile is one side of a tooth in a cross section between the 
outside circle and the root circle. 

Tolerance is the specified range between Jimits equal to the algebraic 
difference of allowable variations. 

Undercut is a condition in generated gear teeth when any part of the 
fillet curve lies inside of a line drawn tangent to the working
profile at its point of junction with the fillet. 
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Variation is the amount of deviation from a specified value. 

Whole Depth is the total depth of the tooth space equal to addendum 
plus dedendum. 

Working Depth is the depth of engagement of two gears and is the sum 
of their addendums. 

Computer 
Symbols 

Theory
Symbols Description 

ADD a Addendum (inches) 

ADDK Addendum coefficient (a=ak )
Dp 

ADDL Addendum limit to tooth point (inches) 

ANGC Angle between origin of fillet on 
dedendum circle and gear tooth centre
line (radians) 

ANGL Load angle (radians) 

BBA Distance between pitch line and end of 
straight profile on generating hob tooth 
flank (inches) 

BBX Distance between tooth centreline and 
centre of rounded corner on 
hob tooth (inches) 

generating 

BBY Distance between pitch line and centre of 
rounded corner of generating hob tooth 
(inches) 

BHN Bhn Brine11 hardness 

BL Backlash including tooth thinning and 
machining tolerance (inches) 

BLMIN 8 min 
L Theoretical minimum backlash 

centre distances 
on standard 

BLMINT Actual minimum backlash on standard centre 
distances 
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BLMAX 

BLMAXT 

BLMAXU 

BP . 

CD 

CP 

CRATIO 

OED 

DEDK 

DELBL 

DP 

E 

EFF 

ERR 

FW 

HP 

HUBL 

HUBR 

PAB 

PAD 

PAR 

PAW 

8 max 
L 

c 

Theoretical maximum backlash on standard 
centre distance 

Actual maximum backlash on standard 
centre distance 

Actual maximum backlash on extended centre 
distance due to tolerance 

Base pitch 

Clearance (inches) 

Centre distance (inches) 

Circular pitch 

Contact ratio 

Dedendum (inches) 
bk

Dedendum coefficient (b=nc) 
p 

Minimum-maximum backlash range (inches) 

Diametral Pitch 

Modulus of elasticity (psi) 

Efficiency 

Error in action (inches) 

Face width (inches) 

Horsepower 

Hub length (inches) 

Outer hub radius (inches) 

Allowable power in bending (HP) 

Pressure angle (degrees) 

Pressure angle (radians) 

Allowable power in wear (HP) 
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PLV 

PR 

PTOL 

RATIO 

RB 

RHO 

RI 

RL 

RIM 

RM 

RO 

RPM 

RU 

SAC 

SAF 

SB 

SBM 

SHAFT 

ss 

SSM 

TCT 

TEETH 

TO 

TOLL 

PLV 


R 


n 


aw 
a max 
w 

Pitch line velocity (fpm) 

Pitch circle radius (inches) 

Profile tolerance (inches) 

Gear Ratio 

Base circle radius {inches) 

Density (lb/cubic inch) 

Dedendum circle radius (inches) 

Load radius on tooth centreline (inches) 

Radius to inner portion of gear blank rim 
(inches) 

Interference limit radius (inches) 

Addendum circle radius (inches) 

Shaft speed (revolutions per minute) 

Undercut limit radius (inches) 

Allowable contact stress (psi) 

Allowable fatigue stress (psi) 

Actual bending stress (psi) 

Maximum allowable bending stress (psi) 

Shaft diameter (inches) 

Actual wear stress (psi) 

Maximum allowable wear stress (psi) 

Total composite tolerance (inches) 

Number of teeth 

Circular tooth thickness at addendum circle 

Lead tolerance is a measure of the 
parallelism of the tooth faces in a spur 
gear 
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TOLP 	 Pitch tolerance (inches) 

TOLR 	 Runout tolerance (inches) 

TP 	 Circular tooth thickness at pitch circle 
( i nche·s) 

TPTL 	 Upper and lower limits of tooth thickness 
tolerance at the pitch circle (inches)
by caliper measurement 

TPTE 	 Actua1' amount of tooth thickness to1erance 
including runout and tooth thickness 
variation determined from composite action 
analysis (inches) 

TPTV 	 Actual tooth thickness tolerance determined 
by composite action analysis (inches) 

u \) Poisson's ratio 


WEB WEB Thickness of gear blank web (inches) 


WA wa Axial tooth load (lb) 


WN wn Normal tooth 1oad ( 1 b) 


WR wr Radial tooth load ( 1 b) 


WT wt Tangential tooth load (lb) 


Other variables not listed here will be defined when they are 

used in either the theory or computer program. 

2.3 CONJUGATE ACTION 

The essential purpose of a gear-tooth system is to transmit 

uniform rotary motion between shafts, and an almost infinite number of 

tooth profiles exist to fulfil this requirement. Kinematically, gear 

teeth act against each other in a similar manner to cams. If the tooth 
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profiles produce rotary motion coupled with a constant angular-velocity 

ratio during meshing, the surfaces are sa1d to be conjugate. It must 

be remembered, however, that any discussion of this conjugate action 

unrealistically assumes that the teeth are perfectly formed, perfectly 

smooth and absolutely rigid. 

The basic law of conjugate gear-tooth action states that to 

transmit uniform rotary motion between shafts, the normals to the tooth 

profiles at all points of contact must pass through a fixed point, the 

pitch point, on the line of centres of the shafts. This law is 

illustrated mathematically and graphically in Equation (2.3.1) and 

Figur.e 2. 3. 1. 

(2.3. 1) 

FIGURE 2.3.1 Conjugate Gear-Tooth Action 
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Point P is the pitch point on the line of centres o1o2 where 

the common normal, or line of action aa intersects. Thus, for every 

instantaneous point of contact, the line of action will pass through 

the fixed point P. The locus of the points of contact, or path of 

action, however, may not necessarily pass along the line of action, 

although some profiles have this property. 

By specifying one gear-tooth form or a particular path of 

contact, a mating profile could be realized which would develop 

conjugate action. However, problems arise which virtually eliminate 

the vast majority of possible profiles. For example, although two 

profiles may mate and run together properly, two other gears of the 

form of either original may not run together correctly. If there is 

to be interchangeability between gears, enabling all gears of all sizes 

conjugate to the same basic rack form* to mesh properly, the path of 

contact must be symmetrical about the pitch point. With this condition 

satisfied, then the basic rack profile of the system will also be 

symmetrical in relation to the pitch point. Therefore, all gears with 

any number of teeth that are conjugate to this basic rack will be con

jugate with each other. 

Another practical problem that exists is the reproduction of 

these curves economically on existing machinery. In addition, changes 

in shaft centres due to misalignment and large forces may seriously 

effect the capabilities of the profile to maintain conjugate action. 

* For every set of conjugate gear-tooth profiles, a basic rack form 

exists with infinite diameter conjugate to the set. 
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One of the most widely used gear-tooth profiles is the involute 

with properties highly suited for gearing applications. 

2.4 INVOLUTE AND FILLET PROPERTIES 

2.4A INVOLUTE PROFILE 

The involute profile.with its many unique and valuable 

properties is, with few exceptions, in universal use for gear teeth. 

References [1, 2, 3, 4] offer in-depth presentations of these properties 

as well as the mathematical development of the involute surfaces. 

Buckingham [2] summarizes the properties as follows: 

· 1. The shape of the involute curve is dependent only upon the 

size of the base circle. 

2. If one involute, rotating at a uniform rate of motion, acts 

against another involute, it will transmit a uniform angular motion to 

the second regardless of the distance between the centres of the two 

base circles. 

3. The rate of motion transmitted from one involute to another 

depends only upon the relative sizes of the base circles of the two 

involute and is inversely proportional to those sizes. 

4. The common tangent to the two base circles .is both the 

path of contact and the line of action. 

5. The path of contact of an involute is a straight line. Any 

point on this line may therefore be taken as a pitch point, and the path 

of contact will remain symmetrical in relation to this pitch point. 
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6. The intersection of the common tangent to the two base 

circles with their common centre line establishes the radii of the 

pitch circles of the mating involutes. No involute has a pitch circle 

until it is brought into contact with another involute, or with a 

straight line constrained to move in a fixed direction. 

7. The pitch diameters of .two involutes acting together are 

directly proportional to the diameters of their base circles. 

8. The pressure angle of two involutes acting together is the 

angle between the common tangent to the two base circles and a line 

perpendicular to their common centre line. No involute has a pressure 

angle until it is brought into contact with another involute, or with 

a straight line constrained to move in a fixed direction. 

9. The form of the basic rack of the involute is a straight 

line. The pressure angle of an involute acting against such a rack ~s 

the angle between the line of action and a line representing the 

direction ·; n which this rack moves. 

10. The pitch radius of an involute acting against a straight 

line rack form is the length of the radial line, perpendicular to the 

direction of motion of the rack, measured from the centre of the base 

circle to its point of intersection with the line of action. 

Although no formal proof will be given for the fore-mentioned 

summary, the following mathematical development of the involute profile 

will give some insight to the authenticity of these properties. 

An involute curve is the locus described by the end of a line 

unwound from the circumference of a circle as illustrated in Figure 2.4. 1. 
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FIGURE 2.4.1 Involute Generation 

where 

Rb = base circle radius 

r = radius to any point on involute 

/ = radius of curvature of involute at radi~s r 

By ·the method of generation of the involute curve, the length 
1

of the generating line (r2-~)~ is also the length of the circumference 

of the base c'i,rcle subtended by angle s. Thus 

s = e+<t> 

but 

tan <1> 
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therefore 

e = B-<P 

(2.4.1) 


e = INV<P (2.4.2) 

= tan cp-<f> (2.4.3) 

(2.4.4) 

From the above geometrical conditions, it can be readily seen 

that the radius of curvature of any point on the involute profile is 

the length of generating line to that point. 

Figure 2.4.2 illustrates the involute action of a mating pair 

of gears, or twin involute generation. 

FIGURE 2.4.2 Involute Action of Mating Pair of Gears 
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The point of contact moves along the generating line, which 

does not change position because it is always tangent to the base 

circles, and, since the generating line is always normal to the 

involutes at the point of contact, the requirement of uniform motion 

is satisfied. 

A complete gear tooth profile includes both the involute profile 

and the trochoidal fillet, which will be discussed later in this section, 

usually symmetrically generated about the centre line of the tooth. 

With the involute equations as a foundation, the following analysis 

describes the tooth properties which will clarify further development of 

the gear design. 

Beginning with the involute profile, treating the fillet as a 

separate problem, it is possible to define the coordinates of the tooth 

involute profile once the arc tooth thickness and pressure angle at a 

definite radius have been specified. Referring to Figure 2.4.3 where 

r1 = given arc tooth thickness, 
R1 = given radius of profile, 
¢1 =given pressure angle at radius R1, radians 
r = any radius of profile,
T = arc tooth thickness at r, 
¢ = pressure angle at r, radians, 

Rb = base circle radius of involute. 

equation (2.4.4) transposed becomes 
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FIGURE 2.4.3 Tooth Thickness Determination 

Dealing with the half thickness of the tooth, since the teeth 

form is symmetrical, the angle of the half thickness at R1 in radians 

is equal to T1/2R1 • With the angle between the involute origin at the 

base circle and any radius r specified by e or the involute function 

INV ~ the half thickness of the tooth at the base circle is equal to 

(T 1/2R 1 ) + INV~ 1 • As T/2r represents the angle between the tooth 

centreline and any given point r on the involute profile, the half 

tooth thickness at any radius r is equal to the half thickness at the 

base circle, minus the involute function of the pressure angle at the 

specified radius r which results in 

T/2r = er = (T1/2R 1 ) + INV~ 1 -· INV~ (2.4.5) 
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or a tooth thickness at any radius r of 

T = 2r[(T1 /2R1 } + INV~ 1 - INV~] 

All angular measure is made in radians. 

A physical ·limitation of the profile generation occurs at a 

radius which produces a pointed tooth. At this radius the thickness 

becomes zero,reducing equation (2.4.5)to 

INV¢ = (T /2R ) + INV~ 11 1 

An iterative solution of the angle ~ coupled with equation (2.4.4) 


yields the limiting radius of the involute profile. 


In general practice the values of T1 , and ~ are specified
R1 1 
as the properties of the involute at the design pitch circle radius • 

. Further reference to these values at the pitch circle will be specified 

as TP' R and ~. 

2.48 FILLET PROFILE 

Although mathematically the involute and trochoidal fillet may 

be considered separately, the physical generation of these curves 

produce a single profile. By knowing certain characteristics of the 

generating cutter, the resultant fillet profile on the gear may be 

determined analytically. The fillet coordinates are very dependent on 

the type of cutting method employed for tooth generating. Two methods 

considered here are hobbing and basic rack generation which yield a 

similar mathematical analysis. For the purpose of clarity and simpli

city, future reference to hob will specify either the hob or rack cutter. 
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Figure 2.4.4 illustrates the tooth section of a hob where 

b = dedendum of gear and addendum of hob 

ba = distance from pitch line of hob to point of tangency of 

rounded corner with straight line form 

bx = distance from centre line of hob tooth to centre of 

rounded corner 

by = distance from pitch line of hob to centre of rounded 

corner-


c = clearance at bottom of tooth space 


cp = circular pitch 


-~ =pressure angle at Rand one-half included angle of hob tooth 

R = gear pitch circle radius 

rT = radius of rounded corner of hob tooth 

T5 = arc tooth thickness of gear tooth at pitch circle radius R, 

and hob tooth space width at pitch line. 

from which the following relationships may be derived: 

c = rr(l-sin~) (2.4.6) 

(2.4.7) 

(2.4.8) 



+ ---\---- ---G Pitch Line 
During C tting 

FIGURE 2. 4. 4 Hob Tooth Properties 

The above equations are developed about a pitch line tangent to 

the design pitch circle of the gear. Thus, the angle between the centre

line of gear tooth and the origin of the trochoid may be 
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defined by the arc length swept out on the hob pitch line between the 

centre of the hob tooth space and the centre of the rounded corner, 

or mathematically 
= (Cp/2)-bx

8 (2.4.9)c 
R 

For a standard hob the tooth space width T5 equals the tooth thickness 

TT at the standard pitch line which, therefore, would generate a pitch 

if the hob 

e During Cuttinq 

Circle 
FIGURE 2.4.5 Variation in Tooth Thickness from Hob Offset 

were advanced or withdrawn from the gear blank by some offset distance 

t::.e, from this standard pitch line, as in Figure 2.4.5, the resultant 

tooth thickness on the gear pitch circle would be proportionately 

smaller or larger to the amount of offset by a value 

Ts - = 2t::.etan~T51 

t::.T = 2t::.etan~ (2.4.10) 

Here the cutter has straight sides, but the similar equation 

evolves approximately for the situation of one gear advanced to another, 

to relate tooth thickness change to centre distance variation. 

An offset advancing the hob into the gear blank is defined 

by a negative distance. 
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For an involute profile, conjugate action cannot take place 

below the radius Rb which would form a tangent circle drawn from the 

centre of the gear to the path of contact. Also, if the mating profile 

projects beyond this point of tangency, a cusp will exist in the 

theoretical form of the tooth profile since two points of contact 

should exist for the same radial distance on the gear. With this 

occurrence, the corner of the mating gear will interfere, making 

improper contact wi.th the incomplete profile. In the case when the 

interfering member is the generating tool, an undercut tooth form 

will result, as part of the conjugate profile will be removed by the. 

corner of the generating tooth which travels in a trochoidal path in 

relation to the generated gear. A trochoid is the locus of a fixed 

point on the mating member moving in relation to the centre of the gear. 

Usually, for ease of analysis, this fixed point on the generating hob is 
. 

the centre of the rounded corner of the tooth, or the corner of a sharp 

cornered tooth when the radius of the tooth corner round is considered 

zero. Analyzing these trochoids, the form of the fillet may then be 

determined for both undercut and non-undercut conditions,including the 

inter-relationship of the involute and fillet forms. 

For initial consideration, Figure 2.4.6 represents a hob with a 

sharp cornered tooth (i.e. rT = 0) where 

R = gear pitch circle radius 

by = distance from pitch line of hob to sharp corner of hob 

tooth. The addendum of the· hob becomes the dedendum of 

the gear. 

rt = any trochoid radius 
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et =vectorial angle of trochoid 

$t = angle between tangent to trochoid and radius vector 

[ 
2 211/2 

rt - ( R - by) J 

FIGURE 2.4.6 Trochoid Generation for Sharp Cornered Hob Tooth 

The geometry of Figure (2.4.6) yields the following equation: 
1 

(rt2-(R-by)2}~
tan(e 1+et) = -----"--

R-by 

et = tan-1 ((rt2-(R-by)2)~) - el 

R-b y 

Since AA=A'A' and A'A' equals the arc length A'A", we know that 
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and thus 
(rt2-(R-b,y)2) 

k 
2 

{2.4.11)
R 

but 

1 R-b 
a = cos- (.:.:.._:y) (2.4.12) 

rt 

and 1 
2 2 "2(rt -(R-by) ) 

tan a = 
R-b y 

or 
k2 . 2 2

(rt -(R-by) ) = (R-by) tana 

Therefore, from equation (2.4. 10) 

et = tan- 1( tana) - (tana- ~ tana)
R 

bet = Rtana - (tana-a) 

b 
et = ~tana - INVa (2.4. 13) 

At the same time, the tangent angle to the trochoid becomes, in 

radial coordinates, 
r de

tanlj; = t t 
t dr 

t 

and from Equation (2.4.10) 

det = _d_ (tan-1 ((rt2-(R-by) 2 )~) _ 

drt drt (R-by) 

det (R-by) 


drt.= r (r 2-(R-b ) 2 )~

t t y 
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which results in 

(2.4. 14) 

Expanding Equation (2.4.14) further 

l-(rt2 /(R(R-b ))) 
tan~t = Yr 

2 2 ~ .
R[(rt -{R-by) ] /R(R-by) 

r 2 
1- t 

R(R-by) 

tana 

~t = tan-1(l- ~)) (2.4. 15} 
tana 

When a hob is employed as a cutting tool, however, the corner 

of the hob tooth is rounded, either purposefully or by wear. Considering 

the hob corner to be rounded with a radius rT, the trochoidal fillet 

produced will be the envelope of the family of circles whose centres 

are moving along the trochoidal path of the centre of the round as in 

Figure 2. 4. 7. 
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FIGURE 2.4.7 Fillet Generation for Rounded Corner Hob Tooth 

where 

rt = any radius of trochoid 

et = vectorial angle of trochoid 

rf = any radius of fillet form 

ef = vectori a 1 angle of fi 11 et form 

rr = radius of corner rounding 

by = distance from pitch line to centre of rounding 

Applying the law of cosines 

rf2 = rt2+rr2-2rtrTcos(90°-~t} 

rf = (rt2+rr2-2rtrrsin~t}~ (2.4. 16) 
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and 

(2.4.17} 


From Figure 2.4.7, the tangent angle ~tt between the radial 

vector and the tangent line 	to the fillet becomes 

1 rt-rrsin~t ~tt = ~t-cos- ( ) 	 (2.4.18) 
. 	 rf 

or Wtt = ¢t-(ef-et) 

= ~t+St-Sf 
Although the trochoidal fillet and involute profile have been 

specified mathenatically, equations to link both curves together as 

a physical unit must be derived. Since the involute curve begins at 

the base circle, no conjugate gear tooth action can take place below 

this radius as was mentioned before. If any portion of the straight 

side of a basic rack flank extends below the base circle during 

operation, interference will occur. A similar situation occurring at 

the time of generation would result in removal of a part of the 

involute profile. In order to avoid this undercutting, the straight 

portion of the hob tooth flank must not extend below the line where 

the base circle becomes tangent to the line of action, as in Figure 

2.4.8. 
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FIGURE 2.4.8 Undercut Limit Radius. 


Thus the undercut limit becomes 

Ru = Rbcos~ 

= Rcos 2~ 

Relating this undercut limit radius to the generated dedendum 

circle of the gear, for no undercutting 

Rr ~ Ru (2.4. 19) 

Rr ~ Rbcos~ (2.4.20) 

for sharp cornered hob teeth, or 

RI ~ Rbcos¢ - rr(l-sin¢) (2.4.21) 

~ Rbcos¢ - c 

for the rounded corner hob teeth, where R1 represents the dedendum 

circle radius of the gear. 

If no undercut is present, the trochoidal fillet will be tangent 

to the involute profile at a radius where the end of the straight flank 

of the hob crosses the path of contact, as illustrated in Figure 2.4.9, 
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which yields 
~ 

rf = [(Rsin¢-(ba/sin¢))2 + Rb2 ] 	 (2.4.22) 

FIGURE 2.4.9 	 Radius to Involute-Trochoidal Fillet Intersection During
Non Undercut Conditions 

from the geometry. The corresponding trochoid radius, from similar 

geometrical analysis, becomes 

rt = (Rb2+((rf2-Rb2) 
k
2+rT)2)

k
2 

(2~4.23) 

If the hob has sharp cornered teeth, this corner becomes the 

straight portion limit of the flank and the tangency radius a point 

on the trochoid. 

In the case of undercutting, the radius to involute-trochoidal 

fillet intersection cannot be determined geometrical as in the no 

undercut condition, but must be computed using iterative techniques. 

Physically, the angle between the centre line of gear tooth and the point 

on the involute, plus the angle between the centre line of the trochoid 

and the point 	on the trochoidal fillet, must equal the angle be~ween the 
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trochoid centre line and the tooth centre line. Combining equations 

(2.4.5), (2.4.9) and (2.4. 17), the result becomes 

(2.4.24) 

at the intersection radius. 

When a sharp cornered hob tooth generates the undercut curves, 

the trochoid of the corner becomes the actual fillet so that the base 

circle radius may be taken as the initial point for the iterative 

process. Buckingham [8] suggests an approximate solution [Equation 

(2.4.25)] for the undercut radius which may be used as a second point 

in the process. 

(2.4.25) 
6Rcos~ 

For the rounded corner hob tooth, the trochoid radius producing 

~ fillet radius of Rb must be determined before following the above 

iterative procedure. Further development of these properties will be 

discussed later under the appropriate sections required for the final 

design analysis. 

Thus far, reference to the undercutting due to cutting has been 

developed with no mention of a similar problem arising when two involute 

gears mesh. If the outer circles of the gears (i.e. the addendum circle) 

extend beyond the point of tangency of the line of action with the base 

circle of the mating gear, similar interference as with the cutter will 

result. Therefore, employing Figure 2.4.10, the maximum addendum 
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FIGURE 2.4. 10 Maximum Addendum Circle Radius to Avoid Interference · 

circle to ·avoid interference becomes 

:::RM (Rb 2t(Cdsincp}2} 
k2 

1 1 

RM 2 = (Rb22+(Cdsincp)2)~ 

Rul = Cd-RM2 

= Cd-RRu1 M1 

or generally 

(2.4.26) 


The foregoing equations have been incorporated basically in 

thre~ subroutines: Subroutine CUTTER, Subroutine FILLET and Subroutine 
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ADDEND, Appendices [A. 1], [A.2] and [A.3]. However, many of these 

equations have also been employed as FORTRAN Statement Functions in 

subroutines requiring their use; these functions will be discussed 

when the appropriate routines are developed later in the thesis. 

SUBROUTINE CUTTER(ANGC,BL,CCC,CD,CP,DED,NCUT,PAR,PR,RB,RM,RU,TP,BBA,BBX, 

BBY,RT) 

Use: This routine determines the undercut limit 
radius, the maximum addendum circle radius to 
prevent interference, the angle between the tooth 
centre line and fillet origin on the dedendum 
circle, and some geometric characteristics of 
the cutting tool teeth. 

Calling Sequence: Once the various gear and pinion geometrical 
properties are specified in Subroutine UREAL 
this routine is called in Subroutine UREAL to 
develop the above properties. ~ 

SUBROUTINE FILLET(ANGC, NCUT,PAR, PR,RAD,RB,RI,RU,RRTL,RRTU,TP,BBA, 

BBX,BBY,RT) 

Use: 	 This routine determines the radius to the point of 
intersection of the involute and fillet profil~s. 

Calling Sequence: 	 To determine the contact ratio during undercut 
conditions, this routine is called from Subroutine 
LENGTH which is called from Subroutine CONRAT. 

Special Features: 	 The subroutine handles the non-undercut tangency 
point exactly as the theory in this chapter was 
developed. However, the iterative solution required 
to return the undercut intersection point has a few 
features to enable a convergent solution to be 
found. Using a linear search followed by a false 
position root determination Appendix [B], the inter
section radius of the involute-fillet profile is 
determined. 

In the case of the sharp cornered hob tooth, the 
trochoid also becomes.the fillet profile. Therefore, 
half of the step suggested by Buckingham was used for 
the linear search. 
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However, the rounded corner hob tooth cutter 
presents an added problem since the fillet and 
trochoid are separate entities. A similar process 
was carried out, only this time the trochoid radius 
yielding a fillet radius equal to the base circle 
radius was determined before continuing the inter
section radius determination. The linear search 
step length used in calculating the fillet-base 
circle was 10% of the functional difference between 
the fillet radius with trochoid radius set at Rb 
and the actual base circle radius Rb. Once 
this trochoid raaius was determined, the process 
continued in a manner similar to the sharp corne·red 
tooth case. 

SUBROUTINE ADDEND(ADDL,PAR,PR,RB,RO,TO,TP) 

Use: This routine determines the addendum length
of pointed teeth and tooth thickness at the 
addendum circle. 

Calling Sequence: Having specified a pitch circle tooth thickness in 
Subroutine THICK, this routine is called to find 
the pointed tooth radius. 
found in Subroutine SPUR. 

These routines are both 

Special Features: Employing the linear search and false position
technique described in Appendix [8], the required 
radius is determined, thus defining the maximum 
possible addendum size. If the pointed tooth 
radius is less than the addendum circle radius, 
the tooth thickness at the addendum ~ircle is set 
to zero. In the linear search, difference between 
the addendum circle and pitch circle radii specify
the step length. If, during the optimization, this 
difference becomes zero, then an arbitrary step 
length of 0.1 inches is assumed. 

2.5 FUNDAMENTALS 

As a consequence of choosing the involute profile to produce 

the desired conjugate action, the properties of this curve and its 

generation present a foundation of fundamental equations used in the 

design procedure. These equations provide a reference point from 
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which more sophisticated theory may be developed to include stress 

constraints, contact ratio, etc. With a specified centre distance Cd 

and a desired angular velocity ratio, the law of conjugate gear tooth 

action mathematically states that 

-= (2.5.1) 

or 

nl 
n 

R2 

R 
(2. 5. lA) 

2 1 

where w represents the angular velocity; r, the pitch circle radii and 

n, the shaft speeds in rpm. If the two pitch circles were considered 

rolling against each other without slipping at the above uniform 

angular velocities then the linear pitch line velocity is 

PLV = w R = w R 
1 1 2 2 

= 2rrn R = 2rrn R (2.5.2)
1 1 2 2 

The pitch circle radii of an involute gear are not fixed but 

are dependent on the centre distance and the magnitude of the base 

circle radii which are constant for a particular gear as pointed out 

in the summary of the involute properties in Chapter [2.4]. 

Figure (2.4.2) can be used to illustrate many of the geometrical 

relationships existing between the various radii and angles. As 

examples: 

(2.5.3) 

(2.5.4) 
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R2 
{2.5.5)=~ 

where Mg represents the gear ratin. 

If several involutes were developed on the same base circle, 

the profiles of several teeth would- result. Evenly spacing these teeth, 

and considering only one side of the tooth as in Figure (2.5. 1), the 

distance between the teeth equals the circumference of the base circle 

divided by the number of teeth of the gear from which the base pitch is 

defined. 

B = 21TRb (2.5.6)
p N 

with N specifying the number of teeth. 

Bp =Base Pitch 

FIGURE 2.5.1 Geometrical Representation of Base Pitch 

In similar fashion, the circular pitch defines the spacing 

between tooth profiles on the pitch circle giving 

C = 21TR . (2. 5. 7) 
p N 
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A third 11 pitch 11 known·as diametral pitch, having no physical 

meaning, is defined _as the number of teeth on the gear per inch of 

pitch diameter. 

- ND (2.5.8)P - 2R 

Combining Equations (2.5.6) and (2.5.7) a useful relation 

(2.5.9) 

is obtained. 

The addendum (dedendum) circles are defined by adding 

(subtracting) the addendum (dedendum) lengths to the pitch radii, as 

in the following equations: 

{2.5.10) 

(2.5.11) 

where a = addendum and b = dedendum. The clearance between the 

mating teeth is defined here as 

(2.5. 12) 

where the subscript m refers to the mating gear. 

Having defined or developed the foregoing equations, further 

analyses may now be undertaken. These equations are employed in the 

computer program in Subroutine PITCH, Appendix [A.4]. 

SUBROUTINE PITCH(RATIO,CD,TEETHl,TEETH2,RPMl,PAR,PI,PRl,PR2,RBl,RB2,BP, 

CP,DP,PLV) 

Use: This routine determines the various geometrical 
relationships developed in this chapter. 
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Calling Sequence: 	 Subroutine VARY calls this routine after each new 
set of variables is generated through Subroutine 
UREAL. The routine is also used initially in 
Subroutine VARYl to define the argument values if 
the package is used for analysis only, with no 
variables, or to aid in defining starting values 
for some variables (i.e. addendum-dedendum factors) 
when required for optimization. 

2.6 LOADING 

When two gears act against each other, the resultant load Wn, 

is directed along the line of action. In Figure 2.6. 1 the pinion and 

gear are separated with the loads and reactions directed, respectively, 

at the pitch point and the shaft centre of each gear to cqnstitute _a 

couple .. 

Using the pinion as an example, the forces may be resolved into 

components, illustrated in Figure 2.6.2. 

Employing the subscripts r and t to indicate the radial and 

tangential directio~s with respect to the pitch circle, the moment of 

the couple Wt and Ft represents the torque application required to 

drive the gear set. 

(2.6. 1) 

Defining horsepower as 

h _ 2TITn (2.6.2)p - 33000 

with 	 hp = horsepower 

T = torque, ft. lbs. 

n = shaft speed, rpm 

Equation (2.6. 1) combined with the pitch line velocity, 

Equation (2.5.2) results in 
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F reaction force of shaft 

Wn load along line of action 

T torque 

FIGURE 2. 6.1 Forces on Mating Gear Set 

FIGURE 2.6.2 Component Forces Acting on Pinion 
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Wt (PLV) 
hp- --- (2.6.3)

33,000 

From the geometry of Figure 2.6.2, the following relationships 

can be derived: 

Wt = Wncos~' (2.6.4) 

Wr = Wnsin~ (2.6.5) 

Wr ,= WttaM (2.6.6) 

Since the pitch surface of a spur gear sweeps out a cylinder, 

not a cone, no axial component is generated during loading, thus 

Wa = 0.0 (2.6.7) 

These equations are used in Subroutine TORQUE and Subroutine 

TLOAD as part of the design analysis, Appendices[A~5] and [A.6]. 

SUBROUTINE TORQUE(HP,PI,RPM,TORQ) 

Use: To determine the torque on the gear. 

Calling Sequence: Subroutine SPUR calls this routine after the initi
ation of the design analysis. 

SUBROUTINE TLOAD(HP,PLV,PAR,WA,WR,WT,WN) 

Use: To determine the magnitude of tooth loading. 

Calling Sequence: This is the first routine called after the variables 
have been specified in Subroutine UREAL. 

2.7 TOOTH STRESSES 

The most important design factors limiting the load carrying 

capacity of any gear set are the bending and wear stresses developed 

on a tooth. Buckingham [2, Chapter 18 and 22] presents one of the 

best historical accounts of the search for an accurate bending analysis 
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over the last 200 years. Lewis• formula [36]for the beam strength of a 

gear tooth combined with Dolan and Broghamer•s [38] fillet stress 

concentration factor has been the foundation for bending stress analysis 

in North America for the last thirty years. Various authors mentioned 

by Buckingham set forth numerous equations to modify the static case 

of the Lewis Formula to implement a realistic dynamic load analysis. 

Finally, in 1931, Buckingham [9],as chairman of an ASME special 

research committee,proposed a method of dynamic load determination. 

This same committee also initiated wear analysis employing Hertzian 

theory [37] of rolling cylinders to simulate the action of gear tooth 

profiles during wear conditions. 

The American Gear Manufacturer•s Association (AGMA), an 

organization of manufacturers and academics in the gearing industry, 

in its interest in achieving a certain degree of unfformity in the 

design and manufacture of gears, has presented general stress formulas 

which are mbdifications of the original bending and wear analysis 
. . . 

equations. To build up to these equations, the following sections will 

develop the .original theory as a foundation for discussion of the AGMA 

formulas. 

2.7A BENDING STRESS 

With an initial assumption of a gear tooth as a stubby canti

lever beam.stressed at the base of the beam, Lewis conceived the idea of 

inscribing a parabola of uniform strength inside the gear tooth. 

Appendix [C.l] offers proof that, if a parabola is made into a canti

lever beam, the stress is constant along the surface of the parabola. 
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Inscribing the largest parabola that will fit in the gear-tooth shape, 

the most critically stressed position on the gear tooth is located at 

the point of tangency of the parabola and the tooth profile. Deriving 

the bending moment for a rectangular cantilever beam on thickness t, 

unit width, and length h from the base of the beam to the uniformly 

applied load Wt, the following stress equations for elementary beam 

theory evolve 
M 

(J = '..:.Y..
I 

= (Wth)(t/2) 
t3 

12 

for unit width (2.7.1) 

With the line of action crossing the tooth at different load 

angles eL during rotation, as in Figure 2.7.1, the above theory may 

be generally applied as follows. 

FIGURE 2.7.1 Gear Tooth as Parabolic Cantilever Beam 
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If the load acts at the tooth centre line at point f, then the 

parabola of uniform strength becomes tangent to the tooth profile at 

point e determined by having tangent line ce located such that cf=fm 

on the fillet. Appendix [C.2] illustrates the proof that pointe 

lies on the parabola and may be considered the point of maximum bending 

stress on the tooth profile. Applyjng Equation (2.7. 1) the bending 

stress becomes 

(2.7.2) 


with the direct compressive stress becoming 

(~:) sinal 
crc = + (2.7.3)... 

again assuming unit face width. The total normal load is divided 

by the face width so that unit width analysis may be used. The totaJ 

tensile and compressive stresses thus become 

Numerically, the maximum resultant stre?s is the compressive 

stress found on the non-loaded side of the tooth, but in practice, 

fatigue failures in gear teeth generally begin at the fillet under 

tensile stress on the loaded side of the tooth. Taking the latter case 

as the criterion for stress analysis combining Equations (2.7.2) and 

(2.7.3) 
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- wn (6hcose~-tsineu 
- Fw I 

However, by Equation (2.6.4), the total stress in bending may 

be modified using the transmitted load, so that 

Ia I -
w 

ttotal - F cose w 

where e represents the pressure angle. At the same time, from the 

geometry of Figure 2. 7.1 

t2 
X = 

4h 

which enables the equation to be further altered to 

- wt [ cos el 1 . 5 tanel ] 
(2.7.4)\a total I - Fw cose -x-- t 

Expanding Equation (2.7.4) further by multiplying by Dp/Dp gives 

W D 
I a I = t p (2.7.5)total Fw y 

where y is the modified Lewis Tooth Form Factor and is given by 

D 
y =----~--- (2.7.6) 

cos\(~ _ tanel) 
cose x t 

A photoelastic investigation by Dolan and Bl~oghamer [38] 

established expressions for stress concentration correction factors 
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thus bringing Equation (2.7.6) closer to reality. 

Further discussion of the tooth form factor and the stress 

correction factor will be continued in chapter 2.8A concerning geometry 

modifications factors. For the present, Equation (2.7.5) may be 

modified to take in a new geometry factor Qj. 

·- Wt· DR (2.7.7)1°total I - Fw Qj 

where 

(2.7.8) 


and 

Qf = stress concentration factor 

Mn = load sharing ratio 

With this formulation as a basis, the AGMA has introduced 

modification .factors Q
0 

, Q , Q and Q , to bring the analysis closer to 
s m r . 

reality. These factors, discussed in later sections, enable the designer 

to establish the properties of the final design for spetial cases of 

loading. Knowing the allowable fatigue stress of the gear material, a 

feasible design within this limit may be found from the following, where 

lototal I now becomes ob. The predicted stress is 

ob 
= Wt 0p 

Fw Qj 
( Oo Os Om 

Qv 
) (2.7.9) 

and the critical stress is 

(2.7.10) 


where 
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crF = allowable fatigue stress of the gear material 

For no failure, 

< max0 0 (2.7.11)b ... b 

Since either empirical results or analytic solutions may be 

used to yield the stress factors, this type of formulation is much. 

more flexible than any "true" theory developed which may be disproven 

in the future. Any stress given by the basic theory may form a ratio 

with any future analytic or experimental analysis to develop one of . 

these modification factors for "exact" design. 

Equations (2.7.9) and (2.7.10) are employed in the computer 

program in Subroutine BEND, Appendix [A.9]. 

SUBROUTINE BEND(WT,DP,FW,QOD,QODLl,QODL2,QJl,QJ2,SBl,SB2,SBMl,SBM2,SAF1, 

SAF2} 

Use: To determine the actual and allowable bending stress. 

Calling Sequence: This routine is called from Subroutine UREAL after 
the various modification factors are· determined. 

2.7A.l TOOTH LOADING 

It must be remembered, however, that the magnitude of bending 

stress is highly dependent on the load location on the tooth. The 

worst possible case of loading would occur with one tooth bearing all 

the load at its tip. This situation occurs when the addendum circle of 
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the gear intersects with the line of action as illustrated in Figure 

2. 7.2. 

FIGURE 2.7.2 Geometry of Tooth-Tip Loading 

Using Equation (2.4.5) to determine the angle between the 

tooth centre line and the radial vector to the contact point on the 

tooth profile, the load angle can be evaluated as follows: 

(2.7.12) 


(2.7.13) 


where r = radius to point of tooth contact 

RL = load radius at tooth centre line 

eL = load angle 

e1 == angle between tooth centre line and radial vector to load 

point on tooth profile 
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Thus, by knowing the radius vector to the load point, the load 

radius and load angle may be determined using Equations (2.7. 12) and 

(2.7. 13). In the case of tip loading, r=R • To evaluate the load 
0 

angle and radius of the succeeding tooth of the gear during tip

loading, the load c·ontact point may be determined using 

(2.7.14) 


(2.7. 15) 


(2.7.16) 


and then employing Equations (2.4.5), (2.7. 12) and (2.7. 13) to find the 

load angle and radius. 

The only problem existing in this form· of analysis is to 

determine the radius to the point of contact on the line of action. 

Initial analysis by Lewis assumed that the appTication of the load at 

the tip of the tooth represented the worst case of loading. This 

assumption was not incorrect as even the best gears at that time were 

not very accurate and it was quite possible for a single tooth to 

bear all the load. Howev~r, as gears became more accurate, enabling 

load sharing to occur, the tip-load condition was not necessarily the 

most critical. Higher contact ratios and less error in present day 

gears enable a second pair of teeth to be in contact when one pair has 

reached the tip-load condition of one member. This worst load condition 

occurs when a single pair of teeth carrying full load continue contact 

to a point where a second pair are ready to come into contact, as pictured 

in Figure 2.7.3. 
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FIGURE 2.7.3 Geometry of Point of Highest Single Tooth Contact Loading 

It can be readily seen that the contact point occurs one base. 

pitch away from the initial point of contact. At the same time it 

must be visualized that tip-loading of one gear represents the mid

loading condition of the mating gear. By determining the radius to 

the desired point of contact, the foregoing analysis using Equations 

(2.4.5), (2.7.12) and (2.713) may be used to evaluate the load angle 

and radius. Thus, expanding the geometry of Figure 2.7.3 mathematically 
~ 1 

Za = (RDm 2-Rbm2) 
2 

- (Rm2-Rbm2)~ (2.7. 17) 

(2.7. 18) 


(2.7.19) 


Zc = B -Z (2.7.20)p a 
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and applying the law of cosines 

r = (R2+Z 2+(2R)(Z sin~))~ (2.7.21)c c 

yields the contact po.int radius .. Following a similar procedure as for 

the tip-load case for determining the contact point radius of the 

succeeding tooth, the following results 

(2.7.22) 


which 	 can be coupled with Equations (2.7. 15) and (2.7. 16}. 

Thus, by knowing the contact radius, the load angle and radius 

may be evaluated using the previous analysis. The highest single 

tooth contact loading analysis, however, can only be assumed if the 

deformation of the gear teeth is enough to eliminate the base pitch 

error in the teeth due to profile and pitch tolerances during machining. 

Criteria for this will be discussed in the following sections. 

The theory of this section is incorporated in the computer 

program in Subroutine LOAD, Appendix [A.7]. 

SUBROUTINE.LOAD(RL,ANGL,RLL,ANGLL,NLOAD,BP,PAR,PR,PRM,RB,RBM,RO,ROM,TP) 

Use: 	 This routine determines the radius to the point of 
load application at the tooth centre line as well 
as the load angle for either tip-loading or point of 
highest single tooth contact loading. The load 
radius and load angle for the succeeding tooth are 
also determined. 

Calling Sequence: 	 This routine is called in Subroutine UREAL if the 
mode of loading is assumed by the user. If the 
user wishes the mode of loading to be determined 
by the computer program, the routine is called in 
Subroutine SHARE. 
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Special Features: 	 If some of the logic statements in this routine 
seem redundant, it must be remembered that during 
the optimization search, solutions bordering on 
the limits of the theory or the limits of physical 
restrictions may be encountered. These logic 
statements restrict the analysis to acceptable 
computations within the limits of the computer. For 
example, r must be greater than Rb in the statement 

e = cos- 1(Rb/r). 

2.7A.2 TOOTH DEFLECTION AND LOAD SHARING 

As gear manufacturing improved, all properly designed gears 

with low errors had sufficient overlap of successive pairs of teeth 

to allow possible load sharing in the load zone at the beginning and 

end of contact. With this possibility arising, many gear designers 

believed that tip-loading was too drastic a load condition assuming 

that the highest bending stresses would occur down the face of the 

tooth below the tip, thus making gears designed by Lewis• assumptions 

stronger than necessary. 

Timoshenko and Baud [48], Walker [40], Weber, and VanZandt [39] 

are a few of the published sources of tooth deflection sources for 

load sharing analysis. Van Zandt•s work seems to be the most widely 

accepted in North America with the AGMA basing a load sharing chart on 

his findings. In his paper Van Zandt states that his results were 

about 45% greater than that found by Weber while he says Weber found 

Walker•s results to give 15 to 25% less deflection than according to 

Weber•s calculations. With Van Zandt•s results basically from experiment 

for one pressure angle system with no apparent empirical formulation to 

generalize for all designs, the writer decided to adapt Walker•s 

empirical formula proportionately by the percentages indicated, to 
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assume a deflection equation close to Van Zandt's results. This seemed 

to be a correct procedure as Van Zandt stated in his paper that in the 

absence of more complete data he proportionately increased Weber's 

deflection curves (which were quite similar in shape to Walker's) to 

conform to the limited deflection tests Van Zandt had done at the time 

of the paper. Coupled with load distribution analysis given by 

Merritt [4] and a double tooth contact analysis by Buckingham [2], the 

author developed a load sharing analysis technique Which hopefully gives 

reasonable results. Since no experimentation has been done to verify 

the procedure, no guarantee of the results can be given. 

Walker's fonnula is closely related to the bending analysts 

used to evaluate the tooth fonn factor, in that it uses the chordal 

tooth thickness at the point of highest stress concentration on the 

fillet, the distance from the load application point on the tooth 

centre line to the tooth thickness chord, and the load angle at the 

load point to yield the deflection 

& = KW • f!l easel + ~ easel ) (2.7.23) 
n \tiEl 1 t2E2 2 

where d = deflection of both teeth at point of contact 

K = constant 

wn• = load.per inch face nonnal to the involute 

E =modulus of elasticity (psi) 

el = load angle (degrees) 

h,t =constant stress parabola properties (Figure 2.7.1) with 

the subscripts defining the two gears. 

However, for linear stiffness Pc, 
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. w 
p = __!!. (2.7.24)
c 6 

Fw w , = . n 
6 

Thus 

(2.7.25) 


over the whole face width. 

If the contact ratio is greater than one, the load is alternately 

carried by one and two pairs of teeth with the load divided between 

successive pairs of teeth in proportion to the respective combined 

stiffnesses at the points of contacts concerned, assuming the profiles 

and spacing are precise. Thus, 

wn = wn (2.7.26)
1 Pc +pc

1 2. 

Pc 
w = w 2 (2.7.27)n +n2 Pc Pc 

1 2 
where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the two pairs of teeth loaded. 

If, however, the second pair of teeth can not come in contact 

during the no load condition due to involute profile deviations, the 

initial pair of teeth must deflect by the amount of the error before 

the second pair of teeth can share the load. If the gap between the 

contact profiles of the two teeth is e, the total load must be greater 

than e·pc before the second pair come into contact. Assuming the total 

load deflects the first pair of teeth, the load ~haring is divided as 
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follows: 

(2.7.28) 

. (2. 7. 29) 

as long as (2.7.30} 

Knowing the base pitch error (i.e. the error in action) along 

the line of action, the load proportions for tip-loading, and its 

successive pair, as well as point of highest single tooth contact 

loading (hereafter described as mid-loading), and its successive pair, 

are evaluated and compared for the worst stress condition. The actua1 

worst stress may be determined from the Lewis theory directly since 

the relative magnitudes only are wanted. The worst stress condition, 

whether tip-loading or mid-loading, then becomes the prime stress 

criterion exclusive of any load sharing. 

From the geometric development of the point of highest single 

tooth contact loading, it can be readily seen that for "perfect" 

gear~when one gear is in tip-loading, the mating gear is in mid-

loading. It will also become obvious from Equations (2.7.28) and (2.7.29) 

that the worst load case for either tip-loading or mid-loading occurs 

when the mating pair under observation must deflect first before the 

following pair comes into contact. With the stiffnesses of the mating 

pairs specified in a given position of contact it is obvious that the 
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resultant tip-load, for example,necessary for tip deflection and load 

sharing, will b.e larger than the resultant tip-load from load sharing 

when the mid-loaded tooth deflected to achieve load sharing. Thus 

the eight possible loading combinations may be reduced with discussion 

centering on the four cases of tip and mid-loading for both the gear 

and pinion from the standpoint of i~itial deflection of each case. 

If the bending stress for either pinion or gear tip-loading 

exceeds the mid-loading bending stress for either case, then the tip

loading geometry factor for both gears will be used with the transmitted 

load for the actual bending stress analysis. On the other hand, the 

mid-loading geometry factors would be employed if the bending stress 

conditions were reversed. 

The theory of this chapter has been incorporated in Subroutine 

SHARE [Appendix A.8] as a method of checking for load sharing. As the 

method demands more computation, it is suggested that a design be. 

found for· tip and mid-point loading and then test the 11 best 11 ·design 

for load sharing .. 

SUBROUTINE SHARE(ANGCl,ANGC2,ANGLl,ANGL2,BBYl,BBY2,BP,DP,El,E2,ERR,FW, 

NCUTl,NCUT2,NNLOAD,PAD,PAR,PI,PRl,PR2,QO,QV,QJl,QJ2, 

RBl,RB2,Ril,RI2,RLl,RL2,RLLl,RLL2,RLMl,RLM2,ROl,R02, 

RTl,RT2,TPl,TP2,WN) 

Use: 	 This routine determines if there is load sharing 
between successive pairs of teeth in a mating gear 
set. Analysis is made for tip and highest point of 
single tooth contact loading with the mode of 
loading producing the highest bending stress chosen 
for final stress analysis. 
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Calling Sequence: 	 If the flag NLOAD=O is called for Subroutine UREAL 
this analysis is carried out. 

Special Features: 	 The constant specified by Walker for Equation 
(2.7.23) was 14.0 from his experimental analysis. 
However, to partially conform with Van Zandt•s 
this constant has been raised to 25.0. 

2.78 WEAR STRESS 

The previous sections have been concerned with the stress and 

strength of a gear tooth subjected to bending action. However, other 

modes of tooth failure occur affecting the surface of the tooth to 

produce failure. For example, pitting is a surface fatigue failure 

due to many repetitions of high contact stresses; scoring is a surface 

failure due to lubrication failure; abrasion is a surface failure due 

to the presence of foreign material. The combination of rolling and 

sliding motions of the gear tooth surfaces moving across each other 

cause additional compressive and tensile stresses to develop due to 

the sliding plus the coefficient of friction. Stress cycles during 

heavy loading result in both surface cracks and plastic flow on the 

contacting surface to bring about material failure on the tooth profile. 

Dudley [6], employing the work of Hertz [37], presented a derivation of 

an approximate solution to the surface fatigue stress problem, from 

which the AGMA developed their general formula similar in nature to the 

bending stress analysis. 

From Hertz•s analysis of two cylinders with axes parallel, as 

in Figure (2.78. l), the width of band of contact resultant from an 

applied load ofF pounds over the length L is 
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1:2

B= (~F (K1+K2 )r1 r 2 ) 

(r +r )
1 2 

where 
2

1-v 
Kl = 1 

. E 
7T 1 

K = 
2 

with v. = Poisson's ratio
1 

E. = modules of Elasticity
1 

F 

F 

FIGURE 2.78.1 Hertzian Cylinders in Contact 

At any instant of time when the tooth profiles are in contact, 

the surfaces of the teeth at those points may be considered cylinders 

with centres on the base circle, as illustrated in Figure 2.4. 1 

concerning involute development. Thus 
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(2.7.31) 

The maximum compressive stress between the contacting surfaces 

of the cylinders is 
4F a ==- (2.7.32) 

w 1rLB 

Since the load transmitted acts along the line of action and 

the width of the tooth equals the face width, Equation (2.7.32) becomes 

4W 
n 

a --
w TIF 8 

w 

from which, applying Equation (2.7.31) 

\\but w ::-
n 

COS</> 

By multiplying the denominator of this equation by d/d, where 

d is the pinion pitch circle diameter 
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cr = w (2.7.33) 

By specifying 

CE = 21 k (2.7.34)2 

[ •(l~v 1 l~vz2 )] 
and 

(2.7.35)CJ = [(":r2 
) 

c:so]
rl r2 

then the basic wear stress equation becomes r (2.7.36)( wtOW = CE FwdCJ 

Using the Equation (2.7.33) as a basis, the AGMA developed a 

generalized surface durability equation using modification factors to 

establish a realistic design criterion. Knowing the allowable contact 

stress of the gear material, the following equations allow the designer 

within the limits of the modification factors to be discussed in later 

sections, to predict the wear capabilities of his design in regards to 

destructive pitting. The predicted stress is 

cr = c ~ (cf em C0 Cs )l ~ (2.7.37) 
w E lFwd CJ Cv 

The allowable critical fatigue stress is 

(2.7.38) 
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where 

ot = allowable contact stress of the gear material 

The design criterion is 

(2.7.39) 

Similar reasoning for the use of modification factors, as used 

for the bending equations, may also be applied here. The equations 

introduced in this section are incorporated in Subroutine WEAR, 

Appendix [A.lO]. 

SUBROUTINE WEAR(COD,CODLl,CODL2,CE,CJ,FW,FW,PRl,SACl,SAC2,SSl,SS2,SSM1, 

SSM2,WT) 

Use: To determine the actual and allowable contact stress 
on the tooth face. 

Calling Sequence: This routine is called in Subroutine UREAL after the 
bending stress is evaluated. 

2.7C ALLOWABLE POWER 

With Equations (2.7.9}, (2.7. 10), (2.7.37), and (2.7.38) 

specifying the constraining equations of both bending and wear analysis, 

the maximum allowable horsepower transmitted by a gear set within the 

conditions specified may be evaluated. Since obmax ·and OWmax represent 

the limits of the allowable stresses for bending and wear analysis, the 

maximum load to achieve this value can be calculated so that 

°F QL = wt Qo ~ Qs Qm 
QR QT Q V Fw QJ 
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and 

h = Wt PLY_but (2.6.3) 
p 33,000 

Specifying the allowable power in bending as PAB and the 

allowable power in wear as PAW, the following results 

(2. 7. 40) . 


(2.7.41) 


However, with.the pitch circle radius in inches, the pitch line 

velocity in feet per minute becomes 

PLV = (2Tin 1R1 )/12 (2.5.2) 

which changes Equations (2.7.40) and (2.7.41) to 

Tin F 2R Q Q Q a
PAB = 1 w 1 V J L F (2.7.42)

396,000 DP Q0 Qs Om QR Or 

(2.7.43) 

Knowing the values of the modification factors as well as gear 

and material properti~s, the maximum allowable horsepower transmitted 

by a gear set may be determined, giving some insight into the capabilities 

of the design. Subroutine POWER, Appendix [A.ll], employs this theory 

in the computer program. 
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SUBROUTINE POWER(CE,CJ,COD,CODLl,CODL2,QJl,QJ2,QOD,QODLl,QODL2,DP,FW,PAB1, 

PAB2,PAWl,PAW2,PI,PRl,RPMl,SACl,SAC2,SAFl,SAF2) 

Use: 	 To determine the maximum allowable power that can be 
transmitted under wear and bending conditions for 
the pinion and gear. 

Calling Sequence: 	 Subroutine UREAL calls this routine after the wear 
and bending stress routines are called. 

2.8 MODIFICATION FACTORS 

The AGMA, in an effort to standardize design practice, developed 

the foregoing stress analysis so that future changes in the art could 

easily be incorporated in the analysis without a major renovation to 

the theory. The stress equations of both bending and wear are divided 

into three groups of terms concerned with the loading, the tooth size 

and the stress distribution as the following expressions indicate: 

(2.7.9) 

(2.7.10) 

(2.7.11) 

(2.7.37) 

~wmax = ~c CL cH (2.7.38) 
CT CR 

a < a max (2.7.39)w .. w 
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where 

LOAD 


tooth 
size 

stress 
distribution 

ab 

·cE 

Q ,C00 

Ov,Cv 

Dp 

d 

Cs 

Os 

Qm,cm 

QJ ,CJ 

cf 

aF 

ac 
RL,CL 

QT,CT 

QR,CR 

CH 

= calculated tensile bending stress at the root of 

the teeth, psi 

= calculated contact stress 

= elastic coefficient 

= transmitted ta~gential load at operating pitch 

diameter, 1 b 

= overload factor 

= dynamic factor 

= diametral pitch 

= pinion operating pitch diameter; inches 

= net face width of the narrowest of the mating 

teeth, inches 

= size factor 

= size factor 

= load distribution factor 

= geometry factor 

= surface finish factor 

= allowable fatigue stress, psi 

= allowable compressive stress, psi 

= life factor 

= temperature factor 

= factor of safety (reliability factor) 

= hardness ratio factor 
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The subsequent sections will present the AGMA standards used 

in the above analysis along with modifications of these standards used 

in the computer program. It will be readily seen that future stress 

formulas created from new theory can form ratios with the 11 base 11 

theory for development of the above factors. The computer programs 

have the same flexibility, as each factor is developed independently 

in individual subroutines. Simi.lar factors for wear and bending will 

be developed in the same sections. 

The derivation of the following factors are extracted from 

various AGMA standards mentioned in the references. 

2.8A GEOMETRY FACTORS INCLUDING STRESS CONCENTRATION 

From the development of the base bending stress formula in 

Chapter 2.7, the tooth form factor 

Y = ___D....!....P____ (2.7.6)
easel ~\5 _ta:a~ 
case 

was derived and modified by Dolan and Broghamer's stress concentration 

factor [38] to give the bending stress geometry factor 

(2.7.8) 

The geometry factor evaluates the shape of the tooth, the 

position at which the most damaging load is applied, stress concentration 

due to geometric shape, and the sharing of load. Accurate spur gears 

develop the most critical stress when the load is applied at the highest 
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point of tooth where a single pair of teeth is carrying all the load. 

Less accurate spur gears, having errors that prevent two pairs of teeth 

from sharing the load, may be stressed most heavily when load is 

~pplied at the tip. Load sharing was discussed in Section 2.7A.2. 

Figure 2.7. 1 illustrates the tooth form factor layout used 

for any general load application on the tooth. Using some of the 

geometrical relationships of this figure, equation (2.7.6} was derived. 

The Dolan and Broghamer stress correction factor employs similar 

relationships for the equation 

(2.8A.l) 

where 

h ·-distance fm from Figure 2.7.1 

t/2 =distance me from Figure 2.7.1 

and 

(2.8A.2). · 

with = radius of curvature of filletrf 

rT = edge radius of tool 

RRO = the relative radius of curvature of the pitch 

circle of the gear and the pitch 1 ine of the 

generating tool. For generation by a rack or hob, 

RR
0 

equals the pitch radius R of the gear being 

generated. For generation by a pinion shaped 

cutter, l/RR
0 

= 1/R + 1/Rc where Rc is the pitch 

radius of the cutter. 
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b = dedendum of gear 

From experimental analysis the constants of Equation {2.8A.l) 

are tablulated as follows: 

TABLE 2.8A. 1 

Values of C1 , C2 and C3 of Equation 2.8A.l 

Pressure Angle C1 C2 C3 

14~0 0.22 0.20 0.40 

20° 0.18 0.15 0.45 

25° 0.14 0.11 0.50 

For other pressure angles not presented in the above table, 

values for the constants may be obtained using linear interpolation 

or extrapolation. 

The stress correction factor actually depends on the effective 

stress concentration, location of load, plasticity effects, residual 

stress effects, material composition effects, surface finish resulting 

from gear production or service, Hertz stress effects, size effects 

and end of tooth effects. With this many factors affecting the stress 

concentration, the analytic method presented can only be expected to 

give approximate results for all situations. 

The load sharing ratio, mn, is influenced by the contact ratio, 

but may be taken as 1, since the most critical position of spur gear 

load application normally occurs when only one tooth is in contact. 
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The geometry values from Figure 2.7. 1 can be determined 

graphically following the procedure outlined in AGMA standard for 

Rating the Strength of Spur Gear Teeth (AGMA 220.02), or using an 

iterative method developed for the computer using basic theory. Re

drawing Figure 2.7.1 to include the radius to a point on the fillet, 

Figure 2.8A.l illustrates an iterative process to dete;~ine the highest 

stress point on the fillet. 

FIGURE 2.8A. 1 	 Geometrical Determination of Highest Stress Point on the 
Fillet 

According to Appendix [Cl and C2], the parabola of constant 

stress will be tangent to the fillet at point e when h1 =h2 • This 

relationship may be expanded to give a function 
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but .! = RFsin82 1 

or f =+(2.0RL - Rf(2.0cos8 1+(sine 1/tan8 2 ))) 

and 82 = $t-81 

th~refore 

(2.8A.3) 

Thus, solving for the root of this equation employing the linear 

search and false position technique outlined in Appendix [B], the 

geometric relations for the tooth form factor and the stress correction 

factor can be derived. The ·profile and tangent angle of the fillet 

with respect to the centre of the gear may be determined using the 

equations developed in Chapter 2.4. 

From the extended theory of the Lewis technique, the limiting 

load radius would occur when the constant stress parabola becomes 

tangent to the fillet at the dedendum circle, at which point the tangent 

angle ljit = 90° and the vectorial angle 81 = ec' where 8c is the angle 

between the tooth centre line and the origin of the fillet curve at the 

dedendum circle, with a fillet radial vector equal to the dedendum 

circle radius. Since h1 = is a necessary requirement in the theory h2 

for the constant stress parabola assumption to exist, then 

(2.8A.4) 

which results from setting 81 = 8c, RF = R and F(RF) = 0 Equation
1 

(2.8A.3} 
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Thi.s analysis has been used in Subroutine JFACT [Appendix A.12] 

and Subroutine CWALL [Appendix A.l3]for computed geometry factor 

determination. 

SUBROUTINE CWALL(BBY,ANGC,ANGR,NCUT,PI,PR,RI,RL,RRF,RRO,RT) 

Use: 	 This subroutine calculates, in radial coordinates 
with respect to the centre of the gear referenced to 
the centre line of the tooth, the point on the tooth 
fillet considered the location of highest stress 
concentration. 

Calling Sequence: 	 Subroutine JFACT calls this routine as part of the 
development of geometry factor used in bending
analysis. 

Special Features: Because of the nature of the fillet equations, .the 
function Equation (2.8A.3) is discontinuous thus 
preventing a gradient solution. The linear search 
and false position technique enables the desired 
solution to be found. Sin.ce the parabola of the 
physically limiting case would be tangent to the 
fillet at the dedendum circle, this was chosen 
as the first point in the iterative process. The 
step length from this pain~ was chosen arbitrarily 
as 10% of the distance between the dedendum cirlce 

. radius and the radius where the tangent angle to 
the trochoid becomes zero. A check to prevent 
divergence on the discontinuous portion of the 
curve was also employed. 

In the case of the sharp cornered cutter tooth, the 
trochoid of the corner represents the fillet, thus 
the angle between the radial vector and the tangent 
line to the fillet can be computed directly from 
the theory. However, for rounded corner cutter 
teeth the angle between the radial vector and the 
tangent line to the fillet can not be computed from 
the trochoid tangent angle but must be altered 
slightly as in Equation (2.4. 18). The program was 
developed using the above theory and was only
modified slightly to incorporate the root determina
tion technique. 
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SUBROUTINE JFACT(ANGC,ANGL,BBY,DP,NCUT,PAD,PAR,PI,PR,RI,RL,RLM,RT,H,T, 

QJ,Y) 

Use: This subroutine calculates the geometry factor and 
the tooth form factor for spur gear bending stress 
analysis. The minimum load application radius 
possible for tooth form factor analysis by the Lewis 
technique is also calculated. 

Calling Sequence: Depending on the method used to determine the point 
of load applicatibn, this routine can be called 
from either Subroutine UREAL or Subroutine SHARE. 
Computer calculated load points call this routine 
from Subroutine SHARE while user specified load 
points require this routine in Subroutine UREAL. 

Special Features: . If the computed load radius during the analysis 
exceeds the minimum limit, Equation (2.8A.4), then 
the iterative solution is bypassed, the load point 
is assumed to be at the limit and the analysis is 
continued. As an added feature, the Dolan and 
Broghamer Equation (2.8A. 1) with its constants from 
TABLE (2.8A. 1) has been generalized by developing 
linear equations for the constants using the 14~0 

and 20° pressure angles as base points for equation 
determination. 

As in the bending stress analysis, the wear geometry factor 

results from the derivation of contact stress on the tooth profile, 

Section 2.78. The geometry factor, Equation (2.7.35), extracted from 

Equation (2 .. 7.33), acts as the base equation for the general mathematical 

development. The greatest contact stress occurs at the lowest point of 

single tooth contact of the pinion where the sliding velocity and 

friction factor of the tooth profiles would be greatest and the relative 

radius of curvature of the two involute profile would also be the smallest, 

thus forcing the stress to be greatest. From Figure (2.8A.2) the geometry 

factor is 

(2.7.35) 
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FIGURE 2.8A.2 Lowest Point of Single Tooth Contact 

with r1,r2 =radii of curvature of pinion and gear involute at 

point of contact 

d = pinion pitch circle diameter 

~ = pressure angle 

This can be changed to 

CJ = r(Rlsin¢-Zc)(R2sin¢+Zc)l COS¢ 

l(R 1 sin¢-Zc)+(R2sin~+Zc~ 

R
But mg = ~ = gear ratio

Rl 

therefores expanding the above equation 
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(2.8A.5)CJ · 0.5cott (m:~l) (sin +~:) (sino- ~~) · 
and from Figure 2.8A.l 

Za = IR 2-Rb 2 -	 IR 1 2-Rb 2 (2.8A.6)0 1 1 	 1 

(2. BA. 7) 

(2.8A.8) 

In the computer program, the above theory is used in Subroutine 

IFACT 	 [Appendix A.l4] to evaluate the wear geometry factor. 

SUBROUTINE IFACT(BP,CJ,PAR,PRl,PR2,RATIO,RBl,K01) 

Use: 	 This routine determines the geometry factor for the 
worst case of surface loading at the point of lowest 
single single tooth contact. 

Calling Sequence: 	 Subroutine UREAL calls this routine when evaluating
the other modification factors. 

Special Features: ·As can be seen from the AGMA wear stress equation,
the contact stress would tend to infinity when the 
geometry factor approached zero. To avoid this 
during the optimization, the geometry factor is set 
to an arbitrary zero of lo- 50 if (sin¢-Zc/R 1 )~0. 

2.88 	 ELASTIC COEFFICIENT 

The elastic coefficient term of the wear stress analysis comes 

from the contact stress in Equation (2.7.33), and is defined by 

(2.7.34) 

where v = Poisson•s ratio 

E = modulus of elasticity 
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with subscripts 1 and 2 representing the pinion and the gear, respectively. 

This analysis of pinion and gear properties is used in 

Subroutine EFACT [Appendix A.l5]. 

SUBROUTINE EFACT(CE,El,E2,PI,Ul,U2) 

Use: To determine the elastic coefficient for the surface 
stress analysis .. 

Calling Sequence: This routine is called from Subroutine SPUR with 
other modification factors not affected by variable 
changes during optimization. 

2.8C DYNAMIC {VELDCITY) FACTOR 

The bending and wear stress analysis have both been computed 

using the average transmitted load, while in actual fact there will 

be load fluctuations. The dynamic load is due to vibrations in the 

geared system which produce sudden accelerations of the gears, followed 

by impact loading when the mating gear teeth come back into mesh. The 

nature of the tooth vibrations is affected by the inertia and stiffness 

of all rotating elements, the rotational and pitch line. speeds, the 

tooth spacing and profile errors, the magnitude of transmitted load per 

inch of face and the tooth stiffness. Shipley [7, Chapter 14] has 

traced some of the works of the many investigators, and states that 

they are not in full agreement as to the maner in which dynamic load 

effects should be evaluated. He suggests that Buckingham's m~thod [2] 

seems to be the proper approach to use considering the state of the art. 

The fundamental Buckingham equation for dynamic load determination 

is 

. ( 2. 8C. 1) 
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where 

wd = dynamic load, lbs 

wt = transmitted load, lbs 

Wa = acceleration load, lbs 

W2 = force required to deform teeth through amount of effective 

error., 1bs 

with the acceleration load defined as 

(2.8C.2) 

where 

W1 = average force required to accelerate the masses when they 

are considered as absolutely rigid, lbs 

The forces may be defined as 

W1 -_ -+- m(PLV)[tan~ (1-cos~ )] ( 1 1 ) 

150~ 2 
R1 R2 

(2.8C.3) 

where 

~ = pressure angle 

R =pitch radius, inches 

m =effective mass influence at gear pitch line, slugs 

PLV = pitch line velocity, fpm 

with 
m =-

m +m
1 2 

(2. 8C.4-) 

and m1 and m2 = effective masses acting at pitch line of 

pinion and gear respectively, slugs 

while (2.8C.5) 
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where 	 e = measured error in action, inches 

d = deformation of the teeth at the pitch line caused by load 

wt' inches 

Buckingham then presented deformation formulas determined by 

Timoshenko and Baud [48] to calculate the amount of deflection for 

teeth under load conditions. At the same time an approximation for 

mid-tooth deflection based on experimental results was given for use in 

the dynamic analysis. Since that time more work has been done on 

deflection analysis without a concrete analytic or emperical formula 

being presented. With no dependable formula being given for deformation 

analysis except for a modified Walker formula (Chapter 2.7A.2 on Tooth 

Deflection and Load Sharing) coupled with the vast disagreement of 

dynamic load analysis, as well as the difficulties in specifying the 

elemental properties of a design, the author decided to use the less. 

formal approach specified by the AGMA ~4,2@. 

The following three formulas are given by the AGMA: · 

for high precision shaved or ground 
spur gears where no appreciable
dynamic load is developed 

= 78 
1 

~ for high 	precision shaved or ground(78+PLV'7.) spur gears where dynamic load is 
developed 

50cy or Gv = 	-:c..;:_--,-:~,: for spur gears finished by hobbing 
50+PLV 2 or shaping 

Initially, the more accurate gears are made, the more precise 

the mountings will be. On this premise the author felt that dynamic 

loads would then also be a function of AGMA quality number representative 

of the profile or tooth spacing errors. Thus six equations of the same 
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form suggested by the AGMA have been used in the program to determine 

the velocity factor. These equations, illustrated in Figure 2.8C.l, 

are 

c
VI 

= 600 NQUAL=3,4,5 (2.8C.6)
600+PLV 


c = 1200 
 NQUAL=6,7 (2.8C.7)v2 1200+PLV 

cVg = 50 NQUAL=8,9 (2.8C.8)
50+PLV~ 

c = 78 
v4 

NQUAL=l0,11,12 (2.8C.9)78+PLV~ 

c -r 78 J ~ NQUAL=l3,14,15 (2 .8C. 10)v s- 78+PLV'"2 

. 
cv 6.=1. 0 NQUAL=l6 (2.8C.ll) 

Qy = Cy (2.8C. 12) 

where NQUAL is the AGMA quality number 

a
'
.9 

tE 
u 

>. ..... ·o 
0 

~ 

1.0 Cv6 

.8 

.O L__1_.100_0_2_0l-00_3--l000_4_0L00_5_._00_0_60.L..0-0...._7-'00-0-----t 

Pitch LinG VeloCity <FPMl 

FIGURE 2.8C. 1 Velocity Factor Cv 
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These equations are used in Subroutine VFACT [Appendix A.l6] to 

evaluate the dynamic effect in the computer program. 

If in the future a more acceptable method of dynamic load 

determination becomes available to ·the user, it can be easily incorporated 

in the program with the appropriate variables listed in the labelled 

common blocks and called through th~ argument list of the new subroutine. 

By taking the ratio of the transmitted load to the dynamic load, the new 

velocity factor is determined for use in the stress analysis. 

SUBROUTINE VFACT(CV,QV,NQUAL,PLV) 

Use: 	 To determine the velocity (dynamic) factor for the 
stress analysis. 

Calling Sequence: 	 Subroutine UREAL calls this routine once the pitch 
line velocity has been specified. 

2.8D 	 LOAD DISTRIBUTION FACTOR 

When the load distribution across the tooth face does not. 

result in 100% contact due to misalignment of the axes of rotation, 

cutting errors and elastic deflection of the teeth, gear blank, shafts, 

bearings antl housing, the resulting load concentration raises the stress 

on the tooth. To compensate for this higher stress the rated strength 

of the teeth must be increased. The AGMA standards [24,26] present an 

empirical technique for the load distribution factor determination if the 

misalignment is known. This technique employs a few equations coupled 

with some empirical curves, from which the distribution factor may be 

found. However, in this computer program, it was assumed that a 

loading analysis, general enough for use in an optimization routine, may 

not present·the flexibility the user requires. An alternative solution, 
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employed in the program, uses an empirical curve also developed in the 

same AGMA standards, shown in Figure 2.80.1. This curve, from the 

AGMA standards [24,26], coupled with Table 2.80.1 from AGMA standard· 

[27] was the basis for the analysis in the program. Since the factors 

representing the most accurate conditions on the chart fall along the 

curve, and assuming that the quality of the gear, expressed by the 

AGMA quality number, intuitively represents the accuracy of the assembly, 

a relationship between the load distribution factor from the curve and 

the gear quality was derived. The curve representing the most accurate 

conditions was divided into three portions for analysis as follows: 

c; = 1.3 (2.80.1} 

2.011 <Fw < 18.011 c; = -9.6282xlo- 8Fw6 

+6.33757x1Q-6fw5 

-1.5862xlQ-4Fw4 

+1.82424xlQ-3fw3 

-9.30188xlo-3Fw2 

+4.82409xlo- 2Fw 

+1.22786 (2.80.2) 

, Fw 
c =---- (2.80.3) 
m 0.45Fw+2.0 

Equation (2.80.2) results from a curve fitting routine using points 

taken from the curve, while Equation (2.80.2) is suggested by the AGMA 

standard. 
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Cm= Fw 
.45~+ 2.0 

'
0....., for ~ > 18"u 
~ 
c 
0·.;::: 
:J 

..0 
'i: 
o(oJ 

.~ 1.4
0 
"'"0 
0 

_J 
0 1.3 

1.2 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 . 16 18 

Face Width (Inches) 

FIGURE 2.8D. 1 Load Distribution Factor Cm 

TABLE 2.8D.1 Load Distribution Factor Qm 

Face width, in. 
Condition 

of 2 in 16 in. 
Support 6 in.and 9 in. and 

under under 

Accurate mountings, 
low bearing clearances, 1.81.4 1.51.3minimum elastic deflection, 
precision gears. 

Less rigid mountings, 
less accurate gears, 1.6 1.7 1.8 2.0 
contact across face. 

Accuracy and mounting 
such that less than Over 2.0 
full· face contact exists. 
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Gear qualities greater than the AGMA quality number 14 were 

assumed perfect and the above values were used unmodified. However, 

lower gear qualities of AGMA quality numbers 3-14 were assumed: to 

follow the arbitrary formula derived in coordination with Table 2.80.1, 

so that 

Gm ~ Cm = ~+0 . 9 (15-NQUAL) (2~80.4) 
12 

where NQUAL = AGMA quality number. The Equations (2.80. l) (2.80.2) and 

(2.80.3) provide a useful guide for the load 	distribution factor as long 
face width . 

as the ( . . "t 	h d" t ) rat1o does not exceed 2. Ratios abovep1n1on p1 c 1ame er 
this limit suggest that a·more detailed analysis should be followed. 

The above formulas are incorporated in the computer analysis in Sub

routine MFACT, Appendix [A.l7]. 

SUBROUTINE MFACT(CM,QM,FW,NQUAL) 

Use: 	 This routine determines the load distribution factor 
for the stress analysis. 

Calling Sequence: 	 Subroutine UREAL calls this subroutine when the other 
modtfication factors are evaluated. 

2.8E 	 OVERLOAD FACTOR 

The overload factor makes allowances for the roughness or 

smoothness of operation of both the driving and driven apparatus. 

Specific overload factors can only be established after considerable 

field experience is gained in a particular application. In detennining 

the overload factor, consideration should be given to the fact that 

many prime movers develop momentary overload torques appreciably greater 

than those determined by the name plate ratings of either the prime 
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mover or the driven apparatus. Since specific overload factors could 

not be employed in the computer analysis, Table 2.8E.l, extracted from 

the AGMA standards [24, 26] has been incorporated in the program in 

equation form. 

TABLE 2.8E.l 

Overload Fa.ctors C0 ,Q0 

Power 
.Source 

Character of Load on 
Driven Machine 

Uniform Moderate 
Shock 

Heavy
Shock 

Uniform 

Light Shock 

Medium Shock 

1.00 

1. 25 

1. 50 

·1. 25 

1.50 

1. 75 

1.75+ 

2•.00+ 

2.25+ 

This table is for speed decreasing drives only. For speed increasing 
2 

drives, the quantity, 0.1 InG is added to the above factprs.. n 
p 

Service factors have been established where field data is 

available for specific applications. These service factors include 

not only the overload factor, but also the life factor and factor of 

safety. If a specific service factor is used in_ place of the overload 

factor Ic0 ,Q0],·use a value of 1.0 for CR,QR and CL,QL. The mathematical 

expressions for Table 2.8E.l is 

c = (driven2-driven+2driver+6) 
0 

(2.8E. 1) 

where driven= 1.0 load on driven machine- uniform 

= 2.0 load on driven machine - moderate 
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= 3.0 load on driven machine- heavy 

and 

driver= 1.0 power source- uniform 

= 2.0 power source~ light shock 

= 3.0 power source -medium shock 

This is developed for the computer in Subroutine OFACT, 

Appendix [A. 18]. Equation (2.8E. 1) reproduces Table 2.8E. 1 exactly with 

the above values, while interpolation or extrapolation may be accomplished 

by using different driven and driver values. 

SUBROUTINE OFACT(CO,QO,DRIVEN,DRIVER,NDRIVE,RATIO) 

Use: To determine the overload factors for the stress 
analysis. 

Calling Sequence: Called in Subroutine UREAL when other modification 
factors developed. 

2.8F SIZE FACTOR 

The size factor, which reflects the effect of dimensions on the 

uniformity of material properties, depends primarily on tooth size, gear 

diameter, face width, rat·io of tooth size to gear diameter, area of 

contact pattern, ratio of case depth to tooth size and hardenability 

and heat treatment of materials. Standard size factors for spur gear 

teeth have not yet been established for cases where there is a detrimental 

size effect. The size factor may be taken as unity for most spur gears 

provided a proper choice of steel is made for the size of the parts and 

the case depth or hardness pattern is adequate. Subroutine SFACT, 

Appendix [A. 19], sets the size factor in the computer program. 
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SUBROUTINE SFACT(CS,QS) 

Use: 	 This routine determines the size factor for the 
stress analysis. 

Calling Sequence: 	 Subroutine SPUR calls this routine during the 
initial execution of the design. If in the future 
the size factor becomes dependent on variables in 
the design, the routine could be altered and placed 
in Subroutine UREAL to become part of the optimi
zation procedure. 

2.8G 	 SURFACE CONDITION FACTOR 

The surface condition factor depends on the surface finish as 

affected by cutting, shaving, lapping, grinding, shot peening, and the 

like, and also depends on residual stress and plasticity effects from 

work hardening. It may be taken as unity when a good surface 1s 

developed by either processing or run-in. With no other information 

available, the surface condition factor was set as 1 in Subroutine 

FFACT, Appendix [A. 19] the computer routines. 

SUBROUTINE FFACT(CF) 

Use: 	 To determine the surface condition factor for wear 
stress analysis. 

Calling Sequence: 	 Called in Subroutine SPUR along with the other 
modification factors not dependent on variable 
quantities. 

2.8H 	 HARDNESS RATIO FACTOR 

The hardness ratio factor depends on the gear ratio and the 

hardness of the pinion and gear material. Table 2.8H. 1 offers some 

typical hardness combinations used in design. 
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TABLE 2.8H. 1 


T i ca1 Hardness Combinations 


Figure 2. 8H. 1, extracted from the AGMA standt~.rds [24 ,26] , may be 

used as a guide for the hardness ratio factor employed in the design 

process. 
U4 r------.-----r----.-------r------, 

K-=1.7 

K=1.6 

K=1.5 

K=1.4 

K =1.3 

K =1.2 

l.OOL-.....<~--'----'-------J---_....____.. 
0. 4 8 12 16 20 

Singlg Reduction Gear Ratio 
FIGURE 2.8H. 1 Hardness Ratio Factor CH 
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350 
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K = Brinell of Pinion where 
Brinell of Gear 

and for K<l.2 use CH = 1.0 

To give the graph in Figure 2.8H. 1 a degree of generality, a 

mathematical expression was fitted to this family of lines so that inter

mediate points could be extracted. 

CH = (0.052808 K0 • 225 6 8 3-0.052632)(nG- 1.0)+1.0 (2.8H. 1). 	 n 
p 

Subroutine HFACT, Appendix [A.20], uses Equation (2.8H.l) in 

the design analysis to evaluate the hardness ratio factor. 

SUBROUTINE HFACT(BHNI,BHN2,RATIO,CH) 

Use: 	 To determine the hardness ratio factor for surface 
stress analysis. 

Calling Sequence: 	 As this analysis is not dependent on any program
related variables, this routine is called by
Subroutine SPUR. 

2.81 	 LIFE FACTOR 

The life factors OL and CL adjust the allowable loading for 

the r~quired number of cycles to account for the change in fatigue 

strength as a function of the loading cycles. The fatigue strength 

versus life cycles curve known as an S-N diagram has been determined 

for steel producing curves similar to Figure 2.81. l 

The curve becomes horizontal for steel at the fatigue or 

endurance limit after a certain number of cycles, indicating that for 

working stresses below this limit, failure will not occur regardless of 

the number of stress cycles. By determining the ratio of fatigue 

strength to fatigue limit at a particular life cycle, the life factor 
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may be determined. Since the curve never becomes horizontal for non

ferrous metals and alloys, these materials do not have an endurance 

limit. 

The life factors suggested. by the AGMA standards[24,26] are for 

steel assuming that the endurance limit will occur at 107 life cycles 

for all steels recommended by AGMA in the standards. From the ava·ilable 

data the fatigue curve for pitting may be represented by Figure 2.81.2. 

Mathematically, this curve has been formulated as 

CL =.2.575607 CYCLE-0·058697 for.CYCLE < 107 (2.81.1) 

for CYCLE ~ 107 (2. 81. 2) 

The life factors for bending analysis were plotted to.give 

curves as in Figure 2.81.3 with a mathematical formulation of 

QL160 = 2.335254 CYCLE-0·056092 (2.81.3) 

QL250 = 5.236361 CYCLE-0.112266 (2.81.4) 

QL 4 50 = 9.626709 CYCLE-0.150709 (2. 81. 5) 

Using the three hardness curves to determine th.e 1ife factor 

for the required cycles, linear interpolation utilizing the following 

equations may be used to determine the life factor for the particular 

material hardness. 

Q = Q 160 + Bhn-160 (Q 250-Q 160) (2. 81. 6)
L L 250-160 L L 

QL = QL250 + Bhn-250 {QL4so_QL250) (2. 81. 7)
450-250 

When using material other than steel in the computer program, 

the life cycles factor, CYCLE may be set greater than 107 with.the 
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actual fatigue strengths of the material at the desired life replacing 

the endurance limits in the bending and wear stress analysis. 

The values for steel are incorporated in the computer program 

Subroutine ·LFACT, Appendix [A.21]. 

SUBROUTINE LFACT(BHN,CYCLE,CL,QL) 

·Use: To determine the life factor for stress analysis. 

Calling Sequence: 	 Subroutine SPUR calls the routine during initial 
execution when the modification factors of program
independent variables are tabulated. 

2.8J RELIABILITY FACTOR 

The reliability factors, QR and CR were introduced by the AGMA 

to offer the designer an opportunity to design for a specified reliability. 

Hm,Jever, the data is rather crude, as shown in Table 2.8J.l from the 

AGMA standards [24,26]. Failure in this table does not mean an 

immediate failure under applied load, but rather a shorter life than 

the minimum specified. 

TABLE 2.8J. 1 

Reliability Factors CR and QR 

Requirement of Application CR . QR 

High reliability 

Fewer than 1 failure in 100 

Fewer than 1 failure in 3 

1.25+ 

1.00 

0.80** 

1.50+ 

1.00 

0.70 

** At this value, plastic profile deformation might occur rather than 
pitting. 
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As the AGMA table does not provide adequate information for a 

mathematical development, an intuitive expression was developed using 

the above factors as a base. Arbitrarily, the factor of safety was 

assumed to increase linearly from 66-2/3% to 99% and then logarithmi

cally above 99%, according to the following equations: 

Reliability ~ 0.99, CR = 0.773196RELI+0.234536 (2.8J. 1) 

Reliability> 0.99, CR = 0.444444( 1 )0.176091 (2.8J.2)
1-RELI 

The factor of safety of Equation (2.8J.2) goes to infinity if the 

reliability becomes 100%, which is intuitively true. Some intermediate 

values of Equation (2.8J.2) are tabulated in Table 2.8J.2 for reference. 

TABLE 2.8J.2 

Some Intermediate Values of Equation 2.8J.2 

Reliability c . 
R% 

66.67 0.750 

99.00 1.000 

99.30 1.065 

99.5 1.130 

99.7 1.236 

99.9 1. 50 

99.99 2.250 

In the computer program these values are evaluated in Subroutine 

RFACT, Appendix IA.22]. 
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SUBROUTINE RFACT(CR,OR,RELI) 

Use: 	 To determine the factor of safP.ty for the stress 
analysis. 

Calling Sequence: 	 Subroutine SPUR calls this routine during the 
initial execution. 

Special Features: 	 If a reliability of greater than or equal to 100% 
is presented to the routine, the reliability is 
reset to 99.99%. 

2.8K 	 TEMPERATURE FACTOR 

From the AGMA standards [24,26] the temperature factors Or 

and CT can generally be taken as unity when the gears operate with 

oil or gear blank temperatures. not exceeding 250 degrees F. In some 

instances, it is necessary to use a Or and Cr value greater than unity 

for carburized gears operating at oil temperatures above 180 degrees 

F for wear analysis factor, CR or above 160 degrees F for bending 

analysis factor, Or· 

The following equations are used in the computer program in 

Subroutine TFACT, Appendix A.23 in all cases: 

T F < 160' QT = 1. 0 (2.8K.l) 

TF < 180, cr = 1. o (2.8K.2) 

460+TF. 
rf >.,. 160, Or = (2.8K.3)

620 
460+TF 

rF ~ 180, cT = 	 (2.8K.4)
640 

SUBROUTINE TFACr( CT ,OT,TEMP) 

Use: 	 To determine the temperature factor for the stress 
analysis. 

Calling Sequence: 	 Subroutine SPUR calls this routine during the initial 
execution. 
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2.8L 	 OVERALL DERATING FACTORS 

The various .factors thus far developed may be regarded as 

safety factors to the original Lewis and Hertzian analysis. With 

these factors as part of the numerator and denominator of the stress 

equations, an overall feeling for the magnitude of this factor of 

safety can not be found. Lumping these terms into one factor gives the 

designer a better insight into the problem than can all the separate 

values. These following equations do not have any design signi.ficance 

other than a coagulation of many separate terms •. 

(2. 8L ~ 1) 

(2. 8L. 2) 

(2.8L.3) 

L  QLOoo - Q 
R 0T 

(2. 8L. 4) 

Subroutine FACTOR, Appendix fA.24], groups all these terms 

for use in the computer program. 

SUBROUTINE FACTOR(CF,CH,CLl,CL2,QLl,QL2,CM,QM,CO,QO,CR,QR,CS,QS,CT,QT, 

CV,QV,COD,CODLl,CODL2,QOD,QODL1,QODL2) 

Use: 	 This routine groups all the individual modification 
factors into an overall factor used in the stress 
analysis. 
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Calling Seq~ence: 	 Once all the modification factors are called in 
Subroutine UREAL, this routine is called. 

Speci a 1 Features: 	 It must be noted that there are t\'!o 1ife terms for 
each type of stress analysis. Since the number of 
loading cycles for the gear and pinion are 
_different proportional to the gear ratio, the 
overall life derating factors for the pinion and 
gear are different. 

2.9 UNDERCUTTING AND INTERFERENCE 

For an involute profile, conjugate action can not take place 

below the base circle, which is that formed by a tangent circle drawn 

from the gear centre to the path of contact. If the initial point of 

contact of the driven gear is outside this point of tangency, so that 

the tip of the driven tooth is forced into contact with the flank of 

the driver below the base circle, then conjugate action is not secured, 

because this portion of the flank is not of involute shape and inter

ference occurs. Hhen the tooth profiles are generated by the cutting 

tools there is no interference, because the flank of the driver is 

undercut. However, this weakens the base of the toot~. Further 

insight into this problem may be gained from Chapter 2.48 on fillet 

profiles. This section in the chapter on the tooth profiles--involute 

and fillet--illustrates how the interference and undercutting phenomenon 

occurs. Equations given in Chapter 2.48 can also be used to bypass 

the above problem during the design process. 

~lith part of the involute profile removed by undercutting, the 

length of contact also decreases, resulting in a lower contact ratio. 

Also, the thinnin~ of the base of the tooth due to undercutting weakens 

the tooth. Several methods are available to eliminate undercutting or 
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interference but each is accompanied by detrimental effects which must 

be weighted in the design. For example, by increasing the number of 

teeth, interference can be eliminated but if the gears are to transmit 

a given amount of power, then more· teeth can only be used by enlarging 

the pitch diameter. This increases the gear size and pitch line velocity, 

which is usually undesirable. At the same time, the increased pitch 

line velocity results in noisier gears and reduced power transmission. 

A more acceptable solution is to increase the pressure angle, creating 

a smaller base circle so that a greater portion of the tooth profile 

has an involute shape. Although a larger pressure angle means that 

fewer teeth may be employed with correspondingly smaller gears, the 

frictional forces and bearing loads are increased. 

As outlined at the conclusion of Chapter 2.4B, Subroutine 

FILLET and Subroutine CUTTER develop the geometry factors which suggest 

whether interference or undercutting occurs. Equations (2.4.19),. 

(2.4.20) and (2.4.21) act as a basis for constraining the deiign to 

non-undercut conditions. To prevent interference in the design, we 

must have R ~ Rm, where R0 is addendum circle radius and Rm is
0 

defined by Eauation (2.4.26). A further constraint prevents the 

addendum of one gear to be larger than the dedendum of the mate. These 

inequality constraints are dealt with in Subroutine CONST of the optimi

zation ro'uti nes. 

2.10 	 CONTACT RATIO 

Correct geometry in order to secure smooth and continuous 

action is a necessary requirement to successfully design a gear set, 
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especially if the number of teeth are reduced. The length of tooth 

contact must be long enough to ensure an overlap between a successive 

pair of mating teeth. Care must be taken not to reduce this contact 

duration below a satisfactory minimum value, even if the teeth are 

undercut. The length of contact is a relatively simple geometric 

condition to evaluate analytically for non-undercut gears. However, 

the shortening of the length of·contact due to undercutting adds a 

further complication to the analysis. M. F. Spotts [35] predicts the 

effects of undercutting in hobbed spur gear teeth, thus giving an 

insight into the lost action from undercutting. If the general method 

of contact ratio evaluation is coupled with Spotts• work, the contact 

length and contact ratio for both undercut and non-undercut conditions 

can be determined rapidly by the computer program. 

~· 
fiGURE 2.10.1 Geometry of Length of Contact Determination 
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We define the contact ratio as the ratio of the length of 

contact to the base pitch, since the base pitch is the interval between 

successive tooth profiles along the path of contact. The contact ratio, 

me becomes 

m = AB 
c B 

p 

from Figure (2.10. 1). The length AP may be defined as the length of 

approach la, while length PB is the length of recess lr, and the 

angles subtended at the centre of both gears by these lines are the 

angle of approach, ea, and the angle of recess,er' respectively. 

Mathematically, these lengths may be expressed as 

AP = 

PB = 

or in terms of AB 

AB = (R0 
2-Rb 2 )~+(R0 2-Rb 2 )~-Cdsin~ 

. 1 1 2 2 

since Cd = R1+R2 • Thus the contact ratio for non-undercut gears 

becomes 

mc = (2.10.1) 

Bp 

As a point of clarification, Equation (2.10.1) may yield a 

correct value of contact ratio for undercut gears if the addendum of 

the mating gear crosses the path of contact at a point closer to the 

pitch point than the undercut portion of the gear involute. In Spotts• 

paper, referred to above, he defines the circle passing through the 

fillet-involute intersection at undercut conditions as the undercut 

circle, and states that the loss of contact is equal to the distance 
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between the pressure line-base circle tangency and the point where the 

undercut circle crosses the path of contact. Thus, from Figure 2.10.2, 

the last action occurs along the line AC which leaves CP as the only 

contact length. Using Figure 2.4.~ from the involute profile develop

ment, and the theory of Chapter 2.4A, we get 

a= cos- 1 (Rblrc) (2. 10.2) 

CP = Rb(tan~ - tana) (2.10.3) 

By knowing the radius to the involute-fillet intersection during 

undercut, the ioss of contact length can be determined using Equations 

(2.10.2) and (2.10.3). Splitting the contact length into two parts, 


length of approach and· length of recess, the contact ~atio of all 


possible undercut and non-undercut combinations can be evaluated simply, 


since with a gear set subject to conditions of undercut and non-undercut, 


only four possible combination sets can exist. The mathematical 


FIGURE 2.10.2 Loss of Contact Due to Undercut 
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determination of the radius of the undercut circle has been explained 

in Chapter 2.48, and the description of Subroutine FILLET to evaluate 

this radius was also given at the conclusion of Chapter 2.48. The 

determination of the contact ratio for all conditions is developed for 

the. computer in Subroutine CONRAT, Appendix [A.25], Subroutine LENGTH, 

Appendix [A.26] and Subroutine FILLET [A.2]. 

SUBROUTINE CONRAT(ANGC1,ANGC2,8P, CRATIO,NCUTl,NCUT2,NDRIVE,PAR, 

,PR1,PR2,RBl,RB2,RI1,RI2,R01,R02,RU1,RU2,TP1,TP2, 

XLA,XLR,BBAl,BBA2,8BXl,BBX2,BBYl,B8Y2,RTl,RT2) 

Use: To determine the contact ratio for non-undercut 
and undercut conditions and the length of approach 
and recess for the gear set. · 

Calling Sequence: This routine is called in Subroutine UREAL when all 
the geometric features of the gear are specified.
Subroutine LENGTH and Subroutine FILLET are only 
called if an undercut gear set combination arises, 
otherwise this routine functions wi'thout any other 
programs. 

Special Features: A simple method to determine the undercut non-undercut 
combination used in the design is employed at the 
beginning of the routine and is self-explanatory
from comments included in the routine. The extra 
long argument list used in this routine is only
necessary for the most part in determining the under
cut contact ratio. 

SUBROUTINE LENGTH(ANGC, NCUT,PAR, PR,R8,RI,RO,RU,TP,BBA,BBX,B8Y,RT, 

XXX) 

Use: 	 This routine determines the length of contact from 
the undercut circle to the pitch point for undercut 
conditions. 

Calling Sequence: 	 Subroutine CONRAT only calls this routine when undet~
cut conditions arise. Subroutine FILLET is employed
by this routine to find the radius of the undercut 
circle. 
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2.11 EFFICIENCY 

Although spur gears are a very efficient method of transmitting 

power (in the range of 98 percent or more), designers often require 

reliable efficiency information because this small friction loss can 

cause considerable concern since it must be dissipated as heat throughout 

the gear system. In applications wh'ere large amounts of power are being 

transmitted, the efficiency becomes very important. 

Buckingham [2] develops the efficiency equations with the 

coefficient of friction first assumed constant and then variable. 

Actual tests I9l made of the power losses with spur gears 

indicate that the general form of the curves representing the average 

coefficients of friction plotted against sliding or pitch line velocities, 

is similar to graphs representing the performance of plain bearings. 

Merritt [4] also presents a technique similar to Buckingham•s constant 

friction factor technique in his development of the efficiency of.spur 

gears. Buckingham began with the following rather unrealistic 

assumptions: perfectly shaped and equally speced involute teeth, a 

constant normal pressure at all times between the teeth in engagement, 

when two or more pairs of teeth carry the load simultaneously, the 

normal pressure is shared equally between them. He then developed the 

following equations for efficiency: 

1 +( 1 /m )] f9Efficiency = 1- - (Aa2+Ar2 ) . (2.11.1)
[ Aa+Ar 2 

when the coefficient of friction is assumed as constant 

1-(1/m}l f f
Efficiency = 1- (__.2.. A 2~ A 2) (2.11.2)[ ? a 2 r

Ba+Br J /... 
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when the av~rage coefficients of friction of approach and recess are 

different, where 

m = gear ratio9 
Aa,Ar = arc of approach and recess on driver, respectively 

f = average coefficient of friction 

fa = average coefficient of friction of approach 

fr = average coefficient of friction of recess 

and 

Aa = 

1 
2 2 )'2(R02 -Rb

2 
-R2 sin~ 

(2.11.3) 
Rb1 

Ar = 
(R0 

2 -Rb 2 )~-R 1 sin~ -~2=----_1"'------ (2.11.4) 

Rbl 

with the subscripts 1 and 2 referring to the driver and driven gear 

respectively. 

For general use, the constant coefficient of friction Equation 

(2. 11. 1) is used for simplicity. However, the coefficient of friction 

is not constant but varies with different loads, speeds, lubricants 

and gear materials, as well as different types of surface finishes. 

Actual tests have indicated that, at low speeds, the values of the 

coefficient of friction are high, reducing rapidly to a minimum with 

increasing speed, and then rising aqain slowly with further increases 

in speed. After pointing out that the nature of the sliding between 

involute gear teeth consists of sliding'in one direction during approach, 

reducing to zero at the pitch point where the direction of sliding 

changes and increases again as the contact progresses through the 

recess action. Buckingham states that, since the direction of sliding 
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changes at the pitch point, the coefficient of friction could never be 

wholly within the field of perfect film lubrication durin~ the period of 

engagement of a pair of mating teeth. He also observed that the 

friction of approach appeared to be about double that of recess on 

hobbed, milled and shaped gears of cast iron, soft steel, bronze and 

aluminum, while on hardened and gro~nd steel gears, the friction 

factors seemed equal for approach and recess at low speed. From the 

research an empirical formula was suggested (for friction factor in 

terms of sliding velocity) from the tests on soft steel. 

0.050 
(2.11.5)f = e0.12svs + 0.002 ~ 

Also, from what was mentioned previously 

fa :: if (2.11.6)
3 

fr = jf (2.11.7) 

For the lack of adequate general information, Equations (2.11.2) 

to (2.11.7) have been employed in the computer Subroutine EFFIC 

to evaluate efficiency. Since the empirical formula used to determine 

the average coefficient of friction was developed using soft steel, the 

resultant analysis will not be exact for all applications. As long 

as steel is used as gear material, however, the efficiencies resultant 

from this. analysis will be slightly lower than the exact values. If 

future developments produce an average coefficient of friction factor 

dependent on lubrication and material properties, it can b~ substituted 

for the friction analysis already incorporated. Further analy~is may 
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also determine the correct proportions of the approach and recess .... 

friction factors related to the average. 

Subroutine EFFIC, Appendix [A.27] incorporates the foregoing 

analysis in the computer design. 

SUBROUTINE EFFIC(EFF, RBl,RB2, PAR,PLV,RATIO,NDRIVE,XLA, 

XLR) 

Use: 	 To determine the frictional efficiency of the gear 
set. 

Calling Sequence: 	 This routine is called from Subroutine UREAL. 

Special Features: 	 Two assumptions are made when using this routine. 
The average coefficient of friction eauation 
develoned· by Buckingham [2] represents 'the friction 
factor for all gear materials, and the friction of 
approach is 1-1/3 times the averaqe friction factor 
and the friction of recess is 2/3 times the average 
·friction factor. 

2.12 	 TOLERANCES 

Not unlike any manufactured item, the dimensions of gears are 

subject to specified permissible variations. These tolerances consti

tute a complex area of gear specification which directly affects gear 

performance, materials and finishes, fabrication and inspection techniques 

and cost. 

The American Gear Manufacturers Association (AGMA) handbook [31] 

recommends gear specifications for quality, material, treatment and 

measuring methods and practices. For convenience and simplicity, gearing 

selections are identified by an AGMA class number, consisting of a 

Quality Number identifying specific tooth element tolerances, a letter 

indicating tooth thickness tolerance and two letters followed by a 
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number indicating material, treatment and hardness. This particular 

section of the spur gear design deals only with tooth element and 

thickness tolerances with no regard to material specifications. The 

higher the quality number, the more precise the gearing will be and the 

closer the tolerances. The cost of fabricating a gear set is a direct 

function of the tolerances specified and this is related to the 

quality number. A more in-depth discussion of cost will be given in 

Chapter 2.15A. 

Only certain tooth element tolerances and their centre distance 

tolerance will be evaluated here since a lot information in this area 

has not been standardized. For this reason many of the dimensions, such 

as gear blank dimensions, are not toleranced and must be taken as 
11 Worst-case 11 conditions with the user specifying the tolerances desired. 

References [7, Chapter 9; 10] present a comprehensive appraisal of 

tolerances in gear design. 

Th~ tolerance equations discussed in this chapter represent a 

standardized method of error determination employed by most manufacturers. 

Tolerances evolving from these equations can be obtained by the majority 

of manufacturers operating in conjunction with the AGMA suggested values. 

Knowing the degree of error obtainable for a particular Quality Number, 

gear elements such as tooth thickness and backlash requirements may be 

evaluated as part of further gear design analysis. 

The tooth e 1 ement to 1 erances· -- runout, pitch, profile tooth-to

tooth composite and total composite tolerances -- are all determined 

from the same basic inspection set up, illustrated in Figure 2. J2.1 
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When the working gear rolls in tight mesh against the master 

11 perfect 11 gear, the deviation from the true centre distance, pictured 

in Figure 2. 12.2, will be representative of the errors in the working 

gear. In this work any reference to a 11 Variation 11 means the actual 

amount of error while a 11 tolerance11 refers to the allowable amount of 

The AGMA handbook, previously mentioned, presents typical 

values for use in gear calculation of the design process. If runout, 

pitch and profile tolerances are specified, they should be in lieu of 

the composite action tolerances and vice versa. Although all suggested 

tolerances are represented by equations, the runout pitch, profile and 

composite action tolerances may be considered valid only for diametral 

pitches below 20 Dp while the composite action tolerances are also 

valid for.diametral pitch above 20 DP. Some ambiguity in this AGMA 

handbook exists in the diametral pitch range of the tolerance equations 

for runout, profile and pitch tolerances. 

The runout is the total variation of the distance between a 

surface of revolution and an indicated surface measured perpendicular 

to the surface of revolution. 

Detrimental effects may result from these variations since the 

teeth may bind during a portion of the mesh if an adequate amount of 

backlash .is not provided. 

Runout may include the effects of eccentricity, out of roundness 

profile variation, spacing and tooth thickness variation. Eccentricity 

may be due to 

a) single eccentricity caused by the difference in centres used 
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during cutting and running, and/or distortions in mounting, 

b) multiple eccentricity of a cyclical nature caused by errors in 

machine tools, cutting tools and lack of rigidity in set up, and 

c) irregular runout caused by hardness variation in the gear blank, 

the cutting tool•s inability to cut to a constant depth, or by heat 

treatment distortions. 

From Figure 2. 12.1 and 2.12.2 the runout variation on the· centre 

distance between working and master gears is equal to the difference 

of the total composite tolerance and the tooth-to-tooth composite 

tolerance. 

(2. 12.1) 

An AGMA suggested equation for runout tolerance is 

(2. 12.2) 

where 

R = pitch radius (inches) 

DP = diametral pitch 

QN = AGMA quality number 

TOLR = runout tolerance 

However, Equation (2. 12.2) returns tolerances in ten-thousandths 

of an inch, which was altered for the computer to 

(2.12.3} 


These equations reproduce tolerances tables presented in the 

same AGMA standard and, therefore, must be considered valid for designs 

of diametral pitch less than 20Dp. 
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The pitch tolerance is the allowable amount of pitch variation, 

which in turn, is the difference between pitch and the measured 

distance t teeth, as illustrated in Figure 2.12.3. 

FIGURE 2. 12.3 Pitch Variation Measurement 

While the pitch for circular gears is the theoretical length of 

a circular arc, actual checking is accomplished by measuring a chordal 

dimension shown as A. Tooth-to-tooth spacing is a measurement of. three 

adjacent profiles in the same manner as Figure 2.12.3. 

Since these pitch errors indicate the tooth-to-tooth spacing, 

a potent source of gear noise arises from pitch errors. The frequency 

and the rate of change of the pitch errors from tooth-to-tooth are 

important factors in gear noise since more objectionable notes result 

from higher frequencies, while the rate of change of pitch error 

coupled 0ith profile errors affects the angular acceleration and impact 

forces between the teeth. Pitch errors usually represent the departures 

of the cutting edge position relative to the motion of the member 

which drives the cutter and. the departure of the work from.uniform 

angular velocity relative to the motion of the cutter. 
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An AGMA suggested equation for pitch tolerance is 

(2. 12.4) 

and 
I I -4 

TOLPITCH = T~LPITCH(lO ) (2.12.5) 

Similar to the runout tolerances, the suggested tolerances for 

pitch are valid for designs of diametral pitch less than 20Dp. 

The profil.e error is the variation of the shape of a tooth as 

evaluation from its root to its tip, exclusive of root and tip modifi

cations. Excludin·g distortion during heat treatment, the principal 

sources of profile error arise from inaccuracies of the generating 

cutter tooth profile, errors in setting the generating cutter, and 

departures from uniformity of the motion between cutter and work. 

Excess of metal from the true profile represents a positive error. 

while a deficiency of metal, a negative error. The profile tolerance 

is normally designated as the width of a specified envelope enclosing 

the positive-negative error as in Figure 2.12.4. 

-------actual profile 
-- theoretical profile 
---tolerance envelope 

FIGURE 2.12.4 Profile Error 
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An AGMA suggested equation for profile tolerance is 

TOL' = 21 5(2R) 0 ' 15q(D )(- 0 • 435 )(1 4) 8-0n (2. 12.6)PROFILE · p • 

and 
- I -4 (2. 12. 7)TOLPROFILE - TOLPROFILE(lO ) 

Similar to runout and pitch tolerances, the suggested tolerances 

for pitch are valid for designs of diametral pitch less than 20Dp. 

Another error quite similar to the pitch error would be the 

base pitch error measured along the line of action. Knowing the magni

tude of this error for both gears of a mesh, the error in action would 

be given directly. The error in action is the amount of error·between 

the contacting faces of the following tooth pair. When the teeth 

deform, it is the magnitude of the error in action which determines 

whether the following pair of teeth will share part of the load. Since 

no formulas orstandard measurements have been given to determine the 

error in action, Dudley [6] gives an approximation for this error as 

the sum of the pitch error plus half the profile error for each gear. 

This relationship is employed in Subroutine UREAL before going into the 

load sharing analysis of Subroutine SHARE. 

Composite action is the variation in centre distance when a 

work gear is rolled in tight mesh with a master 11 perfect 11 gear as in 

Figures 2.12.1 and 2. 12.2. The tooth-to-tooth composite variation and 

the total composite variation can be evaluated by means of master gears 

which have smaller errors than those expected in the gears to be inspected. 

The total composite error specification combines .the effect of runout, 
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pitch, profile and tooth thickness errors. The tooth-to-tooth 

composite error also. results from the combined effect of the foregoing 

errors but only reflects variations in successive teeth. 

AGMA suggested equations for tooth-to-tooth composite tolerance 

and total composite tolerance are 

1} Tooth-to-tooth composite tolerance (TTCT} 

(2.12. ) 

for the number of teeth < 20 ... 

(2. 12.9) 

for 20 < number of teeth ~ 32 

and (2.12.10) 


for number of teeth > 32 

2) Total Composite Tolerance (TCT) 

TCT = 15 

- (0.075)(20Dp)[(20/Dp)-(2R)] (2.12.11) 

for number of teeth ~ 20.2 

(2.12.12) 
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for number of teeth > 20.2 

where X = [5.0337log (Dp)]-0.5153 (2.12. 13)
1 0 

This analysis will provide valid tolerances for the diametral 

pitch range of 0.5Dp to 200DP. 

The tooth thickness tolerances are to be interpreted as the 

maximum permissible variation of tooth thickness of all of the teeth in 

all of the gears made in accordance with a specific specification. 

These values, therefore, are the allowable range in thickness between 

the thinnest and the thickest teeth of any gear. The theoretical or 

basic tooth thickness of a gear is customarily equal to one half of 

its circular pitch on its standard pitch circle. Unless otherwise 

specified, the actual maximum tooth thickness on an unassembled gear 

will generally be slightly less than the theoretical value, since the 

manufacturer usually makes an allowance for some backlash at mesh 

(discussed in next section). The minimum tooth thickness will be some

what less than maximum since a machining tolerance on tooth size is 

required. A table, taken from the AGMA handbook, gives suggested tooth 

thickness tolerance classes for spur gears from which the following 

equations were approximated and compared with the discrete values in 

Figure 2.12. 5. 

Specifying the tooth thickness tolerance as eT 

eT = o.Ol5807DP-o·G53066 (2.12.14) 

for Dp < 10.0 

eT = 0.37423Dp-o·97880l . (2.12.15) 

for Dp ~ 10.0 
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FIGURE 2.12.5 Comparison of AGMA Suggested Tooth Thickness Tolerances 
with Approximating Equations 
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The five classes A,B,C,D,E have been represented in the computer 
' 

employing Equations (2. 12. 14) and (2.12. 15) as class A. Thus, the tooth 

thickness tolerances may be specified in general as 

{2.12.16) 


where n = 1,2,3,4,5 for the five classes A to E. 


These tolerances represent the tooth thickness variation at the design 


pitch circle evaluated by measuring instruments such as calipers. 


An alternative method of measuring tooth thickness tolerance 

is to measure centre distance variations for an intimate meshing of 

master and test gear as illustrated in Figure 2. 12.1 Michalec [10] 

describes a method of relating this composite action variation to the 

tooth thickness of the test gear, knowing the various properties of 

the master gear. However, this technique requires information concerning 

the master gear which would restrict the usage of the computer program. 

As a simplifying approximation [34], a geometrical relationship 

results from the tooth separation, illustrated in Figure 2.12.6. 

At/2 

FIGURE 2.12.6 Tooth Thickness Variation with Centre Distance Change 
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which yields 

t>t 
-= (2.12.17)
2 

Although this is not as accurate as the composite action tooth 

thickness determination, it is adequate for most gear work. With back

lash specified empirically, the need for more accuracy is not generally 

required. However, if high precision is absolutely necessary in the 

backlash determination, Michalec•s technique should be utilized with 

known master gear specifications. 

Sine~ actual graphs of composite action similar t~ Figure 

2. 12.2 produce reasonably smooth variations which could be approximated 

by a sine function such that, if the total composite error was pre

dominently runout, then the instantaneous centre distance variation 

would be 

(2.12.18) 


where e is the gear rotational position with a positive centre distance 

change indicating thicker teeth. If, however, the total composite 

error was predominently tooth-to-tooth error, then the instantaneous 

centre distance change would be 

(2.12.19) 


where n is the number of teeth. By superposition the instantaneous 

centre distance change for both conditions would be 

erc-eTTC eTTC 
t>Cd = ( sine+-~ sin(ne)) (2.12.20)2 
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To select the proper tooth thickness tolerance cluss, Equations 

(2.12.17} and (2.12. 19) can be used to find the actual tooth thickness 

variation. Also, a tooth thickness tolerance can be selected from 

Equation (2.12.16) so that the class tolerance is equal to or less than 

the composite action method, since the composite action includes other 

errors besides the tooth thickness error measured by calipers. 

The need to define tooth thickness variations will become more 

evident in the next section [2.13] when backlash is discussed. For 

the present the interrelation of many of these tolerances represents 

the prime concern. 

The backlash discussion will present gear element tolerances 

necessary for consideration of the backlash of the gear set. Howev.er, 

some non-gear element tolerances are important in the analysis for 

successful gear operation. Due to its affect on backlash and contact 

ratio, centre distance tolerance becomes a primary concern. This· 

tolerance is a function of the backlash requirement, gear quality, pitch 

and centre distance magnitude, all of which must be adjusted to avoid 

excessive backlash, low contact ratio affecting load capacity and 

smooth operation, and binding conditions. Table 2.12.1 from reference 

£7, Chapter 9] .represent typical centre distance tolerances which are 

represented in the following equations: 

cd-12
3 ~ quality number ~ 7 TOLcd = 0.0100+0.0100( }

12 

with a minimum of TOLcd = 0.0020 (2.12.21) 

http:Howev.er
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c -12 
8 ~ quality number ~ 12 TOLe = 0.0020+0.0020( d ) (2.12.22)

d 12 

with a minimum of TOLcd = 0.0005 

Cd-12 
13 ~ quality number ~ 16 TOLcd = 0.0005+0.0005( ) (2.12.23) 

12 

with a minimum of TOLcd = 0. 0001 

These bilateral tolerances are doubled in the computer program to 

achieve the necessary unilateral tolerance required for analysis. 

TABLE 12.1 

Suggested Centre Distance Tolerances 

Quality 
Centre Distance 

Under 
111 1-611 6-12 11 12-2411 

Over 
24 11 

Commercial (3-7) 

Precision (8-12) 

High Precision (13-16) 

±0.02 

±0.0005 

±0.0001 

±0.003 

±0.001 

±0. 0002 

±0.005 

±0.002 

±0.0002 

±0.010 

±0.002 

±0.0003 

±0.010 
per ft 

±0.002 
per ft 

±0.0005 
per ft 

In the computer program no centre distance allowance has been 

made as it has been assumed that backlash may be achieved by tooth 

thinning. However, the centre distance tolerance is employed so that 

the maximum amount of backlash for worst tooth thickness-centre distance 

variation conditions may be obtained. 

As no definite criterion for tolerance specification has been 

presented for universal acceptance, the computer program has been 

established to consider the worst case of tolerance for many of the 
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variables. A manufacturer employing the program could incorporate his 

own criterion for tolerance specification. A non-manufacturer user must 

remember that tolerances affect cost to a great degree and therefore he 

must try to obtain the tolerance criterion of his supplier so that he 

may wisely select these tolerances. With proper care, tolerances not 

mentioned here will not detrimentally affect the gear performance. For 

example, face width has not been toleranced, so that any values attached 
+x.xxxx 

to the face width should be of the form -0.0000. Similarly, material 

hardness or surface finish should have actual values of at least that 

specified by the program. Variables such as addendum and dedundum, 

which, along with the pitch circle radius, specify the addendum

dedendum circle radii, must have tolerances carefully checked so that 

binding will not occur. The outer radius employed in the program must 

be considered as maximum, including actual error as well as runout. 

A similar situation occurs with the dedendum circle radius, which must 

be toleranced so that adequate clearance appears during 11 Worst 11 

conditions of tolerance. The dedendum utilized in the program is the 

normal size with no regard to either tooth thinning or thickness errors. 

Since the tooth thickness at the pitch circle represents the minimum 

value due to both thinning and tolerance, the actual dedendum will be 

larger than the dedendum value specified. This method was selected to 

achieve the worst stress condition on the teeth and to guarantee a 

minimum clearance for all conditions of error including runout. 

Tolerancing is an extremely complex subject in any machine 

element design, but it becomes critical in gear operation. 
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Further advances in analytic tolerance evaluation or more adequate 

information should ~e incorporated into the program once available. 

Discussion of the subroutines employing the foregoing tolerance 

equation will be presented in the next section under backlash. 

Subroutine ERROR, Appendix [A.28] develops the various tooth element and 

composite action tolerances suggested by the AGMA for stored program 

computers. 

SUBROUTINE ERROR(DP,FW,NQUAL,PR,TEETH,TOLR,TOLP,PTOL,TOLL,TTCT,TCT) 

Use: 	 To determine the various cutting tolerances for 
the gear. 

Calling Sequence: 	 Subroutine UREAL calls this routine once the gear 
geometrical conditions are determined. 

2.13 	 BACKLASH ANALYSIS 

References [4,7,10] discuss backlash in varying degrees but do 

not present a definite analytical approach to the analysis. Much of 

what is presented here is a conglomeration of various reference sources 

on backlash with the author expressing his interpretation of the design 

backlash procedure. 

Backlash in an assembled gear set is the clearance between the 

teeth of the meshing gears measured either along the line of action or 

along the pitch circle. By definition, backlash cannot exist in a 

single gear. In a mating gear set, the backlash that exists is a 

function of the actual centre distance at which the gears operate, the 

teeth thicknesses, the teeth deflection due to loading, temperature 

changes which may cause differential expansion of the gears and mountings, 
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and possibly other factors. The minimum backlash specified by the 

user is assumed to take care of temperature differentials and tooth 

loading deflection. If this method is not satisfactory for the user•s 

conditions, increased analysis in tooth deflection and temperature 

differentials coupled with appropriate constraints could be incorporated 

into this base program so that compu~er calculated backlash requirements 

could be employed. For the present, however, insufficient analytical 

background exists to use this technique. 

The minimum backlash will occur when all the tolerances react 

at the same time to give the shortest centre distance and the thickest 

teeth with the high points of gear runout, while the maximum backlash 

will occur as these tolerances move in the opposite direction. As 

presented in Chapter 2.12 on tolerances, the actual tooth thi~kness is 

dependent on tooth thinning and tooth element tolerances, while chang·es 

in centre distance produce a proportional change in tooth thickness at 

the new pitch circle. 

Design backlash is incorporated into the mesh to ensure that 

contact wil1 not occur on the non-driving side of the gear teeth. 

Although backlash may be introduced by increased centre distance, the 

usual practice -is tooth thinning with operation on the standard centre 

distance. 

The total mesh backlash is dependent on the summation of the 

design backlash for the pinion and the gear, each of which has its 

constant and variable sources to backlash. Interpreted mathematically, 

~nesh = Bgear+Bpinion (2.13.1) 
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Bgear = Bc+Bv (2. 13.2) 

where Be = I constant backlash sources 

Bv = I variable backlash sources 

The constant backlash sources would include deliberate tooth 

thinning to achieve some minimum desired backlash, or operation at a 

changed centre distance. Variable sources of backlash would include all 

errors in the tooth dimensions as well as bearing, housing and mounting, 

which would contribute to the degree of backlash. If the tooth thfckness 

is assumed to be an independent variable, then analysis for tooth 

deflection due to loading, coupled with various geometrical constraints, 

can yield an optimum amount of backlash during an optimization search. 

However, this form of analysis, at present, is too complex since the 

theory of deflection has not been developed with enough accuracy to 

successfully predict deflection in all cases. Thus, from experience, 

acceptable amounts of backlash, as a function of diametral pitch, have 

been presented from which tooth thickness may be extracted as a 

dependent variable. Table 2. 13.1 from Dudley [7] recommends minimum

maximum backlash for assembled gears, which are plotted in Figure 2.13.1 

using the approximating equations 

BLmin = 0.025(BLL)op-o.903090 (2.13.3) 

BLmax = 0.040(BLU)op-o.go3090 (2.13.4) 

where BLL and BLU are control factors to raise or lower the constant 

values of the backlash term to give greater flexibility in specifying 

backlash limits. 
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TABLE 2.13.1 


Suggested Backlash for Power Gearing 


DIAMETRAL PITCH BACKLASH (INCHES) 


1~ 
2 
2~ 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 


8 and 9 

10-13 

14-32 


0.025-0.040 
0.018-0.027 
0 . 0 1 4- 0 . 02 0 
0.011-0.016 
0.009-0.014 
0.007-0.011 
0. 006-0. 009· 
0.005-0.008 
0.004-0.007 
0.004-0.006 
0.003-0.005 
0.002-0.004 

....... 

. E 
til..... E 
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· Suggested points 

- Approximating 
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1
10° 10

DiamGtral Pitch Dp 

FIGURE 2. 13.1 Comparison of Suggested Back1 ash with Approximating 
Equations 
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Having specified the minimum and maximum backlash that the 

mesh requires, the proportion of this backlash range shared between 

the pinion and gear may be represented as 

8pinion 
= B R (2. 13.5) 8mesh L 

or employing Equation (2.13.1) 

Bgear · 
= 1-BLR (2.13.6)

Bmesh 

From Chapter 2.12 on tolerances, tooth thickness variations, 

including tooth thickness tolerance and runout, can be selected to 

fit within the upper and lower limits of the backlash ·requirements of 

the pinion and gear considered separately. Since this tooth thickness 

variation from the two sources conceptually represents the allowable

range in thickness between the thinnest and thickest teeth of a geart 

the total amount of design backlash becomes this unilateral tooth 

thickness variation, plus a tooth thinning allowance to achieve the 

minimum backlash.. It must be remembered that, although the tooth 

thickness tolerance of the gear may be specified, the runout has the 

effect of varying the centre distance of the mesh, thus varying the 

tooth thickness at the operating pitch circle. With the minimum and 

maximum backlash difference specifying the range of allowable tooth 

thickness ·variation from runout and tooth thickness e1·ror, constraints 

must control the optimization search so that the tooth thickness error 

does not exceed the allowable backlash range. The minimum backlash 

requirement specifies the amount of tooth thinning from the theoretical 
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tooth thickness, which is usually equal to one half of the circular 

pitch on its standard pitch circle, and the sum of the tooth thickness 

variations of the pinion and gear must be less than the backlash range 

as outlined in Equation (2. 13.7). 

{2.13.7) 


It should be noted that an increase in centre distance either 

by allowance, tolerance, or negative runout decreases the tooth thickness 

at the operating pitch circle and thus increases the backlash. Since 

no centre distance allowance has been used and the tolerance has been 
+x.xxxx 

specified in this analysis as -0.0000, Equations (2. 12.23) to (2. 12.25) 

are utilized in evaluating the backlash for centre distance variations, 

while Equation (2.12.20) is employed to analyze the effect of runout and 

tooth thickness tolerances on backlash. The constant source of back

lash in this analysis evolves from the minimum desired backlash. For 

a specific design, the worst extreme values of the backlash contributors 

may be arithmetically totalled to calculate the maximum backlash. 

The backlash analysis procedure may be summarized as follows: 

1) Establish the maximum and minimum backlash requirements. 

2) Determine the proportion of the minimum backlash to be shared 

between the pinion and gear in the form of tooth thinning of each 

component. 

3) Knowing the composite action tolerances and the maximum tooth 

thickness after tooth thinning, the minimum tooth thickness may be 

determined by adding twice the maximum error evaluated in Equation 

(2.12.20) to the design pitch circle radius and computing the tooth 
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thickness at this radius which would now become the minimum tooth 

thickness at the design pitch circle. A similar procedure will 

specify the minimum tooth thickness for both gears. This analysis 

assumes that the tooth machining errors, specifying the range between 

the maximum and minimum tooth thickness, create a perfect involute 

envelope at both limits. Thus, by advancing the 11 minimum 11 involute 

radially outward by the total composite tolerance the tooth thick

ness difference between the envelopes may be approximated by 

Equation (2.12.7). 

4) 	 With the minim·um tooth thickness specified, including runout and 

tooth element errors, the backlash due to machining errors becomes 

the diffe}~ence between the maximum and minimum tooth thicknesses at 

the design pitch circle. This backlash plus the backlash due to 

tooth thinning specifies the maximum backlash at the design pitch 

circle. 

5) 	 When the centre distance is defined with a positive unila~eral 

tolerance, the maximum overall backlash at this extended centre 

distance occurs when the minimum design tooth thickness is 

coupled with the centre distance increase. 

By specifying this minimum tooth thickness as the actual operating 

thickness, the conditions of 11 Worst 11 stress may be analyzed for the gear .. 

Deviations from this minimum will only tend to strengthen the tooth by 

thickening it. At the same time, any tooth thickness variations, due 

to either runout or tooth element errors, will not cause the gears to 

bind as allowances have been made for this circumstance. For the 



remainder o.f the analysis, the gear is assumed perfect at the minimum 

conditions specified, with the thickness size reductions nullifying 

the effects of runout and other errors. 

In actual fact, the gears may have a lesser maximum backlash 

since the conditions analyzed for the set were the worst possible combi~ 

nations contributing to the particular calculation. If some guarantee 

of the actual magnitude of the error combination could be presented 

for the program, lesser compensations for error could be taken in the 

program. 

Subroutine BLASH, Appendix [A.29] and Subroutine TOLCD, 

Appendix [A.30] develop the backlash conditions and centre distance 

tolerances for the gear set. 

SUBROUTINE BLASH(BLMIN,BLMINT,BLMAX,BLMAXT,Bll,BL2,BLL,BLU,BLR,CP,DP,DELBL, 

NQUAL,PAR,TPTLl,TPTL2,TPTUlDTPTU2,TPTE1,TPTE2,TPTVl, 

.TPTV2,TTCTl,TTCT2,TCTl,TCT2). 

Use: This routine determines 

a) the maximum and minimum back'! ash desired at the 
design pitch radius) 

b) the actual maximum and minimum backlash at this 
operating design pitch radius, 

c) the maximum tooth thinning for backlash 
including the machining tolerance, 

d) the difference between the minimum and ~aximum 
backlash, 

e) the tooth thickness tolerance, 
f) the actual maximum tooth-to-tooth thickness error 

from tooth element errors, ar1d 
g) the actual maximum tooth-to-tooth errors from 

runout and tooth element erros. 

Calling Subroutine: Subroutine UREAL calls this routine after the 
suggested tolerances have been specified. 
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Special Features: 	 With the tooth-to-tooth composite error specifying 
the tooth thickness error, the tooth thickness 
tolerance from the various classes is determined 
utilizing Equation (2. 12. 16), transposed so that 
the numerical value of the class may be evaluated 
using the next smallest tolerance classes (i.e. the 
next greatest tolerance class number). This 
required tolerance class is then tested against the 
permitted tolerance class levels for the particular
gear quality. If the tolerance class is larger
than required, the constraint requiring the actual 
tooth thickness error to be greater than the toler
ance class value will be violated. This condition 
must be true since the tooth thickness error from 
composite action analysis includes further errors 
which make it slightly larger than the tooth thick
ness tolerance class value. 

SUBROUTINE TOLCD(BLMAXU,CD,CDR,CDTOLL,CDTOLU,NQUAL,PAR,PI,PR1,PR2, 

RATIO,RB1,RB2,TEETH1,TP1,TP2). 

Use: To determine 

a) the centre distance tolerance, and 
b) the maximum backlash at the extended limit of 

the centre distance tolerance. 

Calling Sequence: 	 Subroutine SPUR calls this routine after the design 
analysis is complete and before the analysis is 
printed out and returned. 

2.14 GEAR BLANK DIMENSIONS 

In designing a gear blank, [15] illustrated in Figure ,2.14.1, 

the prime consideration almost always is rigidity. The hub must be 

long enough so that the gear will rotate in a single plane without 

wobble. It must also have sufficient diameter to provide adequate metal 

for keyways, to maintain a proper fit with the shaft and to transmit the 

required torque through the hub to the web without serious stress 
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concentrati·ons. Proper rigidity in the web and rim become another 

consideration since .these dimensions affect the inertial contribution 

to dynamic loading. 

I~>""•-.-- Fw--+~ 

R 

t f ~-+-•--- Lhub 

FIGURE 2.14. 1 Gear Blank Nomenclature 

Since no g~neral rule could be found for the analytic design 

of the gear blanks, and since the stresses in the blank elements are 

usually low compared to the tooth stresses, the blank dimensions were 

generally designed to certain proportions of a specified variable such 

as face width or shaft diameter. The following equations represent 

suggested values for the use in the design of gear blanks. 

From general practice, keys were chosen with a size one-fourth 

the shaft diameter, adjusting the hub length (HUBL) and the key length 

so that the torsional stresses are satisfied. Knowing the torque 

transmitted through the gear. the force tangential to the shaft at 

the keyway can be determined by 

F = _T__ (2.14.1) 
rshaft 
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Using a square key of thickness t 

(2.14.2)t = 2rshaft 

the shear stress through the key over the length 1 may be specified ·as 

crA. =-F (2.14. 3)
shear t1 

which must be less than the shear strength sy 

crsy = 0.577sy (2.14.4) 

where sy equals the yield strength of the material while the distortion

energy theory for pure torsion provides the modification constant. To 

resist crushing, the area of one half on the key face is used, with 

the actual stress required to be less than the yield stress 

A 
C1 crushi_ng 

F-=- tl/2 
(2.14.5) 

Thus 
A 

ncrshear ~ sy 
(2.J4.6) 

A (2.14.7)ncrcrushing ~ Sy 

where n is the safety factor. The greater length of key required to 

support the shear or crushing stress is chosen as the length of the key 

as well as the length of the hub of the blank. The foregoing equations 

are the only stress analysis for the gear blank. The face width is 

specified as being the minimum allowable hub length, although the 

stresses may indicate that a smaller length is acceptable. 

(2.14.8) 
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If the shaft was specified as zero diameter, the shaft and gear 

blank are considered one piece with no key and a hub length equal to 

the face width. 

The radius to the outer portion of the hub (HUBR) is arbitrarily 

assumed 75% greater than the radius of the shaft, such that 

(2.14.9) 

At the same time, the thickness of the rim is chosen arbitrarily as 

equal to the whole depth of the tooth. Thus the inner rim radius (RIM) 

is equal the dedendum circle minus the working depth, 

rRIM = RI-(a+b) (2.14.10) 

Similarly the web is chosen arbitrarily as being 50% of the 

face width and located in the mid portion of the blank. 

WEB = 0.50Fw (2. 14.11) 

Physically, the dimensions are limited so that 

rHUS ~ rRIM (2 .. 14.12) 

with the web equal the face width of Equation (2. 14. 12) is at its 

limit. Another limitation to the web thickness occurs if the face 

width is greater than or equal to 0.1 inches and the web thickness is 

less than 0.1 inches, at which point the web becomes constant at 0.1 

inches. 

The volume of the blank is determined by summing three discrete 

parts of ·the blank - the hub, the web and the rim. Since the teeth are 

generated from a blank, the metal removed from the tooth space is 

wasted but must be accounted for as part of the blank material. Thus 

the addendum circle radius and inner rim radius specify a ring. of 
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material from which the teeth are cut. The web may be considered a 

circular plate of constant thickness while the hub acts as a hollow 

cylinder of constant thickness. All these elements contribute to 

the volume. 

These equations were only included in the program to give some 

criterion for choosing a minimum volume design. Since the particular 

geometry has not been included in any other aspect of the design such 

as dynamic loading, the values presented here are not necessarily 

concrete design specifications. If an adequate stress analysis were 

available, the variables of the blank design could also be incorporated 

in the optimization process as independent variables. Coupled with 

this, more accurate dynamic load analysis would specify limiting 

constraints, giving an optimum gear blank with low dynamic loads. 

Also, the user may find that the gear blank criterion used by his 

supplier may be instituted into the design package to offer him more 

realistic solutions. 

To incorporate this analysis in the computer program Subroutine 

SIZE Appendix [A.31] and Subroutine VOLUME Appendix [A.32] wereemployed. 

SUBROUTINE SIZE(ADD,DED,FW,HUBL,HUBR, RI,RIM,SHAFT,SAF,TORQ,WEB,XKEY) 

Use: To specify the gear blank dimensions for 
volume determination of the gear set. 

use in the 

Calling Sequence: Subroutine UREAL calls this routine after the geometric 
conditions of the gear set have been finalized. 

Special Features: The analysis for determination of the key and hub 
length utilizes the yield stress of the material from 
which a shear stress is evaluated. However, only
the fatigue stress of the material was provided for 
the design. For steel, the yield strength is 
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approximately twice the fatigue strength. This 
assumption plus a safety factor of 2 were incorporated
in the analysis. 

Since the results of this subrouti.ne are only
employed in the volume calculations and do not affect 
the design seriously, the resultant values are 
realistic for present solutions. However, when gear
blank analysis becomes necessary for other analysis 
besides volume, this subroutine should be updated 
accordingly. 

SUBROUTINE VOLUME(FW,HUBL,HUBR,PI,RIM,RO,SHAFT,VOL,WEB) 

Use: 	 to determine the gear blank volumes for application 
in the optimization function. 

Calling Sequence: 	 Subroutine UREAL calls this routine once the gear 
blank dimensions have been specified.. 

2.15 	 MISCELLANEOUS ANALYSIS NOT PROGRAMMED 

A close examination of this spur gear design package will 

reveal that certain topics have not been dealt with directly as part of 

the optimization. There may be some features which the user feels are 

quite important which the author has not included. This section deals 

with the most obvious deletions with a qualitative explanation of 

reasons for the deletions as well as possible methods of solution to 

incorporate these features. 

2.15A COST 

One of the most obvious optimization criteria lacking in this 

design is cost. This would seem to be one of the main features of the 

whole optimization process for the average user. Cost generally depends 

on 

http:subrouti.ne
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a) the gear material including heat treatment, 


b) the volume of material, 


c) the overall gear dimensions such as face width or pitch circle 


diameter which govern machining costs, 

d) the AGMA quality number which affects the tolerances, and 

e) the standardization of gear dimensions with the available machine 

tools. 

Although there may be other factors on which cost is dependent, 

the above list illustrates the main cost factors of individual gears. 

Except for the volume of material, the cost of obtaining the other 

features will be highly shop-dependent. The gear manufacturer's 

ability to achieve the user requ·irements of gear size; tolerance 

specification and non-standard design practices will directly affect 

the cost to varying degrees. For example, the required effort in 

obtaining finer tolerances increases rapidly as the tolerances approach 

zero, while relaxation of tolerances beyond some limit may have little 

affect on cost, as illustrated in Figure 2.15A.l. 

c: 
0 

a~ -ul./) 

·- 0 
~u 
..0 
0 

I:J_ 

0.0001 0.001 0.010 
Tolerance Magnitude 

FIGURE 2.15A.l Cost Versus Tolerance Magnitude 

0.100 
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At the same time, as the gear size increases, the ability of the 

manufacturers equipment to handle the gear may decrease, thus increasing 

the cost. 

Since cost is closely related to the particular manufacturer's 

capability, the cost, related to these factors in either equations or 

charts, has been left to the user to implement in the program. The 

program has been so arranged that the analysis is incorporated in 

Subroutine UREAL where all variables, dependent and independent, are 

created. Additional variables for the design process are easily 

placed in labelled COMMON blocks while the cost may be installed in 

the optimization function following the criterion of multifactor 

optimization featured in Chapter 5. In the present program, volume of 

material is the only indirect method of cost analysis, with no real 

value of cost being presented. 

2.158 SCORING, LUBRICATION, SURFACE FINISH, TEMPERATURE EF~ECTS AND HEAT 
TRA~SFER 

Although bending and pitting failure determination has been 

carried out as the main stress criteria, various other factors may 

effect gear life as well. Although definite design procedures have not 

been presented in call cases, Dudley {6,7], Michalec [10], and some AGMA 

standards I30,33] propose solutions for many of the problems. 

Radial scratch lines on the tooth face resulting from the 

scoring process occur for the following reasons: excessive load 

coupled with a break down in lubrication, too rough a surface finish, 

large tooth errors, high coefficients nf friction, poor material 

properties and large sliding velocities. Dudley {6] states that most 
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gear designers can not agree on a formula to guard against scoring, but 

gives two methods generally accepted by designers at the present state 

of the art. The PVT formula, using the product of the Hertz contact 

pressure, the worst sliding velocity during the mesh, and length of 

the line of action, provides a value which is compared with empirical 

limits of scoring. This technique could have been easily incorporated 

into the computer package since the length of contact on the line of 

action is determined for contact ratio analysis; the sliding velocities, 

for efficiency analysis and the Hertz contact pressure, as part of the 

wear stress analysis. However, a more recent method known as the 11 flash 

temperature" formula seems to fit closer to test data and field experi

ence. An AGMA Information Sheet [33] explains the use of the formula 

with test data indicating the results from various lubricants. As laid 

out by the AGMA, this formula could have been easily implemented into the 

package, but was not since the user would have to supply information 

regarding surface finish and lubricants, or corresponding information 

incorporated into the package, which might be restrictive to the user. 

The assumption was made that, for the average user, adequate lubrication 

and surface finish would be supplied, although not specified by the 

design. If this approach is not satisfactory, the user may supply his 

own subroutine into Subroutine UREAL to evaluate scoring, and providing 

comparisons (i.e. constraints) with known lubricant scoring limits in 

Subroutine CONST. New variable names would be introduced into the 

labelled COMMON blocks where required in a similar manner to the 

existing program. 
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Lubrication failures generally result from inadequate "wetting" 

of tooth surfaces before meshing, inadequate viscosity to develop 

suitable film between contacting surfaces under high contact pressure 

and temperature, inadequate properties to reduce friction below a safe 

limit between surfaces, inability of lubricant to remove heat developed 

during contact, and contamination of lubricant with dirt, sand, metal 

particles, sludge or acids which tend to wear or corrode tooth surfaces. 

Knowing the various properties of a lubricant and lubricating system, 

analysis may be made on different wear conditions as well as heat removal 

from tooth surfaces. If one lubricant is specified, however, the 

analysis for the package becomes restrictive if the user wishes to 

utilize a different lubrication technique. On the other hand, a large 

variety of lubricants may be less restrictive, but the problem arises 

in the selection of the correct lubricant and system for a particular 

design. The user may find that it will be to his benefit to specify 

a lubrication-wear analysis for a few lubricants which will reduce the 

need for stock-piling a quantity of different lubricants. With a 

lubricant and lubricating system specified, the properties of the 

lubricant may be easily incorporated with the 11 flash temperature 11 

formula to analyze scoring as well as establishing a more valid friction 

factor analysis for use in the efficiency determination. 

Surface finish as seen from the "flash temperature" formula has 

some affect in the wear characteristics of a tooth surface, since the 

11 flash temperature" increases rapidly if the surface roughness after 

"run-in" is high. At the same time, the material endurance limit is 
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appreciably reduced if the quality of the surface finish is poor. In 

an effort to make the computer package material independent, this 

quantity has not been incorporated as part of the design; it is assumed 

that surface finish quality will be a function of the AGMA quality 

number with the gear set being "run-in 11 before actual use to achieve a 

good operating surface finish. 

Temperature effects and heat transfer have a substantial 

effect on the operating gear set, since temperature gradients cause 

thermal expansion of various elements which may be detrimental in 

terms of increased stress or poor operating conditions outside the 

tolerance limits. The amount of temperature rise depends largely on 

the ability of the lubricant and gear housing to absorb and dissipate 

heat, while the lubricant capabilities depend on lubricant properties, 

method of application and external cooling sources. The gear housing 

provides the means of application of the lubricant as well as the 

external cooling sources, either natural or artificial. These factors 

are thus beyond the capabilities of the program due to the restrictive 

nature of their implementation. For a particular design the user may 

find that this information may be quite relevant and, therefore, may 

readily implement the pertinent theory into the program as described 

previously. 

215C NOISE 

At present, very little data is available to develop a general 

noise factor to be employed in a design. Generally, gear noise is 

an indication of the accuracy with which a gear has been produced.· 
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Noise develops as a result of the clashing of loaded teeth related to 

tooth errors and tooth-load deflection, as well as forced and resonant 
~ 

vibrations of the gears and housing. In all cases, the noise origin is 

found in the non-uniform tooth load, which is the result of non-uniform 

angular velocity and the inertia of the rotating masses while secondary 

causes may be produced by static or dynamic instability or torque 

reversals due to the drive system or torsional vibrations. Uniformly 

changing errors may produce vibrations corresponding to the frequency 

of tooth engagement, while randomly varying errors may create numerous 

different frequencies and irregular noise patterns. Since it is almost 

impossible to obtain a set of gears to run without some noise~ the 

elimination of the above causes by having more accurate teeth and less 

inertia in the rotating masses seems to be the only cure. Shigley [151 

presents a curve, Figure 2.15C.l, illustrating the permissible error in 

action, e for a reasonable noise level, which may be approximated by 

,_ 
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FIGURE 2.12C.l Suggested Permissible Error far· Acceptable Noise Level 
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e . = o 082079e-0.001230PLV (2.15C.l)no1se • 

for PLV ~ 4000 fpm 

enoise = 0.0005 (2.15C.2) 

PLV > 4000 fpm 

However, since noise is a purely subjective topic which has 

not been analytically or empirically developed mathematically, this 

is another topic left to the discretion of the user. 

2.15D TOOTH MODIFICATIONS 

The theory developed concerning gear teeth has assumed that the 

teeth mesh in true involute contact. However, errors of manufacturer, 

deflection of the teeth under load and deflections of_mountings under 

load all combine to prevent theoretical contact. In order to reduce 

excess tooth loads due to premature tip contact or excessive tip 

contact pressures, profile modification has b~come a usual··pract~ce. 

Dean [7, Chapter 5] presents a general criterion for modifying the tooth 

profiles to allqw for errors of gear manufacture as weil as deflection 

under load. Also mentioned is the practice of "crowning" to relieve 

the ends of the teeth to force contact near the mid-face of the tooth. 

As this area of.gear design remains highly empirical with no definite 

criterion for determining if modification should be employed or not, 

this area of design has been left open. If a criterion of profile 

modification were implemented by the user, the analysis should generally 

take place after the optimization, when the analysis has returned to 

Subroutine SPUR. 
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CHAPTER 3 

OPTIMIZATION 

3.1 OPTIMIZATION CRITERION 

All of the previous sections. are concerned with feasibility of 

a design. This package is also concerned with getting the best possible 

design, and to do this, we must first establish criteria of desirability. 

As the complexity of gear design increases, it becomes increasingly 

important to weight a number of parameters in the overall optimization 

criterion. No longer can only one dependent variable (eg. volume of 

gear material) be optimized, without also attempting to minimize cost, 

maximize contact ratio, maximize efficiency or minimize dynamic loading 

and the like. Siddall [46] has summarized various works on the subje.ct 

of multifactor optimization from which the method employed for this 

computer pa.ckage has been extracted. The following paragraphs briefly 

describe the reas.oning behind the selection of the criteria known as 

the minimiz~tion of the sum of the inverted utility functions, which is 

utilized in this optimization. 

Since the different dimensions of the dependent variables does 

not allow a direct combination for an overall criterion, a method to 

combine the variables must be found. One solution is to relate the 

variables through utility functions of the dependent variables. The 

utility function, scaled between zero and one and properly formed, does 

not need weighting coefficients to suggest the relative importance 

between the .various dependent variables. Maximizing the summation of 
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the individual utility may go to zero without forcing the total 

utility to zero. This would make the design undesirable, but may be 

accepted as an 
/ 

overall optimum by the program. Maximizing the product 

of the individual utility functions solves this inadequacy since the 

comqined utility goes to zero if an individual utility goes to zero, 

however, multiplying the utilities may intuitively make the overall 

optimization criterion too sensitive to small changes in the individual 

utility functions. By inverting each utility so that the reciprocal of 

utility may be thought of as undesirability, the combined undesirability 

may be minimized as follows: 
-1 s -1 

uo = r u,. {3.1.1)
i=l 


= u2u3 ... ui+ulu3 ... ui+ ... +u1u2 .•• ui-1 

(3. 1.2) 

~1u2 ..• ui 

= minimum 

Equation (3. 1.2) illustrates the combined advantages of pure 

addition and pure multiplication of the individual utility functions. 

Any function becoming zero forces the undesirability to infinity while 

the addition-multiplication condition stabilizes the combined function. 

At the present time, with no real data available to accurately 

define utility functions, the curves are chosen to be linear between 

maximum and minimum values, which assumes that all the dependent 

variables optimized affect the overall optimization function equally. 

Dependent variables to be minimized would have a utility function 

similar to case 1, Figure 3.1.1 and a utility function of 
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y.-y.min 
u. 	= 1. 0 - _;_1 ---'-1--- (3.1.3) 

J max min 
Yi -yi 

while maximized dependent variables similar to case 2, Figure 3. 1.1 

would have a utility function equation of 

Yi-Y'.min 
Uj = 1 (3.1.4)

y.max_y.min 
1 1 

where Yi represents the ith optimized dependent variable. 

y1min and·yimax represent arbitrary limit values on the dependent 

variable about which a utility function equivalent to the desirability 

of a design is created. Using case 1 of Figure 3. 1.1 as an example, the 

desirability of a design, which produces a dependent variable Yi, near 

Y;max is very sma 11 wh i 1 e the desirability of a design with dependent 

variable Yi closer to Yimin is greater. A utility of 1 usually 

specifies the 11 Ultimate11 design although the utility may go h_igher. 

Case2U·J 	 Case 1 U·J 

FIGURE 3.1.1 Utility Functions 
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Again using case 1 of Figure 3. 1.1 as an example, the undesir

ability or reciprocal of utility, sketch in Figure 3.1.2, 


Laroe ---
number 

1/U·J 

y~Tun 
I 

actual 

modified 

FIGURE 3.1.2 Reciprocal of Utility 

becomes discontinuous at the point y1max where the utility function 

becomes negative. In both case 1 and 2 the undesirability function 

becomes discontinuous between positive and negative infinity when the 

original utility function becomes less than zero. To avoid this, an 

arbitrary large number has been chosen as infinity with a linear 

increase from this value for variables Y; exceeding the limits. This 

configuration will generally force the dependent variables in such a 

manner to decrease the undesirability. 

In this package, the four dependent variables are volume, 

contact ratio, c~ntre distance and face width, each of which is identified 

by flags NOFl, NOF2, NOF3, NOF4 respectively, each having a value of 1 or 

The corresponding flag is set at 1 to indicate that the user wishes 

this criterion employed in his optimization. This technique is very 

0 
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flexible with additional dependent variables only requiring the speci

fication of NOF5, NOF6, ... etc., and some minor programming changes. 
' See Chapter 4.3. Thus, numerous quantities can be combined to yield an 

overall optimum of many dependent variables. 

3.2 OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES 

Having formulated the problem in mathematical terms, it now 

becomes possible to. obtain the best design by formal optimization 

techniques [46, 47]. Any optimization problem may be developed in 

terms of 

maximum 
or 

minimum 

Cj ~ ~j(x 1 ,x 2 ,x 3 , ••• ,xn) ~-Cj 

where j = l,p and cj and Cj are constants. u expresses the optimization 

function and the remaining equations define the equality and inequality · 

constraints, if they exist, on the optimization function. 

This theory has been utili zed ·in the optimization portion of 

the gear design employing the OPTISEP technique [47] of problem formula

tion, incorporating various optimization search strategies. Appendix [D] 

presents part of the OPTISEP presentation. In this method, the user 

is only required to write 1) a calling program containing required 

DIMENSION statements and input variable, the optimization technique call 

statement and a supplied subroutine for standard printed output, all 

following basic FORTRAN procedure, 2) Subroutine UREAL to define the 
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optimization function, and 3) Subroutines CONST and EQUAL to define the 

inequality and equality constraints, respectively. All subroutines 

relevant to the optimization technique used can then be coupled with 

the user created subroutines. 

Two direct search techniques [42, 43, 44] , Subroutines SEEKl 

and SEEK3 and one gradient technique ~5], Subroutine NPFMIN were used 

in the optimization search of the. spur gear design to determine the 

fastest, most accurate technique for final implementation. After a 

number of tests, Subroutine SEEKl gave the least minimum results 

of the three methods, with subroutine SEEK3 next, and Subroutine NPFMIN 

third. Although Subroutines SEEKl and SEEK3 used the same direct search 

strategy, the artificial optimization function employed by Subroutine 

SEEK3 is more complicated, thus taking more time. The gradient method, 

Subroutine NPFMIN, was hampered in its search because the gradients,. 

which were too complicated to determine analytically due to the c.onstraints 

were determined using the finite difference technique. In addition, 

the search algorithm utilized by the optimization strategy made certain 

assumptions which were not all fulfilled by the complex functions 

created by the gear design and the artificial unconstrained optimization 

function. 

Although SEEKl seemed the fastest, it is possible for this 

routine to hang up on constraints. For this reason, all three methods 

have been incorporated in the program with a flag NTYPE specifying the 

technique desired for the optimization. The user may find it advantageous 

to optimize initially using Subroutine SEEKl, then reoptimizing with 
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Subroutine SEEK3, utilizing the previous optimum as starting values for 

the new search. 

If another optimization technique provided by the user proves 

more efficient than the methods presented, it may be implemented easily 

by arranging the new optimization program similar to the OPTISEP 

construction, Appendix [D], and utilizing the present base routines 

Subroutine SPUR, UREAL, and CONST to incorporate the spur gear design 

and constraints. 



CHAPTER 4 


USER ORIENTATION OF PACKAGE 


4.1 CONCEPT OF USER ORIENTATION 


Demands for more load capacity at higher speeds, wi.th the 

conflicting requirement of weight reduction, are only a few of the 

problem~ confronting the modern machine designer which require his 

full knowledge of current design practices. These include not only 

materials or manufacturing methods, but also accepted methods of 

analysis and design. The package brings together a conglomeration of 

this kind of design information, organized into a logical procedure for 

spur gear design. 

The whole concept of this package is to present the gear 

designer with a rapid tool to successfully complete a feasible computer 

design with at least the same flexibility and input of judgement offered 

by a manual solution. At the same time, the package enables future 

modifications to the design procedure to be incorporated easily, thus 

allowing the maintenance of a 11 current design practice 11 
, in a well 

organized and convenient manner. To accomplish this, the formulation 

has been divided into two parts--the actual gear design procedure, and 

the optimization procedure. By developing these parts independently, 

implementation of different design variables by users becomes easier, 

as illustrated later in this chapter. 
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Not unlike any design, the problem is made up of independent or 

design variables and input data, all of which act together to define 

some design criteria which must be minimized or maximized within certain 

constraints to achieve a suitable result. 

To simplify the computation in this package, the design procedure 

is developed in three parts involving dependent variables which are 

problem-oriented, and calculated in Subroutine SPUR, dependent variables 

which are functions of the design variables, and calculated in Subroutine 

UREAL, and constraints which are calculated in Subroutine CONST. By 

utilizing this procedure, greater flexibility is achieved so that modi

fications are implemented easily into the design. All variables, whether 

independent or dependent, are represented by names which are independent 

of the optimization routine. This allows a union between the optimization 

and design procedures through an intermediate routine which equivalences 

the pseudonyms of the design procedure with the design variable array 

name of the optimization routine. For example, if the aesign variables 

in an optimization routine are specified in an array X(I),I=l,n where n 

is the total number of design variables and Fw represents face width, an 

independent variables in the gear design, then the cross-link between the 

two procedures may be achieved by a statement 

Fw = X(J) (4. 1. l) 

which transfers the value of the design variables X(J) to the pseudonym 

Fw for use in the design procedurye. In this manner, numerous values 

may take on design variable status just by altering the intermediate 

routine, thus increasing the scope of the design process. Thus the 
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user is able to pick and choose the number of design variables he 

desires simply by changing a few control values, without the need to 

alter either the design procedure or the optimization procedure. 

Since the design and optimization procedure are indep~ndent 

except through the intermediate routine, the package can thus be 

utilized in a pure analysis mode with all design variables specified 

by the user, an optimization mode where the computer program determines 

the best design variables for given conditions, or some intermediate 

mode. It was with these features in mind that the user package was 

developed, giving the user essentially complete control of the design 

through control factors which allow various changes in the design 

procedure to be initiated. 

4.2 PACKAGE DESIGN 

In general, the purpose of gearing is to transmit motion 

between shafts having the output speed some function of the input. In 

most applications, an amount of power is to be transferred between 

the shafts, subject to certain environmental conditions. The ability of 
\ 

a gear to successfully fulfil its operating requirements becomes a 

function of some dependent variables which in turn depend on a number 

of independent geometrical and material property variables. The 

problem arises in differentiating between independent or design variables 

and input variables, so that the highest degree of flexibility is 

maintained for most applications. 

Due to discreteness of material properties over a range, it 

seemed more appropriate to have these properties as input variables 
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which would remain constant during an optimization. However, if a 

material had continuous properties over a range, the program could be 

modified so as to incorporate these material properties as design variables. 

With the material properties described as input variables, the 

gea.r geometry remains the only method of specifying a feasible design 

within the limitations of the operating and environmental requirements. 

The centre distance, face width, pressure angle, number of teeth and 

addendum-dedendum values of both gears best represent the independent 

variables affecting a design criteria. 

As was mentioned in Section 4. 1, a link can be made between the 

pseudonyms of the design procedure and the independent variable array of 

the optimization through an intermediate routine. Thus, it becomes 

possible to select the desired design variables of a design. Using 

various logic statements to create a control array indicating what 

design variables are variable (i.e. computer determined values) or 

standard (i.e. following some prescribed convention), the correct 

equivalence of the pseudonyms and the design variable array can be 

implemented with the aid of the controlling array. The creation of the 

control array is brought about in Subroutine VARYl, Appendix [E] while 

the equivalence process during optimization is carried out in Subroutine 

VARY, Appendix (E]. For example, if centre distance CD is to be a 

design variable in the program, the user specifies CD = 3HVAR (see 

Appendix G for explanation. Through logic statements in VARYl the 

control array NVAR(I) = o indicates that CD is the 6th pseudonym in a 

list of the eight gear design variables and the Ith design variables 

of n variables to be optimized in this particular problem. 
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In.Subroutine VARY du.ring the optimization, the appropriate 

pseudonyms are equivalenced with the optimization design array by 

advancing through the control array and extracting the relevant locations 

of the pseudonyms. This method provides a fast cross-link between the 

optimization and design routines, with a high degree of flexibility. 

In a similar manner, values specifed as standard, where applicable 

(see Appendix G), have a control array NSTD to control the extraction 

of the appropriate.specification formula during optimization. When 

design variables are given numerical values by the user, they remain 

constant throughout the analysis, thus bypassing use in the control 

arrays. If all design variables are specified, no optimization is carried 

out and only the feasibility analysis of the given design is returned. 

Having specified how variables are incorporated into the design, 

an explanation of a few basic design assumptions should be given. 

Although one can analyze with exact quantities in a paper design, 

deviation from these values either in manufacture or operation may 

seriously effect the capacity of the gear to.fulfil its requirements. 

Thus, in this package an attempt has been made to analyze the 11Worst11 

conditions of the design so that the resultant gear will always be 

operating in better conditions. For this reason, the few tolerances 

used in the program are unilateral in order that analysis can be made 

for the 11 Worst11 case. Items which.'are not toleranced are taken as the 

worst· limit. 

The following list discusses briefly the reasoning behind the 

selection of a particular design procedure for certain variables. 
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1} The centre distance should have a positive unilateral 

tolerance to prevent binding of the teeth. 

2} The face width should have a positive unilateral tolerance 

. to prevent stress failure. 

3) The addendum circle radius should have a negative unilateral 

tolerance to prevent interference with the mating gear. 

4) The dedendum circle radius should have a negative unilateral 

tolerance to ensure that adequate clearance is available. This tolerance 

will be a function of the amount of deliberate tooth thinning and tooth 

thickness errors which tend to create a larger dedendum in generated 

gears. Constraints should ensure that the minimum clearance is zero 

and there is no undercutting even if the tooth thinning effects are 

considered. 

5) The tooth thickness at the pitch circle radius should have 

a positive unilateral tolerance thus enabling tooth stresses to be 

evaluated for the thinnest tooth condition. 

6) The backlash range required by the design should exceed 


the backlas·h introduced to the design by error sources. 


Another assumption utilized in the routine requires that the 

analysis be carried out for a floating point number of teeth, which is 

integerized before returning to the calling program. In this procedure 

the closest integers on either side of the floating point solution are 

tested for the most feasible result. This allows the number of teeth 

which is a discrete quantity, to be handled as a continuous variable in 

the optimization. 
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To fall within certain physical limits the following inequality 

constraints were implemented in Subroutine CONST. 

1) PHI(l) and PHI(2) ensure that the actual bending stress 

is less than the allowable. 

2) PHI(3) and PHI(4) ensure that the actual wear (pitting) 

stress is less than the allowable. 

3) PHI(5) and PHI(6) ensure that undercut will not occur 

even with a dedendum circle radius variation due to ·errors, while 

PHI(7) and PHI(8) enable interference to be eliminated. 

4) PHI(9) and PHI(lO) prevent the teeth from being pointed, . . 

while PHI(ll) and PHI(l2) ensure adequate clearance is provided. 

5) PHI(l3) to PHI(l8) ensure that the centre distance, face 

width and pressure angle fall within user specified limits. 

6) PHI(l9) ensures that the errors of manufacture do not 

contribute to backJash more than the allowed backlash range, while 

PHI(20) and PHI(21) place the required tooth thickness tolerance class 

within the actual machining errors. 

7) PHI(22) and PHI(23) prevent the tooth thickness at the 

addendum circle from being below a limiting value. 

8) PHI(24) and PHI(25) prevent the load point on a gear tooth 

from being below a limiting radius for the bending stress analysis. 

Presented in this manner, the gear design is completely flexible 

for modification. The analysis can also be expected to present a 

reliable design solution due to the considerations used in the design 

procedure. 
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4.3 PACKAGE MODICATIONS 

As gear design information reaches the user, he may wish to 

incorporate new analysis in this program. The following section presents 

a brief description of the procedure for implementation of medications. 

If the new analysis is not dependent on variables which change 

as a result of variations of the design variables, it may be incorpora

ted in Subroutine SPUR before or after the optimization CALL statements, 

depending on the requirements. On t~e other hand, if the new analysis 

depends either directly on any of the design variables, then it should 

be evaluated in Subroutine UREAL. New variable names {pseudonyms), 

whether independent or dependent, should be placed in all the labelled 

COMMON blocks for data transfer. New design variables should be 

implemented into Subroutines VARYl and VARY in the same manner as the 

present program, so that the same flexibility may be maintained. It 

will be noted in Subroutines VARYl and VARY that NN represents the 

total number of geometric design variables utilized in each optimization • 

At the present time N, which represents the total number of design 

variables, is equal to NN. However, future design variable additions 

will require a larger value of N with NN+l toN representing the new 

variables. Changes to the package will be understood more easily after 

careful examination of Subroutines SPUR, UREAL, VARYl and VARY. Care 

should be taken to maintain adequate array sizes for altered parts of 

the program. 

If further dependent variables are to be incorporated as design 

criteria in the optimization function, utility functions may be made for 
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the new variables following the method outlined in Section 3.1. Each 

new dependent varia~le will require the specification of a flag (eg. 

NOF5, NOF6, ... , etc.), which expresses the user•s desire to utilize 

this criteria in the overall optimization. This desire is represented 

internally in a controlling array NOF(NOFM), where NOFM is the total 

possible dependent variables used in the optimization criterion (in 

the present case NOFM=4). The first NOFN elements of this array contain 

numbers specifying -the locations of the dependent variables utilized in 

the optimization criterion, where NOFN may equal 1 to NOFM. A FORTRAN DO 

loop (I=l,NOFN), combined with a computed GO TO statement, extracts the . . 

desired criterion from the list of possibilities, as illustrated in 

Subroutine UREAL. On reading the program listing of Subroutine SPUR 

(under title of SETUP OF OPTIMIATION CRITERION FLAGS) and Subroutine 

UREAL (under title of OPTIMIZATION CRITERION) this technique will become 

clearer. 



CHAPTER 5 


DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 


With such a large number qf input and design variable options 

available to the user, a complete test of all combinations would be 

impossible. Like all computer desi.gn packages, a considerable number 

of trials must be run to ensure that the results can be completely 

guaranteed. Although a large number of examples were run for extreme 

cases of spur gear design in an attempt to test the capabilities and 

limitations of the computer package, more tests will be needed in the 

future. The results were quite satisfactory, although in some cases, 

design requirements pushed the solution to a physically undesirable 

region, although feasible from a theoretical viewpoint. Thus, as has 

been mentioned previously, the designer's judgement should not be 

lacking completely in the design process. The following paragraphs 

illustrate· some problems which may be encountered during the ·optimiza

tion. 

As .the design is optimized, the solution tends towards limiting 

values in its search for the minimum optimization criterion. In some 

cases, as the optimum is reached, or being reached, an exploratory 

search may suggest a design combination which could not physically 

exist, but must be evaluated to indicate infeasibility. Generated 

solutions returned from the programmed analys·is may be infinite, for 

example, which may generate fatal computer error messages when this 

result is utilized in further analysis. This problem occurs only with 

the optimization routine SEEKl, when the directed random search is being 

carried out in Subroutine SHOT at the assumed optimum. If these ertors 
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occur, the result of the last iteration printed in the intermediate 

data may be taken as the optimum since the search was indicating an 

optimum before SHOT was called. The final gear design layout may be 

produced by inserting the last iteration results in the 11 analysis-only 11 

mode of the package {see Appendix G). Alternatively, these values 

could be.used as starting valu~s for another optimization technique. 

Two other problem areas are the handling of.a standard design 

practice and the discreteness of the number of teeth. Although 

standard design procedure may be handled in the design (see Appendix G), 

the optimum solution may not result in the selection of a standard 

diametral pitch if the number of teeth or the centre distance· are 

design variables. If the gear is to be manufactured using standard 

tooling, a standardized diametral pitch may also be a requirement 

besides the specification of the standard addendum-dedendum sizes. 

To bypass this limitation, the following formula, in FORTRAN notation, 

may be used to compute various combinations of centre distance and 

number of teeth for the closest standard diametral pitch. 

CD= (TEETH1*(RATIO+l.0))/(2.0*DP) (5.1) 

In the 11 analysis-only11 mode, the design may be tested for various 

numbers of teeth close to the optimum solution utilizing the closest 

standard diametral pitches above and below the optimum solution and 

keeping the centre distance as a dependent variable. Another approach 

is to specify centre distance and calculate the number of teeth to 

keep the diametral pitch standard. Familiarity with the package 

capabilities for incorporating different option~ will enable the user 

to select an optimum standard solution with relative ease. 
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Through the package all design variables have been employed 


as floating point quantities (i.e. decimal numbers), so that a 


continuous optimization function could be obtained for each variable. 


However, the number of teeth in a gear is a discrete quantity which 


demands that this variable should be treated as an integer value. To 


overcome this discrepancy, the number of teeth is used as a floating 


point number in the package but is integerized after the optimization 


is complete (see Section 4.2). This creates the problem that a 


constraint may be violated when the number of teeth is integerized, 


thus making the design infeasible as in the example problem of 


Appendi·x G. The corrected final solution may be obtained by using the 


"analysis-only" mode close to the optimum until an acceptable solution 


is reached which eliminates the violation, but yields a discrete 


number of teeth. 


Generally, ·enough relevant information is printed to give the 

overall view of the resultant spur gear design. A close examination 

of this output will enable the designer to make logical changes which 

will represent more closely his real life situation. This package 

offers the capability of both 11 analysis-only 11 and optimization with a 

programming structure which can easily be changed with advances in the 

design process, or to account for analyses not discussed. Most benefit 

can be gained from this package by employing an interactive optimization, 

utilizing a teletype or viewing scope which will quickly present the 

/ design to the user. Ultimately the package may be used as a base for 

a plotting routine to yield final gear drawings. The package may also 

be built into an overall optimization of machines incorporating gears, 
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or combined with other computer packages, directly or indirectly 

related with gear usage, including their manufacture. 
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HJIJ 

UU~:.iJ=IJlJ-C:EE
GU TU {lllJ 7 2llU) ,i~CUT 
RU=KU~CJSlPA~) . 
KT=J.U 
dLA=UUt)
UBY=OUt::J 
GO 10 ~uu 

C::JQ RU=~b~CJ$(PAR)-CCC
RT=C.CC/ ( 1. 0-SI!~ <PAt.U) 
B UA=OLJC: J -CCC 

)> 

....... 
)> 

....... 



£H.iY=OUt.:J-r<T
,::. u(J Bt.iX= < ( C:'- T P) /2. u ) - < ( 8BY"' TAl'H PAR.)) +- { R T I COS ( PA ~) ) ) 

IF(b8X.LT.O.u)BGX=u.u 
AI~GG= {(CP/ i e Cl) -BtJX) /Pk
R.li=SUR.T! CRb~"'2H· ((C0"'SlN(PAR)}"'""2»
RLTUkN 
E tJlJ 

SUBKOUTINE FILLcTCANGC,NCUT,PAR.,PK,RAO,RB,RI,RU,RRTL,RRTU,
1 T P, b b A, J BX , 8 8'1' , k T> ... 

oJ... THIS SU3R.OUTII"Jt Ut.Tt.K.t-lliJt.:s THC: t<ALJIUS TO THE POINT OF INTERSECTION'"' "' OF THl FILLET AND INVOLUTE PROFIL~S. 
... ~ ... ANGC = ANGLt U~T~E~N TH~ TOOTH C£NTR£LIN~· ANU FILL~T 6RIGIN:< AT THe U~U~NuUM C!RCL~ ~ NCUT = 1 lr G~Ak CUl BY RACK WITH SHARP CORNERED TEETH 
~, "' 
...,, = 2 iF beAK CUT BY RAG~ WITH ROUNDED CORNERS 

PAK. PR~SSU KL ANGLt CRA ul ANS)..., = "' .... PR = PI TLH t<AI.Jl US (I NGHt.S)
~ 

oJ RAD = RAJlU~ TU THt:. lNTlR.St:CT ION OF THt:. FILLET ANU INVOLUTE 
~ PRlJFILLS <INCHt:S)J 

J "' Rb = R.ALJlU~ OF t3ASi:: ClRGL2: <Ii~CHcS)
r, .... Rl = RuuT GIR.Glt k.ADIU5 (INCHES) ••• (PR.-D£0)
~ , RLJ = UIJLJt.RLUT LldlT RADIUS <li'-JCHES).... 
~ RRTL = LO~tR LlMlT KADlUS OF TRuCHOlO TO PRODUCE flllt.T TANGENT

TO kOOT LlRCLt. ClNCHES)~ 
J RRTU = UPPt:.R Ll~lT RADIUS OF TROCHOID To PRODUC~ FILL~T 
~ ... lNTl~S~CllON WITH THE INVOLUTE <INCHES),, ... TP = TUJlH THICKNt:.SS AT PITCH CIRCLt. (lNCHt:SJ 
J OBA = DISTAl~Cl ot.TricLN PITCH Cit<CLt. ANU t:.ND OF STkAIGHT 
"" PROFlLt. ON GLNE~ATlNG RACK TOOTH FLANK (lNCHt:.S):::: ..., tlt3X = OI;:,TANCt. o£Twtt:N TOOTH CEfHEkllNt. AND CtNTRt. OF ROUNDED 
c CO~NL~ UN G~N~RATING RACK TOOTH CINCHES).... 
::( BBY = DISTANCt. U£T~~~N PlTGH CIRCLE AND c-NTRL OF ROUNO-o 
... CO~NEk UN Gt.Nt.~ATING RACK TOOTH <INEHESJ t. 
"" oJ RT = ROUNOlO CORNl~ RAUlUS OF GENt.RATING GLAR TCOTH <INCHES> 
c .... 
"" XlNV(AN;):TANlANGl-ANG 

TART<ANG~aBY,PR,RRTl=ATAN<Cl.D-({RRT••~)/(PR"'(PR-BBY)J)l/TAN<ANG)l
TANG ( TP, r R, Ai\) G 1 1 ANG 2) = ( CT PI ( 2 .. u•P R.) ) +X lNV {AN(; 1} -X 1 NV (ANG 2 > ) 
Fkr<L (AN:;,R.RT,k.TJ =S~k.T< (i"<RT•.,2) +R.T• CRT-2.w•R.RT•SIN <ANG))) 
FASC(AN~,BUY~PRl=(GbY/PR>•TAN(ANG>-XINV(ANG) 
FARC{AN~,ANG~,UdY,PR,Rk.F,~RT,RTl=FASC<ANG,B8Y,PRJ+AC0S((RRT-RT•SIN 

1(ANG1))/~Rf) · 
RlfT<ANi,bbA,PR,RBl=SQRTC((PR•SIN(ANG)-(88A/SIN(ANG)))••2>+RB••z>> 

... ... . > 
ERKUR=l• Ut.-uo N N 

GU TO {1]0j2uO>,WCUT
100 XX=PR-83Y 

IF({XX-~T) sLT.RUl GO TO :J.U5 

http:AN:;,R.RT,k.TJ
http:THICKNt:.SS


11.!!:) 

110 

~15 

12iJ 

1~5 
130 

~l'i.J 

C;:10 

RRF=RlTf <PAR,BUA,PR,RB) 
AI~G=AC03 (XXIr-<f,F) 
ANGF=F~SC<ANG,BdY,PR> 
rU: TL =XX- r< T 
r<rn u=t~i~= 
t<AU= RkF 
If- Cr~ALJG- T aRB> RAiJ=RU 
Rt.:TURN 
R.l=rdJ
ANG1=AC)S(XX/R1l 
ANG11=A;O~lRd/r<ll 
FUN~l=F~SC<ANGi,bBY,PR>+TANGCTP,PR,PAR,ANG11)-ANGC 
ULLR=<<<~u-cxx-RT>>ISIN(PAR>>·*~ll<6.o•PR•cos<PAR>>
lf(ut.LR..L.::.u.ul ~o TO 125 
0 LU<=JELR/ ~. IJ 
R.2=K.1 
FLI~C2=F JNG1 
R1=K.2 
FUi~Ll=FJNC..:: 
K. 2=r( i:.:+lE L R 
ANG2=t..c;)S(XX/R2l 
Ai~G22=l\::;os <R.3/R.2) 
FUNt..~=F Cl. SC <AI~ G.::: 1 88Y, PR> +TANG (J P, PR, PAR ,ANG22) -A NGC 
If((FUrJ;p·FUNG2J.GT.O.IJ)G0 TCJ 110 
R3=<~1•=UNC2-k2•FUNG1)/(FUNC2-FUNC1)
ANG3=AC)S (XX/kJ) 
ANG~~=~::;OS(kd/R~>
FUNC3=F4St., (Ai~G3, UdY, Pi<HTANG <TP,PR,PAR,ANG33) -ANGC 
If((A8S(FUNC.~)l.LT.E.RtWR> GO TO i3U 
IF<<FUNC3'"fUi~Cil.GT.Ool.ll GO TO 120 
R~=Rv 
F Ui'>JC2=f- J NC 3 
GU TO llS 
R1=rz3 
FUNC:L=i= JNC.:i 
GO lO 115 
R;)=i<1
Rf<TL =XX- R T 
Rt<T u =R.:. 
t\~U=R3 
IF<t<AD.i..T.RB> RAD=RB 
Rt.TUkN 
XX=PR.-o3Y
If( CXX-~T} .LToRUJ GO TO 210 

~RF=RlffCPAR,b8A,PR,R5)
R3=SQRT<!RRF••2)+(RT••2>+2.0•RT•SQRTC<RRF••2>-CRB•+2))) 
A!~G..;,=AC)S (XX/R:ll 
A~G31=TART£ANG3,U6Y,PR,R3) 
Rt<TL=XX 
Rl<T u=k.:5 
KAO=RRF 
lf(RAO,_T.RB> RAU=RB )>
RL TUR.N 
Rl=t<B w 
ANG1=AC)S(XX/R1) 

http:lf(RAO,_T.RB
http:IF<<FUNC3'"fUi~Cil.GT.Ool.ll


ANG11=T~RT<ANG1,UBY~PR,R1> 
KkFl=Ft<.,{C ( .l\NG11, f<1 ,r<n 

FUNC1=k~Fl-RB · 

0 ~...U<=-F J !~ (; 1 I 1 U • lJ 

:u WL.LR..t.:U..O .. u> Gu TO 230 

i<2=i<.1 

FUI~Ci:::=FJNC1 

21:1 	 Rl=t<Z 
FUNC1=F JNC2 
R<:::=r<2+l.J:. LR 
ANG~=AC)S (XX/t<d
A I~ Gi 1=T L1 f< T ( A 1-.J G 2 , 8 bY , P R, R 2 } 
RRF2=F~~C(ANG21,R2 7 RT> · 
F UNC 2=~ ·U: 2·- Rd 
lf((fUr~:;l-t~-FUi~Cd.GT&U.u) GO TO 215 

22 U 	 R.l= { R1• =Ll NG 2-k2.,... FU NL 1 >I ( F UNC 2- FU I\C1)
ANG3=AC)S (X >I.R3) 
A!JGJ1=TLI~ T CANu6, UbY 1PR,R3) 
K.kF~=F~kL(ANG~i,R~,t<T> 
FU,'.JCJ=K.~FJ-~d 
lf(lA~SlFUNCJ))oL~.~RRGR) GO 
lf-((FUr~C3•FUNCl>.GT.O.Cd GO 
R~=f{.) 


FUI~Ci:::=FJNC3 

GO Tu 220 

225 	Rl=k.3 
FUNLl=r JNC..) 
GO TO 220 

230 	 R:.:i=K.1 
23S 	 Rl=K.;;)

ANG.l=ACJS (XX/kl) 
Ai'.G11=T~R.T CAI~G1,BL:lY,tPR,R1> 
Rf<Fl=F~~L(Ai~G11,Kl,RJ) 

TO 23~ 
TO 225 

AIJGF l=F C. R.C (Ai'-1(>1, AN G11, b BY, PR, R~Fi, R1, RT} 

lf{K!-<F..L.Ll.Rt3J R.kfl=Rd 

Af·JG12=~::;o:s <Ru/RKFU 

F Ui~C i=A ,\j GF 1+ T i-ING <T P, PR, PAR ANG 12) -AN GC

UtLK=(((f{U-(XX-RT})/SINCPA~>>••2l/(6.0•PR•COS(PAR))
11-!ut.LKoLl.O.u) GO TO 27!:> 

Ot..lk.=iJi:.UU2.u 

R2=r<1 

FUNC;2=FUNC1 


4;.<tll 	 R.J.=r(i 
F UNG 1=F UI'J C 2 
R~=r<2+U::LR 
AIJG~=ACJS (XX/R2)
AtJ G.::: :J.. =l ~ f<T ( Ai\J G.:: , d!.l Y , P R, Re:: ) 

Rkf2=FR~C<~NG21,R2 1 RT> 

ANGF2=F~RC<ANG2,ANG21~UBY,PR,RRF2,R2,RT>

IF <f,;. Rf2. l T • ~d) Kr<F 2= Rd 
A~JG.::i::.=A~O:::) ( f;B/RK.fd
F UNC 2=!U'.JGF 2+ TANG <TP, PR,.P AR, ANG22)- AN GC 
If-<<FUNl.a"'FUNC2).GT.,OoiJ) GO TO 2Lt0 )> 

2Lt5 	 R3=CR:i.•FUNG2-R2-\'-fUNC1) I (FUNC2-FUNC1) ..p. 
ANG;>=ACJS (XX/R3l 

http:f;B/RK.fd
http:lf{K!-<F..L.Ll
http:lf-((FUr~C3�FUNCl>.GT.O.Cd


ANGJ1=T~RT(ANG3,B8Y,PR,R3J 
RkFJ=F~~ClANG~i,~~~RTl 

ANGF~=FARC<ANGJ,ANG31,UBY,PR,~RF3,RJ,RT)

lf (f.-J~F-3 .. LT. RtJ) r<RF3=i-<d 

A H G .- 2=A C U ~ U ( [$/ R k F 3 > 

F U i'-l C 3 =A \l GF3 -l- TA iH~ <T P , Pi<, P A R ,_A N G J2) -AN GC 

lf((AGS(FJNCJ)l.L~.lR~URl GO TO 260 

1F{C!-Ui4:.;3..,.FUNC1) .GT.O .. u) Gu TO 2~0 

R~=KJ . 

F UN GC:: =F U 1'-l C3 

GU TO c:4!) 


25 0 	 R1=K3 

FuNC1=FJNC3 

GO T U 24 5 


'-.55 	 R.:.=k~ 

R.t<F 3 =f<..R =1 


2b0 	 RkTL=XX 

RRlU=R3 

RAO=f<RF.) 

If CRAD.- T. RB) RAO=R8 

Rl TURN 
END 

SUBROUTiNE ADDEND CADUL,PAR,PR,RB,RO,TO,TPl 
~ 

J ... 
,; THIS RJJTINE Ot:.TLRl·liNt.:) TH£ ADDENOUN LlNGTH OF POINTC:D TEETH 
~ 

,; AND TODfH THICKNt:SS AT AOOU~OU11 CIRCLE 
c 
~ 

-;: AL.lDL = AD~LNUUM LENGTH TO PJINT <INCHES) 
P/.\K. = Pth... SSuRt. ANGLE CRAOI tNSJ,J 

c Pk = PlTCH GlRCLi RADIUS <INCHES).... Rb = BASe ClKCLE RADIUS <INCHES> 
::;: 

,J 

RO AJDt.NUUM CIRLLE RADIUS CINCHES>oj.., 
J TO = lOOTH THICKNLSS Al AJDENOUM CIRCLE CINCHES> 
c TP = TOOTH THlCKNlSS AT PITCH ClRCLl <INCHlS).... _,.., 
,J 

XlNVCANi>=TA~(ANGl-ANG 

f:.r?..p~L)R.=lo i.H.. -Oo 

X,<X= <TPI <~. u~PR) )+XlNVtPAR}

kl=P ;, 

AiJGi=PA~ 

FU~Cl=XINV(A~G1J-XXX

0 llt<~A8;) ( RU-Pid 

lf(ULLK$f:.QoOe~lULLR=0.1 

R~=f<l 

F UNC 2=F Ui~C 1 
 ):a ):a1 Rl=t(<:: 	 . 

wFl.JI~G1=FJNC2 	 0'1 

R.2=k.Z+D:.LR 
ANG2=ACJS (RB/R2l 
FUNC2=XI Nl/ <AI~G2l -XXX 

http:R.2=k.Z+D:.LR


If ((f~..n~;1""FUI~C..2) .GT.O .. ii) GO TO 1 
2 	 R~=lK1•FU~C2-R2•FUNC1)/(FUNC2-FUNC1) 


ANG~=ACJS<RB/KJ) 

fl.;I~C3=X11~V (AI~G3) -XXX 

lf((Ab~(FUNCJ)).LT.lRROR> GO TO 4 

.£ f ( ( F Ul~..; 3 "~- F U iii C 1 > e G T • 0. L > GO TO 3 

R~=Rv 

F UNC 2=F J NC3 

G 0 T U 2 


3 Rl=K3 

FuNGl=FJNCJ 
GO TO 	 2 

4 	 AUOL=R3-PR
A!jG=ACU5 (·RBhW) 
TU=~.u•~o•lXXX-XlNVCANG)) 

If((PK.t~uDL>eLT.f<O) TO=O.O 

RLTURN 

t:Ni.J 

S~8ROUTIN~ PiTCH !RATIO,CD,T~t:TH1,TEETH2,RPM1,PAR,PI,PR1,PR2,RB1, 
1RB2,BP,~P,uP,PLV) 

~ 

J .... HilS RDJT..t.NE Ut.TLR111NES VARIOUS GEOMETRICAL RELATIONSHIPSJ 

... ,.. 	 FOR A G::AR St..l .... 
~ SUBSCRI=>T (1) Rt.Ft.K.S TO THe PINION 
"... SUt.lSCRI:>T <2) Rt:.ft.t{S Tu THE Gt.AR 
J 

.... R~TlO = GEA~ RAT~O llt:o GLAR TEETH I PINION TEETH)J 
~ ... 	 Ci.J = Ct.NTRt:.. D.lST~I~Ct. (lNCHi:.S).... Tt.t..:TH = NUI'ibt.R OF Tt.t.TH .... "' RPH = SHAf-T ~Pt.E::D <K.EVULUTIONS PER MINUTE)oJ .... 
.; PAR = PRi.SSURl ANGLt:. (r<.AUlANS) 
-J PI = 3~1it1S~2aaooo••• .... PR. = PIT~H RAUIUS (lNCH~S) 
Q Rb = 8ASE ClRC..L£ ~ADlUS {INCHeS) 
oJ 

J 	 ~p = bA~~ PlT~H (lNCHLS)
C P = Lli-{CUL I.R P IT~H (INCH£:;))'-' 

~ OP = DlAMlTRAL PITCH lTiETH PiR INCH) 
" 
J 

PL'V = PlTCH LINt. VeLOCITY <FPM>J .... 
'-' 
>I 	

Pk1=CU/CRAT1U+1.Dl
Pf\2= CiJ- J fU 
PIJ~=i.iJf-Pl-<J. 
Rbl=PI-<1"" CUS ( PAt·O 
R 0 2 =PR.2 ~'- CU ~ ( PA 1·0 
DP=Tt:t:Trli/PUl. 

)> :::t:>~P=<PI~=>u~)/ft.ilrll .
UP=GP•CJS (PAR> 	 -e::a 0\ 
PLV=CP1~'-PU14 ~PM1)/12.0 

TtlTH2=~ATIO+TEc.TH1 

kt:.TURN 
END 

http:Pk1=CU/CRAT1U+1.Dl


SUBRU~TIN~ TORQU~ lHP,Pl,RPM,TORU>.. 

'! 

J 

"' THIS ROJTINE U~TlRriiN~S TH~ TORQUE ON THt GEAR 

:< HI--' = HOr~:::,tPOWt.R
~ PI = .:>•1'1:i.7i::l.:: •• eoe 
c 
,J 

kPfvl = Sh~FT SPLED <REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE> 
"' TORU. = TORQUe lFT-LbS)J 

"' J 

"' J 

TURQ=(JjJOD .. u~HP)/(2.0¥PI~RPM> 
~LTURN . 
END 

(' 
SUBROUTINE TUJAU <HP,PLV,PAR?WA,WR,WT,WN} 

1.1 

"' THIS ROJTINE DLTLRMINES THE MAGNITUDE OF LOA~ING ON 
~ 
J 

c HP = HOt<SC:POW.:..R 
'> 
oJ PLV = PITLH LINt. Vt.LOCITY <FP1'1l,, ... Pi<R = Pt<._SSURt. ANGLC::: tRA 01 ANS)
" 1.1 Wt-1 = AXlAL LOAD ( L BS)) 
J "' wf-~ = RAJlAL LOAD { L [;j S) 
~. WT = TANGENTIAL LOAD <LBSl .,J 

WN = N 0 f<1vl A L L 0 A0 (L BS)J 

..," 
c 

WT=(33uuDoU~rlP)/PLV 

WR=~JT'~'T~N (PAR)

1-JA=uGO 
Wf\l:::WT /CJS (PAR>
Rt.TLiRN 

t..NO 


THE TEETH 


):::o)> ):::o. . 
0'1 01 ""-J 



c 

~~bKOUTi~~-LUAO(~L,ANGL,RLL,ANGLL,NLOAD,GP,PAR,PR,PRM,RB,RBM,
lt<O,t-(UH,TP> 

~ 

~. 

J 

J 	

THIS k.OJTII'JE U~T t:.f(t·ilNt.:.~ THt. kALHUS TO THi:;. POINT OF LOAD 
~ APPLIC~flUN Al THl TOOTH CENT~~LlNE AS WLLL AS THt LOAD-ANGLE 

HIGH~ST SINGL~ TOOTH LONTACT 
ANGLE fOR THE fOLLOWIN~ TOOTH 

:< FOR LITH~~ TIP LOAulNG 0~ POlNT OF 
~ ., 	 LOAUlNG~ THL LOAO kAUlUS ANO LOAD 

Ak.E ALSJ OLT~RMINEU. 
c 
J RL 

c J 
.... 	

ANGL 
c 	 RLL 
c .... 
J 	 A f~GLL ....., 	 NLbAU 
c .... 

8P ~ 	 PAt<J .... Pk'"' c 	 Pf<l·l 
Rb 

" 
J 
.... 

RBI"l\J c RO 
r' R. 01'11.1 ...., 	 TP .... ... 
c 

= kAJlUS TO POINT OF LOAD 
LL~TR.LLlrk <li~CHJ::S}= 	LUAU ANGLL (~AUIANS)=.RAJlJ~ TO POiNT OF LOAD 

APPLICATION 


APPLICATION 

TUUTH GU~T Rt.LlNE <li~CHES)= fU~LOW!NG TOwTH LOAD ANGLE <RADIANS) 

= 	 1 FUR. TlP-LUAOlNG= 2 f0~ HIGHtSl POINT OF SINGLE 
:: bA~t. PlTGH Ll.NGHt.S) . = P~L~SUR.~ ANGLE (kAUIANSJ
:: 	 PITLH Cl~CLE RADIUS <INCH~S)= PITLH ClKCLE R.AUIUS OF MATING = 	8A~E ClkCLE RADIUS (INCHES>= 	HAS~ Glk~Lt KADIUS Of MATING 

I F U JL OA ) • i:. Q& 2 ) G 0 T 0 1 
At,JG= ACCJS U-<!:l/RU) 
AliGA=TA~G(TP,PK.,PAR, ANG}

c 
c 	 ANGA = ANGLL bETWEEN CENTERLINE OF 
c 	 UN AODLNUUM CIR(.;Ll:.... ... 

A N G L =AN:;- A1'-1 G A 
t<.L=Kb/GJS lANGU 
lfl~L.GTa~O> kL=kO 

ZZZ=Su~T<<t<O~~z>-lRB••2>> 

ZL.=L.:LZ-3P 
lF{:LZ.LT.O.O) ZL=UaO 

r<:J~=SQRT ( U<u..v•z> + Ul•"~-2}) 

lf<k~4LfQR.8) RR=RB 

AHG=A L.J S ( k.tJ/R.fd 

At\G.L=TA ~ G ( TP, PR, PAR., ANG> 

ANGLL=~'-IG-ANG1 

RLL=RBIJOSlANGLL)
Rt:..TUk.N 

TOOTH 


:: 	 AJOLNDUM CIRLLL RAJlUS (1NCH£Sl= 	AiJUl:.i'IU UN t; IRLLE RAUIUS OF l"iA TING GEAR <INC H!:.S)= 	TOOTH THlCKNt.::iS AT PITCH CIRCLt:. UNCHES) 

GEAR (INCHES) 

GLAR {INCHES> 

XINV(A~;>=TANlANGl-ANG
T AI-H~ <TP, PR, At~ L.l., Ai'--l G2) = ( (T PI {~. u•PR)) +X INV ( ANG1)- X INV tANG'c;;)) 

TOOTH TO EDGE OF TOP LAND 


l. 	 Zb=~U.RT< <R.OI1.v--ll-._:) -(R.I:3H>~->~-2) )-SQRT<<PRM>~-"~-C::.)-(RBI'1"~-"~-2)) 
ZZ=£ tJP-l8)
RR=SQk.T(lPR••2)+(ZZ••z>+2oO•PR•zz•SINCPAR>> 
M~G=ACOS <R8/RR) 

ANGl=TA~GlTP,PR,PAR.,ANG> 


ON G~AR TOOTH 

ON FOLLOWING GEAR 

CONTACT 

):o ):o. 
(X)

"""" 

http:Zb=~U.RT
http:k.tJ/R.fd


A H G L =A,'~ :; - Af~ "G 1 
KL=i{b/CJ::; ( 1\NGU 
It ( 1-~ L • G f • r< C ) kL = RO 

ZZL=SL<.t<f ( {:~R..,..-\<2)- (K.fJ'~- ..... 2)) 

ll=L.ZL-3P 
lf-<L.L.Lf.u.Ll) LZ=IJ.u 
k.k=:.:.l\Rl ( (1{0"'--'fd + CLZ .......... .d) 

IF(i-~RoLT.Rt::l) Rk=k.B 
A NG= ALO:) (RB/rHd 

ANG::..=TA,~G {lP, PR, PAR, ANG)

ANGL L=A \1 G-ANGl 

RLL=kb/~OSlANGLL)
Rl TURN 
t. HU 

S ~th~OUT I ~l S rl1-q~.t. (f\I~~C1 1 AN G.CC:, ANGL 1 ,__A NG L2, t3 BY 1 ,a 8 Y 2, 8 P, i.JP, E1, E2,
1 c.l·,i{, FH, '.J v uT1, Nv UT~ 7 NNL UA 0, PA u~PAR 1 tJ I, P R1, P K21. U. 0 , Q V, Q..Jl, Q..; 2, 

2RL1 1 RU2 1 RI1 1 Rl2,k.Ll,RL2,RLL1,RLL2,RLM1,RLM2,~01,R02,RT1,RT2,

vTPl, TP.::., vjN) 

~ THlS ROJTII~t. Ut.TLRIHNE~ IF THt::~::. IS LOAD SHARING BI::.TWt.t.N 
~ :., SUGCt.SSLVt: T~t:.TH OF A NATING Gt::AR SET. ANALYSIS IS MAUt. fOR TIP 
~ AND HlGHEST PUINT GF SlNGLt. TOOTH CUNTAGT LOADING. THt. HuOE OF:< LOADING Ylt:.LJlNG THL HlGHt:ST Bt:NOING STRt.SS WILL bE USt:.D FOR"" ..," FlNAL STRI::.SS ANAL~SlS. 
c 
~ .., SUBSCKI~ T (1} R.t.Ft.RS Tu THe. PINION 
n 
.... SUtlS CR.I ;:> T (2) Rc.Fl::..K.S Tli THt. Gt.:AR 
.J 

., ANGG = ANGLt: Dt.TWE.t.l~ THe. TJOTH GENTRt.LINE. AND THE FILLET ORIGIN 
c AT THe. ULut.NUUfvl CIRCLE. (r{AOIANS)

Al·lGL LOAU PKI::..SSURt. ANGLt. (RAUIANSl" = 
(; "' UbY = DI~TAN~L BI::.TWEtN PITCH ClRCLI:.. AND CENTRE OF ROUNDED 
(; CURNt.R. ON Gt.~t.RAT!NG RACK TOOTH <INCHES),, 
.J 8P = BASL PITCH \l~CH~S) 
~ 

~ 
l) ~- :: UlAhi:.TK.AL PilCH CT..... t.TH PER INCH> 

.... I:. = MOUULUS OF ELASTlClTY <PSI)
L I::.RK = L~K.uR iN ACTluN {lNCrltS)... F 1-J = F A C L W l U T H (l i'l GHi:. S ) " " NLUT = 1 lF Gt:.AK CUT BY RACK WITH SHARP CORNERED TEETHJ 

... ~ lF G~AK CUT eY kACK WIT~ ROUNDED CORNERS" = 
[; NHLOAO = l FOR TlP LUADlNG ... ... = 2 FUR HlGHt.Sl POINT OF SINGLE TOOTH CONTACT LOADING 
c PAD PRt:.SSU i<t ANGLE. (L.lE:.GRC::t.S},. = 

PAR = PR.C.SSU R.t. ANGLt. (R.Aul ANS) 
c PI = 3.1419~Q······ 
1.1 

c Pi< = PITCH CIR.GLt. RADIUS <INChE·S)... QO = OVt:R.LUAU CORR.t:CTION FACTOR )::> )::>.c "" -. v = VELUGlTY COKKcCTION FACTOR 00 \0 c ~J = G E 0 !'k T k.Y F A C T 0 R. ... RB = BAS~ CiRCL- k.ADIUS (lNCH 7 S)
~ .., Rl = DEOt.NL.lUh ciRCLI:.. RADIUS (~NCHES)... 
.... RL = RADIUS TO POINT OF LOAD APPLICATION ON GEAR lOOTH 

http:HlGHt.Sl
http:UlAhi:.TK.AL
http:R.t.Ft.RS
http:STRI::.SS
http:lf-<L.L.Lf.u.Ll
http:R..,..-\<2)-(K.fJ


,... 
I. ., 	 Ct:rHRcllN!:.. <INCHt:.S> 
... 	 I RLL = R.AOIU~ TU POlNl UF LOAO APPLICATION ON GEAR TOOTH 
c 	 CEiHr{t_LlNl Or FOLLOWING TOOTH <11\JLHES) 
(.; RLI•l = MINIMUM KADILS TO POINT UF LDAU APPLILATION ON GEAR 
".... TUUTH L~NTRtLlN~ FOR. ANALYSIS USING LEWIS T~CHNIQUE 
c UF TUUTH FO~~ FACTOR UET~RMINATION CINCHES> 
...-· R.O = ADULNuUH CI~LLE KAulUS (lNCHLS) 
c R.T :: ~OUNOt:.D LORNt:.R. RADIUS OF GENE~ATING GEAR TOOTH <INCHES) 
~ ... TP = TOJ TH THILK1\li;. SS AT PITCH GIRCLE <HJC HE S)
c ~Iii = NOt<MAL LOAD <LBS) 
.,;" 
c 

iJ HlL1 ~ S I J ~ R.R R ( B ) A A A ( 8) , QQQ ( d> , H H H ( 8 ) , T T T ( 8) , S T 1 F ( 4 > 

s r n f 'A ~ G L 1 7A til G L L t.l , t:;;:: , F w , H 1 t H2 , T 1 , r 2 >=F w1 <2 5 • u • << ' H11 n 1•E 1 >> 

l•COS(AN~Ll)J+({H~/{Tz•t~>l•COS(ANGL~))))

NLUAU1=1 
NLU~;U2:::2
D U 1 l=l, 3 2
CALL LJ~u(R~~(l) ,AAA!I>,RRRCI+1>,AAACI+~),NLOAD~,BP,PAR,~R1,PR2, 
1~bl,RU2,R01 1 ~02,TP1)


CALL L 0 A IJ J~R~ <I+ 4} ? A A A{!+ Lt ~- 1 RR R <I+ 5 ) , A A A (l + 5) , N L 0 AD 2 , B P, P A R , 

1Pk2,P~l,RB2,~U1,R02,R01,TP~J 

NLO~U1=2 

NLUI-\0'-.=l. 

1 	 LUNTINU::. 

ou 2 l=l,'t 

CALL Jr ~ C T (A i~GCl z_ AAA (I) , d d '( 1 1 DP, NGUT 1, PAD, PAR, P 1, PR1, Rl1, ~RR (I> , 

l.KUH,f<Tl,HiiH(l), ITT (I) ,t...l.QQ{lJ Y1> .
~ALt.. JF4G"f <Ai~GC2 ,AAA <I:t:Lt) 1 BbY2 ,OP,NCUT~,PAD 7 PAR 1 PI,PR2,Rl2, 

1t-~r~;-{( 1+4) , t<Li'12 ,R.T 2, HHH <It-4J, TTT U+Lt), QQQ.U+'f.J, Y 2J 

2 CUNTiliJU..;:


Uu-> I=:&-,..> 12 
S T IF { l> =S T F F (A A A <I> , A A A <I+ 5 ) , C: 1, E2, F W , HHH (I) , H H H <I+ S) , T T T (I> , 

1 T fH l +:;i > > 
S T l F ( 5-I> =STIFF { AAA (1 +1) , AA A<I +4) , E 1, E2, F W, HHH (I+ 1) , HHH ( l +4) , 


~ T"f T ( I +:.t. > , T T T (1 +'t) > 

3 	 C U fH 1 hlU::: 


uWrJ=~~i~'~' (Ll.U/QV)

1 f- <U wl'l. _ T ~ <E~~ k ¥- S T I F { 1 > > ) G 0 T 0 4 

lF(U\IN._T.<cRt<>~-sTlf(2)))GO TO 4 

XXX=LRR•STIF\1)•STIF(4)
YYY=Sfl=- (1)+Sllf (4) 
FTl=(UW~•STIFlil+XXX)/YYY 

FM~=(GW~~STIF(4)+XXX)/YYY 

XXX=~RK~STIF(2)•~Tlf(3) 

YY'l'=ST:i..F (2} +STIF (3) 
FT2=(UN~~STIF(2)+XXX)/YYY
Fill.= (Uyj\J •STif(.)) +XXX)/YYY
8STl=lFT1•AAA(iJ•OP)/{FW•QQQ(1)) 
BSM1=CF~1 4 AAA(3)•0P)/(fW4 Ql.J.Q(3)) 
I F UJ S T 1 • G T e 8 S lH > G 0 T 0 Lt 
BST~=(Ff~ 4 AAA(7)¥QP)/(FW•QQQ(7)) )> 

8SM2=(F12•AAA(~J•OP)/£FW•QQQ(5J) 1-' 
IFlUST2.GT.BSM2) GO TO 4 	 0 

RL1=R.RR< 3) 

http:RL1=R.RR


RL2=RRi\.(5)
Ai'-il:>L 1=AA A ( 3) 
At~GL2=A.J.A (5)
RLL ... =~R{("t) 
RLL2=k.f<:;:(b)
QJ1=l.(L!J,( 3)
GI.J2=Li.L(ll.{ 5) 
NNLOPuJ=2 

f<.t. TUf<f~ 


4 RL1=!<Rfd1)
R.L 2= f(t<.K ( 7)

Ai~GL l=A/4 A ( 1) 

ANGL2=4~A(7} 

RLL1=RR~(2) 

RLL2=r(f<;;.C8)

(>t.J1= U.L!~ ( 1) 

QJ2=Q~CH 7 > 

N i·JLJ AD=.l. 
R.lTURfll
t:.ND 

SUBKOUTlNt B~ND(~TlUP,fH,QOO,QUDL1iQOOL2,QJ1,QJ2,SB1,SB2, 
1Sdrl1,S8~2,SAF1,SAF~) · 

c 
c THl~ ROJTINt:. UETlRMINt:.S TH~ ACTJAL AND ALLOWABLE BENDING 
c 
r SUUSCRl? T (1) RtFt:.RS TO THl PIN!ON1.1 

...," S UuSCRI => T (2} Rc.Ft:.t<S Tu TH!:. Gt:.AR 
~ 

>J WT = TRANSHlTTt:.U LOAD ON T£ETH (L8S) 
c UP = DlANl:.TRAL PITCH CT~ETH PER INCH)
c FW = FAG~.:. WlUTH <lNGHC.S)
c QOO = OVc.RALL UtRATING FACfOR 
c = (QiJ.Y.QS.Y.Qh) /QV 
y QUOL = OV~RALL LIFE DERATING FACTOR 
<J = lJ.L I ( LH -v-u_rO 
c QJ = l:d:. Uht:T RY FACT OR 
c QL = LIFt FACTOR 
Q QH = LOAIJ UlS Tf~IiJUTI UN GO~RECTION FAG TOR 
..., Q(J = OVc.RLUAU CORk~CTlUN FA~TOR 
r..., U.R = kELlAUlLlTY FACTOR (FACTOR OF SAFETY> 
c Q~ = ~Ilt LUkKLCTION FACTOR 
(; QT = TE~P~~ATUK~ ~ACTOR 
~ 

1.1 QV = IIELOGITY FAC10R 
c SB = ACTU~L BENDING STR~SS (PSI)
c SfJH - MAXIMUM ALLOWABL~ BENDING STRESS (PSI) 
c SAF = MAXIMUM ALLOWABL~ FATIGU~ STRESS tPSil 
c 
"... 

S8l=<WT•OP•QUU)/(FW4 QJ1l 
SB~=S81-¥-{QJ1/QJ2) 
SDHl=SA= 1 "1-Q00L1 

SBMZ=sA=z•uouL2 


STRESS 


)> )> 

\.0 1-' 
1-' 

http:QiJ.Y.QS.Y.Qh
http:RtFt:.RS
http:RLL2=r(f<;;.C8


r' 

RlTURN 
ENU 

SU8ROUTINE W£AR<COO,CODL1,CODL2,GE,CJ,FW,PR1,SAC1,SAC21SS1,SS2, 
1 S Si11, SS '1 2, W 1 > 

c 
c THIS ROuTINE DETt:RIHNE~ THE ACTUAL AND AlLOWABLE CONTACT STRESS 
c ON THE TOOTh FA~E <PSI> 
c 
c S UBSC RI => T 
c SUBSCRIPT 
>I ="' coo 
c = 
>I"' COOL = 

= ~ Ct. = c CF = 
c GH = c CJ = 
c CL = c Ct-1 ::: 

c cu = c CR = 
" cs = c 
II 

CT = 
" ~ cv = c FW = 
..." PR = c SAC ::: ... ss = 
J 

>I 

"' SSM = 
\,#"' WT = c .," 

{1) R~FERS TO THL PINION 
(2) R~FERS TO THE GEAR 
OViRALL UERATING FACTOR
(CU-¥-t;::)"'Ci"i•CFl/CV 
OV~RAlL LIFE D~RATING FACTOR 
(CJ.."'CH)/ CCT•~R>
ELASTlG ~OEFFlClENT FACTOR 
SURFAC~ GONUlTlON FACTOR 
hARDNESS RATIO FACTOR
GEuNt:.T RY FACTOR 
LIFt. FACTOR 
LOAD-Dl::ITRI8UTION CORRECTION FACTOR 
OV~RLUAU CORReCTION FACTOR
RELIA81LlTY FACTOR (FACTOR OF SAFETY)
Silt. GORgLCTlON FACTOR 
T~MPERATURE FACTOR 
VELOCITY CORRECTION FACTORCDYNAMIC FACTOR> 
FACE WIUTH (lNCH~S)
PIT l. H RA 0 I US (! NC HES )
ALLOWA8Lt. CONTACT STRESS (PSI>
ACTUAL SURFACE STR~SS (PSI)
11AXIMUM ALLOWABLE SURFACE STRESS (PSI)
TRANSMITTED LOAD ON TEETH (L8S) 

SS1=CE-¥-SQRTt(WT•C00)/(2.0•PR1•FW•CJ))
S S'=SS1. 
.SSI11:::SA~ 1•COUL1 
SSM2=SAC2•C WL2
.RETURN -. 
END 


)>. )> 

..... ..... 
0 N 



S UiJk.OUT I Nt: hJvlt.k (Ct., C.J, CU 0 ,_CODU., C00 L2 7_Q..; 1 ,QJ2 1 QOO 1.QOUL1, QODL2, 
--.' 1 J P , F vi , P A 81 , P A8 2 , P MH , P ,~.; ~ i , t-' I , P R1 , R. PM i , :::iAL i , SAC <:: , SA r 1 , SAFi ) 
., "' THI~ ROLJTli~E Ut.TLRlHNES THC: l"'AXI.'1Ut'1 ALLOWABLE HORSEPOWc.R THAT"' ..."' CA~ 8~ TRANSMlTl~U UNULR W~AR AND BENDING STRESS CONDlTIONS 
" J 

" Gi:. 
" "" (;J

CuD .... "' 
~ 

"' " COOL 
"' 
~ 

c QJ 
'"' LJ. uu"' ..... " 
" QOUL 
~ "' 
~ 

'1. " DP 
F vJ"'......, Pt..d 

"' PAW 
..,"" " Pl 
'· PI<"' "' J RPf'l 
~ Skl.~ SAF 
c J 

= LlA~TlC COEFFICIENT FACTOR = GEO~~TR~ FACTOR= OVc.~ALL GEKAllNG FACTOR 
= <CO""L::;)~Ch~CFl/CV= OV~RALL LIFt: Ot..R~TlNG FACTOR 
= (CL"fLH)/ <CT~CFO = GEUi·l~ l RY f ACl OR 
::: · OV c.RA LL. Dt:: RAT 1 NG FAG TOR = (QU "fU,:::> ""QH) /QV= OV~RALL LIFE Ot::RATlNG FACTOR= l.tL/(l,(J"fl.(RJ= OlAM~TRAL PITCH <T~ETH PER INCH)= FA GL W.1.U 1 H <l NC Hl S J · . . 
= MAXIMUM ALLO~Abl~ POWER ••• BENDING ANALYSIS CHP)
= MAXIMUM ALLO~ABLt.. PUWER ••• WEAR ANALYSIS (HP)
= Jo1Ltl~92oooeo 
= PITCH ClKCLE RADIUS !INCHES>= SHAFT SP~LU <REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE> 
::: A L L 0 W A tjL t C 0 N T A C T S T R~S S { P S I> = hA;<lNUi'l ALLOriAI:lLt.. FA TIGUE STRt.5S (PSI) 

"' SUUSCRl=>T (1) Rt.Ft:.K.S TU THC: PINION'!. .., SUlJSLR.1;:,T (2) k.c.FE.RS TU THe GEAR 
..," C-FAGTO~S FO~ WLAK ANALYSIS-. Q-FACTO~S FOR 8t.NUING ANALYSIS 
c 
,J 

"'.., 
XXX=Pl-\'-~Pl11"'FW/3':i6uUU~ u 
X.<Xl=XXl('~- ( (2e 0"~-Pf<l)/ CQGLJ""DP>) 
XXXc=XXX"f(C~/C00)~(({2.U'~-PRi)/CE)¥-'f2) 
P~U1=XXKi•UJl'~-SAF1'~-QODLi 
PAI:l2=XXX1'~-~J2•SAF2~QODL2 
PAih=XXJ( 2• ( <SAC1 "fClJDL1) '~-• 2) 
PAW2=XXK2'~-{{SAG2'~-CODL2J'~-•2l
RLTUR.N 
!:.1~0 

:l> :l>. 
..... 1-' 
1-' w 

http:k.c.FE.RS


syBROUI[NL JFACTCANGC,ANGL18UY,UP,NCUT,PAD,PAR,PI,PR,Rl,RL,RLM,
1K ,H,T,c.tJ,Y> 	 . ,... ... .... THIS SJ3RUUTLN£ ~ALCULATtS THE GEOMETRY FACTOR ANU THt TOOTH FORM 

c 
J 

FACTOR FOR SPUR GtAk BLNUING STRtSS ANALYSIS ... 
.; THi:: I·JINJ:NUt-1 LUI.l.U APPLil..ATION r<AUlUS POSSIBLE FOR TOOTH FORM FACTOR .... ANALYSIS BY LLWIS TtCHNlUUt lS ALSO CALCULAT£0J 

... c ANGC = ANGL~ BtT~!:.tN THL TUJTH CENTRtLINE AND fiLLET ORIGIN 
~ ... 	 AT THL U~ULNUUM CIRCLE 

AhJGL LO~U PkL~SUkt ANGLtQ 	 = 
;

J 8BY UI~TANCt 8tT~~EN PITCH CIRCLE AND CENTRE Of ROUNDED 
(> 
IJI., 	 COKNLR ON G~NtRATING RACK TOOTH CINCH~S) 

;
<J D ~, OIAM~TKAL PITCH <TC:ETrl PER INCH) 

;'"' NGUT 1 IF G~AR CUT UY RACK WITH SHARP CORNERED T~ETH ~ ; 	 ~ IF GEAR CUT UY RACK WITH ROUNDEU CORNERS 
; ~ PAJ Pi<i: SS URt. ANGLt W LGRti::. S > ~ ;.... Pt..k PRL~~URI:. ANGLt:: <RADIANS) 

..."' Pl ; 

; 
3o141!::iij •• ,. <!loe •• ••• • 

..,"' Pk PIILH CIRCLE RADIUS CINCHES) 
g RI = RJUT CIRCLE KAOIUS CINCHES} 
~ Rl = RAJlUS TO POINT Uf LOAU APPLICATION ON GEAR TOOTH 
.... 	 CE1H Rt:. LINE (11\lC Ht.S J 
~ 	 ;RU1 fHNH1UN RAiJluS TO POINT OF LOAD APPLICATION ON GEAR 
c oJ 

TJJTH Ct.NTR~LlNE ~UR ANALYSIS USING LEWIS TtGHNIQUE..,. OF TOOTH FORM FACTOR UETERMINATION <INCH!:.SJJ 

r' RT = ROUND~O CORN~R RADIUS oF-GENERATING GEAR TOOTH (INCHES) 
, ~ H = DISTANC!:. FROM POlNT OF LOAD APPLICATION ON TOOTH CENTRE
... " 	 LIN£:. TO ASSUh~O WALL OF TOOTH LANTILEVER (lNCH~S) 
"' T = CHORDAL TOOTH THICKNeSS AT POINT UF HIGHEST STRESS"" "' 	 CCNCtNTRATION ON TOOTH FILLET (INCHES>1.1 .... ... QJ = GEOHETRY FACTOR 
(; y = TOLl TH FURN fACT OR 
"' .... .."' THIS SU3R0UT1Nt ALSO RlQUIRES ••SUBROUTINE CHALL•• TO DETERMINE 
"' ... THE PUl~T OF MAXIMUM STRtSS CONC~NTRATION ON THE FILLET CURVE. ... .... 

Y Y Y ( ANGL , A NG, UP, X, TJ =OP/ ({COS ( ANGU I COS (AN Gl) • ( ( 1. 5/ Xl- (TAN (ANGU
1/T>))

SCF<PAO,H,RF,T)=(U.325455-u.uu727J•PAO)+(((TIRF>••l0.331819-0.0090 
19~•PA0)J • ( <T/H) +-\1-(U. 2bb182+0.tJli90'31-\LPAO)J)

FRM<RR0 1 3dY,RT>=RT+((dUY••2)/(RRO+BBYJ) 
,J" 

RLN=RI•CCOS<ANGCJ+<D.~4SIN<ANGCJ/TANCCPI/2.0>-ANGCJ))
1F<r<.L.L;..I-<Lr1) GU TU 1 . 

CALL LW~LLlBtiY,ANGC,ANGR,NCUT,PI,PR,RI,RL,RRF,RRO,RTJ 

XXX= RL 

GG ro ~ 

1 	 X XX=kU1
Af'JGR.=AN..i C 
R.I<O=Pk 
Rkf=Rl 	 :l> :l> 

2 	 T=2.0~R~F~SIN(ANGR> . ..... ..... 
H=XXX-K~F•COSCANGR) N ~ 

x= n••z> 1 <Lt. u+H) 

http:INCH!:.SJ
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Y=YYY[A~GL,PAR,OP X,T)
R.f=FR.Il('tRU,rJ8Y 2 k.TJ 
XKF=SCF(PAG,rl,KF,TJ · 
QJ=YIXK=
R.L TUKf" 
ENiJ 

SUtiROUTlN~ G~ALL(BbY,ANGG,ANGR,NCUT,PI,PR,RI,RL,RRf,RRO,~Tl... 
.J 

lr" THIS SU~I{OUTINi CALGULATcS,IN RADIAL GOOKDINATES WITH RESPECT ... ... 10. THL ~ENTR~ UF THL G~AR R~FE~tNCED TO CENTRELINE OF TH~ TOOTHf ., ... TH~ PUI~T ON THt TUOTH FILLET CUNSIDERtD THE LOCATION OF HIGHES ... STReSS ;oNCENTKATIUN TO BE USE0 iN THE Y- AND J-FACTOR ,.... "" ... DET~RMI~ATION . . 
..,"' ..... tHJY = DISTANCE FROM PITCH CIRCLE TO CENT~E OF ROUNUEU CORNER 
G OF GENeRATING TUOTH. 88Y=O~O IF THE GENERATING TOOL ..... TOOTH HAS A SHARP CORNER. <INCHt.S)
c ANGG = A~GLt U~TWEEN THE TOOTH CENTRE ANU THE ORIGIN Of THE ......, FILLtT ON TH~ ROOT CIRCLE 
u" NCUT : 1 IF GLAR CUT 8Y RACK WITH SHARP CORNERED TEETH ..... = 2 IF G~AR CUT 8Y RAG~ WITH ROUNDED CORNERS ~ 
.... Pl = 3o1-41S9~ooe•o 
~. PR = PITCH CixCLt RADIUS <INCHES>oJ 

G Rl = DLU~NUUM CI~CLE RADIUS CINCHtSl., 
,J RL = RAUlUS TO POINT UF LJAU APPLICATION ON GEAR TOOTH 
c CE~TRtLINl ClNCHfS)... ... RRO = RE.Li~T l V~ RAi.HJS OF CUR.VATURE: OF THE: PITCH CIRCLE OF THE 
c, .. GE~R ANU THE: PITCH LINE OR PlTCH ClRCL£ OF THE 
IJ GE.Ni::..~A riNG TUOL ......., RT = R.OUl~OtiJ CORNU{ RAUIUS OF GENE:.:RAT lNG GI:.AR TOOTH <INCHES> 
" .... "' ., ANGR,Rk: o•o RAUlAL COU~OINATES OF POINT OF HIGHEST STRESS., 
,., GUN~ENT~ATlON ON FILLET CURVE • 
.., "' 
'"' >I 

~~LL!RL 1 RRT,ANGl,ANG2l=2.09 RL-RRT•C2.0•coscANG1)+CSIN(ANG1}/TAN(AN
1G.:::-A14G1J)) 
XlNV(A~;)=TAN(ANGl-ANG 
TARTCAN;lBBY,PR,RRTl=ATAN((i.O-C<RRT••~l/(PR•tPR-aBY))})/TANCANG)) 
TANGCTP 1 PR,ANG1 1 ANG2J=CCTP/C2.0 9P~))+XINV(ANG1l-XINV(ANG2)) 
F~RC<AN~,KRT,RTJ=~QRT<£~RT••2l+RT•<RT-2.0•RRT•SIN<ANG)J) 
FASClANG,dBY,PRJ~(uBY/PR>•TAN(ANG)-XINVtANG>
FARC(AN;,ANG1,B8Y,PR,RRF,RRT,RT>:fASC<ANG,BBY,PR>+ACOS((RRT-RT•SIN

1(ANG1))/RRFl . 
..."' 

ERROR=1, Of:.-06 . )::>. )::>

GO TO (100,2u0),NCUT 1-" 1-"1UO XX=PR-3tH' w 0"1 
R1=XX
ANGi=O.O 
ANG11:A\lGC 



Aj\j G12=Pl/ 2 • 0
FUNC1=WALL(RL,R1,ANG11,ANG12) 
OlLR=S~kT<PR~XXl-R1 

1U3 

lF<ut.LR.Lt..O.U)
0 ll,{=Uf:.LR/S. U 
0LLR=Dt.LR/2oJ
R2=R1
FUNCi::==FJNCl 

GO TO 125 

1U5 Rl=R2 
FUNG1=FJNC2 
R£:'=R2+iJ~ LR 
ANGc::=AG)S CXX/R2l 

110 

ANG21=A~GC-FAS~(ANG218UY,PRl 
ANG22=T~RTCANG2,ti8Y PR,R2)
FUNC2=WALL!RL,R2,AN~21fANG22l 
IF<FUNC~.G£.FUNC1) GO 0 183 
IFHFUN:;1"~-FUNG2) .GT.O.u> GO TO 105 
R3=(R1•;UNC2-R2•FUNC1)/CFUNC2-FUNC1)
ANG3=AC)S <XX/R.3) 
ANG~1=A~GC-FASClANG3t88Y,PR)
ANG32=TAR.TCANGJ,BbY,PR,R3l
FUNC3=W4LL<RL R3,ANG31,ANG32l
IF<<A8S<FUNc.5J>,LEfE.RROR> GO TO 120 
i F C ( FUN ~ 1 .... F U N CJ J • G • 0 • u ) GO T 0 11 .5 
R2=f<3 
FUNL2=FJNC3 

l.15 
GO TU 11U 
R1.=R.)
FUNLi=FJNC3 

12 0 
Gt; TO 110 
F(R.F=R3
RRO=Pt< 
A NGR=AN:; 31 
Rt::TURN 

12 ~ K. I\.F=R1 
Rf<O=Pk 
AI-..G;;=AN:;11 
R!:.TUf<N 

200 XX=PR-83Y
R.l=XX 
ANGl=O. 0 
ANGli=?I/2.0 
RRF1=XX-RT 
ANGl.2=AIJGC 
FUNC1=W~LLCRL,RRf1~ANG12,ANG11) 

2U3 

2(15 

DLLk=SQ~T(PR~XX)-R~
IF- WLLR,U:. .. O.U) GO TO 
DLLt-<.=UEL R/5 • u
iJLLR=UELR/2.0
RC:=R1 
Rk.F2=RR=-1 
ANGC.2=A\IG1i 
FUNC2=FUNC1 
R1=t<2 
RRFl=RRF 2 

225 

:l':> 
..... 
0'1 



210 

215 

220 

225 

ANG12=li.'JG22 
FUNC1=FJN(;2 
R2=t-~2+U::LR 
ANG~=ACJS<XX/R~l 
ANG~1=T~RT<ANG2 7 8BY,PR,R2) 
RRF2=FR~C(ANG21,R2,RT>
ANG2 2=A \! GC-F AkC ( ANG2, ANG 21, 8 bY 1 PR 1 RRF2 ,~.R2, Rn 
ANG~l=~~G~1-ACOS<(R2-RT•SlNCANb21JJ/RRt2J
Fl.JNC2=W4LL (~L,RRF2 7 A!~G22tANG21) 
IF(AbS<~Z-Rl>.LT.~RROR> bO TO 225 
I F ( F UNC 2 • G L • F UN G1) G 0 T 0 2 0 3 
lf((FUN;1"'Fll'JC2:).GT.O.u> GO TO 205 
~~=(Rl•=uNC2-R2•FUNC1}/(FUNC2-FUNC1)
ANG3=ACJS(XX/R3) . 
AhG31=TARTCANG3,bBY,PR,R3> 
R~F~=FR~C(ANG~1,R~,RT>
ANGJ2=A\!GC-FARC(ANG3,ANG31,BBYJPR/RRF31R3,RTJ
ANG31=A~G31-ACOS((k3-RT"'SINCANb31 l/RRt3)
FUNC3=UALL(RL RRF3,ANG32 ANG31)
Ifl!ABSCFUNC~J>.LE.ERRGRJ GO TO 220 
lf((fUN:;l•FUNC3>.GTo0eUl GO TO 215 
R2=R3 
FUI~G2=F Jri!C3 
GO TO i::J..U 
R 1=rai 
FUNC1=FUNC3 
Gu TO 210 
RI<F=RRF3 
Rk.O=PR 
ANG~ =AN:; 32 
Rt.TURN 
RRF=RRF1 
k.kO=PR
ANGR=AN:;12
RLTURN 
END 

)::o 

1-' 
'-1 



,... SUUKOUTLNt IFACT(UP,CJ,PAR.,PR1,PR2,RATIO,RB1,R01) 
oJ• 

" THIS t<OJTlNE LETEk.f'liNt.S THt. Gt:Oi1t.TRY FACTOR FOR THE WORST CASE ~ ... UF SUR~ACE lUAulNG AT THE P01NT OF LOWEST SINGLE TOOTH CONTACT 
~ 

SUBSCRl~T (1) RlFl~S TU THE PINION"' 
~ 

'"' SUBSCR.If->T !2) Rc.Ft.RS TO THi:. GEAR<J,... 
'J 8~ = BASt PITCH (INCHES>... PAR = PR~SSUk~ ANGLE (RADIANS>~ ... PR = PITLH CIRCLE RADIUS (INCHES) 
~ 

::,: RATIO = GEA~ kATlU <IE. Gt:AR TEETH I PINION TEETH)
R 8 = BASt. CIRCLE kAD IUS <INCHES)~ 

>J RO = ADDENOUN ClR(.;L£ RADIUS ONCHt.S> 
"' "' c 

XXX=(U.5/TAN<PAR>>+<RATIU/(RATI0+1.0)) 
ZA1=lSQ~T!<R01++z)-(RB1•+2))-SQRT<<PR1••z>-<RB1••2)))
Z C 1 = (BP- Z A 1)
IF!SIN(PARl.LT.(ZC1/PR1)) GO TO 1 , 
CJ=XXX~<SIN<PAR)+(ZC1/PR2))+(SINCPAR)-(ZC1/P~1))
Rt.TURN 

1 CJ=1.Ut.-5U 
Rt.TURN 
E-..ND 

SUBROUTINE EFAGT CCE,E1,E2,PI,L1,U2)... ... 
c ThiS ROUTINE UETi:.RMINES THt ELASTIC COEFFICIENT FOR THE SURFACE ... STRt.SS ~NALYSlS"' "' 'J ... ... SUOSCRI~T (1) R~FER~ TO THE PINION 
c SUUSCRI~T (2) RLft.RS TU TH£ G~AR 
"' Cl = ELA~TlC COEFFICIENT FACTOR ~ ., E = MODULUS OF ~LASTICITY (PSI)
c Pl = 3.141~92••••••••••••c U = POiSSONS RATlU 
!" 
>J 

c 
CC~=1.0 
CE=SQRTtCGl/(PI•<<<1.0-tU1••2>)1£1)~((1.0-(U2••2))/£2))))
RlTURN
tNO 

)::o)::o )::o 

..... ..... ..... 
01 .r:. CXl 

http:Rc.Ft.RS


SU~ROUTINE VF~CT<CV,QV,NQUAL,PLVl 
~ ., 
r THI~ SU3ROUTINE D~T~RMlNlS TH£ VELOCITY <DYNAMIC> FACTOR fOR THE"" " STRLSS ~NALY~IS;<.., 
C cv,u.v = VELOCITY OR DYNAMIC FACTOR 
"' NQUAL ; A.G.M.A. QUALITY NUMBERJ ..,"' PL\1 = PITLH LIN~ VtLOClTY <FPM)
'"' 
c 
J 

NNN=NQJ~L-~ . 
GO TU{luU,.1uo,1U0 7 200,200,300,300,400,400,400,500,500,500,600>,NNN

10 0 CV=oOO.lJ/ {bl.)J.u+Pl\1) 
GU Tu 7!.l0 

iJO CV=12ld.Je l.l/ (12UU. U+PLV} 

GU TO 7u0 


3UO CV=SO.(J/ (~O.u+SGi.RT<PLV)) 

GU TU 7JO 


't!JU r;V=76.1J/ (78.u+SU.RT (P.LV))
GU TO 7110 


!)Ji) CV=SU.RT(78.0/(7B.O+SQRT(PLV)))

GO TO 7UO . 


bUll CV=loU 

7JO QV=CV 


Rt:TURN 
i:.NO 

SUBROUTiNE MFACT CCM,QM,FW,NQUAL> 
'"' ..; 

THIS ROJTINE DETERMINES THE LOAD OISTRIBUTION FACTOR FOR THEc,... STRESS ~NALYSIS" '"' v 
" Ci"t, QH = LOAD UISTRIU~TION FACTOR" '"' F vi = FACL WIDTH (lNCH~S} 
(' "" .... NUUAL = AeGsM.A. QUALITY NUMBER 
.... 
..; 

c 
IFCFWoGf.2.0) GO TO 1 
Ci"l=l e 3 
GO TU 3 

1 lF{FW.GT.15.,u) GO lO 2 
CH= < ( (( (- <:j., 6 252c.- 0 Boo\' FW+6 • 337 ~7 E:- Ob) -v- FW-1. 5 8o2E- 04) •F W+1. ti 2424E- 03) 
l•Fw-9.3~188E-D3l•FW+4.d24U9E-02)-v.fW+1.22786 

GO TO 3 
2 CM=FW/(J.45•FW+2~0) 
3 IF<NQUA:.. .. GT.14) GU TO 4 

CM=CM+(U .. 9•(fLOAT(15-NQUAL)/12.U)·) )>)> )>
Qll=Ct'l ...... ...... ......Rt.TUR.N -......m c.o

4 Qh=CN
ReTURN 
END 

' 

http:78.u+SU.RT
http:r;V=76.1J
http:CV=12ld.Je
http:CV=oOO.lJ


c 
SGBkOUTLNc OFACT <CO,QO,URlVtN,DRIVER,NORIVE,RATIO> 

.... THIS ROJTINC: ut.Tt:RNINC:S THt: OVERLOAD FACTORS FOR THEJ,... 

..... A~.AL Y!:>l S 
" 'J 

J c 0 u.o.... ., 
~ 

Ut<f Vt: N 
c 
c 
c DfUVtR 
"' 
c 
J 

.... 
J NORI V£ 
c 
" RATIO ., ~ 
G 

= uV~~LUAU FACTORS 
= laJ LUAU UN ~RIV~N MACHINE - UNIFORM = 2.u LUAU ON LRIV~~ MACHINE -MODERATE = 3.J LUAU ON URIVLN MACHIN~ - HLAVY 
= loU POWLR SOuRC~- UNIFORM 
= ~ou POhtR SOJRCE - LIGHT SHOCK = 3~U POHlR SOURGL - MC:UIUM SHOCK = ·1 fuR PINION DRIVE 
= 2 FUR GLAR URI V~ 
= GEAR !<AT IO <IE. GEAR TEETH I PINION TEETH) 

STRt:SS 

XXX=l(O~IV~N-1eOl•ORIVtN+2.0 4U~IVER+6.D>I8,0
GL TO n,~l,NGRIVt 

1 CU=XXX 
GU TO 3 

2 CU=Uo~l•<RATIO••z>+XXX 
3 QO=LU

RtTUtW 
t::NO 

5UBRUUTLNE SFACT !CS,QSl
"' J 

G THIS ROJTINE OC:T(RMINtS THE SIZE FACTOR FOR THE STRESS ANALYSIS 
G 
c CS,QS = SIZt CORRECTION FACTOR .... 
>J 

c 
CS=1..U 
QS=LS
Rt.TURN 
END 

SUBROUTINe FFACT <GFl 
iJ 

THIS ROJTINE DETtKMINES TH~ SU~FACf FINISH CORRECTION FACTOR FORQ THL SUR=ACl STRt~~ ANALYSIS"' c )>)>)> )>
"' CF = SURFACE FINI~H CORRECTION FACTOR"' r. N .......... N 

1.1 0\000 0 c 

GF=l.O 
Rt.TUR.N 
t:NO 



~ v, 
c 
".., 
G 
c 
c 
G .... 
oJ 

g 
oJ 

G 

SUBKOUTIN~ HFACT (8HN1,BHN2,RATIO,CH) 

THI~ R.OJTINE Ui:.Tt.R.t'liNES THt: HAKUNt:SS RATIO fACTOR fOR SUt<fACE 
S T k.1:. S S C. N A L Y S 1 S 

SUbSCRlPT (1) R~:.ft.RS TU THe. PirUON 
SUtJSCI-U => T <..::) Rt.FLRS T 0 THi:: GEAR 
BHN = URIN~Ll HARONi:.SS 
RATIO = GEAk. R.ATIO <lE. GEAR TEETH I PINION TEETH)
CH = HARDNt.S~ RATlO fACTOR 

HK=lJHN1/BHN2
IF!HR.,LT.1.2) GU TO 1 
XXX=UoD~2o08~(HR~~0.225686)-0.J5~o32 
CH=XXX~<RAT!u-1.ul+1.0 
Ri:... TURN 

1 GH=l. 0 
ktTURN 
t::.NO 

c 
c 
c 
~ 

oJ c 
c.; 
c 
(; 

SUBKOUTlNc LFACT (BHN,CYCLE,CL,QL) 

THIS ROUTINE D~T~RMINE5 THt LifE fACTORS fOR STRESS ANALYSIS 

BHN 
C YCL t. 
CL,U,l 

= BRlNELL HARDNESS = NUMJEk. Of LOAU CYCLES FOR PINION = LIF~ FACTOR 

IF<GYCL~.GT.leUc.~07) GO TO 1 
CL=2.?7~6U7~{GYLLt~~(-~.058697))
GO TO ~ . 

1 LL=l.O 
2 QL1o0=2.33?2~4~(C¥GLt.+~(-0.0?6092}) 

QL2~u=~.2J6361~(GYCLE~~(-U.l12266)) 
U.L~~u=~.o~o7JSY<CYCLt.~~(-0.15U7U9))
If(U.L16u.LT.1QO)QL1b0=1o0 
lf(~l~~U.LTe1oO)QL2Su=loU 
Ir<~L4~u.LTolo0)QL450=1.0 
IF(eHNe~T.~ju.uJ GU TO 3 
Ql=QL10J+((UHN-16U.U)/~u.O)¥(QL250-QL160)
RlTUkN . 

3 QL=QL25J+{(8HN-25u.Ol/200.0l~(QL450-QL250) 
R~TURN . 
END 

):::o):::o. . 
NN 
NI-l 

):::o 

N 
1-' 



SUBRUUTlN~ RFACT (CR,QR,RELI>
"' ... J 

.... " THl::, RuJTIN~ Ut.TU~i'liNi::.S THt: RELIABILITY FACTOR <SAFETY FACTOR> FOR 
c THL STR~SS A~ALYSlS 

Q 
oJ k.t...Ll :o: RC:LIAoll..LTY 

c 
"' ... CR, Qf--~ = KtLl~dlLlTY FACTOR 
("' .... 

lF(R.!::Lie Gt::.~. i.d t<t..Ll=0.9999 
IF<RELI.LTw~.~9) GO TO 1 . 
Gk=u.~44444+((1.0/(1.0-Ri::.LI>>~~0.176091)
GO T U 2 

1 CR=U.77~1~o~Ktll-u.2345J6 

2 QR=CR.


R.t..TURN 
i NO 

SUUR.OUT£NE TfACT <GT,QT,TEMPl 
,J"' 
c THIS RJJTINE DETERMINt::::, THi::. TEMPERATURE FACTORS FOR THE STRESS 
"' ANALYSIS ~ 
\J 

"' C T, QT = TEi1PE.K.ATURE COI{RE.CTIUN FACTORS ~ 
v T ll"IP = TLMP~RATURE OF G(AR OIL OR Gi::.AR BLANK c 
""' .I 

CT=laD
QT=1.U
IF<TLMP.GT.1b0.0) QT=(460oO+TEMPl/620.0
IF<TLMP.GT.18J.U) CT=(4bU.U+TEMP)/b40.0
RtTUkN 
tNO 

SUbKUUTINi::. FACTOR(Cf,CH,CL1,CL~,QL1~QL~ICM 1 QM,CO»QO,CR,QR,CS,QS, 
iCT,QT,CJ,QV,COO,~OuL1,LUDL2,QOU,QODL1,Qu~Ld 

".... .... ... THIS kOJTINE UtTcRMlN~::, THt.. OVE~ALL DERATING FACTORS FOR BENDING .... ANU H~A~ STR~SS ANALYSIS .... "" .... 
G... 
~ SUBSGI·U:~T ( 1) ReFERS TO THt PINION ):::.)>)::> )::>. . ."'oi S UBSCRI=> T {2) RLF~RS TO TH~ G£~R .... NNN N ., CF = SUR.FAG~ GONDITIU1~ FACTOR <.n ..j:>. w N 
" CH F~CTOR\J· = HAKUN~SS RAllO .... GL,QL = LIFL FACTORJ 

oi Ci'l,QI"i = LOAU-DlSlRidUTION GO~RECTION FACTOR ,., ... CO,QO = OV~RLOAU CORk£CTION FACTOR ...... Ck.,Q.R = 'RELIABlLLTY FACTOR <FACTOR Of SAFETVJ 



'"' ... G~ US = Silt COkR.ECTlON FACTOR 
r· 
\.1 I cT!cn = TEi'l~t.K.ATUR.t. fACTOk. .... 
~ 

CV, QV = VELOCITY CO~KiCTION FACTORIDYNAHIC FACTOR)
GGU = OVc.t<ALL Ui:.RATING FACTJR. 

c 
J 

u.uu = UViRALL U~RAllNG FACWR 
c GCUL = OV~kALL LlFE UERATlNG FACTOR 
'"' QOJL = OV~RALL LlF~ DERATING FACTORJ 

'"' .... 
'"' C-FACTO~S USiU lN WLAR ANALYSIS ~ .... Q-FACTO~S USt.U IN BENDING ANALfSIS 
~ 

.... 
" .... 

CGU=<CJ~cs•Crl•CFJ/CV

QLU= (QO'~-QS•Qd)/QV . 

XXX=CH/ <CR•CT> 
YYY·=QR'<-J. T 
CUDL1=C_1-t'XXX _ 

Cut.JL 2=C.,_ 2• XXX 

U.UUL ~=QL 1/YYY
QOUL 2=QL 2/ YYY 
RL TURN 
END 

SUBKUUTINt. CUNRATCANGC1,ANGC2,BP,CRATIO,NCUT1,NCUT2,NDRIV£, 
1PgR.,PR1~PR.2,R.U1,RB2,RI1,RI2,RU~fR.02,RU1,kU2,TP1,TP2,XLA,XLR, 

28uA1,uB~2,uUX1,dBX2,UUY1,8UY2,R 1,RT2)
.... 

.... w 

... THIS RDJTINE ~i:.T~RMINE~ ••• .... AJ THE ~ONTAGT RATiO FUR NON-UND~RCUT ANU UNQERCUT CONDITIONS 
~ 
J B) Th~ ~~NGTH OF APP~OACH ANU ~tG~SS FOR THE G~AR SET 
" J 

... '"' TH~ KUUTINE ALSO k~QUIRES ¥¥SUdRUUTINE LENGTH•• TO DETERMINE THE 
" LLNGTH UF LONlAGT If UNDERCUTTING IS PR~SENT.••SUBROUTlNE LENGTH•• .... "'.. Kl~UlRlS ••SUBROUTlNL FILLLT•• • .... 
w NOTt ••• LIIHT TO LEt~GTH OF APPROACH OR LENGTH OF RECESS St.T TO ZERO 
v" .... ~UbSCRI:lT ( 1 > Rt. F i:. t<S T U T H~ PI N I 0 N 
"'... SUBSCR.l:lT <2> Rt.Flk~ TO THe Gt.AR
J 

c ANGC = A~GLt. ULTW~tN THL TOOTH CENTRELINE ANU FILLET ORIGIN 
'"' AT THt. UcOEN~UM CIRCLt"" "' BP BASt. PIT GH ( HJC HL S}>J = 

c Ck.A TIO = C 0 r~ T A C T .k.A T l u 

...... NLlJT = 1 IF Gt.Ak CUT BY RACK WITH SHARP CORNERED TtETH 
g = 2 IF GEAR CUl !::lY RACK WITH 1-<0UNOE:.D CORNERS 
.... NURIVE = 1 FUR PINI-ON URIVL 
'"' = 2 FUR GLAR DRIVL>J 
~ ... PAR = PRt. ~SU Rt. ANGL t. <R.A OIM.J S) )> )> 
,.... PR PITCH RAUIUS CINCHES) . 

N N~ = 
v RIJ = BASE GlRCLE RADIUS (INCHES> 0'\ w 
r"' ROOT Cl~CLE RADIUS C.WGHES) ••• (PR-D£0).... Rl = 
"' RO = ADuLNDUI1 CIR.Llt:: R.ADI US <INCHES> 
.... "' RU = UNUERCUT LIMlT RADIUS (INCHES)J 



~ TP = TUuTH THlCKNLSS AT PITCH CIRCLE. <INCHES)
~· XLA LENGTH OF APPROAGH liNCHiS)J 	 = 
.;" XLR = LE~GTH OF R~~ESS <INCHES> .... uuA = UI~TANG~ BETWiEN PITCH CIRCLE AND ENO OF ST~AIGHT::: PROfiL£ UN G~NlR~TlNG RACK TOOTH FLANK <INCHLS) 
.., ~ BbX = DISTANC~ BET~iEN TOOTH CENTERLINE AND CENTRt OF ROUNDED ... COkN~k UN GEN~RATING RACK TOOTH <INCHES> · ~ !3 bY = UISTANCL BEThEE.N PITCH CIRCLE AND CENTRE OF ROUNDED 
~ 
J 	 CO~NER ON GLNERATlNG RACK TOOTH CINCHES)... RT = ROUNU~O CORNtR RAUlUS OF GENERATING GEAR TOOTH CINCHES)J ... 
... "' 
J 

NNN=1 
l ~ (R,Ul.:; T. Ril) NNN=NNNi-1 

It <RU2.:; T • fU2> NNN=NNi'J+2 


~ 

~. 

J 

J NI~N = 1 NLlTHLR GeAR UNDERCUT 
J" 	 = 2 PlNlUN UNuiRCUT ONLY 
c 	 = 3 GEAR . UNDeRCUT ONLY 
c 	 = 4 GUTH GEAR~ UNJERCUT 
" J 

G 0 T 0 ( 4 u Ll , ::i lJ u , 2 u ll , 1 U 0 ) , N i--1 N 
100 C~LL Ll'JGTH<ANGL1~NCUT1,PAR,PR1,R81,RI1,RU1,fP1,BBA1,

1BLX1,bclY1,KTl,XXX1)
GALL LL~G1H(ANGC~.NCUT~,PAR,PR2,RB2,RI2 7 RU2,TP2,BBA2, 


18GX2,U~Y2,RT2,XXX2>

GU TO ~JU


2JO C~LL L£~GTH(ANGCi,NCUT2,PAR,PR2,RB2,RI2,RU2,TP2,BBA2, 

~BbX~,G~ii,RT~,XXX~) 

XAX1=S~~T<<Ru2~~i)-!RB2~~2))-PR2~SIN<PAR)

Gli TO ?llll 


3UD CALL L~~GfH(~NGGl,NCUTi,PAR,PR1,RB1,RI1,RU1,TP1,BBA1, 

1BbX~,Bbfl,~Tl,XXX1) 

XXX~=SU.t<. T ( <RU 1-v-~< 2)- ( R~l ~.v-2)) -P~l..,SIN (PAR)

GU TO ~JO 


~UO 	XXX1=~Q~T<<RJ2 .. _.2>-<R82-v--v-z>>-PR2•SIN<PAR> 

X.<X2=~l.lK. T ( <RO 1•"'" d- <RB~ ~.._ ~)) ·-PR1.,. SIN (PAR) 


3UO 	 IF(XXX1.LT.u .. ulXXX1=0.U 
IF(XXX2oLT.O.u)XXX2=U.U
GRA1Iu=lXXX1+XXX2l/BP
G 0 T U <o Du , 7 J 0) , NDRI V E 


biJO XLA=XXXl. 

XLR=XXX2 
RL TUI-.;.N

700 	 XLA=XXX2 
XLR=XXXl. 
RLTURN 
t. NO 

)::o 

N 
~ 

http:X2=~l.lK


SUdi·WUTii~i:. Lt:NGl H<ANGC,NCUT,PAR,Pt<,RB,RI,RU,TP,BBA,BI:lX,BUY,RT,XXX)
I"' ...,... ... T~IS RJJTINE Ut:Tt:KMlN~S THt: LE~GTH OF CONTACT FOR A GEAR FROM THE 

c 
.... UNLJi:.RCJf Llf;CLt: TU THE PITCH PuHH FOR UI~Dt.R~UT CONDITlOi~S 

(; THe. ROJTINl ALSO R~QUI~t:S ••SUBRJUTlNE FILLET•• TO DETERMINE THE 
.... 
J RADIUS TO THE FILL~T-INVOLUT~ INTERSECTION,... 
v 

~ 
c. AI\JGC = ANGLE 8t:1WEEN THE TOJTH CENTRELINE AND FILLET ORIGIN 
.., AT THt Ut..Ut:i~UUM CIRCLE,.. NGUT = 1 IF GLAR CUT UW kAC~ WITH SHARP CORNERED TEETH ~.. = 2 IF Gt..AR CUT BY RAG~ WITH ROUNO£D CORNERS 
c PAR = PRC.~SURl ANGLE <RAUIANS> 
c Pf< = PITCH RAUIUS (lNCH~S}
" Rb = RAJ IUS Of BAS~ ClRCL E (INCHES) c Rl = ROUT ClR.GLt: R.ADIUS CWGHt:.S> .... <PR-DED)
r· 
IJ RU = U~JLRGU1 llMlT RALlUS CINCHCS).... TP ::: TOl.lTH THlCKrlt..SS AT PiTCH CIRClt:. <INCHES)"' G bbA = OlSTANt;t:. bt.ThEt:I'J F--ITCH CIRCLE ANU ENU OF SlkAIGHT .... ... P~OFILE ON Gt:.Nt:.RATING RACK TOOTH f~ANK (INCHES) 
~ 

1.1 BbX = OISlANCE BiThEEN TOOTH C~NTERLlNE AND CENTRE OF ROUNDED .... 
J CO~NEk ON GEN~RATlNG RACK TOOTH <INCH~S),.,. ... BUY = DISTANCE Bt:.Th~EN PITCH GIRCLE AND CENTRE Of ROUNDED .... 

CO~NER ON G~NERATING RACK TOOTH <INCHES)~ .., RT = RUUNU~U LORNt:.R RA~lUS OF GENlRATING GEAR TOOTH (INCHES>
"'.. XXX ::: LENGTH OF CONTACT (1 NCHES> 
~·.. 
c 

CALL FI-LET<ANGC,NCUT,PAR,PR,RAO,R8,RI,RU,RRTL,RRTU,TP,BaA, 
:d38X 1 BbY,RT>

ANG=ACO:> !RBIKAU}
XXX=RB•<TANLPAR>-TAN(ANG))
RETURN 
£NiJ 

::t> )>. . 
N N 
...., 0'1 



SUU~OUTlN~ ~FfiC(cfF,RU1,Rd2,PA~,PLV,RATIO,NJRIVE,XLA 7 XLRl c I 
~ THIS kOJTIN~ ULTtkNIN~~ TH~ FRI~TIONAL EfFICIENCY OF THE GEAR SET ~ 
J 

SU8;;;;CRI=>T (1) R.~Ft.RS TO THt: PliHON~ .., SUdSCK.I~T (2> kt.Fc.t<S TU THt:: Gf:.~R. 
c ~FF = f:.FFlClc~CY 

RE = UASl CIRCLE RADIUS <INCHES)~ .., PAR = Pt{c.SSUk.c. AI'~GLt. <R.AiJIANS) 
c PLV = PITCH LIN£ VLLOCITY CFPM) 
..,"' RATIO = G~Ak RATlO {if:.a Gi:.AR TtcTH I PINION TEETH) 
('.., NlJRI Vt. = 1 FOk. PliHUN URIVE 
c 	 = 2 FOR GLAR DRIVE 
" XLA = lENGTH UF APP~OACH (INCrlcS)~ XLR = l~~GTH OF RECESS (lNCHf:.SJ"' c 
c 

FS(VS>=<0.05u/t:XP<D.12b•VS))+O.U02•SQRr<vSl
c 
"... STATEMt.~T FUNCTION FSIVSl GIV~S THE COEFfiGI~NT OF FRICTION c AS A Fu'JCTIOr~ OF SLIDING VC:LUClTY FOR SOFT srEELS. t.~UATION 
c IS PRc.S~NT~Q BY bUCKINGHAM IN ••ANALYTICAL MfCHANICS Of GEARS•• 
OJ" 

GO 	 TO C.J.O,c;J),NUrUVE
1U 	 AA=XLA/~Lll 


Af~=XLR/~81 

k,.~R.=l.UIR.ATIO 

Gu TO ~J 


'-0 	 AA=XLA/~82
Ak.=X LR/ (8 2 
R.Rk.=RAT I 0 

~0 	XXX=<PLJI2.J>~<~.u+RRR)•COS(PAR> 

VSA=XXX~AA 

ll~i~=XXX"'AR 

FA=FS(V:)A) 
FR=FS(V~R) 

XXXX=AAt-A~

FA=t4aU13.0>•FSCVSA> 
F R= <2 o 0/ 3. 0) 4 FS ( VS R)
l Ff =:l. o u- ( ( 1 • L1 + i<.i<. R> I X X X X) • ( ( F A/ 2. 0 ) .., ( A A..,.2 ) + ( FR/ 2 • 0l • ( AR• • 2) ) 
RLTURN 	 . 
El-.~0 

)>. )> 

N N 
co 0'\ 

http:lNCHf:.SJ
http:R.~Ft.RS


SUG~OUIIN~ E~~OR<DP,FH,NQUAL,PR,TEETH,TOLR,TOLP,PTUL,TOLL,
1TTGT,TGTl 

G 
G THIS RJJTINE U~TtRMlN~S THt VA~lOUS CUTTING fOL~RANCES FOR 
G VARYING G~AR S!ZtS 
c 
c OP = UIAM~TRAL PITCH <T~ETrl PER INCH> 
c F ~i = FACt. WlDTH (lNCHE.SJ 
G NQUAL = AeG.M.A. QUALITY NUMBER 
c Pf.-. = PITLH GlR.CLt. RADIUS CINCHES> 
,,c L ... iTH = N~MG~R OF TEtTH 
u TOU~ = RUNUUT lOLERANCE 
c· TULP = PlTLH "lOL!::.. RANCt: 
c PTOL = PRUFilt TOLEkANC~ 
~ 

v TULL = Lt:AO TOLt:..RANL~ (INLHES)
c TTGT = TUUTH TU TOUlH COI"IPO~ITS. TOL£RANCt. 
c TCT = TOfAL LOMPOSlTE TOLERANCE 
G 
c 

QUAL=i~QJAL 
TOLR.=~8s u~ <<c.:.u~PR}.fl.-¥i.J.2..58),. WP•• (-0.48i.t) )"*-(1.4"*--¥(8-NQUAL)) 
TOLP=1U.5~((2.U•P~J.fi.•Oe177),.(0P4~<-Uo22~)}"*-(1.42"*-•<8-NQUAL)) 
PTOL=21.S•<<~.u•Pk>••U.1S4)•(0P••C-0.43S))"*-(1.4 44 (8-NQUAL)) 
TULL=(((-JoJ0244 4~UAL+uo13o3ti)•QUAL-2.b9~77) 4 QUAL+18o995>• 

ilFW".v.t...t~)
IFCTLLT;.Lt..2G.U) GO TO 1 

lf(lL~T~.Llo32.UJ GO TO 2 

TTC T=2:}, U~ ( CP "'"• (- 0. 2 4} ) 4 ( 1. Lt 4 • (ti-N QUAL))

GO TO 3 


1 TTCT=S4.7"~-<JP.If 4 {-U.48))4( (z,.o•PRl..,. 4 (-0.24) )4(1.4..v-~(8-NQUAU) 
Gu TO 3 

2 TTGT=Jtl.24 <UP•""'<-u.36))'~-( <2.U•PR) 44 (-0.13> )4(1.~..,_ 4 (8-NQUAL))
3 XXX=(5eJjJ/'~-ALOG1u(0Pl)-0.5153 

IF<TllT~.Lio2u.2} GO TO 4 
TLT=14o3'~-((2oU"'"PR).If.lf(U.24•(UP.V.4(-0.15)l)) 4 (1.16••<10.0-XXXll•

1(1.4••<S-NUUAL))
Gu ru s 

"t T L T =l.?Q u"" ( ( 2 J e ~/ i.JP) • • ( U • 2 4• CDP 4¥- (- 0 ,_1.5 J ) ) ) 4 (l r 16•4 ( 10• D- ;(XX) ) • 
1{1.4 4 •<~-NQUAL})-((1.5•UP)¥{(2~.0/0~)~(z.O•P~J))

5 TULR=1.DE-U4..,.T0LK 
TULP=1o0~-04~10LP 
P10L=~.uE-u4•PTOL 

TOLL=1.J~-04~T0LL 

TTCT=l.DE-O~•TT~T 

TLT=1.UE-04•TCT 
Rt.TUt<.N 
END 

)::> )::>. 
1"\) 1"\) 
\0 ......, 

http:UP�""'<-u.36
http:TTGT=Jtl.24
http:lf(lL~T~.Llo32.UJ
http:IFCTLLT;.Lt..2G
http:c.:.u~PR}.fl.-�i.J.2..58
http:lNCHE.SJ


. 
S U tj r< 0 U 1 I i'J L 8LAS H ( b L M IN , B L i1l N T , 8 U1 A X , 8 L MAX T , 8 L 1 , 8 L ~ 1 !:3l L , B L U , B L R, C P, 
1UP,ULlbL,NULAL,PA~,TPTL1tTPTL2,TPTU1,TPTU2,TPT~1,T~TE2, 
2TPTV1,T~TV2,Tl~T1,ITCT2, lGT1,TGT2> 

"' .J 

c THIS RJJTINE U~TlRrllN~~oo• 
c AJ Hl,H''lUf'l Ai'liJ i'1AXIMUf1 t3ACKLASH Ut:.SIRt:D AT OPERATING PITCH RADIUS 
G 8) ACTUkL rllNHlUi'l ANU I'IAXHlUH clACKLASH AT OPC.RATING PITCH RADIUS 
c ~) HAXl~UM TUUTH THINNING fOk BACKLASH INCLUJING MACHINING 
c .... TULL-<.Al'IG[ 

v D) OIFF~~t:.NCt:. Ut:.TWL~N MINIMUM ANU MAXIMUM BA~KLASH 

c () TUOlrl THlCKNt.SS TOLLRANCl CLASS 
c f) AGTU!\L I"'AXl11UI'I TOOTH THICKI~C:SS \IARIATlON fROM TOOTH ELEMENT 
c t: kR.U RS 
c G) ACTJ~L t·1AXH1Ui'l TOOTH THICKNESS VARIATION FROM TOOTH ELEMENT 
" ... L~(f<.ORS Ai\ILJ RUIWUT 
~ 
.J SUBSLR.I=>T (1) R.C:Fi.R.S TU THt: Pii~lON 
"' .J SUBSGRlPT {£::) Rt.FLt~S TO THt. GEAR 
G UUHI~ = UlSIR~-.tJ rllNH1UI1 BACKLASH AT OPt.RATING PITCH .... 

R.A iJ l US (l N C H L S ) c HLMINT = ALTUAL MlNirlUM .BACKLASH AT OP~RATING PITCH 
c RA t.l IUS (lN C H L S ) 

BLMAX = Ut~~R~U MAXIMUM BACKLASH AT OPtRATING PITCH~ Ri-1 tJ l U ~ {lNGHL S ) .J .... ... BLMAXT = ACTUAL MAXIMUM BACKLASH AT OP~kATING PITCH ,... ... RA 1.) h.J ::> <11\1 CHi:. S ) 
c BL = MAXIMUM TOOTH THINNINS FOR BACKLASH INCLUDING MACHINING 
c TOLLR.ANCL (I~CHES> 

,,c BLL = FACTOK TU CONTROL LOW~R BACKLASH LIMIT 
BLU = FA~TO~ TO CONTR.OL UPP~R BACKLASH LIMIT .... "' ... BU< = RAllO OF PINION BACKLASH TO TOTAL BACKLASH 

c .... GP = Cl~CULA~ PITGH <INCHES/TOOTH>
IJP = UIAMcTRAL PITCH lT~ETH PER INCH)c U Lll3L = DIFFERt.NCE Ul:.TW~~N U~SIRED MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM .... 

J UACKLA~H (lNLHt:S).... ... NQUAL = A.G.M.A. QUALITY NUMd~~ .... PAt< = PR..:~SURC: ANGLt. <RAUIANS> ~ 
.J Tf-'lL = LU~t.R. TOUTH"THICKNt:.SS TOLERANCt. (INCHES)
..... ... TPlU = UPPt.R. TOOTH lHICKNt:SS TULERANCt. (!NCHE.S).... Tf-'Tl = ACTUAL MAXIMUM TUOTH THICKNESS VARIATION FROM TOOTH"'.... £L~M~NT ~RRORS AND RUNUUT . ~ ... Tf-TV - ACTUAL MAXlMUM TOOTH THICKNESS VARIATION FROM TOOTH .... t.Lt:HE.NT t.Rl-WkS.J 

c .... FOR TH~ BACKLASH OlFFt:kENCi R~OUIREMENTS TH~~E IS A CHOICE Of ~ FIVLl5> TOOTH THICKNESS TOL~KANC~ CLASS~S U~PENDING CN THE QUALITY.J c .... NUMBER. ~ACH CLA~~ IS LNE HALF (l/2) THE. PRLVIOUS CLASS. 
J A MINIMJM BACKLA~H IS UlVIDEU PkOPORTIONATELY BtTWEEN THE 
"' G~AR AN) THE PlNION THUS SPECIFYING THt. MAXI~UM TOOTH THiCKNESS 
~ FUR THE T~O G~ARS. TH~ WORKING TUOTH THICKN~SS IS OETERMlN£0 BY .... J 

SUBTRACTING THE TOOTH THICKNeSS TOL·ERANCE (ASSUMED UNILATERAL)J ..... F~OM TH~ MAXIMUM TOOTH THICKN~SS •J ):::o ):::o
" J . 
.... w N 
~ 0 co

OLT~RrllNE bACKLASH REQUIREM~NTSJ 

http:t.Lt:HE.NT
http:TOUTH"THICKNt:.SS
http:CONTR.OL
http:UlSIR~-.tJ
http:THlCKNt.SS


.. 
J 

bLHIN=C3LL 4 0.~2~) 4 (UP••(-0.903il90)l 

BLMAX=<3LU•OoU4J) 4 (UP4 •(-0.9U3U~O)l 

B L ~l I N 1 =3 L R • 6 L i·1l N 

BLMiN2=3LMIN-bLMlN1 


<J" .... oliHNl ANU 8U1IN2 LQUAL THE AI10UNT OF DELI8t:~ATE TOOTH THINNING::: ON THt PINION AND GLAR TO ACHieVE MINIMUM BACKLASH<J 

c 
DLLBL=OLMAX-dLMlN 

"' J .... DlTt.:kl'lli'Jc LARGEST TOOTH THICKNeSS TOLERANCE CLASSJ 
(' 
1,; 

IfLuP.Lr.lU.l.d GO TO 1 
TTOL=U,Jl~H07 4 <uP••<-u.b~30bb)) 
GO llJ 2 

,., 1 TTOL=U.~J7~~~ 4 (UP44 (-U.9788U1)) 
.,"' 
J DlTt.R~ii'IJt REQLJIR!:.D TOLLRANCE CLASS 
c 

2 fPTVJ.=..:.. 04 TTCT1•TAN (PAR> 
TPTV2=~.u•TTCT2 4 TAN<PAR> 
TTUL1=T=>TV1 
TT0L2=T=>TV2 

lf(bLR.~Q,~.u>GO TO 3 

XXX=<<~L0b(TTOL/TTOL1)/ALOG(2.U))+l.0)+1.0

N1=XXX 
lf(N1.LT .1)N1=1
lf((XXX•AINT<XXX>l.EQ.O.O) N1=~1-1 
GO TO 4 


3 Nl=~ 

4 XXX=C(ALOG<TTlJL/TTOL2)/ALOG{2.u))+1.0)+1.0 

I'J~=XXX 

r F <rJ ~. L r • 1 >N..:: =1

IF<lXXX·AiNT<XXXll.EQ.U.Ol N2=N2-1 .... 

::: 
J D~Tt.kMl~E UPPt.R TOLERANCE LIMIT .... 
"' TPTUl=TfOL/(~.o++(N1-1))

TPTU2=TTUL/(2.u••<N2-1)) 
Nl JNI~ t4=\l J. U A L - 2 

~u yy l10,1J 1 1l,l2f1J,~J,13,lj,l3,13,13,13,1J,13J,NNNNN


l tJ II- {.~ ~. G f 5 1 ) Tr' T U 1 =T 0 L 

IF W2.GT" 1) TPTU2=TTOL 

GO TU 1~ 

11 If- {N1a:; T. 2) TPTU1=TTOL/i::o 0 
IF<N2.Gf.~)TPT0,=TIOL/~.U
GO TO 1+ 


12 IFlN1.GT.3>TPTU1=TTOL/~.O 

IFlN2.~f.3lTPTU2=TTOL/4.0 

GO TO l!t 

13 IF<ra.GI .::1)TPTUi=TTOL/1o. 0 )::o
lf(N2.GT.S)TPTU2=TTOL/16.0 

Nlit TPTL1=U. U c.o
TPTL2=u.u 

http:IF<ra.GI
http:IF<lXXX�AiNT<XXXll.EQ.U.Ol
http:lf(N1.LT


.... 
J 
(' 
v DtTlRMI~~ AMUUNT OF TOOTH.,. 
.... THICKN~SS TCLtkANCL 
" >J 

TPT~l=~.U•TCTi•TAN(PARl 
T~Tt2=z.o•TCT2•TANlPAR> 
bL1=8LH1Nl+TPTll 
Bl~=BLMlN~+TPTt~ 
ULMlNT=jLMIN 
ULMAXT=3LMIN~<TPTU1~TPTU2l 
ReTURN 
tNO 

THINNING FOR BACKLASH INCLUDING TOOTH 


SU8RUUTINc TUL~G(dLMAXU,LO,CbR,CDTOLL,COTOLU,NQUAL,PAR,PI 1 PR1,PR2, 
.,. 1RATIO,R81,RU2,T~cTH1,TP1,TP2) 
J 

'"' THIS ROJTlNt D~T~RMIN(~oc•J 

.., A> GtNT~t ., ... 8) i'IAXl•iUi1 
".... .... SUBSCRI:>T ~ SUbSLRI:>JJ 
~ .... ULMAXU .... 
J .... ., CU .... 
~ CUR .. GDTOLL 
G C UTOLU .... NQLJA L>J 

c PAR ... ... PI .... ... PR 
" RATIOJ 

G RB .... ... Tt.ETH 
G TP 
...'"' 

= 

= 
= 
= 
= 

DISTANCe TOLtRANCl 
BACKLASH AT OUT._R LIMIT 

(1) Rt.FI:.R.S TO THt. PliHON 
(~) Rt:Ft.k.S TO THe. GI:.AR 
MAXIMUM bACKLASH AT UPPER 
TOLI:.RANCL <INCHES) 
Lt~TR.t UISTANGt <INCHI:.SJ 
C~NTR.t DlSTANCI:. TOLERANCE
LOvH:.R CLIHR.c DISTANCe TOLERANCt UNCHES)
UPPl::.R Ct.NTRt DISTANCe TOLERANCt. UNCHES) 

= BA~l::. ClRCLt. kADIUS (INCHES>= NUMdtR OF TEtTH = TUUlH THICKN~SS AT PITCH RADIUS 
,., 
i.J MAXIMUM 8ACKLASH lNCLUUES VALUES FOR TOOTH... CLNTRL )ISTAt~C~ ANU MACHINING TOLERANCESoJ .... .., 

c THE TOJTH THICKNESS IS ALREADY REDUCED BY 


· 

OF CENTRE. DISTANCE TOLERANCE 

LIMIT OF Ct.NTRE. DISTANCE 

MODIFICATION FACTOR 

= AoGoMoAe QUALITY ~UM~~R 
PR~SSUR~ ANGL~ <RADIANS> = 3.l41~'j2.,eo,,. 

= PITLH Cit<CLt: RADIUS !INCHES> = GLAR kATlU Cleo GtAR TttTH/PINION TEETH) 

<INCHES> 

THINNING, EXT~NSION OF 

AN ALLOWANCE TO YIELD A .." MININLJM BACKLASH PLUS A UNlLATt.RAL TOOTH THICKNESS TOLtRANCE WHICH .... 
J INCLUD~S RU~OLJT AND TOLJTH LLEMiNT iRRORS .... 
~ ... 

XINVCANGl=TAN<ANGl-ANG 
THICK<T~,PR,Rk,~NGl,ANG2l=2.0•RR•<CTP/(2.0•PRll+XINV<ANG1>-

)> )>1XlNV(AN;2)) . 
" w woJ __,
"' ui:.TLRMl~E BILATLRAL G~NTRE DISTANCE TOLERANCE AND THEN CONVERT 0 

c J 

TO UNILAT~RAL TULtRAN~t 
c 

http:INCHI:.SJ


i~ lmr~ N =,'l ).LJ AL- 2 
GU TO (10,10,1U 1 1U,10 1 11,11,11,11,11,12,12,12,12),NNNNN

10 	 Ci.JTUL=U. 01J0+((.;U-12,lH/12.U)>ru.OHIO 
lf(CUTU_.LTel.leuU2U)G0TOL=U.uU2~

GO TO 1~ 


11 GJTUL=U. du~0+(((.,0-12.lH/12oUJ'f-O.iJ020

lf(GUTO_.LT.J.Uu0SJCDTOL=O.OU0j

GO 	 TO 13 

12 	CUTUL=u~ ll~Ll5+{(GIJ- ... i.U)/12oU)>rO.u005
IFlCUTO_.LYoU.UUUi)GUTUL=O.OOU1

13 	CUTULU=~&O•CJK•CUTOL 

~UTULL=u. U 


~

"" . 	 .C UlT~RMI~E GEAR CHA~AGT~RISTICS AT EXTENDED CENTRE DISTANCE 
~ 

"" OGU=CU+::;GTULU 
OPKl=UGJ/l~ATIU+l.U}
OPK2=UCJ-OPR.1. 
ULP=<2.U~Pl>rUPR1)/TEETH1
ANGl=AGJSCRbl/JPR1) 
ANGi=~CJS(R.b2/UPRi) 

OTP~=THlCK<TPl,PRl,UPR~,PAR.,ANG1) 

U TP 2 =TH l C K ( 1 P 2, PR2, 0 PR.2, PAR, AN Gid 

c 
G 
c SINCE THE TOOTH THlCKNlSS VALUE REPRESENTS THE THEORETICAL TOOTH .,., THICKNlSS li~. LP/2.0> MINUS THE THINNING ALLOWANCE ANU THE 
~ THICKNESS LR~UR UUL TO RUNOUT AND TOOTH iLEMENT ERROR5, THE"" " MAXIMUM BACKLASH AT THL EXTENDEU CENTRE DISTANCE INCLUUES ALL 
~ ..., O~TRIML~TAL SUU~CES 	 . 
"' "' ULMAXU=COCP-(0TP1+UTP2l)

RLTURN
ENU 

)> 

w ...... 



SUBKOUTlNt SlZL<AUU,DCD,FW,HUBL,HUdR,Rl,RIM,SHAFT,SAF, 
..., lfU~~,Wl~,XKCY> 

..., "' AUU = At.JtJUWUI·i ( Il'JLHE S> ~ 
~ 

ULO = Ut.:UUWUI'J ( lNLH!:.S)oJ 

~ ~~ = FAGt. IHUTH (lNCHc:.S)
~ HUBL = HUd LLNGTH (HJCHt:S)~ 	 HUUR = UUTb~ i{AulUS OF Hud (INCHES>., "' 
J 	 Rl = UEJ~NUUM CIRCLE ~ADlUS (lNCHtS)
c 	 kHl = lil1'4i:.K. r{AUIUS OF Rlf1 <INCHES} 
~ SHAFT = SHAFT UlAM~TtR CINCH~S)~ 
(, 	 SAF = MAXlMUH ALLOhABL~ FATIGUf STRESS <PSil

TU;{Q = TORQUe:. ( FT -L 8S) .::< 
~H:.d = HEt3 ThlCt<Nt:S::> (!NCHt:S)oJ 

~ ... 	 XKtY = KEY IHUTH <INCHES> • ••• •• ASSUME. SQJARE KEY 
r.; 
" 
"' SSY=0.577 4 SAF 
'"' J .... JlSlORTION ENLRGY THEORY<J .... 
"' S't=2.0""5AF 

SAF!:.=~.U ... 
oJ 

'"' 	 SAFt. = SAfLTY FACTOR. 
"' 
~ 

1 F ( S H AF T • C. Q • tJ ., 0 ) G 0 T 0 1 

XKt Y=SH ~ F T I Lf • U 

F0KLL=TJRQ/(SHAFT/24e0) 
HU8L=2.U•SAF~ 4 FUKCt./CXKEY•SYJ
HUdLi=lSAFt.•FURC!:.J/(XKtY•SSY)
GU -~ 0 	 2 

1 	 XKCY=ll.J 
HUfJL =nl 
HUtJL1=HJ8L 

2 	 Rli~l=Rl-(AUUtDCU) 

HUdR=!lo7~•SHAFT)/~.O 

W l 8= 0 ~ ~ '" F ~~ 

IFCHUULeLT.HUbll) HU8L=HUBL1 
IFOlUBL.LT.fW) HOBL=FW 
IF CHUb[{. GT. R .(N) t-iUGR=RlM 
IF CRli1.:. Q. HUdR) Wt:U=FW 
IFCWlB•• T.0.1.AND.FW.Gt.U.1) WEB=0.1 
R~TURt~ 
ENO 

)::> )::> 

w w 
N N 

http:IFOlUBL.LT.fW


SUUROUflNE VOLUf'1t. CFW,HUBL,HUU.{,PI,rUM,RO,SHAFT,VOL,Wtt:D
"' J ... THIS SU3ROUT1Nt UtlERMlNtS THE VOLUME OF MATERIAL REQUIRtD FOR THE 

GLAR 8L4NK TO THi ADU~NDUM CIRCLE KAUIUS"' 
~ 

c 
~.., Fh = fAG£ WIUTH ONCHt:S) 
c HUUL = hUd LtNGTH ONCHtSl 

HUJR = UUllR HUJ RAUIUS ClNCHtS)~ PI = J.141?92 ••••• ... "' RiM = lNNt~ KA01US OF RIM (INCHES)"' G RU = AOUtNUUM GIKCLE RADIUS <INCHES> .... ... SHAFT = SHAFT UIAMETtR CINGH~S} 
" IIUL = VOL.Uf1t (CUBIC INCH..:.Sl~ Wl:.B = .WEd THICKNESS <INCHES)~ ... 
c IF .OUTi:.~ HUB RADIUS IS LESS THAN SHAFT RADIUS, VOLUME DETE:RMINED .... ..., ASSUI·liN; SHAFT t<AUlUS LERO. tiE. HUB AND SHAFT BECOME ONt. PIECfJ c 
.... .... 

XXXXX=S~ AFT 
IF<SHAFf.GTeHUBR)XXXXX=O.O 
VOL=Pl•((((HUbK••2J-((XXXXX/2.0>••~>>•HU8L)+(((RIH••~)-(HUBR••2))• 

1Wl:.b)+CCCR0••2l-CRIM••2>>•FWl)
RLTURN 
t.NU 

SUB~OUTINL VARY1 
g 
... THIS SU3ROUT!NE Ui:.TERMlNES THE VARIABLES lN THE PROBLt.M ORGANIZES .... 
'J ARRAYS ro KeeP TRACK OF THE VA~IAtiLES, DETERMINES INITilL VALUES 
c ANU OUT~UTS INPUT UATA ... 

'J 

"' THE ROUTINE ALSO RtQUIRES ••SUBROUTINE PITCH••
"' c 
"'... 

OIM~NSIJN NSORTl~1)
GOili-JU!'l/ :JLI<O llUATA,IPtdNT ,IhiUTE{NT.YPt:
CUdiliJIU3LK1 IL3HN1,::.;HN2,t:1~t:.2,!-<H::l 1 RH02 7 SAC1,SAC2,SAF11 5AF2,U1,U2 
C Oi ll'l UiU ::ilK 2 /tiP·, KPrll, RH·l 0! S HAF 11, :::IHA F T 0 ,L 0, F W, P AU, TE £:.1 H1 
C 01·11'4 ON/ 3 l K~ I AD u1'\1, AUUK2, Ul:.O Kl ,DEU K.i!, AUOl, AUJ2, Ui.:.Ul Ot.02 
COMMON/3LK3AIGOMAX,CUMlN,FWMAX,FWMIN,PAOMAX,PAOhiN ' 
CUr1JJ UW 3 L K38/ ULL ,8LU, 8LR, CUR
CUHl i ON/3 L K 4 ICY C Lt., UKI vC:N, URI Vt~, NCU T1, NLU T2, N L 0 AO, NUUAL, RE LI, TEMP 
C C I"Ii 1uNI 3 l K 4 A I IS I R T , S l t-<T ( 5) , N 0 f l :t N 0 F c:::: .t N 0 F .) NuF 4 
C 0 d rl UN/ J L K 5 I 1.3 P , G P l Ll. P , PAR J. PL. V1 K. Al I U 1 RP f11 , R ~ f12 t S H A f. T 1 , ~HA F T 2 1 TEE T H 2 
CUMHGN/dLKb /PR1,Pk2lRul,KU2iRillRI~LRM1 1 RMl1K01,R02,RU1,RU~CUrlhON13LK7 /AUUL1,AuOL2,CCL ,CC~2,CKATiu,EFt )::oC011l·J ON! 3 L K ·7 AI HU 8 Ll, HUBL i:, HUb rU ,HU BR~, RHll, RH12, WI:.Bl, Ht:82, VOL1, VOL2 
COHMONIBLK781ANGG1,ANGL2,ANGL1 7 ANGL2 RL1,RL2,RLL1,RLL2,RL.M1 RLH2 w 

wCOMMONiaLK7CIXK~t~'~KtX2,~0LMINlVO~MAX,X~A~XLRfTOl,TO~,T~1,fP2
Culll·lOi'l/:>LKd /Ct.,~r,CH,CJ,CL1,CL~,Cr1,CO,Ck,l,;S,C ,CV 'f''f' 
COHMON13LK8A/QJ1,QJ2,QL1,QL2,Qrl,QO,QR,QS,QT,QV ww 

~w 

http:RL1,RL2,RLL1,RLL2,RL.M1


GOMHON/blk9 IGOU,GOULl,CUDL2,QOO,WODL1,QOOL2 
CUi1fl ON/3 LKlO l:::itn, .)l:lZ, ~8111, S b/1 .::, S S1 1_SS'=., SSMl,_ SSMC:: · 
C 0 1·1 H 0 foJ/ :3 l K 1 0 AI P A tH , P Atl ~ , P Aw1 ~ P Aw~ , Tu I< Q 1 , T 0 R Q~ , W A , W R , h T 1. W N 
C Ut·JiJ UN/ ..3 L K 11 I J, K, r-1, I~N, N C U, NFW 7 NT 00 T H, NDRI Vt., N N lOA 0, NO!-'T, NOFN, PI 
G U 111l OrJI lJ l K 11 AIN V AK ( b ) , N S T 0 ( 8 > , i'W F ( It) 
CUI'111UN/3LK12 /X( <:>) !XSTRT < b),R,"JAX( 8) ,Rt'ilN( 8) ,PH1(2!1),PS!( 1) 
C 0 l'l .-1 CNI :J L K 1 3 I U b A 1 , b 8 A 2 , 8 DX 1 , d aX~ , 8 8 Y 1 1d 8 Y 2 , i<T 1 , R T 2 
CUddOiV3LK14 ITOLI-<.1, TOLI-<2, TuLP1tTOLP2, I-'T0L11 PTOLZ..t TOLL1.t TOLL2 
C Lf11 JUIU tiL K14AIT TGT1, TTLT2, TC T1, C T2 '· TPTL1,__ TI-'TL 2 fTI-'TU 1,Tt-'TU2 
t.;Uf'l!'-1 ON/ 3L K14B/TP TEl, TPT£2 TP TV 1, TPTv 2, CLlTuLL, C 0 OLU, Er<R 
GUf'i~l ON/3L K15 I BL 11IN, BLMINT' b LM AX, 8LMAX T,BLMAXU' Dt::LBL 'BL1' BL 2
J=U 
K=u
N=IJ 
NCU=u 
NFW=U 
NTOOTH=O 

NOPT=I.l 

NSUi·l=u 

XXX=3HV~K. 
YYY=3HSfD 
ZL Z=JHCJ I~ 

H· <lDAT~. t.Q. u) GO TO 999 

Wr.:ITE..<b, 5uOJ 

WfdTt:Cb,~01)
WR.l. T t. (b, 5 l1 ~ >H P 
WRIT t. <u, 5 u;:.) r(Pi'1l

Wf<lTt. (b, Su'+) KPt'lU 

Wf-dTt.<b, 5J0) 

WRlTt.<b,50b)SAF1,SAF2 

WkiTl<&,5U7lSAC~,~AC~ 

WRITt.Cb,S08)l1,~2 

W~ITL{b,509)U1,u2

WKITL(b,S1u)KH01,RH02 
WR.lTt.Co,511)dHNl,~HN2

tj99 NSUH=NSH1+1 
N S () t< T ( N S Ut·1 ) =1 
H-	 (XXX. \IEePAU) GO TO 1 
N=N+l 

NSUN=NSJM+1 

NVAi\.(f\J)=/

N~Ot< T t\IS Ut-'J) =J 

GO TO 2 

~ 	 PAR=CP4J/18u.Ll~PI 

N~Url =i'JS J i"i +1 

I~ S U t< T ( 01:::; U11 >=~ 


2 	lr<xxx~\IE.TE~TH1) GO TO 3 
N=N+l 

NSUi1=NSJ M+ 1 

NTOOTH= \1 

K=l<.t-1 

NVAR.O~> =8 

NSOR. T (NS Ur1) =~ 

GO TO 4 


3 Tt.ETH2=~ATIO•TE~TH1 


):a 

w 
-!:>o 



N S Ul"l = NS J M +1 

4 
NSU1-.:.l (\13Ui"i) =4 
lF(XXX.,H:.LD) 
N=f·J+ J. 

GU TO 5 

r~ :::lUi•J =1'-IS J i'1 +1 
rH.:U=N 
NVAK.(I\l)=b 
N S 0 tU (N5 Ut1 ) = 7 
GU TU o 

S NSUi'l=I'-'SJi"'l+1 
i'-l S u k T ( N ::i Ul•i >= b 
IFCNOF~.EJ.1.ANU.GONAX.EQ.COMIN> NOFJ=O 

6 IFOi.XX.NE.nO GO 10 7 
N=IH1 
N SUi·i =NS J i'-1+ 1 
NI-W=N 
NVArUN> =5 
N::>Ot<T <NSUM) =9 
GO TO b 

7 N S U i-l =I~SJ t1 +1 

B 

1--J SUi< T < N.:) Ui'l ) = 8 
I~<NOF4.~Q.1.ANO.FWMAX.~Q.FWMIN) 
NSlkl=NSJM+l 

NOF4=0 

1-J ~urn <r~s Ui1 >= 1 u 
lFlZZZ.~Q.AiOK1) GO TO 1010 
IF<YYY. c. Q.AOUK1l GO TO 9 
II- CXXX. ~~~.ADOK1) 
N=N+l 

GU TO 10 

NSUi"'=I~SJ M+ l 
NVAr<.<N>=1 
NSOR.T (N::i Ui·1> =12 
GU TO 11 

9 J=Jt-1 
NSUh=NSJM+1 
NSllJ{J)=1 
NSOr<.T ('J::)UI"') =ilt 
GO TO 11 

10 NSU/VJ=NSJM+l
NSUf<T(N::iUM>=18 
J =J-t-1 
NSTU{J)=5
GL TU ll 

1010 NSUvl=NSJf-'1+1 
NSORT (\ISUl1)=22 

11 IF<ZZZ.~Q.ADJKZ)
IF {YYY. t.Q.AUJK~) 
IF<XXX.j~~.ADUK2) 

GO 
GO 
GO 

TO 
TO 
TO 

1013 
12 
13 

N=N+1 
NSUl-l=NS J M+ 1 
NVArdN>=~ 
NSOt(l (NSUMl =13 
GO TO 1:;. )> 

12 J=J+1 
NSUi-i=NSJM+1 

w 
0'1 

NSTU {J} =2 



13 

1U13 

14 

15 

ib 

1016 

17 

18 

19 

1019 

C::.O 

NSUKT(N::>UN>=lS 
Gl' TO 1+ 
i'J ::,UI'I=NSJ 1'1+ 1 
N !.::. 0 t< T ( N :) U11 } = 19 
J=J+-1 
N:.:..TD<J>=o 
G 0 TO 1:... 
N!::iUn=NS Ui"l+1 
NSOK.T<NSUr1>=23 
N !:>Uil=NSJ 11+ l. 
N SOrn <N 3 Ul1) =11 
1 r cn:z.:. u.. ut.uK1> GO TO 1016 
IFCYYYot::O.~uEUKU GU TO 15 
lf(XXX. 'JE.Ut:uKl) GO TO 1o 
N=N+-1 
N SUi'l =i~:.:.. J 11 +1 
NVAR.(N)=3 
NSOi<TCN3UN)=l.4 
G 0 l U 11 
J=J-t1 
NSUii=NSJ11+1 
NSTU(J)=J 
N !:> 0 t< T ( fJS U I'I ) =i b 
GU TO 11 
N:.::..UI,i=NSJ~H-1 
NSUR.T (\l~Uf'1) =~u 
J=J+1 
NSTU (J) =7 
Gu TU 17 
NSUI-i=i'JS Ll1+1 
N!::iORT C>J:iUil) =.:::4 
IFUL:L.C:Q.LJEUK2> GO TO 1019 
1F(YYY.:.Q.,UEOK2) GO TO 1.8 
II- <XXXGi'lE::.OEJK2) GU TO 19 
N=N-t-J. 
NSUr1=i~SJM+1 
N V A R. ([~) = 4 
NSOK.T <N:>U~i>=l3 
GO fU i.J 
J=J+1 
N SU1·1=NSJ M+ 1 
NS1U(J)=4 
NSORT (NSU1'1) =17 
GG Tli ~l.i 
NSUd=NSJM+1 
J=J+1 
I·~ STU L.J) =8 
N!:>Or{T(NSUM)=21 
GO TO ZO 
N!::iUd=i'-JSJM+l 
NSUR.T{I~SU1'1)=2~ 
NN=N 
IFClUAT~.C:Qoil> GO TO 47 
UO ltb I= 1, i'JSUI'l 
N1.1NNN=NSORT (I) 

)::a 

w 
m 



. G~ TO !~1,22,23~2~,25,26,27,28,29 7 30,31,32,33,34,3~,Jb,37,38,39, 
1ttu 1 •t1~'+2,4J;'+Lt,Lt~} ,NNNNN

21 W~ITl<o 1 DUuJ · 
GO TU 4<> 

22 WRITt<b,b01)PAD 
GU TU 4<> 

23 WfaTL<b,b02)
GU TO :y~ 


2~ WklTt(o,bJ3)lLiTH1,TEETrl2

GO TO 4:~ 


2 5 W k.l T t. <b, b U ~) 

GU TO 't:> 


~6 WKlTt::<o,oO~}CO 
G 0 T 0 4o 

27 WtUTt.<b 1 o0b)
GIJ TU 4:> 

28 WRITl<G,6U7}fH
GO TO 4~ 

2 9 vJ RlT t: <o ~ o o 8 l 
GO TU lfj 

~D IHdTt.<o, 609) 
GU TO 4::> 


31 WiU T t:: (b, b 1 0) 

GU TO Ito 


~2 WfGT[ Cu 7 bl1) 

GU TU 4:> 

33 WRITt. <a, 612)
Gu TO 4::> 

..J"'t WRITt.Cb,ol..:.) 
GU TO '+~ 


3~ WkiTL<~ o1'+> 

G U T U 4~ 

~b WkiTt.<o,o15)
GO TO 4:> 


3 7 vi f<l T 1:. <b, 61 b > 

GU TU 4~ 


~8 WRIT!:.<w,o17)ADOK1

Gu ro 4o 

39 WRITl(b 1 b18)ADDK2 
GU TO 4o 

~u WRITf:.(o,o17}u£0K1 
GU TO 4o 

41 WRITl(b 7 b18lOt.OK2 
G U T U 4o 

42 WkiTLCo,b19)AD01 
GO Tu 4o 


43 Wk.lTl<b 1 b20)A002

GLJ TU 4:::> 


~4 WR1Tl!b,b19)0t.01
GO TU 4~ 

45 WfUTL (bl b21Jl LllD2 
4 6 C 0 NT HJU ~ )::o 

47 Ni~N=l w 
I F ( I~ N • t:: Q. • G ) G 0 T 0 11 0 ...._. 
00 1il9 I=1,ilN 

http:WR1Tl!b,b19)0t.01


N:JNf'-IN=NIIAR CIJ 
IFHHHNI~alt..;,} GO TO 108 


99 GO TO (1UJL101,102,103,1U4,1U5,10b,107),NNNNN 

lUO 	 AIJD1=1.U/Ut-' 

X~Tr<T (l) =ADJ1 
R.HAX ( 1) =2 • t)'l- X~TfH (1) 
R~llN (l)::: J. U 
GL 10 1u9 

l.I.Jl 	 AiJOc.=l. u/uP 
X~Tt<TCI> =.L\002 

RMAX(Il=Z.U•XSTKT<l)

RNIN<I>=lJ.O 
GO TO l.J9 

102 OLUl=l.~S~/OP
XSTt<T Cl> =Dt::Dl 
K~AX<l>=z.u•XSTRT<I> 
Rlil N <.U :: lJ o 1.) 
GO TU 1J9 

1L3 Ul02=1.2~0/0P 
XSTK.T<:r> =Jc..02 
RHAX(ll=2.u"'X5TRT(l) 
R.l'lll~ ( l) =l1. 0 
Gl! TU 1UY 

11.J4 FH=2.Ll""~~1 
X!:>Tt<TCI>=FW 
KMAX(ll=S.U•ABS(fHMAX-fHMIN)

Kill I~ (l} =0 • 0 

Gu Tu 109 


1 u5 	 X K =(SAC l "' • d • ( ( <1. u- (U 1 •"' ~) ) I£ 1) + ( ( 1 • 0 - (U 2 "'"• 2) ) IE 2l ) • (( P I "'S IN (PAR)
1)12.0) 	 - . 

XU=lHP•(!RATIO+l.0)••3lliCRPM1"'RATIO>
Cu=< ( <1;) 7? U • U • X(.(. • <RAT I 0 +1. 0) ) I XK) >J. • ( 1. 0/ 3 • 0) ) 

X~Tt<.T (l) =CD 

RMAX(I>=5oU"'AtiS{CUMAX-LDM1N)
RH IN (I> =U • 0 
GL TU lt.J9 

106 	PAU=c::u.LJ
PAR=<PAJ/18U.Ol•PI 
XSTK.T <Il =PAD 

Rl'IAX{l)=1UO.u 

RHli'-1 ( l) =0 • u 

GU lO 1U9 


Hi 7 	 T ._ c. lf-H.: 1\ I 1H ( ( 2 $ uI ( S I N { P A R ) .y. • 2) >+1 • 0 ) 
X~lkTU)=TLtfH1
R.H.L\X {1) =:ultl.u 
1'<.111 i'-1 (1 ) =u • u 

GO TO lu9 .


1L 8 1 ~ (1\ji~N. ~ Qo 1> CALL Pl TCH (RA TI 0 ,co, TEETH1, Ti ETH2, RPM1,PAR,P I ,PR1,PR2, 
~RBl,RB2,8P,CP,DP,PLV)

N.W=O 
GO TU 93 

1L9 CUI\ITINU;: )::a 

110 If(J.L..l,. 0) Gu To 212 w 
IFCNN~.~Q.l)~ALL PITCHCRATIO,C~,T£ETH1,T~ETH2,RPM1,PAR,Pl,PR1,PR2, 00 

1RB1,R82,BP,CP,uP,PLV> 

http:PAU=c::u.LJ


Du .:::11 I=l,..J 
f·~ 1'-INIH\I=N S T iJ (1) 
GO TO l201j202,2u3,205,207,208,209,210),NNNNN

2lJ1 	 AULH=1.,J/UP
Gu TU ...:.A.l 

2li2 	AUU~=l.ll/LJP 
GO TO 211 

203 	 IF<uP.GT.2ll.G) GO TO 204 
U..:.Ul=l. 2SU/UP 

GU TO C:li 


20~ 	ULU1=<1.2UU/0P)+O.U02
GO TO 211 

21.J5 	 IF (Up,:;r.zu.,Ol GO TO 2Ub 
U LLJ.:.:=~. 2. ;1~.:/0P 
GO TO 211 

2Ub 	 DL02=(1.2llO/i.JPl+O~uU2 
Gu ro 211 

~L7 	AJO~=AOJK1/DP 
GO TO 2:11 


2Lo AUi.J2=AUJK2/DP

GO TO 2.J.l 


~L9 	ULi.J~=UEUK~/DP 
GU TO 211 

210 Uc.U2=ULJK2/DP 
211 COiHi.tW:: 
~1~ lF{lOAT~wcOaJ> GO TO ~~0 

vi kiT L ( b, b ~ J)
WklTL!b, bSI.t)
Wk.ITL {b, oib)
Wi<ITL Cb, ob4) 
WkiTtlb,G~ilCYGLE
WkiTt:!b, bS2)r(lLl

Wkl Tl tb, L>::}3) h.l'lP 

WRlTL<b,b::}~l0klViN,DRIVER
vHziTL (u, o:i7> JLR 
~klic.(o,b:>tl}t:iLl 
Wfd ft. Cb, GS'J) dLU 
WR.ITt.!b,obU)L,UR 
WRlTlCo,ob~)NLOAU 

W~!Tt.Co,ob1)NGUT1,NGUT2 

Wf<l T L (b, vb2) i\ll,iUAL 

~·I Rll L { u, b 7 5 > 

Wklll(o~o7b)CUMAX 

WRli~<b,b77)~UMlN 

wRIlL (0' b 7 8) F h H A X 
Hkli~lb,67YlFWM1N
WkiTl<b,obi)PADMAX 
W~1Tt<b,b8~)PAUM!N 

WRITt<b,bbU)~HAFTI

WR.lTLlb 681)SHAfTO
IflNl\leLLJ) Go TO 310 
Wk.IIL(b,7Ju) 

U 0 .3 tJ '.3 I= 1 , N ~~ 

NNI~N N='J VAk. ( D 

GU TO (301,3U~,303,304,305,306,307,J08),NNNNN 

);::. 

w 
~ 
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3U1 	 Wf<ITL<o, 701> I 
GO TO .SlJ<:3 

3U2 	~Rlfl{b,7il2)I
GC• TO .)J9 


3U3 WklTL(b,703>I

Gu ru 3J9 


3L4 WRlTl.(b, 7U4)I

Gl.J TO 0J9 


305 W~IlLCb,7~6)l 

GO TO JJ9 


306 	WRITLCb,7U5)1
GL TO ;)J <:3 

3L7 W~ITL(b,7u7>1
GLi TO ~u9 . 

3l!8 	 ~H~ITL<b,7U5)1
::J(J9 	 CONl Il~U;, 
~~U 	IFCNNe~~.O)NOPT=l

Rt:.l Uk.f~ · 
~JO FOf<l'lAT<1H1,9X,29HSPUR Gt:AR Dc..SIGN.uiNPUT DATA/10X,29(1H-)/10X, 

l~Sl<lH-)) 
!;ili~ FURi'lATU//10X,lbHPUHI:.R Rt.QUIREMc.NTS/10X,l8 tlli-)//) 
~L2 FURI'1AT<lUX 1 4SHHORSc.POWt.R TRANSMITT£0 •• • • • • • • • HP =,

112X,t:.1b.5/J 
5D3 	 FOi,V1AT<lOX 7 4'3HlNPUT SP£ED <RPM). • • • • • o • • • • r<PMI =,

11 C.X, I:.J.bc d/} 
~U4 FU~i'lAT(luX 1 4'3HOJTPUT SPt:iD <RPM) • ., • •• • • • • • • r<PMO =,

112X,£16.B/J 
~ll5 FOK.i'iAl(///10X,24HGt.AR NATERIAL PROPERTIES,31X,6HPINION,19X, 

14hGtA~/1UX,24(1H-),31X,6(~H->,19X,4{1H-)//) 
~L6 FOI·WAT (lOX,49hNAXhJUH ALLOWABLE FATIGUI:. STRt::SS CPSl> • 'SAf : 

l£lbo8tbK,i16.b/}
5L7 FOK.rlA (lUX,2~HMAXIMUM ALLOWABL~ COMPRESSIVE/10X,~9HSTRESS (PSI>. • 

1 •• ~ • • •••• • • • SAC =,E1o.8 1 8X,E16e8/J
5L8 FURHATtlUX,I.t'3HI1UDULUS UF ELASTICITY (PSI> • • • • • • E =,

1~1b.b15~,Llb.6/) 
!;;.1;9 	 FOR.HAT(llJX,I.t-:IHPOlSSONS RATIO. • • o o • • , • • • • • u =,

iilboU,dK,L16.6/) 
.5:~.U FORNAT<..~.JX,<t:.lHDt:.i'JSlTY <LbS/CUo IN.> • • • • • • • • • RHO =, 

1t1b.dt8~,~1G.b/)
S11 FOK.i·lA {1UX,I.t-;;Ht3t<IN&.:..LL HARDN!:.SS. ,. • • • • • • • • • • BHN =,

1L16.618<,ilb.8/)
bUU FU~MAil///lJX,~~HlNPUT LAYOUT,43X,bMPINION,19X,~HGEAR/10X,12(1H-), 

11.t3X,b(li-) ,1~X,4 (1H-)//) 
bUl FO;{hAT<illX~o1HPt=(t.;.SSUtU.. ANGL£:: (Ot.GREES). • • , • • • • PAD = 

1 . ,t1oo8/} 	
;:bLC: FURI·lAT<lUX,?<tHPR.C:SSlJR.i:. ANGLE (DEGREES) • • • • • • • • PAD 

1 VAtUAt3LE/) 
6L3 FORJIAT<1UX,413HNUild&.:..R OF TC:t:TH. • • • • • • • • • • • TEETH = 

1E1bo8t8X,E16.6/)
bL4 FURNA (.~oUX,7<tHNlJH8c..R OF TeETH • • • o • • • • • • • • TC:ETH = 

1 VAlUABLi:./) 
;: )>b05 	 FORHAT<10Xt61HCt;.NTKt:. Dl~TANCE <INCHES). • • • • • • • CD 

1 ,t:.lb.ti/) +=;:oi.Jb FORMAHlOX,7<tHCLNTRE DISTANCE CINCHES> • • • • • • • • CD 0 

1 VARIABLE/) 

http:t:.lb.ti
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b!J7 FORi,JAT(llJX 761HFALt. WIIJlH ClNGHES>. • • • • • • • •. FW = 
J. ,c.lbod/) 

bUd FUR~1ATC10X,7'+HFI-IGL WIDTH <INCHES) • • •• • • • • • • FW = 
1 V~RlA8Lt/l 

bU9 FORiiATC1UX,49hAULlLi'lUUd <INCHES) • •• • • • • • • • • ADD =l 
o:10 FORi1AT<luX,'t-3HUciJt.NOUN (lNCiii::SJ • • • • • • • • • • • OED => 

b i:l. F Ui{t·l AT ( 1 H + , 6 3 X , b H V ;.. k.lA b l t. ) 

bl2 FUkrlJ..T(Hi+,87X,bHVAR1AiJLU

L1J FUl-<JlAT<lH+, 6'+X, oH1,iJ/OPJ 

b 14 F 0 R.ll AT< 11H ' 8 d A , b H 1 G uI 0 f.>) 
~1~ FUkHATClH+,6JX,Hhle2~0/UPl 
61 6 F 0 Rrl A T ( 11-l+ , 8 7 X , d H 1 • 2 5 U I 0 P ) 
(..; 1 7 F 0 R.i1 A T ( lf"t + , 6 .:S X , F I o it, 3 H J IJ P ) 
618 FOr~ilAf(lH+,8bX,F7.Lt,3HIOPl 
ol9 FORhATC~H+ 1 58X,ilo.bl 
b20 FURMAT<lH+,BlX,t.lb.dl 
6~0 FORMATC1H1,9X,1HHlNPUT REQUIREM~NTS/10Xt18C1H-)//10X,88C1H•)J 
651 FOKi'IATLi..OX,49HI"'(Lt;(UlR.£0 NUI·H.3t.R. OF LOAOINu CYCLES • • • CYCLE = 

l.:u.:X,li.G.8/) . . . 
652 FOtzf·IAf(1UX,4'3HR.t:.Ql.JIR£0 RELIABILITY •••• • • • o • • RELI = 

112X, llb, 8/)
653 FUR.rlATCiOX 1 4'3HGc.AK. BLANK Tt::11P£r{ATURC: (0£C.,REES f). • • TEMP = 

11(::X,f..1betl/J
6!:>4 FUK.~JAT(llJX,tl/Hi10UI.:. OF LOADING • • • a ••• • ••• • DRIVEN = 1 

1. 0 LOAU ON DRlVt.N HACHJ..i.JE- UNIFORi1/:.8X,40H= 2.0 LOAI.J ON DRIVEN M 
2AGHINt • MOULR.ATt/~dX,J7H= J.O LOAD ON URlVEN MACHINt- HEAVY/lOX 
J, 77Hl·IU!Ji.:. OF POWc.R SUURCt: •• I ••••••• JRI Vt:::R = 1. 0 POWER s 
Ltul.JK.Gl - UtHFU~i·1/~8X, 33H= 2. 0 PUWE.~ SOURCE - LIGHT SHUCK/58X,34H=
5 3.J PO~ER SUURGL - Mc.UlUM SHOCK/J 

b!:)5 	 FOR.ilAT(lUX,ifijHAGTUAL 11U0t. OF LOADING. • • • • • • • • DRIVEN = 
ll~X 1 t16. d//J.uX,<t9HACTUAL MOOt. OF POWER SUURCt: •• • • • • DRIVER 
2=,1t:::X,I.:.lb.8/) 

bS.6 F0Rl1ATC1UX,BJHGUTTING TOOL TYPE. • • • • • • • • • • NCUT = 1 
1 lf GLA~ GUT UY RACK WlTH SHARP/63X,14HCURNtREO TE£TH/58X,37H= 2 
21F GlAR CUT 8Y RACK WITH ROUNDED/ojX 7HCORNt:.RS/)

b~7 FlMI"lAT<luX,J.JHRt.TlO OF PINION TUOTH tHINNING TU/10X,49HTUTAL TOOTH 
1 THlNNl'lG. • ••• • •• • •. HLR =,12X,1.:.16.b/) 

b:;.B F~rUIA!<lflX~<t';)H/llNlUUl1 bACKLASH MOOIFICAT.LON FACTOR.. • BLL = 
J.l~X,l.lbad/J . 

L!>9 FURilAT(llJX,"+'jlii"lAXHIUM bACKLASH MODIFICATION FACTOR. • BLU = 
112X~ E1b. fJ/) 

bbO FURMA1<1UX,2SHCt.NTRt. 01STANC~ TOLiRANCE/10X,~9HMODIFlCATION FACTOR 
1 • •• • • • ••• • COR =,l~X,E1o.8/)

obi FURHAlClUX 1 49HCuTllNG lOOL TYPE A> PINlON o o • • • • NC UT 1 = 
112X,I3,//2bX,~lH8) Gt::.Ak •• • • • ·• NCUT2 =,12X,I.3/) 

bb2 FORI'lAT<lOX,49HA.G.I·l.Ao QUALITY NUl'1HER • • • • • • • • Ni..i.UAL = l.l.O::::X,I.;/)
663 FUi<t·IATUuX,49HLOAD LOCATION MOUE. •• • •••• • • • • NL OAO = 

112X,l31)
664 FORi'lAT<liJX, 7SHIHJO£ OF LOAD LOCATION ON TOOTH. • • • • NLOAD = 0 

1 FO~ P~JG~AM DI.:.TlRMINEU /5HX,2oH= ~ FOR TOOTH TIP L0ADING1 /58X
2JbH= 2 FOk POINT Of HlGH~ST SINGLE TOOTH,/bJX,15HCONTACT LOAOI~G, )> 

.3/1UX,88(1H•)//) 
~ 

b15 FORMATC1H1 SX 21HUStR SIZE LIMITATIONSI10X 2~(1H-)//) 	 ._. 
676 FOR1•lAT(1uX!49hl'1A.XlNUM GtNTRI:. DISTANCE UNC~£::>) • • • • CL.lMAX = 

http:FORI'lAT<lOX,49HA.G.I�l.Ao
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112X,E1o. 8/) 
6/7 F~Kil~T<lllX 149H!'liNhlUM t..,iNTRE DISTANCE CII\ICH£S) .. • • • CLJMIN = 

11~X,t1b.U/J · 
t;/8 FURilAT<lUX_,'-t<jHMAXlNUM fACE WlOTH <INCHf:.S) • o • ••• FWMAX : 

11cX,E1o.BIJ _ 
b79 FuRi·JAT(lUX,Lt'.3Hi'1Ii'lli1UM FACE WIDTH (INCHES) • • • • • • FWMIN = 

112X, lib. 31)
boO FOK.i·'lAT!lOX 2Lt9HINPLiT SHAFT DIAMC:::H.R. • • • •• • • • • ~HAFTI = 

:J..12X,t1b$13/J 
bbi FuR.HATClJX 1 49HuUTPUT SHAFT UIAMETC:R • c • • • • • • • SHAFTO = 

11(2X,[1o.~/J
b62 fLq·{l'lATClOX,4SlH11AXlillJM PRESSURE ANGLE (0tGRt:.E5> • • •• PAuMAX = 

- 112X,~1o.8/J . 
bb3 FUR.r-1AT(lLJX 1-Lt9H11ININUt-1 PRESSUR.E ANGLE (DEGREES> • • • • PAl.JMIN = 

112:x, t:.lo. til J 
7uC FUI~i-IATUI/:J..UX,..)'-HVARIAGLE LlST ANO INITIAL VALUE.S/10X,32l1H-}//) 
7u1 FORJIAT<luX 1 L+'~HPlNluN AtJUENiJUM (INCHES>. • • • • • • • AOD1 = 

11~X,2HX(,I2 7 1H)} 
7U2 FUk.riAT(liJX,4<;;,HGt.AR AUDENDUf1 <INCHES>.· • • • • • • • Au02 = 

1~4X,~HXC,I~,!H)) 
7U3 FORI'IAT<lUX,z4'::lHPlNION DLlJt:.NDUI"i CINCHES) •• • • • • • • iJE01 = 

114X,2HX(,I;:~,lH)) _ 
7L4 FOf.;;.i'lAT<lOX,'-t':lHGEAR Of.:.UENiJUI"i <INCHES) •• • • • • • • OE02 = 

l:l'iX,e::HX( ,l2,..~..H)) 
7L 5 F ORI-'J AT< 10 X, 4':3HCdHRE OlST ANCE <INCHES>. • • • • • • • CD = 

11~X~2HXC,l2,1H)) 
7i.Jb fOR.IlAT<lUX,L+'jHfACE WIDTH <INCHES) •• • • • • • • • • FW = 

l:l'iX,~HXC,Ii,J..H)) 
7C7 FO~t·iAT(liJX,'-tijHPI<.t.SSURE ANGLE (Ot.GREES> • • • • • •• • PAD = 

11~X,2HX<,I2,1H)) . 
7£J8FUK.i'iAT<lOX,4':lHI'lUI·l8t:.R OF PINION TEETH. • • • • • • • • TE£TH1 = 

ll~X,2HX(,I~,1H)l 
t::NU 

SU8R.OUTHH:. VA!--~Y(X) 
Ol11c:.NSI:JI~ X(1) 
CU~hUN/3LKO /llJATA,IPRlNT,lWRITt,NT¥PE 
G Udi i UN/ t3 L K 1 I bH !H,uH N~ l t: 1, t: 2 t R H01 t K.H 02, SAC 1l. $A C 2 r SAF itSAF 2, U1, U2 
Cui·H'tGN/8LK2 /HP,r~l-'i-Jl,Rt-'MO,SHAFTl,::>HAFTO CO t-~,PAU TEE Hi 
c ur,liw t'>J/ :n K J 1 Au u Kl, Aou K2 , u t:.u K 1 , ue::: or~~, Ao6J., AoJ ~, u ~o1, oc.o2 
C 0 11 i l U h/ 3 L K 3 AI C. tJ 11 A X , CUM 1 N , F W M A X , F yj IH N , P AD f'l A X, P A U MIN 
GUI'1rJUN/8LK381tlLL ,b.LU ,tlLR, CUR 
C 01·l~l GN/ JL K4 /CY CLL, Of-([ lit: N, UR l VC:R, NCU Ti, NC..U T2, NL OA 0, NQUAL, RELI, TEMP 
CUt·JdON/bLK4AilSTkT,5TR.T< !:D ,NOFl NOF2 NOf3 NOF4
CUI•ii<~ClU SLK5 /dPiGP,UP_,,PAR,_PLII,_KAf IO,RPf'll, RPM2,.,SHAFT1 ,SHAFT2,t. TEETH2 
CUi·lll UN/ :J L K b /PK ,Pt<2, Kbl, r<tiZ ,rdl, t<I~, R.r-11, t<U12, t<U 1, R02 ,tW1, RU ~ 

CUl"il'lutUSLK7 /AUDL1, ADOL2., CCL 1, CCC2,,CRA TIU, t:Fr > )> 


COH! 101'11/ 3L K 7 A/hUb Ll, HUi:3L2, HU8 Rl, HU Bt-<2, t-<1111 ?. RlM2, hEIH, Wt.82, VOL 1, VOL4:::w 
 ~ 
COHMONI:JLK7BIANG~l,ANGL2,ANGLl,ANGL2,RL1,KL2,RLLl,RLL~,~LM1fRLM2 m N 

QOMMON/~LK7CIXKt.!l,~KEY2,~0LMIN~VQLMAX,~LA1~LRfTOl,T02,TP1, P2 
GOMMON/~LK8 /C~,~F,CH,CJ,CLi,CL''cM,CO,~R,~S,C ,cv 
COMNONI3LK6A/QJ~,QJ~,QL1,QL2,QM,UO,QR,WS,QT,~V 

http:FUk.riAT(liJX,4<;;,HGt.AR
http:FUI~i-IATUI/:J..UX
http:0tGRt:.E5


COi·HIUt~/:lLK9 /LUIJ,GuUL1,CODL.2,QCD l.t00L1 Q00L2 
L Oi!ll 01~/ b L K 1 0 I:::> t.H, ::; 82, ::; tJ M1, S t.ll'l2, ~ S 1, S S ~,::; S I'll, S S 11 2 

C lit·lll OiJ/ d L K 1 U A/P A O.L, PA t:k, PAW 1, P Af.l ~,TO RQ 1, T 0 RQC:, WA, WR, WT, W N 

C Ul-li l UN I :::! L ~ 11 I J , K, I~ , N N , N C 0 , I~ F W , NT J 0 T H , N IJI< I V E , N N L 0 AD , N 0 P T , N 0 FN , PI 

C U 1-l lllJ IV tJ u< 11 AI N V AI< U)) , t\; S T 0 { 8 ) , 1'-J 0 F ( It ) 

COililUI~/jLK13 /tJdA1,b8At:,i3dX1,ot3X2 t.:H3Y1 t:WY2,-<T1 RT2 

C U M l'llJ IJI j L r<::L "t I T U 1.. t< ~ , T 0 L R~ , T 0 L P l, T ~ L P 2 t PT 0 L 1, PT 0 L::: , T 0 L L 1 , T OL L 2 

C Odl I ON/3 L K14A ITT CT 1, TTL T2, TCT1, TG T2, Tl-' TL1 1 TPTL 2 f TPTU 1, TPT U2 

CUl"l11 u1U j LK14d/TP H:.l, TPTE2 fTPTV 1, TPTV 2, COTULL, C 0 OLU, ERR 

COrlMON/3LK15 /cii..MlN1 bLMIN ,bLMAX,BLMAXT,BLMAXU,U£LBL,BL1,BL2 

I~(NN.l~.~) bO TO~~ . 

0 0 I:J I= 1, 14N 

N;JI~i'iN=Nil AI'{ <I> 

GO TO <1,2 1 :S,4,~,b,7,8),NNNNN


1 	 AIJUl=AI::lS(X(l)) 

GO TO 9 


2 	 AUIJC:=AbS(X(I))
GU TU <j


3 ULIJ1=A83 (X (1)) 

GO TO S1 


lt 	 Di:.U2::1\b5 CX(I)) 

Gu TO ':l 


5 	 FW=AI::lS(X (1))

GO .i U ':J 


o 	C,O::J..18S(((l))
Gu 	 ro Y 

7 	 PAU=/U:JS(X(l)) 
PA~=(PAD/1b0.0)~Pl
.GO 	 TU '::1 

8 TLi:.TH1=4BS(X(l))
9 COtJTINJ~ 

~':l CkLL PITCH (KATlO,CD,TEETH1,TcETH2,RPM1,PAR,?I,PR1,PR2,RB1,RB2,BP,
J.LP,IJP,P .. V)

IF<J.t:.Q.U) GU TO 21 

i.JU Zll l=1,J 

NiH~I"N=l'l:iTJ (1)
GO TU (LU 1 ~1,~2,14,lb,17,18,~9),NNNNN

10 AIJ01=1.U/UP . 
GO TO 2J 

11 	AUD~=ioll/IJP 
GU TO C:::.i 

12 	IFWP.Gf.cO.U) GO TO 1J 
U L U1:: 1. 2 S 0 I CP 
GO TO 2U 

L3 	 DiD1=<~.~uu/DP>+u.uU2
GO TU 2J 

14 	If-WP.Gl.ZO.il) GO TO 1~ 
Lh.u2=1. 25 U/DP
GO TO 2J 

15 ULU2=(1f20UIOP)+O.u02
bU TO 2Ll 

16 AUD1=AUUK11DP );::.GO TO ~·u 
17 AUOZ:AOJK2/DP

GO 	 TO 2u . w 
~ 

http:If-WP.Gl.ZO.il


~8 	 UlO..!..=OEDKl/DP
GO TO ~U 

19 	iJL0i::=OLLJK2/DP
2 0 	 t.,; UIH I NU:. 
~1 	l~{AUUl.GT.D~02) AUD1=DED2 

If(AUD2. GT .Dt:.lJ1) AUU2=Ut:D1 
R11=Pkl- IJ E. 0 1 
Ri2=PR.~- UE:.D2 
RU.A.=jJR.l.tADU1 
RO~=Pk2tAUU2 
CGGl=Dl:.J 1-AO LJ2 
CCC2=Ut:.lJ2-ACt.l1 
RfTUkN 
t:f'JL) 

)> 

~ 
~ 

http:CCC2=Ut:.lJ2-ACt.l1
http:Ri2=PR.~-UE:.D2


SUt:HWUTINt. PrUNT 
.,.... 
....., THIS ROJT!NE PRINTS SPUR G~AR O~SIGN OUTPUT IN A STANUARU FORMAT 
... 

CUMMUN/3LKil ll0ATA,IPRlNT,IWRlft.,NTYPE 
G Ullii 01~1 3 L ;< 1 I BH fH, uH N2 J ~ 1, t:. 2 , R. HCJ 1 t. RH U2, SAC 1,_SA C 2, SAF 1fSAF 2, U1, U2 
(.; U H d 01U :3 l K 2 I H P , r<.l-' fll , ~ 1-' 11 0 , S H A F TI , :> H A F T 0 1C 0 ! r W, P A 0 .~_ T£ E H1 
COMMUN/dLKj IAUUK1,AUUK2,UCUK1,UEOK~,AUU~ AOJ~,U~Ul U~U2 
CU!'li'l 01~/3 LIC:iAICOi~J ~;<, CUI'Il N, FhN AX, FW t1IN, PAUM~ X, PAD tH N ' 
CUi1i·lUI-.!/oLK3BibLL ,uLU ,:JLR, COR. 
GOi''lil UN/ 3 LK4 ICY L. lt, uRI 1i d~, URI VC::R, NCUT 1, NC UT2, NL OA 0, NUUAL, R.E LI, TEMP 
CU!·Jllot~/BLK4AIISTRT,STRT< ()) ,NOF1,NOF2 NOF3 NUF4 
L; Ul"lh UN/ 3 L K:J I uP, t-P, UP, PAR, P LV, KAT I u 1. R~ l'i1, R~M2 1 SHAFT 1,SHAfT2, TEET H2 
CUl'lii u~·~l f3 L Kb I PR.1, Pt<2, RU 1, R82 ,!Ul, 1Uc 1R M1 1RM22. t<.O 1, R02, RU1, RU 2 
COi·lil0iU:3LK7 IAUUL1,AUULZ ~ CC(.;l, CGC~,Ct<.ATiu, i::.Fr 
C 01-H I Ol'l/13 L K? ~ IHu tl Ll, 1-i Ut)L 2, HUB k1, rlU 8R2, R lM1 1 k.l,"JZ WEB1 Wt.82, VOL1 VOL2
CLM~ON/bLK7diANG~1,ANbL~,ANGL1,ANGL2,~Ll,RL2,R(L1,R[L2,RLM1tR(M2 
~ 0 !·~ f1 0W j L ~ 7 G I X K c. ~ 1 , X KC: Y 2 , ~0 L H ~ t~ !. V~ .~ 1'1 ~X , XL A ,,X l ~ f T 0 1, T02, T P 1, P 2 
(.; Ui'ti"l UrU l3 U\ b . I Lt., CF, (; rl, L J, GL 1, GLC:: 1 Gr1, GO , CR, C~, C , C 'tl 
C Ullrl ON/ :j L K b I\ ll...J 1 , Cl.J 2, QL1, i.tl 2, \..tM, t..tU, U.R, uS, QT, QV 
CLMHUN/:3LK9 ICOU,CU~L1,COill2 QOU QUUL1 QOUL2 
c Oi·lrl or-.1:1 L K 1 o 1 St:H, ssz, su ~"~ 1, s GH~, ss1, ss~, ~Si11, s s t-12 
CUMMON/GLK1U~IPAd1,PA8~,PAW1 PAW2,TOR.Q1,TORQ2,WA,WR,WT WN 
Cul·1h 01U :ILK 11 I J, K, r--J, NN, NC lJ, NFW, NTOOTH, NOR. I Vt., N N L OAu, NU~T, NOFN, PI 
CUMMON/JLK11A/NVARl8),NSTO(bJ,NOF(4)
C0 fi h otJI 3 L K 1 2 I X ( b ) 1_X S H<.T ( ~)) , RH A X ( 8 ) , R f<l I N { 8 ) , P HI ( 2 5) , P S I ( 1 ) 
GOMrlUN/JLK13 IBdhl,GBA2ldBX1,ddX2,BBY1 dBY2,~T1 RTZ 
CUMMONIJLK14 /TOLRl,TULK2,TULPl,TOLP2,~TOLl,PTOLc::,TOLL1,TOLL2 
COt•ir! ON/ G L K 14A/T T CT 1, TT CT2, TCTl, TGT 2, TPT Ll1 TPT L 2fT PTU 1.t TPT U2 
C01-!t l UN/ :n K14diT P Tt: 1, TPT E 2fTPTVl, TPTV 2, CUTULL, CD OLU, Et<R 
CUrlH OIU J L K 1~ I b LivJl N, BL MIN , BLM AX, BLM A X T, BL MAX U, D t::Li:3L, BLi, BL 2 .... 

~ ... 
I r Cl WR.l TEo t.Q. U) Rt. TURN 
Wf.;.llLlb,BUO)

WF<lTl(G, 8\Jl)PAO

WtUTI::(u,dUdCU

vHdTt (b, 8uJ) Fh 
WklTt.lb,B~4)TLETH1,TEETH2 
WRlTLlb,dU5)AUU1,A002
HkllElb,806>ULUl,UcD2 
~klT~lb,84c::)CLC1 1 GCC2 
WRllt.Co,8U7)Pk1,PRZ

WRITt::Co,8J8>Rbi,RG2

WRLTt.lb,d09)R01 1 R02 

WklTl<b,8lJ1~Il,Rl~ 

Wt<l T L ( G , 8 11> ~M 1 , Rl'1 2 

~RlTL(b,H12l~U1,RU2 

WR~Tt.<b,844lTPl,TP2 

WRITE(o,B~~)TOL,TO~ 

WRITt:<b, 813)BP )> )::o
Wk.lTi::.<b,814)CP . 

w .J::oWIUTE (b, 815}UP 0"1 (.TJ
W IUT E <u, 8 ib) t::FF 
WkiTt.(b,817)RATIO 



Wk.lTt:.<o, bltl)(.;RATIO
WR.l T 1:. ( b, 8 ~ u) 
1-H~l T c. ( b, d 2 1 >HP 
Wkll!:.(b,d40leA81,PA82
WR.llllo,84olPAWl,PAW2 
~HUlL (b, 84:d l'iN 

Wt~ITt. (b, 522) vH 

vJkl Tt.(o 1 8~3) ~R 

~~kl"l t (b, 824-) WA 

WldTt. Co, 8;.::;:~) PLV 

WkiTltb, d2o)~PM1,RPM2

Wk1Tl(b,H27>TURY1,TORQ2
HRlTLCb,d2dlANGL1,ANGL2 
Wk1Tl<6 1 82~)~L1 1 RL2 
Gu TO (1,2) 1 NNLOAU 

1 ~HUT t ( b , 8 :> UJ 
GU TO 3 

2 WkiTE ( b, d 51) 
.) 	 Wf-dll::(b,B.:><.d 

rHdTL(b, dS1lt.l.,t.2
WRlTt.(b 1 b32)J1,U2 
WKlTLCb,8~3)~HU1,RH02 
W R IT l ( o , 8 J "t) i:Ht 1H , UHN 2 

vlk.ITL Cb, d3S) SAF1 ,~AF2 

W k 1 f t:. (G , 8 3 b ) S b~11 , S 8 H 2 

WK1Tt.lb,837)S8l,Sb2 
W~ITt:.(o 8~6)SAGl,SAC2
rH ~1 T c. (b ; 8 3 ':3 ) :::; Sf"li 1 S::> M 2 
WR1Tt:.<b,B~U>SS1,SS2 
WRl T L ( b, 9 0 tJ) 
vHdT L <o, 9u 1) QJ:l.
WLlll(b, '3U2)QJ2
Wf\.lTt.<o, 903)C.J
Wkllt.<G, C:jU4)Gl:.:.
WRITL<o, 9lJ!:.I)Cf 
W~l1~(b,9U6)CM,QM 

Hk1TECo,Yu7>cu,~u

WKITE<b,9Jd)CS,QS

Wt<ll L{b, YU:J>CV~lJ.V 

~kiTltb,Ylu)COU,QUO

Wf..-1Tt:<b,911)GH 
WklTE<u,Y12)~L1,QL1 
~~lTl(b,Y1~)GL2,QL2 
W~ITt.Co 7 91~)CR,QR 
WRITE<b,Yl~)CT,Ql
Wkl TL <0, <Jib) CULJL1,UODL1 
Wk1Tl:.:.(b,917)CUOL2,~00L2
Wk.ITt.{D, 57U) 

WF~ITE<b, d71)t3UHN

WRlT~{b,872)dLMAX

WRITt.<b,87jJdLMlNT 
~RITEtb,d74l8LMAXT
WRITllb,d75ldLMAXU 	

)::> 

.j::>.WklTL!o,d7b)dL1,BL2 0\
WRITt:. (b, 1Uti0) 



HkiT~<6,10U1lTOLR1,TOlk2 

WKlf~(o,lUU2)TULP1,TOLP2 

WklJL(b 1 100JlPTUL1,PTUL2 
~f..lTi:. (b, lUU~) TOLL:l,TOLL2
hRlTLCG,lUU4)TTGT1tTTGT2 

WRlTi:.(b,100~)TGT1, GT2 

HkiftCo,l~00)TPTU1,TPTU2,TPTLl,TPTL~

Hk1TlCb,1J1U)TP1Vl,TPTV2
WRlTl(6,1U11JlPTL1,TPTt2

Hklfi:.(b 1 1007)C0TuLU1 COTOLL 

Wklft:tb, 1U08)i:.KR

I·H<.ITi:.<o, dbu) 

WRITE£b,db1)HUDL1,HUBL~ 
WR.lTL(b,clb2)HuU~1,HUUR2 
WRIT l ( b , d b 3 > ~Hll , RIM 2 
WklTECo,Ho4lW~G~,Hc82
HI<I T i:. (b , d b ~ ) V L L 1 , \1 0 L 2 .., 

,J 

KLTURI~ 

8UO FURMAT<lHu,gX,1~HG£AR LAYOUT,44X,bHPINlUN,19X,4HGEAR,IlOX,11(1H-l,


144X,b{11-) ,1':JX,<t(1H-)//) 
8U1 FOI~i·lAT(10X,49HPRt!::>~URt ANGLE (tJt.GRt:ES>. • • • • • • • PAD = 


112X,t..1b.tJ/} 

8()2 FUI{rlAT(ltJX 7 49HCdHRt. OlSTANCt:. UNCHES) • • • • • • • • CD = 


11C::X, t.ib, 13/ J 

8(J3 FUk.l·tAT(lUX,4~HFAGt. WIDTH (INCHES} • • • • • • • • • • FW = 


112X,Lib.8/} . 
6LI..r F0K.I'lAT<lUX,4~HNUNt:H;.R OF TEETH • • • • • •. • • • • • • Tt:ETH = 


l~lbeo,a~,clb.o/) 

805 FOkJIAT(lOX,4':3HADUt.I\JDU!·i <INCHt:.S) • • • • • • • • • • • ADD = 

1i:.1b.8tdK,c1beti/)
806 FUki'lA (lDX,4':.iHULUi:.NDUN <INCHES> • • • • • • • • • • • OED = 

1llbo8,6X,£1bo8/) 
dU7 FU~f"IAT<ltJx,4':lhPJ.TCH CIRCLE RADIUS CINCHES>. • • • • • PR = 


1i:.lbotlf8K,i:.lbe8/)

8GB F0~1·1A {1uX,4<jH8ASt: CIRGLE RADIUS <INCHES) • • • • • • RB = 


li:.ibe 8}bK,t::16.d/) 

8[;\j FOP..IH\ UOx,4';1HAOOt.:NUUM CIRCLE RAUIUS (INCHES) • • • • RO = 
1L1bobfoX,l1b.d/)
81Ll FORi'i~ (J.JX,4'JHlJt:.Oi:.NUUM CIRCLE RADIUS (INCHE.S) • • • • RI = 


1l1oo6,bX 1 t::1o.b/)

U11 FURMATClUX,~uHM~XIhUM ADDENDUM GIRGLE RAUIUS/10X,49H~EFO~E INTERFE 


1Ri:.NCi:. u::;CUJ<S HNGiiLS) • • r{M =1 E16e8z.8X,£16.81)

812 FOK.r·IAT<1UX,4:lHUNUlRCUT LIMIT RAUIUS (lNCHt.::i) • • • • • RU = 


1i:.1bo8tdK,£16o6/)

813 FUtViA <l///1uX,4~H8ASt:: PITCH (INCHt::S) • • • • • • • • • • 8P 

1=,12XtE.lb.8/)
ti14 FOR.i'IA (.L.0X,49HGIRGULAR PITCH {INCHES) •• • • • •. • CP = 

11t.:X,t.1b,8/i
615 F ORi·l AT ( lll X 7 l.t':JHOl Al·lt:: T RAL PITCH <Tt:: t: TH/ I NGH) • • • • • • DP = 


112X, t:.ib. 8/ J 

::z:,.816 FOr{NATCl(JX 1 4~Ht::FFIGIENCY•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • t:FF = 

112X, E.lbe til) ..,::.. 
-....!817 FORMAT!10X 1 4~HGt.AR RATlO (GEAR TEETH /PINION TEETHJ • RATIO = 


112X,E16.8/J 


http:14~HGt.AR
http:E16e8z.8X,�16.81
http:112X,t..1b
http:1U08)i:.KR


.1:3Hl FORHAT<lGX 7 4'3HCONTACT t<.ATIO •• • • • • • • • • • o • CRATIO = 
112X,L1betl/)

b'-0 FUR.i·IAH1H1,9X,1bHLUAOU\iG Ai~ALY3IS,39X,6HPINION,19X,4HGt.AK,/10X, 
lko(~H->,J~X,o(lH-),~9X,4(1H-)//) 

b21 FORi·lAT<lUX,41:1hHUk.St.POWt.R. TR.AN~MITTt.D. • • • • o o o • · HP = 
112X,lli..>o8/) 

822 FUkdAl(lOX 7 4'.3HTANG~.;.NTIAL LOAu (LB::i> • • • • • • • .. • WT = 
11~X, t:.:i.b. 5/ J 

823 FUk.hAT{lDX,4~HRAulAL LUAD (LBS> • • • o • • ••• • • WR = 
11ZX,t:.1bod/) 

824 FuR.r1AT<lOX 1 49HAXIAL LOAD (LbSl •• • o • • • • • • • • WA = 
11'-X,llb.,d/J

825 FOki·IAlClUX,41:1HPITL.H LINE VELOCITY (fPM) • • • • • •• PLV = 
112X, t..lb. ti/'J 

826 Fuf\l'lAH1UX,49HSHAFT SPt.EO (~PH) • • • o • • o • o • • RPM = 
1t1b. o,~X,L16.8/) 

8~7 FuRMATClUX,49HTUR.UUl <FT-LUS) • •• • • • • • •• • • TORQ = 
1t.lb.HJ5X,~1b=H/) . 

bC::B FUk11Af(llJX,4<:!HLUAlJ ANGLE (RADIANS>. • • o • • • • •• ANGL = 
1t..1b.8,b~,~~b.b/} 

bC:.:9 FORJlATUUX,2JHRAlJIUS TO LOAD ON TOOTH/10X 7 ~.t9rlCENTRELII'lt.. <INCHES> • 
1 o •• , •••• e RL =,E1b.8~8X,t..1b.8//)

830 FORHAT <l/1l.lX,39Hi'lATEf<.IAL PR.UPUHit::S ANU STRESS ANALYSIS,16X,6HPI 
1 rH Of~, 1. '3 <. , "t HGt.A R, I~ uX t ~ S ( 1 H-) 11 oX i b (1 H-) t19 X, It ( 1 H-) II) 

o31 fOR.I"lAl(10X,4~Hl'1UUULU~ OF ELA~TIC TY (PSJ.) • • • • • • £ = 
lt.ib.btb~,clb.tl/} 

bJ2 FuRtH• (lUX,If':iHPLllS::>ONS RATIO. • • e • • • • • • • • • U = 
1l1botitbK1~1b,b/)

b.33 	 f();~ilt-\ {lUX,4SsHlJt.NSlTY (L8S/CU. IN.) • • • • • • • • • .RHO = 
1t.16. ti,bX~C.lb.b/) 

b34 FOKI'lAHll.lX,'t='HDk.lNt.LL HARONlSS. • • o • • • o • • • • BHN = 
1l16~ti,tiK,~lb~d/) 

83? FLJRJlAT<10X,4·JHl'1AXlhUM ALLOWAbLE FATIGUE STRt:SS <PSI>. SAF = 
1~1bed,bX,E1b.b/)

d36 FUI{I·lAH:iUX,4':JHt·1AXIr-lUM ALLOWABLE BENDING STR.t:SS <PSI> • SBM = 
lc1beb 1 bX,t::16.5/) 

837 FU:~ilAT<10X,4·jHJ>.~.TUAL Bt..NDING STRt:SS <PSI> • • o • • • SB = 
1c~D.b,u~,t:lo~b/) 

6~8 FLlRMATll~X,~':JHMAXIMUM ALLOWABLt: COMPRESSIVt./~OX,49HSTRtSS tPSI>. • 
1 • • e , • • •• • • • • SAC =,E1bo8,8X,E16.8/)

839 FLlRIIATUOX 7 '+'::lHl"IAXlhUI'·1 ALLOWABLE i~t:::AR STRt.SS (PSI> • • :iSM = 
1c1b. B,8x.,t:..16Go/) 

840 FORI·IATL.UX 1 4':1HACTUAL Wt:.AR STRESS (PSI> • • • • • • • o ss = 
1l1b.HLtX,l16.H/) 

b 4 1 F Ll R.l'l A 1 (1 0 ;< , 4 -j H N U R i'1 A L L 0 AD ( L B S ) • • • • • • • • • • • WN = 
112X,l1botl/) . · 

b4~ F0KJlAHliJX,·4';jHCLt:ARANCi:. (INCHES) • • • • • • • • • • • CCC = 
1[16.d,bX,t1u.B/) 

643 FOk.dAT<1tJX,27HTLlOTH THICKNESS AT AUOENDUh/10X,49HCIRCLI:. (INCHES) • 
1 • •• o • • • • u e • TO =~E1b.8,8X~i:.1oo8/)

844 FOR.HAT<1iJX,32HHINlt-lUM CIRCULAR luOTH THICKNESS/10X,49HAT PITCH CIR 
1GLl llN~H~S>. o • • ••• • • TP =,E1b.8,dX,Elb.8/) )::o 

b45 FURi'1AT<lUX 1 4':lHMP<XlHUM ALLOWABLE POWER •••bENDING (HP) • PAS = 4'>o11:.16.bfbX,I:.l6.5/)
84b FORMA (~UX,49HMAXIMUM ALLOWABLE POWER ••• WEAR (HP) • • PAW = 

(X) 

http:FORI�IATL.UX
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1l1b.8,dX1£10.8/) 
d~O FUK.ilAT<1UX,3tiH"~-.v..v.u;AuiNG ANALYSIS FOR TIP LOADING•••!) 
8~1 FURMAT<1UX,7~H•••LOAOING ANALYSIS FOR POINT OF HIGHEST SINGLE TOOT 

1H CUNTA:T LO~UlNG•••J) . 
b b 0 F U i{ i i A T ( Hi l , 9 X , 21 HGcAR 8 L AN K iJ I r1L N S I () N S , 34 X , b HP I N I 0 N , 1 tjX , '+ HGt: AR, 

1/1uX,~1<1H-),~4X,bl1H-),19X,4(1H->II) 
bbl F0f<i·IAT(.l.JX,49HHUU Lt.NGTH UNGHt::S> • • • • • • • • • • HUBL : 

1L1b. 8,oX,l16.tl/) 
8L2 FOkdATl1JX,4:3HOUTt.R HUB RAUIUS <INCHES) • • • • • •. • HUBR = 

1t1b.U,dX,l16.ti/) 
db.:$ FOk.i'lAT<.A.uX,4':JHihii11t.R. RII"' RAUIUS (INCHI:.S) • • • • • • • RIM = 

1~1b.bto<,t.lb.til> . 
bll.t FORI'IA <lUX 7 4'jHWt.B THICKNESS <Ii~CHES> • • • • • •· • • • WEB = 

1L1b.B,8X,lib.d/) 
bb5 FOR.HAT<l.JXl•dHGt.AR BLANK VOLUME <CUBIC INCHES) • • • • VOL = 

lt.1b.8~8X,t. b.b/)
570 r U;-(HA 1 (lH1,(jX,i/HUACKLASH ANALYSIS/10X,17 (1H-) /) 
o71 FDRriAT<llJX,3uHllcSlt{i:.U hlNihUi·1 BACKLASH AT ~TANllARQ/10X,4':JHCENTRE D 

:.1. I ~ T iJ. IJCC: ( II~ Grl t. S > • • • • • • • • 8 U·ll N =, 1 ~ X , E 1 b • 8/ )
672 Fot~i'IATllOX,.:ibHOtSIR.lD t'lAXII'lUM jjAGKLASH AT ~TANUARU/10X,4~HCENTRE 0 

1ISTAI~Cc. ClNCrltS). • • • • • • • i:3LMAX =, 12X,E1b.8/)
873 FOt~llATlliJX,33HACTUAL 11lrHMUI"l BACKLASH AT ~TA1'4UAR0/10X,4':lHCENTRE 01 

1STANC£ liNCH~~). • • • • • • • BLMINT =,l,X,E16.8/)
H74 FUkMATllUX,J~HA~TUAL MAXIMUM BACKLASH AT STANDAkU/iOX,Lt9rlCENTRE OI 

1STANCL liNCH~~) ••• • • o • • BLMAXT =,12XfE16.8/)
til~ FOK.dAH1UX,.3?HHAXI11UI'1 t;jACKLASH AT CENTRE OlS ANCt./10X,49HTOLERANCE 

l Llrlll <INCHt.~>. • •• • • • • BLMAXU =,12X~t::1beti/)
576 FOR!·IAT(10X,3~hf"l~J.XHIUM TOOTH THit~NING FOR 8ACKLA·SH/10X,Lt9HINCLUOING

1 liA~HINING TOLt:RANCt <lNGHES>. BL =,2X,C:1b.8,bX,t.lo.8/) 
91J Q F Ok.H A H lH 1,3 Xf2 u Hl'lOOIFI CAT ION FACTORS/ 10X, 20 (1 H-) t' I _~1GX.t 42HC-F ACT 

lOKS LM~_OYtD . N WLAR SlRESS ANALYSIS/10X,4~Hl-FAC OR~ t.H~LOYED IN 
28tNUlNG STRE~~ ANALYSIS///} 

9~1 FORMAT<10X,3~HB~NUlNG ANALYSIS GEOMETRY FACTOR/10X,49HFOR THE PIN! 
1UN. • • • • • • • • a • e o QJ1 =,12X,E16.8/) 

9L~ FORMATCiUX,JiH8ENDlN~ ANALYSIS G~9METRY FAQTOR/10X,49HFOK THE GEAR 
1. 	 • • • • • •• • • • • • • QJ2 =,12X,t.1o.8/) 

9~3 	FORI·lAT<lOX,4':3HW~AR ANALYSIS GEOI"lt:TRY FACTOR • • • • • CJ = 
11~X,t.16.8/J 

9u4 FOR.t·IAT(J.UX?4'jHt.LASTIG LOt::FFICIENT FACTOR. • •• • • • CE = 
11 2X, E1b. 8 I J 

';US. F 0RiiATLi.. JX 1 4YhSuK.FACt. GONOITION FACTOR. • • • • • • • CF = 
112X,t::1b.8/J 

9Lib F01{i·1AT<luX,4:lHLOAU UISTRIBUTION CORRECTION FACTOR • • Cf'l,QM = 
1Elo.dtb~,L16ob/) 

:9u7 FURI·IA <1LlX,49i-1011t.RLOAD CORRECTION FACTOR. • • • • • • co,ao 
1~1b.b28X,t::1G.6/) 

91J8 fU~t·lAf(lll)(l~':JHSlZE CORRECTION FACTOR. • • • •. • • • CS,QS = 
1~1o.8Tti~,t. bed/) . 

YIJ9 FUf<11A (10X,4':JHVt:..LOCITY GO.~R.t.CTION FACTOR. • • • • • • CII,QV = 
1E1b.8f8~,E16ebl/)

910 FOki·IA Lli.JX,4'3H0Vt.RALL Ot:RATING FACTOR • a • •. • • .cou,QOO = 
1t1b.Bt6~,c16.8//t> 

911 FuRHA (10X,4'3HHARlJN£SS RAllO FACTOR • • • • • • • • • CH = 
112X,L16,8/)

912 FORMAT<lOX,22HLIFE CORRECTION FACTOR/10X,49HfOR THE PINION. • • • 

)> 

~ 
\.0 
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1& a •• e Q o •• CL1tQL1 =,~1oo8f8X,C::16.8/)

913 FUI'<i1AT(1UX ,22HL1Ft::.. LURKECTiuN FAC UR/lOX, 4~:JHFOR THE Gi:.AR. • • • • 


lo c • • • • • • eCL~rQL~ =~~lo.B,BX,Elb.8/)

914 FURi1AT<lOX 7 4':3HRc.LIA8J.L.i.TY GUt<.t<C::CTION FAClOR • • • • • Ck,QR = 

1L1o.B?SX,c1u~d/)
915 FORNAH1uX,4-JHTt.i'IPt.RATlJRt. GOI'{RC:CTION FACTOR • • • • • CT,QT = 

1c.~u.8,6~,t.J.o.b//)

91b FURNA1(1UX,2dHOVtRALL LIFE O~RATING FACTOR/10X,49HFOR TH~ PINION. 


1. • • • • ••• CODL1~~00L1 =,t.1b.8t8X,t1b.8/)o •
917 FOR.i'lAT<10X,2dHOVt.t<ALL Llt-f:. L!t.RATING FAC UR/1uX,49HFOR THe. GEAR. • 

1 •••• • o , • o .CODL~ 1 QOuL2 = 1.E1o~B 7.8X~E16.8/)

1u~O FO~NATllH~,9~,1UHTOLERAN~ES 1 47X,bHPINION,1rX,4HGEAR 7 /10X,10(1H-), 

· 147X,b(1-1-), j?X,<t (1H-)//).

1001 FuRi·lAT<11lX,S1Ht<.lJNUUT TOLERANCE <INCHES> • • • • • • • TOLR = 
lE~o.Blo~,llbeb/)


1u02 FOkJiAf(lUX,~lHPITCH TOLE:.RANCt. <INCHES) ••• • • • • • TOLP = 

lt.16. 8tox, i:.16. o/)

liJU3 FU~I'JA (lUX,51HPROFILE TOLERANCE tlNCHaS>. • • • • • • PTOL = 

lL~o.8~oX,tlo5el> · 


1004 FURMAT<lUX,2~HTOOTH TO TOOTH COMPOSITE/1UX,51HTOLERAhCE <INCHES).

1. • • e •• e • • • TTGT = !£1b.8,bX,E16.8/)

1005 FUki'IAH10X,51HTOTAL COhPOSITt. TuLt::RANCt:. <INCHES> •• • TCT = 
1Llw.8zb~~t::l6.tl/)


lO&b FL~MAf(lUX,ilHTOOTH THlCKN~SS TOLERANCE CINCHES>. • • TPTU = + 

1l1bQ8t~~,1H+,t.1beti//52Xt9HTPTL = -,E16.8,5X,1H-,E16.8/)


1007 FORMA (iOX,4~HCc.NTkE Ol~TANCt. TOLERANCE liNCrlES). • • COTOLU = 

ll~X,lH+,Llo.8//~uX 19HC~TOLL =,12X,1H-,E1o.8/l


10L6 FOI-(l"IAT<lLIX,49H!:.RROK. IN ACTION • • •• • • • • • • • • ERR = 

11~X,l16o/3/}

10U9 FOk.l'lAHlUX,31HL!:.AU TOLERANCE CINCHES) • • • • • •- •. ·roLL = 
1~lbo8to~,El6.8/) 


1~10 FUk.MAI(lUX,3bHTOOTH THICKNESS VARIATION FROM TOOTH/10X,51HELEMENT 

1El~RuRS (li'JLHt::~> • • "• • • • .. TPTV = E16e8f6X,l:::.lbo8/)


1011 F0~1AT(lOX,3bHTOUTH THlCKNESS VARIATION FROM TOO H/10X,51HELEMENT 
lE~RORS ~NU RUNOUT <INCHES>. • • TPTE = Elo.8,oX,E1o.d/l

f:.NU 

SUBKOUTINE HINT<PHI)... 
~ ., THlS ROJTINE P~lNTS OUT SUGGEST~D REMEDIES FOR VIOLAT~D 
., CONSTRAiNTS · .... ... IF LOI>~STRAINT lil.OLATEU NNN=1 Ai'W SUGGESTIONS WILL BE PRINTED AFTER ... EACH S~f OF CO~STRAINTS CHECKEO 
~ 
i.l 

DINt..NSlJi~ PHIU> .... ... 
):::o )>WRITt:. tb, 1) . 

Nr~ N= U w U1 
-....! 0uo ~u I=1,4

IF<PHI<I>.GE.O.O) GO TO 50 
NW~=1 
NNNNN=l 
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GO TO (10,20,30,4U),NNNNN
1 U W ki T t.. ( b , 11 > 

GU 	 TO f.;iu 
(:;0 WrdTt:<b,21> 


GU TO S>J 

30 WklTt..(b,31>


Gu TU !:iu 

40 	 Wkllt:.:(b~41) 
!;I 0 	 GUIH 11'-iU.:. 

lf {1\JNI~. :..Q.1} WRl T£ (o ,51) 
i'~ ~~~~= u 
uu ou I=5,o
IF(PHHI>.Gt:.U.ul GO TO 130 
N•.JN=1 
Nl·ml'>lN=I-4 
GU 	 TU (~U,7ul,NNNNN 

bO 	 WkiTt::<b,b1) 

GL TU bJ 


7U Wf<ITL<b, 71)

BO LONTINU;: 


1F<Nim.:::.Q.1) WR1Tt:<6,81) 
Nlm=o 
Ou 110 I=? 8 
IF<Pt-il<ll.GE.l.J.il) GO TO 110 
N I~ I~= 1 
NiJNNN=I·6 
GO TO l~0,1Ju),NNNNN

Y U W ~G l i:.. <u , 9 1 > 
GU TO llU 

100 Wf<IT!::..{bt101) 
llU LUNTlNU:. 

II- (i~~.JN.;.Q.l) WRl Tt.<o,111)
NrJI'-l= 0 
DL :.."tu l=9 1lJ 
IFCPHl<l>.GE..u.U> GO TO 140 
Ntc.JN=1 
i'LlNNtJ=l·8
Gu TO <L~U,l~~),NNNNN

120 	WKlTL<G~ 121)
Gu TO 1~0 

13U WRIT!::. {b, 131) 
140 CUNTINU:. 

IFlNNN.~Q.1) ~klf£(6,141) 
NI~N= U 
ou 	 171.) 1=11,12
lf(PHI<I>.GtGU.U) GO TO 170 
Nim=l 
NimiJN=I-10 
GL 	 TO (15U,16Ul,NNNNN

15 0 	 WkiT E. ( b t 151)
GU TO l.IIJ 

1LO IHdTt.(b.1b1)
17 U C 0NT INU 

IF(NNN.:.Q.1) WRIH.L6,17i}
N NN= tJ 

> 
(J'1 
~ 
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1 tl t) 

19U 

200 

C:10 
220 

2~0 

240 
2b0 

200 

270 

260 
290 

300 

310 
320 

OU 22lJ I=13,H.. 
IF<PHI<l>.GE.u.O> GO TO 220 
N!JN=~ 
thmfHJ =I- 12 
GU TO (ib0,1':l(J,2JU,210),NiJNNN 
vJI-<IT£ <b, 1d1> 
GU TO c:..:::U 
WR.ITi:. (b, 191) 
GU TO 22u 
wf<l "I [ ( b ' 2 i.ll)
GU TU 220 
W~ITI:. (o, .:!11> 
GDfHlNJ~ 
II- CNNN.::Q.U WRIT£(b,221) 
N !~i~= 0 
Ou 2.JU 1=1t> 19 
I F (pH 1( l) 0 GE. IJ. u) GO T() 2 50 . 
NNN:.;:l 
NdNNN=I-17 
Gu T 0 U ;s ll , 2 tt U) , NN N N N 
W~~IT 1:. (b, 2 3 1) 
GO TO 2~0 
WRITt. (b 1 241)
CLNTlNU::. 
If(NNN.~Q.1) h~ITi:.C6,251) 
l·J:m=u 
OL Z9(J 1=19 21 
II-<PHI<.u.&Lu.u> GO TO 290 
14NN= 1 
N NNN f'>l=l-18 
GC TO (260,27Us280J,NNNNN
fHdTI:. (b, 261) 
GU TU 2:;0 
WR.IT i:. (b t 2 71)
GL TO 2;:jQ
W R.l T L ( o, 2 tl1) 
CUiH li~U.::: 
IF\NNN.:.Q.1) WfUTt::!b,29U 
Nl~N= U 
UL) 32J I=22,23 
IF<PHl<U.Gt::.U.lJ) GO TU 320 
NdN=l. 
NrJNNN=I· 21 
Gu TU (i$tlt.J,311J) ,NNNNN 
WR.ITL(o, 3ll1J 
Gu TO ~~U 
W1<1 T L ( b , 311) 
CUNT.LNU~ 

l f (~i!~N.::: Q. 1) WRl TE (6, 321> 

NNN=U 

iJU 3!;)0 I=24 25 
lf(PHlCU oG~.u.O> GO TO 350 
NtJN= 1 
1\1 i'-JNNfJ=I w 2 3 
GO TU (JJu,340), NNNNN. 

)> 

0"1 
N 
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330 IH<lll<b,331)
GO TU ;3;>U 

3 4 u wkl r 1::.. <G, .:> 41> 
3 ~ U (.; L NT l NU ~ 

1F(NNN• .;;.Q.1) hR.IH.. <b,3~1)
Nim=u 
R.LTUf<N 

1 FOKMAT(///1UX,JUHVIOLAT~D CONSTRAINT EVALUATION/10X,30(1H-)//10X1 
l42HFU~ ~OR.~ ~UNPL~T£ l:..XPLANATIONeoaSE~ MANUAL//)

11 FO~N~T<1UX,5UHPH1( 1) PINION BENDING STR.ESS CONSTRAINT VIOLATED/) 
c.;~ FOi~I·IAT<.LiL<,:.HJhPHl( ~) Gt:AR B~NtJlNG 51Rf:.SS CONSTRAINT 'IIIOLATEO/) 
~1 FORi·lAT<lUX,41hPHl( 3) PINION Wt.AR. STRl:..SS CONSTRAINT VIOt..ATEtJI)
4-1 FUK.hAT<UJX,L+/HPHl( 4) Gt.AR Wt.AR STRt.SS CO\ISTRAINT VlOt..ATEO/) 
~1 FUR11ATU1·SiXl'tUHHOR.~CPOHC:R TOO LARG£ FOk. Tt<.ANS!1ISSION UN/19X,41HGIV

lEN Cl:..NT~E U STANCE ANU FACt. wiDTH WITH/l~X,~oHGlVEN MATERIAL PROPE 
2~TILS./119X 1 4iHTKY A) LAR.Gt.R Cl:..NTRE UISTANCt. AND/OR FACt./27Xf35HW 
3I~1H ••• IF V~LL~S ALR~AUY VARIABL~,I27X 1 3UH1NCREASE THl:..lR LIMI lNG 
4VALUlS/24X,3JHBJ lHPROVE MAlfRIAL P~OPtkTIES//) 

t;1 FORf-IATLLIJX,2<thPtil( ~) PINION UNUt:~CUT/) 
71 FOK.HAl (10X,24HPHH b) Gt:.Ak UNUt:RCUT/)
til FORI'lATU19Xt39HTkY A) LARGl:..R RATIO OF NLJMBE:.K OF Tt:.ETh/27X,_22HVERS

1US GlNT~t: UlSTANGl/24X,34HBl SrlALLlR DEUl:..NUUM SIZE:. CRlTE~IuN//)
91 FURMATCruX,4~HPHl( 7l PINION T~ETH INTEkF~R~NC£ WITH bEAR/)

101 FGKMAT<LOX,4LhPHl{ H) GEAR TEETH INTEK.ftR~NCE WITH PINION/) 
1~1 FOfWATC/1::lX 1 39HTr<.Y A) LARGt:..R. ~ATIO UF NUMuEK OF Tt.E.TH/27X 1 22HVERS 

1U5 GlNT~E DlSTANGt:./24X 1 34Hd} SrlALLt:.R ADUENUUM SilE CRITEK.IuN/24X,
233HGl LAR~t:.R u~U~NUUM ~IZE CRIT~RION/27X,1~HFOR MATING GeAR//) 

1~1 FO~MAT<LilX,43HPHl{ 9l PINION T~ETH BEYONU POINTING LlMif/J
1J1 FUR.i-iAT<10X,4JHPHl(10) GEAR TC:t::TH HEYOf\JO POINTING LlMITI)
141 Fut<.riAT(/19Xt::i9HTKY A> LARGER RATIO OF NLJMDE~ OF .. TEETH/27X 22HV£RS 

lUS C!:.NT~E UlSTANCl:../~~X,J4HBl SMALL£~ AUUlNUUM SlLE CRlTERI6N//l 
1~1 FORMAT<LOX,5JHPH1(~1) PINION OE:.JC:NUUM SMALLER THAN GEAR AOOENDU 

Hi/) 
1~1 FO~NAT(10X,53HPHI(12) GEA~ O~D~NDUM SHALLiR THAN PINION ADOENDU 

11'1 I) 
~7~ FURMAT(Il9X,~9HTRY Al CHANGING AOOENO~M-Ol:..D~NOUH SIZt/27X,

1-::lht,;tU T1:. ~I uN/ I)
1d1 FOi-<i'lhT<1UX,4=HPHI<13) UPPER CeNTRE DISTANCE:. LII"llT EXCtC:OED/) 
1~1 FO~HAT(iOX,4jHPHl(14) LOW~R CiNTR~ DISTANCE LIMIT l:..X~cEUEO/) 
~U~ FO~MATliUX,4~HPHll1~) UPPER FACE ~lOTH LIMIT ~XGEEOEU/)
2:J. 1 F0 k.rl AT ( ll.l X , 4 U H P H l (1b ) L0 W ~ R FACE vH D T H L I h 1 T t:: XC L E 0 1:. u/)
221 FUR.i'IA1U1<3}q_..:i/HTRY A) HOLDING VArUA8Lt.S CONSTANT AT/'t.7X,39HUPPER

lAND LOW~R L~rllTS, TEST FOR STR£SS/'t.7X,21HCONSTRAINT VlULATIONS/ 
C::~<tx,;:;5H3) t.XTt.NtJ RANGt: OF Lll'llTS IF STRE:.SS/27X,25hGONSTRAINTS NOT 
6VlOLAT~U.//24X~6bH~TRESS CON~TRAINTS PkODAbLY VIOLATtD/24X,30HIF T 
4HiS~ CJ~SlRAlNIS VtOLATED.I/l

2.)1 fURI·iAT<lUX»4oHPH.U17> MAXIMUM PRESSURE ANGL~:. LIMIT EXCEE.DEO/)
~~1 FL~MAT<~ux,~cHPHl(~8l MINIMUM PK.~SSU~l:.. ANGLE LIMIT EX~EEUED/)
251 FOk.HATU19X,_JdHl~Y Al CHAI'lGii~G PRESSURC: ANGLE LIMITS/I)
2L1 FORHAT<10X .!2HPHIU9) BACKLASH RANG~ EX(.;EED~D/)
271 FURMAT!lOX:5oHPHl(20) PINION TOOTH lHlCKN~SS TOLERANCE RANGE EXCE 

lf:.Dt.lJ/)
2H1 FO~MATC1UX,56HPHI(21) GEAR TOOTH THICKNESS TOLERANC£ RANGE EXCE 

1t.I..Jt:U/)
291 F0t<.l1AT<l9X,3JHTRY A> INCREASING dACKLASH RANGE/24X,37HB> INCREASI 

)::o 

CJ'1 
w 
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1NG A.G.~~Aa W~ALITY NU~B~R//l
301 F GRdAT{lllX,3:>HPHi{22) MlNH1U!1 TIP THICKNESS OF PINION TOOTH EXCEE 

lULU/) 
~ll FU~1~T(iJX,5jHPH1(,~) MINIMUM TIP THILKNESS OF GEAR TOOTH EXCEE 

1U LUI)
321 FUKMATCI1YX,39HTRY A) CHANGING AUOiNDUM-O~O~NOUM SIZ~/27X19HCRITE 

1~lON/24X,3~HB) SHALLER RATIO OF NUMBER OF Tt~TH/27X,22HV~R~US CENT 
~f{L DIST MJG!:.//) 

~31 FURMAJ(1UX,52HPHlt24) MINIMUM RAGIUS TO POINT OF LOAU APPLICATION 
1/19X 3~rlON PINION TOOTH CENTRELINE EXCEEDED/)

341 FORI·J~T(lOX,5~HPHJ.(2;,) Mli\;HIUM RADIUS TO POliH OF LOAD APPLICATION 
1/l9X,~5~0N GEAR TOOTH CENTRELIN~ EXCE!:.UEU/) 

~~1 FO~MATC/19X,JtirllRY Al CHANGING P~~SSURE ANGLE LIMITS/24X,34H8} CH 
1ANGJ.NG ~OJ~NDUN-UEUENDUM SIZ~/27X,9HCRITERION//) 

~HU 


SUGROUTINC::: SPUR 
D.Ll·IU\JSlLm WO;~Kl< b)fWURK2< 8)2.WORK3{ B>,WORKL+( 8),WORK5(o0)

G01·11-i UN/ dl K0 I IO AT A, PrU NT ,IWR.i Ti:. p IHY Pt: 

CU~IMON/dL~1 /drlN1 1 dHN2,f1 7 E2_ ,RH~l,RHO~,SAG~,SACi,SAF1lSAF2,U1,U2

COI'H'lUN/dLK2 /HP,R.I-'i'll RPf"IO,_SHAFTl,~HAFTO LO FW PAU TEf:.IH1

GUMrlON/jLK3 /~UUK1,A6DK2,u~DK1,D~UK2,AU51,AUu~,Ut.51,0tD2 
G 01'1i·l UIJ/ bl K3A/CUM AX, C OlHN, nm AX, HH1l!~, PAUI1A X, PAU MlN 
CUf'li'lUIU3LK3BiuLL ,OLU ,BLR., CI,)R
CUi·ii'l OIU :3 L Kit I t.,;Y CLc, l.J RI Vi:N, URl Vi:R, NGU T 1 1 NC U T2, N LOA 0, NQUAL, RE LI, TEMP 
CUI·lhONI3LK4A/lSTtH ,STtH ( 8}, NOF1fNLlF2,_NOF3,_NOF4
C Ud h U1~/ 3 L K ~ /uP , C P , UP , P A R , P L V , f< A I U , R1-' t-'11 , R1-' r12 , SHAFT 1 , SH A F T 2 , TEETH 2 
CUi'li'lOtU3LKb /PRl,Pr~2,Kb1, Ri32 ,RI1~RI~,_RI"tllRHC::,ROl,R02,RUl,RU2
CUIJi'·l Lf~I ;) LK 7 I AU U L 1 , A U 0 L 2 , CCC 1 , CC t.; 2 , Ct< A T I U , t. F F 
COiH'IOtJ/ :3 LK7 AltiUu L1, HUUL 2, HUL t-<1 ,HLJ i3 R2, RHJi, RH12, Wt:B1, Wt.t32, VOL1, V 0L2 
GUMMUN/~LK7U/ANGt.,;l,ANGLZ,ANGL1,ANGL2 1 RL1,RL2,RLL1,RLL2,RLM1fRLH2 
~ 0 l·l r·1 Ur~I 3. L K 7CI ~ t<; ~ X:1, , X K t. Y 2 , ¥U L i'l f !~ '- VqL M ~X , XL A '· ~ L ~ t Tql , T 0~, T P l, P 2 
GOi'lt·JOtJ/:~LKb /Lt.,CF,CH,cJ,GL1,LL.2 1 Cr1,CO,Ct<,L~,C ,GV 
Cu:·JtJ UN/3 L K tiA/ QJ 1, Q J2, QL 1, 0L2, Qt'1, QO, QR, US, QT, Q V 
LOMMUN18LKY /LUU,CUULl,GUUL2,QOU,QODL1,QUUL2 
CUilhOW~LKlU /SB1,S82 ~BHl,Si::lM~,SSl,SS(::,SSMl,SSM2 
c OI·H1LNI 3L Klu AlP 1-11:H, PAG.:., PAWl ,P.t~wz, TOI-<LU~ TORQ~, WA, wR, WT, vm 
L Ohi 1uNI t3 L K ..1..1 I J, K1 i\1, !'~I~, NC u, l\ FW, NT J :JT H, NurU Vb N N LUAU 1 NuPT, NOFN, PI 
GUt·li"JUhJ/:::lLK11A/N\/At<(b) ,NST0(8) ,~~OF (<.t) 

CUi·JiJUt~/:3LK12 /X.( B),XSlRT( 8>,RMAX( 8),-RMII'H 8),PH1(25),PSI( 1) 

L U t'li l UN I 8 L K 1 3 I t3 U A 1 , b 8 A 2 , B B X 1 , d aX 2 , B 0 Y 1 , t3 b Y 2 , ~T 1 , R T 2 

C Ul'lli Ui>J/ :I 1.. K14 IT UU{1, TULR.2, TU LP 1z. TOLP 2, PTUL 1.tPT 0 L 2 1 T0LL11 TOL L2 

GUMMON/3LK1~A/TT~Tl,TTCT2,TCT1,1CT2,TPTL11T~Tl2TTI-'TU1,T~TU2
COilt·l ON/ :J LK14l3/ TP Tt.l, TP 1£~ fTP TV 1, TPTV 2,, CDTu LL, C 0 OL U, tt<R 
COMMON/3LK1~ /BLMlN,BLMIN ,BLMAX,BLMAxT,BLHAXU,DfLBL,bL1,8L2 
CUiHiON/JPTl/KO,t\jNDt:..X · 
DATA f,~,~,RcUUC~,NSHOT,NTEST,MAXM/0.01,0.01,1e0,0.05,2,l~0,300/ 

DATA l\~~US,NGUNS/ u,~S/ 

Pl=Lt.J~ATAN(l.U) 

IF H~Pl'il. Gt • RPhU > GO· TO 1 

NUR..LVC:.=2 
R.Pi'l1=RP"i 0 

)> 

t1l 
..j::oo 
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RPr12 =RPMI 
SHAFT1=5HAFTO 
SHAFT 2=::lH AFT I 
GO TO c:. 


1 NURlVl=l 

f< 1-' 1'11 =RP "i I 
Kti''I2=R.P'10 
SHAFT:.~.=SHAFTI 

SHAFT~=SHAFTU 


2 R.ATIU=RfJHl/RPM2
CALL IJA{Y1 
KO=~ ., 

~ SLTUP JF OPTiMIZATION GRITERION FLAGSJ 

1.1"' 
NUfN:u 

RRR= { <K!!t T I 0"" ~ 4::} +1. u ) I ( ( RA T I 0 +1 • U >_.. ~ 2> 
... 

J 

" VULUid:. LHll T UC::Tt.~tHNEU AT PITCH CIRCU:. RADIUS INSTEAD OF ADDENDUM1.1... 
,,-J CIRCLE ~AUlUS AS lN SUBROUTINE ••VOLUMt••. TrliS HILL NOT AFFECT 
J THE OPTi~lLATlON TO ANY GRC::AT EXTENT~ ... ... 

VOLMAX=~I•F~MAX~lCOMAX~~~l·R~R 

VUUtli'J= :> l ~ F Vii"i lN~ ( ClJfHNi<- • 2) • RRR 

If(VULM~XoLO~VOLMlN)NOf1=0

IF !NOFie EU.. OJ GU TO 3 
lf{NCD.~E.U)NUFJ=l 

I f- ( !'-I nJ • ~ t: • 0 } N 0 F 4 =1 

NOFN=NUrN+1 
NUF<NOF'l>=l 

3 IF<NOF2.EQ.O) GO TO 4 
NOFN=Nu=N+1 
NUF<NUF'l>=c:. 

4 IF<NOF~.LQ.O}GO TO 5 
NUFI--l=NJ=Nt-1 
NOF (I,JJF'l> =3 

5 IFCNOF4.EQ.Ulb0 TO b 
fWFN=NUFN+i 
NOF<NUF~) =4 

6 lf-(NOf'l.EQ.JJNOPT=l... 
;-: 
J 

CALL TO~QUL (HP,PI,RPM1,TURQ1)
CALL TO~QUt (HP,Pl,RPMi,TOf<~2) 

CALL t:FACT (Ct:.,r.:.l,t.t.,P.!..,U1,Ud

CALL FF~CT {(;f) . 

CALL HF~CT (dHN1,BHN2,kATIO,GHl

C YCU:. 1=:; Y C Lt:: 
CYCLt.~=:;YCL~l/RATIO

GALL L F !:\ C T { u H N ~ , C Y C L c1 , C L 1 , QL 1)

CALL LF~CT (dHNi,CYCLr.:.i,CL2,QL2)

CALL OF4CT (00,(,[0,0RIVt.N,DRIVER,NDRIVE,RATIO> )::» 


CALL Rr~CT <CR,(,[R 1 kt.Ll) U1
CALL SF~CT <CS (,[SJ U1 
CALL TF~CT (CT!c.tT,TLi1P) 



"' J 

.... 
J 

lf(NOPT.EQ.1) GU TO ~a 

lf{NCD~t.Q.O) GO TO 10 

GO TU ( 7, 8, d) ,NTYPI:. 


7 CALL OPTIF1 (XST~T,U,UART,PHl,PSI,NCONS,NEQUS,NVIOL) 
GO 10 9 


8 GALL OPTlF~ !XSTRT,U 1 UART,PHl,PSI,NCON5,NEQU5,NVlOL,R)

9 CU=GO~S~RT<CUD/GUUL11 


XSTK.T<NGO)=CD 
~0 lF- <lUATC\ocGI.o(J) GO TO 2u 

l=.L 
W~lTLCG,1J1UllfXSTRT(l) 

IFtNoLT.2) GO 0 ~U 

DU lS I=2,N

WklTI:.<o,lU11)l,XSTRT<l>

15 l.iONTliW.:;: 

2 0 I f ( r~ ClJ o :. Qo U> G 0 T0 2 1 


IFCXSTRT (NLD)~GT.CUMAX> XSTRT<NCOJ=COMAX 
(::1 	 IFU~FW.t.U.. u> GO TO £..2 

IF (X::iH<.f U~no .GT,FYmAX.) XSTf<T(NfW) =FWMAX 
22 IF<IOATC\et.U.otl) GO TO 3U 

l=l 
WklTC(b,1014>IfXSTRT<I)
IF<N.Ll.2} GU 0 30 

DO(::~ 1=2,N

WRITt<b,iU15li,XSTRT<I> 

25 CUNTINU:. 

~u IFClSTRf oEUo u) GO TO LtO 


UO 	 ::;:;, 1=1 N 
xsrrn n> =STRT <I> 

35 	CuiHINUC:: 
IFUOAI!\oi:.Qaul GO TO 4u 
1=1 
WRlTL<b,1U12)lfSTRT(l)
I f ( ~~ • L T t 2 > G 0 U 41l 

OU ,;,o l=<:::,N

hRITL(b,1U1J>I,STRT<I>

36 	CUIHlNLii 

40 GO TO (::Yi::: 7 -t4 7 "o) ,NTYPE 
42 CALL s~~K1lX,PHl,PSl,RMAX,RMIN,XSTRT 1 N 1NCONSlNEQUS 1 IDATA,i I P k I N 1 , \1 5 H 0 T , N T t. S T , l"l AX N , F , G , U, WO R K 1 , w0 t<. K2 , W0 :< K 3 , W0 t<.l< 4 ) 

GO TU '+d 
4~ CALL 5~~KJ<X,PHI,PSI 1RMAX,RMIN,XSTRT,N,NCONS,NEQUS,IOATA, 

1IPKIN1 1 ~AXM,lND~X,NVlOL,F,G,R,~lUUCE,U,HORK1,WORK2,HORK3,HORK4l GO TO 4g · 
4 b 1··1 A X d =11J U 

F=l.Jt:-u4 
G=1.Ut..-U4 

CALL N~=MINCX,PHl,PSI~RMAX,RMIN,XSTRTlN,NCONS,NEQUS~IOATA, 


iiPRlNT,MAXM,F,G,R,RI:.DUCE,U,HORK1,WORK~,WORK3,HORKLt,wORK5) 


48 IF<NTOOTH.£Q. UJ GO TO ~ll 	 )::o

IF<lWRifE.oNE.O) GALL ANSWER<U,X,PHI,PSI,N,NCONS,Nf:.QUS) 	
0'1!:;)0 	 GU TO b5 7 o5,o~) NTYPt. 0'\ 

!:i5 	 IF<NTOOfH"t:Q.t.J) ~0 TO ell 



X HHUOTH> =AI•H ( Tc.t. TH1)
GhLL OPT1Fl (X,UU1 1 UAt<TF1,PHI,PSI,NCONS,NEQUS,NVIOU 
X<NTOOT~>=X{NTOUTHI+leU
CALL UPTIF1 <X 1 UU2,UAt<TF2 1 PHI,PSI,NCONS7NEQUS,NVIOL) 
lfCUARTF1&LT.UARTF~> X(~l001HJ=X<NTOOTHJ-1~U

bO 	 GALL UPT1F1 (X,U,UART,PHI,PSI,NGONS,NEQUS,NVIOL)
GL 	 TO ·15 

b~ 	 lf<tHOOfH.t.OofH GO TO 70 

X (l\llOUTrl>=AHlT<Tt::c..TH1> 

GALL uPTIF2 (X,UU1~UARTF1,Phl,PSI,NCONS,N£QUS,NVIOL,R)

X(NTOUTrll=X<NTUOTHJ+1eU . · 

GALL UPTIF2 lX,uU2,UARTF2,PHI,PSI,NCONS,NEQUS,NVIOL,R) 
If(UARTF1oLT~UARHd::> X(NTOUTH) =X(NTOOTHl-1.0


70 CALL UPTIF2 <X,U,UART,PHI,PSI,NCONS,NEQU~,NVIOL,R)

75 lF(NVIO-eN~.Ol~0=1 . 


GALL TO_CJ(JLMAXUfCD,CuR,COTOLL,GDTOLUtNQUAL,PAR,PI,PR1,PR2, 
1RATlO,R31 1 RB2,Ti~ H1,TP1,TP2l


I F <HJ R.I T t: ~ LQ • U> Rt. TU tW 

C4ll ANSWt.R<U,X,PHi,PSI,N7NCONStNEQUS) 

IFlKO.t.~.U.ANL.NV!OL.~~.OJ GO Tu 80 

WklTl (£:,, 1UO :1) 

u u~vro_.t::Q.()} Go TO 90 

Gt.ILL 1-tl'JT (PHl> 

WkiT L <b, 1 (J uU)

GG TO ':jJ 


80 	 Wk.lTt.(bf10iJ2)
90 	 CALL PR NT 

Wk.I T t. ( b, 1 U U 3)
t<L TURN 

llHJ 0 F Ut<i"l A T (l H1 ) 
1liU1 FO~dAT<iH1,9x,44HSPLJk GEAR UESIGN ••• RESULTS OF LAST ITt.RATION, 

~/~ux,~~<:J..H->11~X,~4<1H->II> 
llJ02 FOf<hAT<lH1,9X,3SHSPUR GC:AR DESIGN ••• OPTH1UM SOLUTION, 

1/1uX~3~(1H-)/1UX,3~{1H-)//) 
1Ul!3 FORJIATU////1UX 1 (:7HSPUr<. GEAR DC:SIGN ••• COMPLETE, 

1/~uX 1 27tlH-)/~ux,~7(1H-l//) 
1 LJ 1 0 F 0 R.il A T U I 1 0 X , 4 .S H G 0 l'lP U T i::. L) S T AR T I N G VA L U !:. S • • • • • • • X S T R T ( , I 2 , 

14H) =,l2X,t.looti) · 
1U11 FURHAT<~7X,brlXSTRT<,I2,4H) =,12X,E16.8)
lt..:.i..o:;: FOt<HATC//luX,~..SHUSt:R STAr<TING VALUt..S. • • • • • • • • STRT(,I2,

14H} =,12X,£ltvb) 	 . 
1013 FORMAT{48X,5HSTRT<,I2 4H) =712X,E16.8)
1014 FOR.i'iATC//10X,43HI10LliFh.o STARTING VALUES. • • • • • .XSTRT<,I2,

l4H) · =,lZX, Elo.8)
1D15 FORi'1AH+7X,6HXSTRT<,I2,LtH) =,12X,E16·.8) 

ENU 

)> 

0'1......, 
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Sl.JtJ1-<0UTLNt: U~t.AL <X,U)
0 11'1 d~ S I J N X(1 )
COdi!ON/:>LKO /ll.JATA,IPR.HH ,IWfU H;:,NTYPE 
CUi·liiOlU d L K l. I t.>t-HH, iJh N£.:, C.l, t:i, RHD 1 t RH OC::, SAC lz. 5A G 2 1 SAF 1fSAF 2, U1, U2 
G 0 1'1 i"l UW d L K 2 I H P , R P I'll , R h'1 0 1 S H A F TI , ~H A F T U 1l.. 0 1 t- tJ , P AU , T~ E H 1 · 
GUHI·ICN/:3LK3 /Al.JlJK.1,AOUK.2, iJLUK1,Dt.::UK2,AlJ01, AOU2 UE01, Dt02 
G01·111 Of~/ JL K3A/ Gut·! AX, Cud li-.J, FW~l AX, F WI-ll N »PAOi•IA X, PA ~fvllN 
C Ul'lil UNI3 L K ..;8/ dL L, t3LU, BL R, CUt< 
C0 I H·J 0NI ::> L K 4 I C Y t; LL , U tU Vt. N , 0 RIV ER, NCUT1 1N CU T 2 , N L 0 A 0 , NQUAL , RE L I , TEM P 
CUHtiOIU:SLK4A/lSTR.T STf<l( 8),1\lOF:LfNOF2 N0F3 NUF'+
C0 f Iii 0 i-l I d L K ::> I t,H..> , C P : 0 P'- P AR1 pL V, RA 1 0 , R Pi"ii, RPM 2 !. S H AFT~ , SH A F T2 , TEETH 2 
GUMriON/dLKc IPRl,PR.~,R.cl,RBC::,R!l.,Rll,RMl,RMC::,K01,RO~,~U1,RU2
COMMONI:3LK7 /AJUL1,AUUL2,CGLl,CCG2,CRATIU,~FF
CUi1hUNIIJLK7A-/HUoL1 hU8L2 HUBl-<1 HUoK2 RIM1 RI'12 WEB1 W~B2 VOL1 VOL2 
GuI lr·1U 1'-J I d l K 7 8 I AN l> ~ 1 ~ A N (, c 2 ~ AN GL 1 ',AN G L 2 ~ R L 1' RL2' t( t L 1 ' f,J L~ ' RL M1 ' Rt M2 

CUl''li·l ON/ d LK 7 CI XK t.: Y~, XKC:: ¥ C::: , VUUH N, V0Ll1 A X , XL A , XL R, l 0 l., T 0~, TP1, T P 2 

COrlMUN/3LKb /Lt,Cf,GH,cJ,CL1,GL2,CM,c0 1 CR,CS,CT,CV 
cOl'h'i UiU J L K 8 A I QJ 1 , Ll..J2 , QL 1, WL Z, Ui1 2 t.i.O?. t,.tR, LJS, QTJ W.. V 
GOI1iiGIU:iLK:l /GUU,CO!)L1,COUL2 Qi.JU Qull~1 QUULZ 
c O!·lrl oN/ 6L Kl o ISt.Ll., ~e t::, ~t3~11, s 8t·lc::, S;:, 1, .:>S 2, ~s tli, s sMz 
COMAON/3LK10A/PAUi,PABi,PAW1 PAW~ TORQ1 TORQ2,WA WR,WT WN
coni 1UN/:~ L K 11 1 J, K, N, NN, NCo,"'~ w , NT oor H, NOt-U Vt., N N L~AD, Nu?r, NOFN, PI 
cut·l.JOIH3LK11AINVAR<B> tNST!Hb) ~~oF<'+>
C0t'ii·lOiUi3LK1~ /dt3A~,BBAc:.,b8Xl,~dXC:::, dt3Y1 BBY 2,RT1, RT2 
COMMONibLK14 /TOLR1,TULR2,TOLPlfTOLP21~TOL11PTOL2~TOLL1~TOLL2
GUrlMONI~LK14A/Tl~Tl,TTCT2,TCT1, CT2,T~TL:LtT~TL2tT~TU1,T~TU2
GOi·l!IOt·UdLK14!:l/TPTt::1, TPTE2 TPTV 1, TPTV2, CIJTULL, CO OLU, ERR
CUMMUN/jLKl~ /BLMlN,BLMINf,BLMAX,BLMAXT,bLMAXU,DELBL,BL1,BL2
LALL VARY{X)
LHLL TLJAD (HP,PLV,PAR,WA,WR,WT,WN) . 
GkLL Ek~ORlDP,FH,N~UAL,PR1,Tt~TH1,TOLR1,TOLP1,PTOL1,TOLL1,TTCT1, 

1 TC T:J.)
GALL EK~O~<D?,Fw,NUUAL,PR2,T~ETH2,TOLR~,TOLP2,PTOL2,TOLL2,TTCT2, 

1TCT~> 
C~LL ~L~SH(BLMIN 1 bLMINT,~LMAX,8LMAXT,BL1,BL2 1 BLL,BLU 1 BLR,CP, 

1DP,UlL3LfNQUAL,PAR~1PTLlfTPTL~tTPTUl,TPTU2,T~TE1,TPTiC::,
21PIV1 7 lP V2, fTL.T1., ITCT2, CT1 1 TCT2)

CALL CUTT£K(ANG~l,8L1,CCGi,LU,CP,Oi01,NCUT1,PAR,PR1,R81,RM1,RU1,
1TP1,u8Al 1 tibXl,U6Y1,kT1)

CALL CUfl~R(ANGG~,UL2,GCC2,CO,CP,LlEO~,NCUT2,PAR,PR2,RB~,RM2,RU2, 
1TP2,U~~Z,dBX~,BUY2,RTil

CALL AUllNU (AUUL1 1 PAR,PR1,RU1,K01,T01,TP1)
CALL AUJC.NlJ (AUUL2tPAR,PR2,Kd2tR02,T02,TP2>
CALL LO,H<AT(ANGC1 1 ANGG2,BP,CRA IIO,NCUT1,NCUT2 NORIVI:.

1PAR,Pkl,PR~ 1 K81,~d~,Rl1,Rl2~K01tR02tRU1,RU2,T~1,TP2,lLA,XLR, 
2BUA1,BUA~ ~dX1,bUX2 1 d8Yl,B8T2,R 1,R 2)

CALL EF~lC(~fF,Rui,K!:l~,PAR,PLV,RATIO,NORlVE,XLA XLR> 
GALL SIZE{ADU:L,uEU11 FW,HUBL1,HUBR1,RI1,RlM1,SHAfT1,SAF1, 
lTLRUl,W~Bl,XKEYl)

CALL Silc(AtJJ~,U~02,FW,HU8L2,HUB~2,RI2,RIM2,SHAFT2,SAf2, 
1TLK~2tW~82,XKlY2l

CALL VO_UM~{f~,HUUL1,HU8R~,Pl,KIMl,R01,SHAFTl,VOL1,WE81) )::» )::».CALL VOLUME(fW,HUBL~,HUBK~~Pl~~lM2,R02,SHAFTC::,VOL2,WEB2) w 0"1CALL IFACT<BP,CJ,PAR,PR1lPK2,RATIO,RB1,R01) 00CALL MF~CT (CM,QM,FW,N~UAL) 
~ 

http:ll.JATA,IPR.HH


----

G~LL VFll.GT (CV l,lV ,NW.UAL,PLV>
GALL FA~TUKCC?,GH 1 ~L1,~L2,QL1,QL2,CM,QM,GO,QO,CR,QR,CS,QS,CT,QT, 
1Cv,QV,CJO,CODL1,CUOL~,QOO,QODL1,QODL2) 

'"' 
~ .., LOALJII~G ANALY~IS 
J"' 

l~R=TUL~1+TOLP2+((PTOL1+PTOL2)/2.0)
IF<NLOAJcEL,;..,ll) Gu TO 1 
NI~LOAt.J=\lLOAO 

GALL LU~Ol~L1,ANGLl,RLL1,ANGLL1,NNLOA0,8P,PAR,PR1,PR2,R81,R82,


1RU1,R02,TP1) . 

gALL LJ~U<~L2,ANGL2,RLL2,ANGLL2,NNLOAU,8P,PA~,PR2,PR1,RB2,R81 1


1K.UO::, R0:..1 TPd

CALL JF~CT<~NGGl,ANGL1,dbY1,UP,NCUT1,PAD,PAR,PI,PR1,RI1,RL1,RLM1, 

1RT1,H1 T1tQJ1 Yl)
.G8~L J~4~ lAN~L2 7 ANGL2,BBY2~DP,NCUT2,PAD,PAR,PI,PR2,Rl2,RL2,RLM2, 
~RI~fH~,r~,QJ~,Y~J 

G 0 0 2 .... 
J 

J '"' ULT~RMlNE iF LUAU SHARING EXISTS 
c 

1 CALL SH~RE<ANGC1 1 ANGC2,ANGL1 ANGL2 OBY1 1 tlBY2,BP,OP,E1,l2,
1~KK.,~~?\lC~l1tNCUf2~NNLpAO,PA~tPA~,~I,PR~,PR2tOO,UVlQJ11Q~2-
2Kb1,~8i,R11,Kl2,RL~,RL~,RLL1,KLL2,RLM1,KLM2,~01,RO~,RT~,KT~,
3TP1,TPZ,WN}


2 CALL b~~UCWT,0P,Fk,QOO,QODL1,QOOL2,QJ1,QJ2,S81,SB2,SbM1,SBM2,

1SAF1, SA= 2)


GALL WEARCC00,COUL1,COUL2,G~,CJ,F~,pR1,SAC1,SAC2,SS1,SS2, 

1S~~'11 SS"l2 WT>

CALL'Po~~~<Ct:,CJ,COO,CODL1 CODL2,QJ1,QJ~,QOO QODL1 QODL2,

1DP,FW,Pll.B1,PAB2,PAW1,PAW2,Pl,PR1,RPM1,SAC1,S~C2,SAf1,SAF2) 
,'"' ...... OPTlMIL~TIUN CRIT~RION .... 
"" u=u.u 

Z t..l{,, =1. Ll E- S 1 

I f(I~OF~ .t:Q. l)) GO TO 101 

U U 1 u u I =111~ U F N 

NimNN=N)F ( )

GO TO (1U,20l~U,40l,NNNNN


10 VUL=VOL1+\/UL2

U~U=l.U-((VU~-VULMlN}/(VOLMAX-VOLMIN))
IF<UUU,._t:.Zt:t<O) GO TO 99 
UU=l. u/JUU 
U=U+UU 
GU 	 TO lUO 

~0 	 UUU=CK4TI0-1.u 
IFCLJUU._t..,Zt:R.O> GO TO 99 
UU=l.. 0/JUU 
U=U+UU 
GO 	 TO l.UU 

30 	 UUU=1.U- ( <CD-CIJI1HD/ (CUMAX-CDI'HN)) ):> 

IF tuUU. LE • ZERO) GO T 0 99 (J'1 

UU=lell/JUU U) 

U=U+UU 



GU 	 TU 1uu 
40 	 UUU=i.U- ( (f;-!-frlf-llN)/ (fWi"'AX-FWMHJ))


lf(UUU... l .. ZER.O) Gu TO 99 

UU=lou/JUU

U=l.JtUU 

GO TO 1ll0 


Y 9 	 U U= ( 1 ~ 0 r A B S ( UUU) ) "'1 0 • 0 t.+50 
U=U+UU 


1il0 CUNTINU:: 

1U1 CONTINU:.. 


" ~ 
"' Rl TURN 

u~o 

SUUROUTlNE CUNST<X,PHI,NCONS)
LH 11i:. N S I J i~ X { 1 ) , P H l ( :.L ) . 
COi·ln0t'JI:3LKU llUATA, IPRlNT ,IWR.I TE, NTYPE 
G U d i 1UI~ I tJ L t< 1 I U H i'~ 1 , D H N 2 , C: 1 , t. 2 , R rl 0 1 , R H 0 2 , SA G 1 , S A G 2 , S A f 12 SAF 2 , U 1 , U 2 
(.; L rh'IU HI ::> L K 2 I H P 1 RP ll I l R P i"1 0 ,sHAF TI 1 S H A F T U , 0 0 , F W , P AU,_ TE E I H1 
GUl"lHLJN/:3L:<.:. /AOUK:J.,AUJK~,OI:.OK1,Dt.Ut<~,AUU:J.tAUJ~.r.DI:.Ul. Dt.I.J2 
t.;OH110N/:)LK3A/GUMAX,UOdlN, FWHAX ,FHI"'IN, PAUrlAX,PAUI"llN ' 
CUI·lilu1Ut3LK301ULL ,t.iLU ,ULR, CDR 
CUlld UtU :J L K 4 /C Y G Lt:, lJ Rl IJC: N, DRI V cK, i~CU T1, NCU T2, N L OAU, NCUAL, RE L1, TEMP 
COI·li'iON/3LK4A/lSfR.T,STRT( 8) ,NOF1,NOF.2 7 NOF3,NOF4 
GOt1i-lON/ BL KS /UP, C..P,lJP, PARtPL V, RATIO, RP tvii, RPI"i2 1 SHAFT1, SHAF T2 1 TEE TH2 
COHMON/3LKb /PK1 7 PK2 1 Rbl,kG2,KI1,KI2,RM1,RM2,K01,R02,RU1,RU~ 
GOHHOI~/:3LK7 /hUULl ,AUlJL2, CCL:!, CGG2,GRATIU, £FF 
CU111 J Ul\l/ 3 L r< 7 A I H U d Ll , H U 8 L i , HU i3 tU , H U 8 r< ~ , R IIU ~. Rl d t::: , W E IH t WE U 2 , V 0 L 1 , V 0 L 2 
G011i'10N/:3LKIB/AI'-JGG1,ANGL2, Ar~GL1 ,ANGL2 pr<L1,KL2,RLL1,k L2,RLM1,RLM2 
GOMMON/~LK7C/XK~Y1,XK~Y2,VOLMIN,VULMAX,XLA,XLR,T01,T02,TP1,TP2 
COI'lllUW:;LKd /Gt:,Cf,CH 1 LJ,CL1,GL2,Ci1 1,C0 1 CRtCS,GT,CV 
C 01-H·J lJ Nl 3 L K 8 A I l.JJ 1, U.J 2, QL 1 i QL 2, Q11 1 U. 0, t.tR, US, l.lT l. L:l V 
GUMMUN/3LK9 /CUU,CUUL1,COUL2lQOU,QODL1,QUDL~ 
C 0 i·JI 1UfU J L K 1 0 I ~ u1 , ;:.; 8 2 , ~UN 1, S dM 2 , S S 1 , S S 2 , ::> S M 1 , S S M 2 
COH11UN/3LK10AIPAU1,PAUC:::,PAW1 PAW2tTORQ1 1 TORQ2,WA~_WR,WT Wl\j 
c 0111-i UN/ 3 L Kll. I J' K, N' NN' NC L)' NFW 'NT u UT H' NDrU vc., N N L u AO' NUPT' NOFN' pI
GOili·JON/:3LK11A/NVArd8) 1 N::>TO(b) ,NOF (4)
COMMUN/3LK13 /UdA1,bBAi,UclX1,88X2,8UY11B&Y2,RT1,RT2 · 
GOMMON/bLK14 /TULR1,T0LR2,TULP1fTOLP21¥TOL11 PTOL2LTOLL1tTOLL2 

C 011i·l UW 3 L K :l4 A IT l G T 1, TT G T 2 , T CT1 , GT 2, T 1-' T L 1 t Tt-' TL 2 tT t-' TU 1 ,.r 1-' T U2 

C OI·Ji I ON/ J L K14t3/T P T c.1 1 TPl E 2 TP TV 1, T PTV 2, CDT ULL, CD OLU, t.t<R 

COMMON/dLK15 /BLMIN,BLMINf,BLMAX,BLMAXT,blMAXU,OtLBL~BL1,BL2 


" 
~ 

c BLNDING STRESS... 
J 

PHI< 1)::StH11-SB1 )> )::>
PHI ( 2) =Sl:H12-~t3;:! ... 	 .p. m 

J,, 	 0 0
SURFACE OR CUNTACT.STR~SS ~ 

J 

PHI< 3>=SSi'11-SS1 

http:AOUK:J.,AUJK~,OI:.OK1,Dt.Ut<~,AUU:J.tAUJ~.r.DI:.Ul


PHI< 4)=S31'12-~S~ ..," 
UNO~RCUTTING ANO INTERFERENCt ~ 

J 

PHI( ~):{Kl1-(uLl/{~ou¥TAN<PAR>>>>-RU1
PHI( b>=<Rl2-(BL2/(2.0~TAN<PAR>>>>-RU2
PHI( 7>=RH1-RU1 
PH I < t:l >=R11 2- R. 0 2 

..,"' 
r'... 	 Gi.:.Ol'H:.TRICAL 
"' J 

·PHI( 	9>=AODL1-AUD1 
PHI(1U)=AOUL2-AU02 
PHl(11)=0~01-AOu2 

PHl(12l=O~U2-AUu1
... 

J... 	 USt::k LI"'ITATIOI~~~ 
J 

PHI ( 13) =COI1AX-t;U

PHI ( 1'+) =CU-ClJ11lN 

P HI ( 15l =F vHl AX:- F W 

PHI (16) =FW-HWIIN 

Phl(17>=PAOMAX-PAO
PHil18l=PAU-PAUMlN 

~ 

~ .., 	 BACKLAS, AND i.:.RROR ANALYSIS 
"' J 	

PHl<19l=Di.:.LEL-<TPTt1+TPTE2l 
PHI<20>=TPTV1-TPTU1 
PHl ( 21):: TPTV2-TPTU2... 


J 

" Silt:. LIMIT AT IONS 
......, .J 

PHI<22>=T01-<0.25/0P)
PH1(2J) =TOe::- (u.o:::!)/UP)

PHil24)=RLL1-RLM1 

PHI{25l~RLL2-RLM2... 

J 

RETURN 
~NO 

)::o 

~ 
1-' 



SUB~OUIIN~ S~LK1<X,PHI,PSilRMAX1RMIN~XSTRT~NtNCONS1NEQUS,IDATA, 

11Pi<lNT, \JSHOT 7 NTt.ST ,MAX11,F ,~,,u, WuKK1, wORKZ, w0:<.K3, WOxK4> 
.... 

...,v 

THIS ROUTINE lS A OIRELT SEARCH OPTINIZATION TECHNIQUE USING ~ lHE HOO<E AND Jit.Vt.S ALGORITHM"' "' ~ 
"' DlMLNSIJN X(1l,PH1(1),PSI(1),RMAX(1),RMIN(1)1XST~T(1} 

U.li'll:.i~Sl)i'J WO~K1<1l,WORK2(1} 7 WORK3(1) ,WORK4(1J · 
COMMUN/OPTI/KO,NNUiX

c 
If(l[JAT4.E.Q.,J} GO TO 1 
WtH T t. {b , 2 uU ) 

WRlTL(b, 2U1)

WkllL{b, 202)1~ 

Wklll(b,iU~lNCONS 

HRIT~lb,2J4)Nt.QUS 

WkiTL(~ 1 20~)lUATA 

WklTE(b 7 20o>~PRINT 

HRITl(b,2~71NSHOT 

Wfd T t:. ( o , 2 ll u ) N l t. S T 

W R 1 T l { b , 2 \.l ':l ) r·1 A X I'I 

WRl T C. ( b, 21 u ) F 

W K.H t. ( o , 2 11 >G 
WkiTLlu, 2..~.d <RMAX(l) ,l=l;N>
rHUTt::(o,213) <RMHHl) 7 I=1,N)
Hk.lTL(b, 214) (XSTRT £IJ ,l=1,N)
IF !IPRL~T. t:Q. 0) GO TO 2 
Hklll(b, 2:l5) 
HfdTt:.<b, 216}
GO TO 2 

1 IFUPRI\IT.I:.Q.O) GO TO 2 
Wi<ITL<o, ~uU)

Wk1Tt:<6, 216) 


2 KU=u 

KUUNT=U 
I NUt. X=l 
NNOt: X=l 

~ 

...>J 

I~OEX = 1 If ••SUBROUTINE SEARCH•• CALLED BY EITHER ••S~BROUTINE 
,.c 
J 

Stt.Kl'~-"~- OR ••SUBROUTINE SE£KJ.._• 
J = 0 IF .._"~-SJ~ROUTIN~ SEARCH•• CALLt:D BY ••SUBROUTINE 
~ 

J FtASBL"~-'~-
c 

U U 3 I=;,. N 
X (1) =XSl RT (I)

3 GUNT lNU:: 
4 GALL SE~RCHCXlPHI,PSI 1RMAX 1 RMIN,X,N,NCONS,NtQUS,IPRINTiiNDEX,1NVIOLt..N£i.X11 7 F G R U,WOr<.Kl, WuRK2 WORKJ WO~K4)

cALL SH) T {X' PHi, p~ J., RMAX' RtH N, N, NCON~' NE<..i.U s, NS HOT' NT EST' KK, f' G' u' 
1WCJRK1,WJRK2,WORK3) 

)::o )::oIF<KK.El.l) GO TU 5 . 
I F ( K0. t: J. • 0 > RL TURN .;=. en ... ...... N 

~ 
>~· SINCE KJ CANNOT ill R£St:.T. IN ••SJilROUTIN£ SHOT••, If S~ARCH IS 

http:U,WOr<.Kl


~. ... lhfLASI~LE <It& K0=1) AT THIS STAGE, THEN ~•SUBROUTINE StARCH•• 
" ... fJ~ILt.[) :HJu ·'1-~::.uBkUUTlNL. SHOT•• FOLINO NO IMPROVEMENT 
" ·..J 

Wf(JTL L), 217> 

Kt. fUKl~ 


5 lf(lP~l\lT,.t.Geu) GU TO b 

CALL OPTlFlCA,U,U~RT,PHI,PSI,NCONS,NEQUS,NVIOL) 

Wk.iTL{b, 218)Li,UAR1, (X(l) ,I=1,N) 

6 	 KLil.hH=K.) UN T+ 1 

lf(KOUH.LL .. H~HUT> GO TO 4 

Wki1L.(b,219)NSHOT 

K0=1 
RLTURN . 


~UO FORM~TlLHl,~7HOPTIMIZATION USING DIRECT ~EAR~H METHOD••• ~EEK1/1X, 

1~-t7(1H-)I/) 


201 FURilATC1X,10HUATA INPUT/1X,1tH1rl-)//) 

2u2 F0r{f·lAH1X,bt.hH~Ul'IBER OF lNOEPt.NCI:::.NT VARIA~Lt::S • • • • • • • • • 


~ N =,Ib/l 	 . . 
2LJ3 FORNAT<lX,bOHNUI·IBlr< OF INEQUALITY <.GE.O.O> ;:;oNSTRAINTS. • • • N 


1CLNS =,lb/) 

204 FOt<ilAT<l.X,bllHNUI'I8l::.R. OF EQUALITY COi~STRAlNTS. • • • • • • • • • N 


1LUUS =,ib/) . 

2uS fORfiAT<1X,bi..iH.INPUT DATA FRINTEO OUT FOR <IDATA.Nt..O) • • • • • I 


lDl-<TA =,Iol> 

206 FUR.I·lAT<iX,bl.lH.I.NTc.Rf•lt.DIAT£ OUTPUT EVt:RY lPRlNT ITl:.RATlONS • • • IP 


lKlNT =,Iol}

2li7 FOI{I'l.O.T(lX,bOHNUhbcR OF DIRECTED RAi~DOM St.ARCHES PERMITTED. • • N 


1SHUT =,Ib/)

2lJ5 FUkJ1AT<tX,6Udi~Ur·iBi.R OF Tt.ST POINTS IN 0!1-{l::.CTED RANDOM SEARCH • N 


~TLST =,Ib/l - . 

2li9 FOt-.;,t·IAT{1X 1 oi.lHI"lAXli"iUM NUMBI::R OF ITERATIONS. • • • • • • • • • • 


11-11-\Xi·i :::, lb/) 

210 FORl·IAH1X,bUrlfRACTlON UF RANGE USED AS STEP SIZE • • • • • • • 


1 F =, ..SX,t:..Lo.d/) 

211 FURrlAT(lX,bOH~RAGTlON UF RANGE USED FOR LONVERGENC~ CRITt:.RIONe 


1 G =,3X,t.lbob/) · 

212 FuR.HAT {biHuc:.ST li'-IATUJ UPPER BOUNU ON RANGE OF XU>. • • • • • RMA 


lX (l} = 7 I I {5c.1b. 8)) . 

213 FOt~:·IAT (b1HUt.:.STl11ATt.O LOWER BOUNlJ ON RANGE OF X<ll. • • • • • RMI 


iN<l> =,1/<SL.:.ib.B)) 
C::14 FCJR.i1AT !o1HU~TAkliNG VALUES OF X(!) • • • • • • • •• • • • .XSTR 

lT<I> =,//(5c.J.u.8» 

21? F u:-<.r·1 ~ T ( 1 H l)

C::1b FORI'IAT(21rlQI!H!:.R~JU.JIATl:. RESULTS/1X,20(1H-)//17X,1HU,13X,4HUART, 


17X,27Hl~UEPENL!:.NT VARI~BLES X(l)//) 

~17 FO~MAT<~OHuuik~LT SEARGH HAS HUNG UP ANlJ DIRECTED RANDOM SEARCH CA 


1NNUT Fl~U A dt.TTc:.k·POINT/ 1X 44HTRY A) E.NSU~ING THAT FEASIBLE REG 

210N ~XlSTS/6X,32Hd) MORE F~A~IdLE STARTING VALUt:..S/bX,2~H~) CHANGIN 
3G VALUES OF F ANU G//J 


~18 FORMAT<~Hli.SHUT. oE1b.8/(4GX ~E1ba8))

219 FORMATl~bH8DlkECT~O RANDOM ~E~~CH FOUND AN IMPROVEMENT BUT NSHOT : 


1 1 Ib,18H HAS B~iN lXCE~DED/1X,4~HTRY A) USING LAST RESULTS AS STAR )::o
2TlNG VA_Ut.S/~X,~8H8) INCREASING VALUE OF NSHOT//)

t.ND 	 "' w 

http:17X,27Hl~UEPENL!:.NT
http:biHuc:.ST
http:SX,t:..Lo
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SYGRUUTLN~ S~LK3~X PHI,P~I.RMAX,RM~N,XST~T,N,NCONS,NEU~S,lDATA
ll~~~Nl,1AXi1,1NU~X3~VlOL,f,~,R,RlDU~~,U,HURK1,WOkK2,WC~KJ,WORK4J .... 

.... 
~ 

.... ThiS ROJTINE 1~ A UlR~LT S~ARCH OPTIMIZATION.TECHNIQ~~ USING .... THL HuUKE ANU J~t:VcS ALGORllHM ~ ., ... IF INUEK=O THlN ••SUBROUTINE SE~K3•• CALLED dY ••SUBROUTINE ~ 

.... FlASBL•~ 
" .... c 

UlMcNSIJN X(1l,PHI<1) 1 PSl(1) 1 RHAX(l),RMIN<1> 7 XSTRTl1) 

UHIL NSI J iJ vi0?-K1 ( 1) , W ORK2 ( 1> , r~ORK3 ( 1) , H0RK4 (1J 

COmlON/JPTl/KO,i·~NUt:X ·
..., 
IFUUAn et:.U.o J) GO TO 1 
IFClNOC.X.Nt..ll) wRIT£<6,200)
WkiT E. b, 2 Ll1} 
wk.l -~ t (6' 2ll2 )pj 

WKITl(D,~Ll~)NCONS

WRilt:: (o, 2Ll4) f~u;liJS 

Wk.lTl<o,2U~}lUATA

WklTECb,2llb)lPRlNT
rHU T E ( o, i. u "ll 11 A X 1'1 
vH~l TE. (o, 2 J o) F 

WK1TL:.<b,209)G 

WfdTt.. (b, elL) R 

WRITL(b,2~1)~cOUCl

WRITL Co, 2id {1\.~iAX(l) ,1=1, N> 

WRIT!:.{b,213) (~;!HN(l) ,I=l,N)

vJRlTt<b,214) (XSTRTUJ,l=i,N)

l F UP Rl -.J T o t.lJ., U> GO T 0 2 

WRIT~!u, c:~:>> 
WkllE<o,Z1b) 
Gu TU 2 


1 If- C!. P k.I '4 T • 1:. Q. 0 > GO T 0 2 

I F <I N U EX • Ni:. • ~ ) WRl T f::. ( b , 20 0} 

WRIT i:. (b, 21b) 


2 DlJ 3 I=l,N 

X <I} =XS TK. T <I> 

;j C0 NT I NU :: 
KU=J 
K OUN T::u 

NNUt:.X=Z 

kk=i{

ULAST=1U.ut.::+LtLJ 


4 ~MLL s~A~CH<X,PHl 1 PSI,KMAX,RMIN,X,N,NCON~,Nf::.~US,lPRINT, 

11N0EX,NVIOL,HAXM,~,G,~R,U,WORK1,WORK2,WO~K3,WORK4) 

If<INut.::X.~Q.u) RLTURN . 

lf(KO.L.Q.w1> GO TO 7 

KLUI'-IT=KOUNT+l
1 f n PRI \1 T@ t.fl., U) GO T0 5 

If<M00(KOUNT,1PRlNTl.Ni:..&l GO TJ 5 .)> ):> 


CALL UPTIF2<X,0,UART,PHI,PSI,NCONS,NEQUS,NVIOL,RRl ,.&:::> 0'1
WRIT!:.(b 217>RK. N ,.&:::>

WR1Tf::.(6:216)U,UART,(X(ll,I=1,N) 

http:If<M00(KOUNT,1PRlNTl.Ni
http:lf(KO.L.Q.w1
http:IFClNOC.X.Nt


5 	 lf(AI3!:.,(J-ULAST> .LT.l.Ot..-07-v-ABSWLAST)) GU TO 8 

l f <Fd<. • Ll • 1 o 0~- <:! u> GO T U b 

ULAS T=U 

f\l{=t<RY-i~:. DU C E 

GU TO 4 


b HkiTL(b 1 219>RR 
KO=l 
GO TO 8 

7 WRI 1 1:. ( b, 2 2 u) 
KO=l. 

8 C~LL UPTIFZ<X,U,UART,PHI,PSI,NCONS,NEQUS,NVIOL,RR> 
RLTURN 

~Ull FOknAT(l..H1,47HOPTHllZATlON USING DIRECT ~EARCH METHOD ••• St:EK3/1X,
147(1H-)/I) 

2U1 FORMAT<1X,1JHOATA INPUT/1X,1U(1H-}//) 
202 FURI1AT<1X,60HNUI'18LR OF INDI:.Pt::NLJENT VARIABLES • ., • • • • • • & 

l N =,Io/) 
2u3 FORi·lAT<lX,60HNUN8t..K OF INEQUALITY (oGE.O.O> ~ONSTk.AINTS. • • • N 

1CGNS =,Ib/) 
2l.J4 FORI-lATClX,bOHNUHBE:.R. OF EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS. • • • • • • • • • N 

1EU.U~ =, Iol> 
C:l.J5 F01<.i·lAT£1X,bOHINPUT DATA PRINTED OUT FOR <IDATA.NE.O> • • • • • I 

1UATA =,Io/)
206 FU!-<i'1ATC1X,bOHIIHt:.R.t1t::UlATE OUTPUT EVt:RY IPRINT IH:.RATIONS • • • IP 

lRiiH =, Io/) 
20 7 F Okf-1 AT( 1 X, bU HI"! AX H1Ut1 NU MBEK. OF ITERATIONS. • • • • • • • • • • 

11'1 h Xi"l =, I o/ ) 
205 FORHATClX,bUHfRACTlON UF RANGE USED AS STEP SIZE • • • • • • • 

1. F =,~x,t..~o.bl> 
2U9 	 FORMAT<lX,u~HFRAGTION OF RANGE USED FOR CONVERG~NCE CkiT~RION. 

1 G =,3X,~lo.bl) 
210 FuR.MATClX,bllHlNl TIAL PI:.NALTY MULTIPLIER FOR CONSTRAINTS. • • • 

l R. =,~X 1 E~u.BI) 
211 FOR.NATCl..X 1 .45HR.i:.UU~flON FACTOR FOR PENALT¥ MULTIPLIER AFI~.;.RI1,X, 

1bUHt.ACrl MliHdlZATlUN • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • Rt:.UUCC. =,
2;.)X,c1b.b) 

~l2 FORMAT (o~HULSTIMATED UPPt..R BOUND ON RANGE OF XCil. • • • • • RMA 
1X{l) = 7 //C!7t.1b.ti)) 

213 FOR.i1AT (b1HiJt.STlf1t\TElJ LOWER BOUND ON RANGE OF X<Il. • • • • • RMI 
1N (l) =,I I (Selbe d)) 

C.:l.4 FliRI·JAT <oittv~TAK.TING VALUES OF X(I) • • • • • •• • • • • ... XSTR
lT{H =,1/(St.lo.b)) 

21 5 F 0 KHAT ( lt-11 ) 
216 FUi'{dAT(,lHUINH:.RI'IlUIATt;. RESULTS/1X,20(1H-)//17X,1HU,13X,ItHUART, 

l. 7 X, i 7 HI 'J U L PEN lk N 1 VA Rl ABLES X (1) I I) 
211 FOr?JlAT(ltX,4HRk =,clb.b}
218 FORMAT<~X,bE1b.81(~0X,LtE16.H)) 
219 FUk.dAT<2LtHi.HO CON\/t:RGC:NC£ WITH R ::;:z.E1b.Bil 	 · 
~~0 FOR~AT<~7HUSC:EK~ UNABL~ TO FIND A ~EASIBLE STARTING POINT/1X~It4HTR

1Y A) t::.NSUKH·JG THAT FEASIBLE REGION EXISTS/bX,32H8) l"iORE FEA~IBLE. 
2STARTING \/ALUt:.S/6X,29HC) CHANGING VALUES OF F AND G//) 

ENU 	 ~ 
m 
0'1 

http:FUk.dAT<2LtHi.HO
http:C!7t.1b.ti
http:3X,~lo.bl


c 

SU~~:;_ 0 U T I 1'-J t , Nf-· F M I J:H )( , PH l ,PSI , R!'l A~ , Rf•JI N1 X!::. T R T, i-J, N C 0 N S, Nt.l.lU S , I 0 AT A , 
1lf~lNT,MAXH,F,G,~,Kt0ULc~U,0U,c~,FF,Gb,Hhl... ...... THIS ROJTII"!E WAS AUAPTt:.IJ FOR OPTISEP FROI-1 FLETChERS PROGt<AM •:< 

iJ THlURY FOK THt. l'it~THOD LAN bt FOUi'-10 IN +{!. THt COMPUTER .JOURNAL 
VOLUMt 13 NUMbEK 3 AUGUST 1~70 •• 

"... 
OHit.I~SlJN X<.il 1 XSTRT<U!.RI'1AX<1>,RMIN<1>,PHIU>;PSI(1)
UHkNSIDN U0(1J ,t;.t(1l,Ft- (11,GG(1) ,HH(1) 

LOGl.GAL CON\/

C Odii Ol'i/ J P T lli'::O, 1~ NLl t:X 

IFUUAT~.tQ.U) GO 
!NfdTl{b, 2U0)
Wf<1Tt.<o,2U1)
Wf<l 1 f:: (0' 2 J 2 ) I~ 
Wk.1 T L ( b , ..: u.:) ) ~~ L 0 N S 
WkiTt:<b, 2tJ4)!~t.Ql.JS 
WfdTL<b, ZuS >lPr<.INT 
WRlTt(b,2Ub)lUATA 
WRl T L ( b, ~ L 7> 11 A X M 
WkiTL (b, 2u8) F 
WfdTL<o, 20Y)G 
WkiTi:.. (b, 21U) R 
WklTl(b,2lllR~UUC(
Wl·dTt. (o, 212) <KHAX CI> ,1=1, N)
W R IT t:: (b , 21 3) ( R tH N ( l) , I= 1 , N) 
WR.ITt. <o, 214) (XSTRT (1) ,l=i,N)
11-<lPf-U'.JT.t:.lJ.,.U)

HRITl<b, .:::~::))

HfdTl{b, 300) 

GO TO Y-Jb 


1 	 IF<IPRl'JT.t.Q.Ol
lrH: I TE ( o , 2 (J U ) 
WklTt.(b, 300) 

99b KO=U 
ITN=G 
I'JFNS=l 
NSTk.T=l 
R.R=R.
ULAST=l.Oc+4U 
uo '- l=l.tl'-l 
X< I) =XS TK T {1) 

TO 1 


GO TO 9':3b 

GO TO 996 

XXXXX=A~S(R.MAX(l)-RMIN(l)) 
OU(l)=F""XXXXX
t.L (I) =G 14 XXXXX 


2 GJNTINU:: 

997 CALL RPTI~z<x~u 1 uA~T,~HI~Ps~,Ng9N~,~;Qus,NviOL,RR>GALL ~LJP~(X,PH ,PSI,N,NGONS,Nt.~US,G~,DO,~R)

KO=u 
S H:.P=l. u 
lDX=N 
I UG=N+N 
I li=I UG+ 'J 

9Yti IJ=IH+1 
DO 3 l=l,N 

):::o ):::o. 
.p. m 
w m 

http:IF<IPRl'JT.t.Q.Ol
http:2tJ4)!~t.Ql.JS
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D 0 ::S ...i= I , l~ 

HH<IJ>=u.i.l 

IF<loLl.t.J)HH(lJ) =1.0 

l.J=lJ+i 


.3 CLNT H·U;,: 
999 	 LONII=oT~UC:. 


GUX=Li .. u 

OU b l=i,N

Z=i.l,ll 

lJ=IH+l 

lf{i.c:.:t.U GU TU it1 

Il=l-1 

0 u 4 J= l' ll 

Z=Z-HH<IJ) -¥-GG(J) 

I J=i J+l~- J 


4 COiH -.1.l~J:: 

tt 1 	 0 u 5 . J= i , N 


l=Z-HHliJ>•GG(J) 

l..J=lJ+-1 


S CUNTll~U:. 
lf(I-\US(l> oGT.t:Eti)) CONV=.FALSt:. 

HH (lUXTl) =Z 

GUX=GUXt-GG (1)-¥-Z 


6 CUNLll\iU:, 
lFUPRI'lT.EQ.U) GO TO 7 
IFll'iOUU:Ti'-1, lPtdNT) .NE.U> GO TO 7 

WK.I T f:.. (b, 3 U 1) KK 

W~~ITf:..(b, JU2)1TI~,NFNS,U,UART, (X (l) ,I=1,N> 


7 IlXlT=l 
lf(GUNV) GO TO 24 

I t.Xl T=3 

lf(GUX .. :;E. o. Q) GO TO 24 

Z=1.U 

IFllTNo.T.NJ L=~JEP 

W=2aU•lJ-UARTl/GUX

IF <W.LW. 0} W=Z 

IFC~ .. LT.Z> Z=W 

S Tt..P=Z 


8 GOX=GlJXfZ 

U U 	 9 l=l? 1·~
HHClUX+IJ=HH{lUX+I>•l
fF<I>=X<I>+HH(lUX+l)

9 CCJIHINU:: . 
CA~L LPfiF2CFF,U1,UARTl,PHI,PSI,NCONS,NEQUS,NVIOL,RRl

LkLL SL)Pt<FF,PHI,P~I,N,NCONS,NEQUS,HH,OU,RR> 

N f- l~ S=NF \j S+1 

llXlT=2 	 .
Ir<ABS(JART1-UART>.LT.1.0E-07•ABS(UART>> GO TO 24 
l LXI T=5 
IFCITN.::Q.t·1AXM} GO TO. 24 

GPIJX= O. U 

OU lll I=1,N . )> 


HHCIOG+Il=HH(l)-&G(l) 
 m
G~OX=GPJX+HH<I>•HH(!OX+I) 	 ........ 


· 10 CONT INU:. 

http:IFllTNo.T.NJ


DGDX=GPJ X-GOX 
IF <UAkT. GT. {UAk.T1-D. UOUl"~-GOX}} GO TO 11 
1 LXl T=4 
IFCGPDX.LT.UsU.ANO.ITN.GT.N) GO TO 24 
z~~.O+(JART-UART1)+GPOX+GDX
W=SUk.f(L,u-(GUX/lJ•<GPUXIZ>l•ABS<Zl 
Z=1.o-<;PuX+~-Z)/(UGUX+2.0•W) 
IF(Z.,LToU.1> Z=U.1 
GO TO ~'r 

11 U~RT=Ut.I~T1 
U=U1 

12 

Uu 12 l=1,N 
GG(l) =rH ( I> 
xn>=FF(I>
CUNTINU:: 
IFWGUX,GToO.U)
GIJX=GPU>< 

GO TO 15 

z==it. u 
14 STt::P=Z""5Tt:P 

GU TO 8 
15 IF<GPOX,LT.O.:i•00X> STl::..P=c:.u•STt:.P 

L.JLHUG=U. U 
u u 19 l =1 , r-1 
L=O.U 
l.J=-lH+l 
IF <I. LU., U 
Il=l-1 

GO T 0 17 

uu 1b J=1 II
l=Z+HH(lJJ •HH<luG+J)
I J=l.J+N- J 

lb 
17 

COI'JTlNU::. 
UU 16 J=l,N
Z=Z+Hrl<IJJ •HH<lUG+J)
IJ=IJ+1 

18 CotH IIW:. 
UGHUG=U~HOG+Z+HH<IOG+l) 
HH<U=Z 

19 CUNTlNU:: 

2 0 

IF<uGHO:;.LT.O.U) OGHOG=DGDX"""O• ll1 
IF<uGOX.LT.DGHJG) GO TO 21 
W=.i.ll+DGHDG/ UGOX 
00 2u 1=1,N
HH(IUX+i)=H•HH{IUX+l)-HH(l) 
C u!'JT lNU:: 
OLUX=UGuX+OGHOG 
0 Grlu G=LJ; U X 

~1 I..;=lH 
ou ;::z l=1,N 
W=HH Ll.Ul(+l} /JGuX
Z=HH (I) fUGHOG 
Ou 22 J=I,N
1 J=lJ+l
HH(IJ>=rlH(lJ)+W•HH(IOX+J)-Z•HH(J) 

22 GONTINU:. 

)> 

0"1 
(X) 

I TN=l TNt 1 



GO TO 999 

24 GO TO (2~,2b 7 2ti,~d,29} ,!EXIT 

25 If(t\GS<JART-ULAST>.LT.1.UE-07•ABS(ULAST)) GO TO 27 


ULA~T=UART . 

N::.>lKT=i 

IF<kR.Gf.1.0E-2U} GO TO 30 

KU=l 

Wfd. Tt.. (b, 4 u!;>) RR 

K~TU R.f~ 

2b 	 If(Al3SUAR.T1-ULAST1.LT.G•ABS<UART1l) GO TO 27 
ULAST=U~RTl 

~~ ~ Tk. T=l 

If(~R.Gf.l.UE-~u) GO TO JU 

KO=l 

W k.I H:. <G, lt 0:? >Rk 

Rt:TUI<N 

t:.7 	 KO=u
CALL OPfiF2lX 1U,UART,PHI,PSI,NGONSjNEQUS,NVIOL,RRl 
lf{i~VIO-ol~l:..UJ K0=1 

J:f(KU.t:::.l..1> GO TU J1 

Rl TU k.N 

~8 	IFCNSTKT.EQ.~} GO TO 32 
N S T R T =N :> T K T +1 

ULAS T=U~R T 

GO TO ;)u 


~9 WR1Tt<b,ltu4)MAXM 

KU=1 
Rt.TLJR.N 


i::> U Rl{=kR~k:: 0 UCt: 

GO TO 937 


31 	WRITC<G,ltu1>ltXIT,RR

WklTt tt., 40~) 

R.ETU R.N 


32 	KU=l 
WklTl Co, ltu3) 
RL TU Rl~ 

2UO FORhAT<lHl,S~HOPTil'IIZATION USING THE Nt.W FLETCHER POWt::LL TECHNIQUE 
1/lX, 5i::.UH-J//)

2(;1 FUF<i-lAT<lX,lOHOATA lNPUT/1X,10(1H-)//) . 
202 FORMATllX, bUrlNUIHH:.k. OF INUt.Ft.Nt.li:.NT VAR1At3Lt..S • • • • • • • • • 

1 N =1 Ib/)
,~3 FORMAT<LX,bOHNUMBLR OF INEQUALITY (.GEeOeO) ~ONSTRAINTS. • • • N 

lGONS ==,Io/) 
2G4 FOk.I'IAT<tX,bOHNUM8ck. OF t:Q.UALITY CONSTRAINTS. • • •• • • • • • N 

li:.QUS =, Ib/) 
ii.J5 FLR.il~\TUX,bOHINTd~i'li:.DIATE OUTPUT EVERY IPRINT ITERATIONS • • • IP 

Hdl'H =-~lo/}
20b FOrUIAT<iX,oOHINPUT UATA PRINTED OUT FOR (IOATA.Nt:.O) • • • • • I 

1UATA =,Ib/)
i::.U7 FORI'IAT<lX,bJHMAXlMUN NJMBER OF ITERATIONS. • • • • • • • • • • 

Hi AXl·t =, r b/ > 
2u8 FOR~Ali1X,49HFRACJIQN OF RANGE US~D FOR GRADIENT DETERMINATION/1X, )> 

1bUHbY riNlTE UIFfcKENCt. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • F =,e::.sx,t:lo.d/) 	 Ol 

209 FOR.MAT<lX,bOHFRACTION OF RANGE USED FOR GONVERGtNCE CRITtRION. 
U) 

http:INUt.Ft.Nt.li:.NT
http:IFCNSTKT.EQ


1 	 G =, 3X,t:1b.b/)
£:10 	 FORI1ATC1X,bfJH.J.NillAL Pi:.i'JALTY MULTIPLIER fOR CONSTRAINTS. • • • 

1 K =,JX,Elbeo/} 
~11 FURrlAT<1X,45HRi:.uULTlON FACTOR FOR PENALTY MULTIPLIER AfT~R/1X, 

:i.buHc..ALH l·llNHllZATIUN • •• • • ., • o • • • • • • o • REuUCE =,
2;)}qL1bed)

212 	 FOr<.i·lAT (o1Hut.STli'IA1Eu UPPt:.R UOUNO ON RANGE OF XU> •• • • • • RMA
1X(l) =,1/(Sclb.b))

c13 FURMAT (b1HUL~THIATI:::D LOWER BiJUND ON RAI'4Gl OF X<l). • • • • • RMI 
~N(IJ =,I/(Sc..1bo8))

214 FURhAT (b1HUSTAt<TlNG VALUt.S OF X(l> .. • .. • • • • •. • • • .XSTR
1T<l> =,1/(~c.ib.b))

215 	F OkJI AT ( 1 H 1) 
~OU 	FORHATl~X,10HITt.~ATIONSl~X,10HFuNCTIONAL,10Xl1HU,13X,4HUART,7X, 

12uHINUC.PENDEI'H VAR.lAUU.S X<l)/13X,11HEVALUAT ON~//)
3 L 1 F 0 Rf-1 AT ( 2 0 X , 4 H RR =, t.1 b • b > 
3 U 2 F URi 1AT< ~X , l 3 , 1 U X , l .i, 4 X , b L 1 b • 8/ ( 5 b X , 4 E 1 c • o ) ) 
4~1 FGRHAT (o4HuPROGRAM HA~ CONVERGtD TO AREA IN INFEASIBLE REGION WIT 

1H lt.XIT =, IJ 7 /b1X,JHR =,E1b.B//1X,36HTRY A)· A MORE OPTHIUM STARTI 
2NG 	 POINf,/5X,28Hbl SMALLER VALUES OF F AND G /)

402 	FOR.IlAT<71HUWrlt.Kii lt.XIT = 1. STt:P LEi-.JGTH LONV~RGENCE CRITC:RION/7X,
15UH1LXIT = ~ FUNLTION~L GHANGt: CONVERGENCE CRITERION//)

403 FORMATl~~HUPR.OGRAM ALGORITHM HAS FAlLEL uUt. TO MATRIX HH tiECOMING 
1SlNGULA~,/1X,~bHTkY A> A MORE O?TIMUM STARTI~G P01NT,I~X,28HS> SMA 
2Llt:K VALU~S OF F ANO G7 /5X,37HO A DIFFERENT OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQU 
~E,I/~X,~7HNOTt. ••o LAST ITERATION MAY bE CLOSE TO OPTIMUM/)

4U4 	FORMAT(~9HOMAXIMUM NUMbER Of IT~RATION~ EXCE~DED ••• MAXM =,!6/)
4U5 	 FGRMAT(///10X,2~HNO CONVERGt:NCE WITH R =,£16.8)

END 

):>o 

....... 

0 



SU~~OUI[~~ S~A~GH~X~PHi,PSI,kMAX~~MIN,XSTRT,N,NCONS,NEQUS,IPRINT, 
1INU~X,NJLUL,MAXM,F,b,R,U,XA,XB,UX,TX)

'"' 
.... J 

TH!S ROJTlN£ lS TH~ OIR~CT S~ARGH ALGORITHM OF HOOKE AND JEEVES 
~ THlS S~ARGH T~GHNlUU~ lS EMPLOYtO IN ••SUbROUTINE SEEK1•• AND 
~ 
·J ••SUBRJJTlN~ S~cK~•• ..'"' 
"' I i~lJL X = u WHtN ++SUBROUTINE SEARCH•• CALL~D BY ""•SUBROUTINE 
~.. FEk S8L++ ... 
J N i'lDEX = 1 WH~N ++SUBROUTINE S~ARCH•• CALLED BY "'..,.SUt3ROUTINE 
'"' 
J s~~ Kl •• 
(; Nt!Dt:.X = 2 WH~N ••SUBROUTINE SEARCH•"" CALLED BY ••SUBROUTINE ..'"' S~c K3•-\'
"" "' c XA = lNITIAL BASE POINT OF X<I> 
n 
oJ XB = SC:GUNUAkY BASE POI NT OF X (!) 
" DX = FRACTlON OF RANGE USED AS STEP SIZE 
~ TX = FRACTlON OF RANGE US~O AS CONVERGENCE CRITERIONJ 

g 
"" 0 ldt:. NSI J N X ( 1 >7 PHI< 1) , PSI (1 >fR!1AX ( 1 > , RMIN (1), XS T RT ( U 

DIM~NSIJN XA(1J,Xd(1),0X(1), X(l)

COinlOhll JPTI/KO, NNDt:X 


~ ... 
KO=U 
1'11=0
NVlULl=l 
U 0 J. I= .1., N 
X <I> =XS f R T <I> 
X A Lt) =X (I) 

0 X n) =F"" At3S (KHAX (1)-RfHN ( 1))

T X (I) =G .f. U X (I>


1 GONTII~U~ 
NLALL=l

2 GO TO ( 31 4l,NNULX
J (,ALL OPTI!-"l. (X,U,UART,PHI,PSI,NCONS,NEQUS,NVIOL>

GO TO 5 
4 GALL OPfiF2 CX,u 7UART,PHI,PSI,NCONS,NEQUS,NVIOL,R>
5 H <NCAL_.EQ.l) UAr;;.TO=UAI{T 

lf(~VlU~.cQ.uJNVlOLl.=U
IF<iNlJC.X.I.:.Q,.U) GO TO 2!:> 

b GU Tu ( 7, 8, 9,21J,NGJ..LL 
7 NFAlL=O . 

DLI 1:1. 1=1 N
X{I) =X<D ~UX(l)

NCAL L=2 

GO TO 2 .

8 IF(UART.LT.UARTU) GO TO 10 
XtiJ=X<lJ-2oU~UX(l}
NLALL=3 
GO Tu 2 

:;r:. ):::o9 lf(UART.LT.UARTUJ GO TO 10 .
NFAIL=tJFAIL+l ~ ....... 


~X (1} =X <I) +OX (I) -Gu 10 11 



10 	Ut'.t<TO = UAKT 
11 GUN"l lNU:. 

IF(i~FAL•• E.U.l~l GO TO 17 
li:: UO .J....) I=l1i\l 

XJ..; <l} =X (I J 
13 ~ONTINJ:. 

rn=rll+l 
GO TO (14,1.5) NNOEX 

14 If(HOU("ll,IPi<.fNT><tNL.O) GO TO 15 
~ALL OPTlf1(X,UL,UARTL,PHifPSI,NCONS,N£QUS,NVIOL)
vHUlt.. !bz 3J) IUpUL,UARTL, <X ( ) ,I=1,.N) 

J. 5 I r { h 1 • GI • 11 A X 11 J G 0 T 0 i b 
DO 16 l=l,N
X{.() =X {l) +(X (1) -XA (I)) 

1 o (; GNT I Nu :: 
NCAL L=lt 
GO 	 10 ~ 

17 	Ul! 18 1=1 N 
IF-<uX<U.GT.TX(l)) .GO TO 19 

18 (; OiH lf~U:. 
GO TO it> 

19 OU ZU I=1,N 
o x <u =u >< c 1 J1 ~. o 

2 0 	 CUIH INU;:. 
GO TO 7 

~1 IF(UART,LT.UARTO> GO TO 23 
UO 22 1=1 N 
XidU=X3dl 
X<I>=XA(l) 

;;:~ CONTINu:. 
GU 	 TO 7 

C:3 	 DO 24 I=1fN
X A { 1 ) =X 3 ( . ) 

i;;4 	 GONTH~U:: 
U A i{T 0 =U ~ R T 
G U TO 7 

25 H {!~Vl01..1.NE. Q) GO TO b .
'-b GO TO (27.t'-8),NNUl:X . 
27 CALL uPTir1<X,U,UA~T,PHI,PSI,NGONS,NEQUS,NVIOL) 

GU TO 23 
28 C~LL OPfiF2lX 7U,UART,PHI,PSI,NCONS,NEQUS,NVIOL,Rl 
~g If-lNVlO_.~~.UJ K~TURN 

IF (IH.GI. MAXM> WRllt. (6, 31)MAXM 

KO=l 

RLTURN 

30 FOR.i1ATUH !4 3X bE~6.b/(4uX 4i:;l6 8))
:!l~ 	 FORt-I AT (o3H~No' Ft. AS l8U:: SOLUTiOi\1 AFTER ALLOWABLE NUMBER Of MOVES. • • 

1t'IAXH =, l6/1X,31:HlTK't A) A l•lURE Ft::ASlBLt: STARTING POINT/tiX, 

229H~) l~CREASlNG NUMBER OF MOVES//)


t.NLl 

)> 

"'"-
N 

http:If-lNVlO_.~~.UJ
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SU8ROUTINL SHOT(X,PHI,PSI,RMAX,RMIN,N,NCONS,NEQUS,NSHOT,NTEST,KK, 
1F~G,U,WJRK1,WURK2,~0RK~l 

~ ... 
~ THIS ~OJTINE PRODUCES A UIRECTEU RANDOM SEARCH INT~NO~D TO MOVE 
~ ... TH~ UIR~CT S~ARLH AhAY FROrl CONSTRAINT BOUNDARIES, THUS PREVENTING 
.., THt. SEA~GH FRuf-·1 HUVlt% ::>LOWLY ALOI'-lG A GCJi~STRAINT BOUNDARY ... LARGE ~1EPS t.~UAL TO 1u.o TIMES TH~ INITIAL STEP SIZE IN ~ ... ~~SUbROUTINE ~LAKLH~~ ARt IMPLcMlNT£0 
~ ..,.., 
J u = OPTIMUM 081Al~ED BY DIRECT SEARCH c 	 IF UIK~LltU kANDOM SEARCH IMPROVtS OPTIMUM, U IS CHANGED.., TO THL lMPROVLU VALUE ., 
J K~, = lNOlCATUR OF IMPROVErl~NT IN U 
J 

..... WUKK1 = RAN00M N0MBERS BlTWE·EN 0.0 AND 1.0 .... 
(' 
.. WGi~K2 = TRlAL VALUES OF X(l) FROM DIRECTED RANDOM SEARCH 

WORI<.3 = FRACTION OF RANGE USED IN UIRELT~O RANDOM S~ARGH 
~ "' ... 
c 

Dll"lt:NSI)N X(l} ,PHI (1) ,PSI (1) ,KrlAX (1) ,RMIN(l)

UlMLNSIJN WORK1(1l,WORK2(1l,WO~KJ(1) 


"'... 
KK=U 
CALL FR~NDN(WORK1,N,Nl 

t.; ALL OPT I F1 t X , UU, U H. S T , PH I, PSI , NC 0 N S , N E QU S , NII I 0 U 

UtllN=UT.:.ST 
U=UU 
lJ u 1 I= l 1-.J
Ri-INGC.=AdS (RJ1AX(l)-i-{l1HHI> > 
WORK3(1)=1G.O•F~RANGE 

lf (WORK3 <I) .GT. ( U.i•RANGE)) ·~ORK3 (l) =0 .1~RANGE 


1 	 CuNT Il~U:. 

JO 't J=i,NTt:::>T

C1-1LL fR~IWiHWORK1,N, 0)

DU 2 1=1,N 
WuKK2(ll=X(ll-WGRK~(I)~(1.u-2.0~WORK1(1)) 

2 	 CUNllNU.:. 
CALL OPTIF1<WORKZ,UU,UTEST,PHI,PSI,NCONS,N~QUS,NVIOL) 

IflNVlO_.N~.~) GO TO 4 

IF<UTiSfiGtGUMlN) GO TO 4 

UHIN=LJT;.:ST
U=UU 
l.lu 3 I=i,N
X (1) =I--JO':.K2 (l)

.) 	 CONTINU:. 
KK=1 

4 	 CONTINU:. 
RlTURN 
E:.ND 

)::oo 

...... 
w 

http:I--JO':.K2
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SU8RUUTiNE SLOPLlX,PHI,PSI,N,NCONS,NEUUS,GRAO,DELX,R)
"' ... 
h THIS KOJTINE O~TERMINE~ TH~ FI~lTE DIFFEklNGE GRADIENT OF THE""' AkTIFICLAL OJJLLTIVE FUNCTIUN CREATED IN ••SUBROUTlNt OPTIF2•+" "' .JI 

G THE GkA)ItNT OF lALH VkRIABLt IS uiVIDEU BY THE MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE 
"' GKAUllNT Ut.T~RMlNlD IN ••SUBROUTINt MAXHUH••"' " 
(' " ... 

DHtt.i'~SlJi~ X(l} ,PHI (1) ,PSI (1) 

.. UlMt.NSIJN GRAU(~l,OELX(l) 

" GALL 0 P f l F 2 ( X , U 1 , FUN C 1 , PH I , P S I , N C 0 i'J S , Nl QU S , N\1 I 0 L 1 , R) 
0 0 1 I= 1, 1'-J 
X<I>=X<l>+OELXll)
GALL OPfiF2C;( 7 U2,FUNC2,PHI,PSI,NCONS,N£QUS,NVIOL2,R)
X (l}=X<U-UELX<ll 
GkAU<l>=<FU~C2•FUNC1l/Ot.LX(l) 

1 	 CUiH lNU:. 

Ci-.Ll ~~~i(MUt1 (N,GK.AU,GRADM)

lFCGRAU"ioLQ.IJ.U) GU TO 3 . 

Uu 2 1=1 N
GkAU<l>=~RAD<Il/GRAUK 

t::: 	 COIH INU::: 
Rt:.fUk.N 

3 D L 4 I=i, I~ 

Gk.A 0 { I> =0 • U 


4 CUNTlNU~ 

RtTUK.N 
t. NO 

SUBROUllNl MAXMUM(N,GR~D,GRADM) 
" ... 
"' THIS ROJTINE GETt.RMINfS THE MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE VALUE IN AN ARRAY 
" 
~ 

G 
DIMt.NSIJN GRAU(~) 

c 
G~AOH=AbSCGRA0(1))
DG 1 l=L,N · 	 -
IFCGRAU~.LT.A8SCGRAUllll)GRAUM=A8S(GRAO(lll


1 CONTINJ~ 

RLTUR.N 
END 

)>)> )>. . 
..j;:lo ..j;:lo "'-J,

"'en. -~::> 



~UB~OUTINl F~ASBL(XteHI,PSI,~MAX 1 RMIN 1 XSTRT 1 N,NCONS,NEQUS,IDATA, 
,... ilP~lNT,~AXM,~,b,U,S cP?,HORK1,WORK2 7 WURK3,WU~K4l · 
OJ 

c THIS ROUTINE USLS ++SubROUTINE SEiK3~• TO DKIVE ALL PHI(l)... IlkUUALITY CONSlK.AlNTS FI:.ASI8LC ANU THI:.N Rt.UUCES THE PSI<I> ...J 

t.UUALITr CONSlRAlNTS 8'1' MINll'ilZING THE !:iUM OF ABS(PSIH)) VALUES ...J 

SUGJLCT TO TH~ CONUITION THAT ALL PHICI> VALUES RI:.MAINJ 

"' J Ft:.ASlbL~ ( .Gt:. u. u).... 
>J... 

J 

UHlt:NSIJN X{:J..) ,PHl Cl> 1 PSI (1) 1.RMAX(1) ,RMIN (1) 1 XSTRT(1} ,STt.PP(i)

UIHi:.NSI J N WORK1 ( 1) , WORK2 ( 1> , wORK3 ( 1) , W ORJ\4 (lJ
GUI·ll"lON/)PTI/KU,NNiJt:X . . 

c 
W R.l T t: (G, ill 0) 
KU=O 
KUT=IJ 
11-JUt.;. X=U 
kt:.UULl:.=O.O~ 
R=1oU 
DC 1 I= l. N 
X (I> =XS T RT <I> 

1 LUNTINu::
lF (i'~CUNS. t.Q. u) GO TO 4 

L;.:.LL UR:..AL <X,U)

CALL LO~STCX,PHI,NCONS) 
DO 2 l=l,N
lFCPHI<I>.LT.o.u> GO TO 3 

2 CONTINU~
GO TO 4 


3 ~ALL SL~K3CX 1 PHl,PSI1RhAX,RMlNtXSTRT,N,NGONS,NiQUS,IDATA, 

11PkiNT,~AXM,!NDt:.X,NVlOL,F,G,R,KE0UCi,U,WURK1,WORK2,WORK3,WORK4)


IFCNVIOL.Nt:.J) GO TO 14 
'J" 
r- IF •'~-SUd ROUTINE. GOULD NOT ORIVt:: ALL PHI(l) .Gc;.. O. 0 THEN 
~ ., ••~UbRJJTlNi FLASBL++ CANNOT OaTAIN A FEASIBLE POINT 
.," 

4 lF<NEQJ~ocQ.u) ~~TURN 

~ NUTt:.e.~TH~ FRACTION OF THE RANGE USED AS STEP SIZ~ SHOULD NOT 
c 
J 

LXLLLO ~ PERCt:.NT. 
r FUK A VLRY fEASl8LE POINT ClE. ALL PSIUl VERY SMALL) CHUOS£ Fv c VI:. KY SI~ il. L. L 
(' 
v 

PLRGNT=u • 0~
IF<A8S(=) .. LT.G.O!::>)P£RCNT=F
DO:> I=l,N 
STI:.PPCll=P~RCNT•AtiS(RMAX(l)-RMIN<Il) 

5 CUNTlNU::
GALL SUMPSICX,PSI,NEQUS,SUMO)

6 NFAIL=U 
)::oIF ( N FAI..• EQo 1'-J) G 0 T 0 12 . )::o 

DO 11 1=1,N ..p.. '-1X(l)=X(l}+STEPP(l) 00 0'1 
CALL UR::AL. (X,U) 

http:PERCt:.NT


,.. 
iJ .... 
;! .., 

7 

8 

9 

10 

~1 

"' "" ..,"' .... 
"" ..,"' .... 
;!.., ,... 
u 

li::! 

1-:S 

14 

15 

1JO 
11.11 

CALL CD~STlX,PHl,NCONS) 
UU 7 J= 1, NCUNS 

IGNOR~ ~ MOV~ WHlCrl MAKES ANY PHI(Il.LT.OeO 

lf(PHI<J>.LTdloO> GO Tu tl 
C OlH HJl.J:. 
CALL SU~PSICX,P~I 1 Nt:.:QU~,SUM1l 
1 F ( S Uti1. Gt:.: • S U ~lU) G 0 T 0 8 
S U/"lU:: SuM 1 
GO lOll 
X(l)=X<l>-2.u¥STEPP(1)
CJ.\LL Uf{~AL<X,U)

GALL GO~ST(X,PHl,NGONS}

Uu Y L=1 1 14CONS

lF<PHI(_) .i...T.u.ul GO TO 10 
GONT INU:. 
C~LL SUrlP~l<X,PSI,NEQU~,SUM2l
lf(SUd2.Gt:.SU11\J) (,0. TQ, 10 . 
S U~!O=~UM~ 
GO TO 11 
X<I) =X< i) + STt.PP ( Il 
Nf-A.iL=N=AlL+l 
CUNTINU:: 
GU l 0 b 

RcUUCl STEPP(l) BY A FACTOK OF 4.0 UP TO 4 TIMES. 
R.lUUGt:S TO Lt:S::> THAN .JOi.l~"'HV1AX(I>-RMINti>>, OR 
THeN Ml~IMUM ST~PP<I)=(f/2Sbl"'(RMAX(l)-RMINtill.
PSllil ~ALULS MAY bE DRIVE AS SMALL AS DtSIR~D BY
SMALL V~LUES OF F 

KUT=KUTt-1 
IF<KUT.;T.4} GO TO 15 
lJO 13 l.=1,N
Slt.PP<I>=STEPP(l)/4.0 
GUIHINU~ 

Gu lO b 

Wf<ITt. Co, 101)

KO=l
CALL UR:.AL<X,U) 
GALL t:.:QJAL(X,PSI,NcQUS) 
If(NGONScN~.O)CALL CON~T(X,PHI,NCONS> 
RLIUk.N 

THI~ Mt.ANS STEPP 
IF F.LT.O.O.? 

THERt:FO~E THE 
ENT~RING VERY 

FOt{I·IA T ( 1Hl7 2SHF t: ASlBLE St::ARC He • • • FEA·SBL/iX ,_25 ( i H-) II) 
FOKMATt~SrluF~ASBL COULD NOT FIND Ft:ASIBL~ ~EGlON/)
t:IW 

)::o 

'-J 
m 



~ 
SUBKOUflNE SUHPSl{X,PSl,NLQUS,S~H) 

.., 


..," THIS RUJTINE U~TLRMINES THE SUM OF THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THE 

c c.QUALIT't' CONSTRAliHS 
" ... 
".., 
,, DIMt:.NSlJN X(1),PSl(1) 
<ol 

~ALL E~UAL(X,PSl,N~QUS)
SUi'1=u.u 
00 1 I=l,NC.QUS 
SUM=SU~ + ABS(PSl(l))


1 GONTINUi:. 

k.t.. TURN 
t: NO 

SUBk.OUTlNC. FRANUNlA,N,Ml
c ..,"' THIS ROJTINC. GlN~RATES RANDOM NJMBERS BETWEE~ U.O AND 1.0 
"' "' " 8 IS A MACHlNt-Ut..PENDLNT GONSTANT AND B=2.o••<II2+1>+3.0:{ 

WH~RE I = NUMdEk. OF BlTS IN AN INTEGER WOk.U (1=47 FOR COC6400)~ .., 
c 

DH'lf:..NSI:JN A(l)
c 

8=1677721'3. 
)(=I'I 

X=XI 0 • b i' 1 ~ 4+6 7 

IflXeNt.:. U.ulY=AMOOlABS<X> ,3.189&7> 
UO 2 K= 1, 1-..J
Do :.. J=1,c::
Y=AH00(3•Y,1.U)

1 GONTlNU.;: 
A ( K> = Y 

"' <ol 

w" AVOID Y=Ue ANU Y=1. TO PREVENT DIVIDING INTO ZERO,... ..., 
IF(Y.LQ.u.O.OR.Y.EQ.1.0)Y=u.182b18285 


i GO!H INU~ 

KETURN 

t.NO 

J::o::t:o ::t:o. . 
0'1 .too ""-' 
0~ ""-' 



SUBkOUTlNE CPTif1 (X,U,UA~T,PHI,PSI,NCONS,NEQUS,NVIOL)..... 
J 

v " THIS ROJTlNE lNGORPORAl~S LQUAL!TY AND INEQUALITY CONSTRAINTS 
" J IN AN A~TlFlGlAL USJLCTIVE FUNCTION OF TH~ FORM ••• 
c 
c UART = J + CCG•SUM<ABSCPHI(l))) + CCC•SUM(ABS<PSI(l)))
c 
~ " WHERE ••• PHl(l) = lNLOUALITY CONSTRAINTS 
" .., PSl(l) = EQUALITY CUNSTKAINTS 
c CCC = P~NALTY FACTOR 
;J" 1UoULt20 
(, 
..... 

" 
J 

TO PRlVENT VLRY MlNOR VIOLATIONS OF INEQUALITY CONSTgAINTSIJ 

c ASSUHL Z~RO=-l.UE-10 
~ ., ONLY T~E VIOLATED CONSTRAINTS ARE MULTIPLIED BY THE P~NALTY 
r' 
~ FACTOR IN The ARTIFICIAL OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 
... 

UIMLNSIJN X{1l,PHI(1) 1 PSI{1)
c 

NVIOL=O 
sUl'l.l. =u& J 

S U!'l2= u. lJ

CCL=1U.IJE+20 
Zi:.KU=-1.Ut-1J 
CALL Ut<::AL (X,U) 

IFU~LlJNS.f:.Q.i.J} GO TO 2 

CALL GU~ST<X,PHI,NCUNSl 

0 0 1 I= l NC0 i~ S 

IFCPHI<lJ.GE.LEKUl GO TO 1 
SUIH=SU'11 + AbS(PHI{l))
fHHh.=Nil IOL + 1 

1 G 0 N T Ii'!l.J :. 

SUN1=GG:;"'SUI'-'Il


2 lf(llt.QJ:i.t::Q.l.l) ~0 TO It 

CALL lJJALlX,PSl,NiQUS)
00 3 1=1, Nl.QUS 
SUH2=SU~2 + ABSlP~I<I>> 


J CONf INU~ 

SU1·12=CC~ "'SUM2 


It UART=U+SUM1+SUM2 
Rt.TlJRN 
E. NO 

)::o. )::o 

U1 -...J 
....... (X) 



SUD~OUliN~ OPTI~2 <X,U,UART,PHI,PSI,NCONS,NEQUS,NVIOL,~ 
.., 

" THIS ROJTINE lNCORPUR.ATt:.S EQUALITY Ai\10 .i.NI:.QUALITY CONSTRAINTS 

"' 
.., 

c IN AN A~TlFIGlAL 08JECTIVE FUNCTION OF THt:. FORM ••• 

c 
"' UART = U + R~SUt-Hl.U/PHl(IJ) + SU!vi((PSl(J)"""fd/SQRT<R)),., "' 
oJ 

c ~tH:.RI:..uPHl(.U = lNt.QUALITY GOr~STRAINTS 
" 	 PSI<il = LQUALITY CONSTRAINTS"' c 
""' 

TO PREVENT VeRY MINOR VIOLATI~NS ·oF INt:.QUALLTY CONSTRAINTS ASSUME"' 
~ 

g ZI:.R0=-1. Q£-1J
TO AVUlO UIVlUING 8Y APPROXIMATELY ZEP-0 IN THE INt:.QUALIT¥"' c PORTION UF THl A~TlFICIAL OBJECTIVE FUNCTION, ASSUME THAI 

c CONSTRAINTS (AUS[PHl(Ill.LT.-ZERU) ARE NUl TJ BE PENALIZED. 
c VlULATlUNS Of lNI:.UUALlTY CONSTRAINTS Akl:. MULTIPLIED BY A LARGE 
g CONSTANT ASSUMED H~RE lU BE 10eOE+20 

TrllS FJRM Of A~TIFlCIAL OBJECTIVE FUNCTION (EEPS THE SEARCH AWAY"' c Fk.0!-1 lNFi:.ASIL3LE k.EGION~ DURING THE INITIAL S~ARCH 
c 

OlNENSIJN X(l),PH1(1),PSI(1).... ... 
NVIUL:::O 
SUI-li=u.J 
S Ui·i2 =U. 0
Zt.kU:::-l,OE-10
CkLL UR:.AL<X,U>
IF HJ G01~). L Q. J) G 0 T 0 3 

GALL cu~sT<X,PHl,NGUNSl 

DO 2 1:::1 NCOI'IS 
lf(PHICIJ.GT.-Zt.KU) GO TO ~ 
IF<PHIU>.GT.ZtROl GO TO 2 
NVIOL=fN IUU·l 
SUMl=SU~i + 1~oOE~2U~A8S<PHI(l))
GO ru 2 


1 SUMl=SJ~l+R/ABS(PHl(l))

2 CUNTINU~ · 

3 	 IF<Nt.QUS.t.Q.Ll) GO TO !j 


OlV=SQ~f <Rl 

Gkll ~~JAL(X,P31,NcQUS)

00 4 .J=i,Nt.GUS 

SUM2:::SU~2+<AJS(PSI(~)J••2)/0IV

4 	 GUIH INU;:
5 	 UART=U+SUMl+SUM' 

RI:.TUR!\1 
ENU 

:l> :l>. 
Ol ......, 
N 1.0 

http:IF<Nt.QUS.t.Q.Ll
http:lf(PHICIJ.GT.-Zt.KU


SUURUUTIN~ ANSH~R(U,X,PHI,PSI,N,NCONS,NEQUS) 
c 
(.; THlS RJuTlN~ OUTPUTS THE FlNAL SOLUTION lN A 
" SlANUA~J .:... FURrlo 
c IF OPTI1UM lS NOT RLACHEO Cit. KO =1l, THEN 
c TH~ ~lSJLTS OF THt LAST ITEkATION ARE PRINTED. 
c 

Dli'!lNSIJN X (1} ,PHI (1) ,P~I (1) 

GUHHONIJPTl/~O,NNU~X 


c 
GALL Ur!:.AL <X 1 U) 

lFlKO.~J.J) bO TO 1 

WIUft. (b S)

Wklll(o~o)U
GO TO 2 

1 wR.ll l ( u' 7)
vi RIT t (b, 8 >U 


2 If H-.J,U..J.• ll} GO TO .3 

Wklll (b 1 '3) <I,x<l> ,l=1,N)

3 IFCNLUN:>.r;;,Q.I.i) GO TO 4
GALL C01"SI CX,PHl ,NGONS) 

wI<. I 1 t. (b' 1 J ) . 

WFdTL<b, 11) <I 7 PHI<.D ,I=i,NCONS)


4 I~<Nt.UUS.t.Q.QJ R~TURN 

CALL E~JAL(X,P~l,NcQUS>

WfdTf:.(D,id
Wf,.,l T E ( b, 1 J) CI, P S l< I) , I= 1, Nt: QUS)

RL TURN 


5 FURrlAT<lH1,2lX,2~HRf:.SULTS AT LAST ITERATlON,I)
b FURMATC~9X,3rlU =,t1D.8/l
7 FOI<.MAT(1H1,22X,22HUPTIMUM SOLUTION FOUND,/)
8 F 0 Ri'J A T ( 2 0 X , 12Hr'll Nlt-1 U M U =, E. 1b • 8/ > 

9 FORi"IAT<2SX,2HX<,I2,31-1) = E1b.8)


10 FGRMATl//~ux,,~HINLQUALifY CONSTRAINTS/) 
11 FORl"lATC23X 4HPHI(,I4::: 3H) = £16.8)
12 FORMATC//25X,22H LQ~ALITY'CONSTRAINTS/)
l3 FORt'lAT<23X,4HPSI<,I2,3H) =,£::16.8)

t. ('Jl) 

)> )>. 
01 (X) 
w 0 

http:I~<Nt.UUS.t.Q.QJ
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Sten by Step 	Search Plus False Position ~ethod 
of Root Determination 

In some cases of the gear design analysis it was found 

that. over a certain range used to determine the roots of an 

eauation, the equation would become discontinuous. Application 

of gradient methods could not guarantee convergence in these 

cases. To overcome this problem of discontinuity, a step by 

step search technique followed by a false-position technique 

was utilized in root determination. 

Fioure B. 1 represents a functional possibility that 

arises in the qear analysis. 

F(x) 

xt_ known value 
~--~--~------~~===-~-xxk ~ 

known value\""'- desired root 

FIGURE B. 1 	 Example Discontinuous Function 

Two points were usually known from limits of physical 

conditions. With .these limits specifying a ranqe, a step size 

of approximately 10% of this ranqe furnished the means for 

a sten-by-step search by increasing the lower point by this 

increment. 

(B. 1 ) 
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ftlthouqh this technioue does not ensure converaence 

for all cases, the method seems to work quite well for qear 

design in the nackaqe. 
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I'.PPENDIX C.l 

Parabola as Constant Stress Beam 

The whole premise of the Lewis technique depends on the 

assumotion that a narabola reoresents a constant stress beam. 

The followinq presentation is offered as proof of this premise. 

We .assume a beam, Fiaure C.l.l with constant stress on 

its ton and bo.ttom surface. With the bending moment specified 

as 

m = wx (C.l.l) 

the stress is qiven as 

C1 = me 
-I = co·ns tant (C.l.2) 

= {wx) (v/2) 

{~) 

6wx = bY2 

which transposed yields 

X = ~} y2 (C.l.2.){ 6~t/....___....., 
constant 

This reoresents a parabola. 

y 

FIGURE C.l.l. Constant Stress Beam 
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~cthod of Establishinn Size of Parabola 

Reoresentino Constant Stress Beam Inside Tooth Profile 

Knowinn the oarabola reoresents a constant stress beam, 

a aeometric relationship between g~ar tooth dimensions and this 

parabola aids in determinina the points of maximum stress on the 

tooth profiles. A stress equivalent may be made to the tooth 

by inscribing the largest oossible parabola in the tooth for 

analysis. Fiaure C.2.1 illustrates that stress points A and B 

may be found with th~ relation DE= EB or DC= CF, 

FIGURE C.2.1. Layout of Parabola in Tooth 

when the correct patabola is inscribed in the tooth. 

In generil the formula of a parabola illustrated in 

Figure C.2.2 is 

(C.2.1) 

y 

FIGURE C.2.2 Properties of a Parabola 
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With the function snccified for two points,· the followinq 

conditions must be satisfied 

jf(XK+l)l < jf(XK)I (8.2) 

and F(XK). f(XK+l )< 0 (8.3} 

Makinq the initial test (8.2) prevents the search from diverging 

if the step lenqth outs the variable beyond the discontinuity, 

as lona as the functional value beyond the discontinuity is 

greater than the functional value of the variable before. If 

this test is not satisfied the step length is reduced by half 

and the process repeated. In most cases the step lenoth of 10% 

of the ranae oroved suitable for the search. Once the variable 

straddled the root (B.3), then the false oosition technique, 

Fiaure 8.2, was employed. 

FIGURE 8.2 False Position Technique 

This Process may be iterated by using the approximation 

to the root of 
XK-1 F(X K) - XKF(XK-1) 

(8.4)XK+l .= 
F(XK) - F(XK-1) 

and at the same time ref'!uirina that 

(8.3) 


at each step. 
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with the oradient or slope B eoual to 

But at B 

(C.2.2) 


(C.2.3) 


or 

2yl 

Xl = 
2a xl 

xl 

2 
(C.2.4) 

= 2a xl 

Therefore, 

(dv)
dXB 

= 
2yl 

Xl" (C.2.5) 

which proves by similar trianole in Figure C.2.2 that 

DE = EB or DC = CF 

Thus, the noint of tanqency on the fillet profile fulfiJling 

this property represents the ooint of hiohest stress concentra

tion on the tooth during bending. 



1 
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/I.PPENDIX D 

Extracts from the OPTISEP nanual 

The information presented in the appendix depicts the 

general arrangement of the OPTISEP [47] technique of optimization, 

with the user description of three optimization methods •. 

Thi following layout is typical of an OPTISEP ontimization. 

The PROGRA~ MAIN card is a CDC 6400 comruter control card. 

PROGRAM MAIN(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=0UTPUT) 

DH1ENSION X(N} ,PHI (NCONS} ,PSI (NEQUS} ,RMAX(N} ,R~1IN(N) ,XSTRT(N) 

Dp1 Er'~ SI 0 N H 0 R K 1 ( N } , ~JO R K 2(rl } , H 0RK 3 ( N } , W 0 R K4 ( N } 

DATA F,G,NSHOT ,NTEST ,r1AXM/O.Ol ,0.01 ,2,100,300/

DATA N,NCONS,NEQUS/ , , I 

READ ( 5 , 1 )( ~~!AX ( I } , R t·q N ( I ) , X S T R T {I ) , I = 1 , N ) 

FORMAT(3El6.8} 

. •.• 

CALL SEEKl(X,PHI,PSI~RMAX,RMIN,XSTRT,N,NCONS,NEQUS, 

liDATA,IPRINT,NSHOT,NTEST,~AX~,F,G,U,WORKl ,WORK2,WORK2,WORK4)


CALL ANSWER (U,X,PHI,PSI,N,NCONS,NEQUS) 


STOP 

END 


SUBROUTINE lJREAL(X,U) 

· DP~ENSION X(l} 


u = 
P.ETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE CONST (X ,PHI ,NCONS) 

DH' E N S I 0 N X ( 1 ) , P HI ( 1 ) 

PHI(l) = 

PHI(2) = 


... 
PHI(NCONS) = 
RETURN 

END 


http:r1AXM/O.Ol
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SVBROUTINE EQUAL(X,PSI,NEQUS) 

Dn~ E N S I 0 N X ( 1 ). , P S I ( 1 ) 

PSI(l) = 

PSI(2) = 


PSI(NEQUS) = 
RETURN· 
END 

These user inserted routines would then be followed 

by the necessary auxiliary routines to operate subroutine SEEKl, 

or these routines could be stored in binary on nermanent files 

inserted into the program with the use of control cards. 
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SUBROUTINE UREAL(X,U) 

Purpose 

To calculate the value of the objective function at a 

point 

u = u(x 1 ,x 2 , ••• ,xn) · 

where U = minimum at the optimum 

Method 

The 	 objective function may be defined by 

(a) 	 a simple FORTRAN arithmetic assignment statement 

(b) 	 a complex ·analysis coded to include any legal FORTRAN 

statements and/or CALL 1 s to one or more .auxiliary 

subroutines. 

Wh~tever the method of analysis, the final value of the objective 

function must be placed in U. 

Inout Variables 

X(I) the cu~rent values of the independent variables 

Outnut Variables 

U the value of the objective function corresponding to the 

input values X(I) 

How 	 to S e t u n Sub r o ~Jin_g__ t! P Eft L 

The followina cards must be ounched by the user 

SUBROUTINE UREAL(X,U) 
DH~ ENS I 0 N X ( 1 )· 

... 
U =results of objective function analysis. 
RETURN 
END 
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If additional data is reauired to perform the analysis, 

the necessary information should be transformed from the MAIN 

proqram or the appropriate subroutine to UREAL throuqh labelled 

COMMON blocks. 

Where oossible, the user should include conditional STOP's 

or loaicil by-passes of erroneous analysis in his codina to 

orevent invali~ results from bein~ returned to the optimization 

procedure. 
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SUBROUTINE EQUAL(X,PSI,NEQUS) 

Purpose 

To calculate the values of the eouality constraints at a 

point 

1/lj 	 = 1/lj(x 1 ,x 2 , .•• ,Xn) j = l,m 

where 1/J. = 0 at a feasible point • .) 
fAethod 

The equality con5traint functions may be defined by 

(a) 	simple FORTRAN arithmetic assignment statements 

(b) 	 a comnlex analysis coded to include any legal FORTRAN 

statements and/or CALL's to one or more auxiliary 

subroutines. 

Whatever the method of analysis, the final values of the constraints 

must be stored in the PSI(I) array. 

Note: If the user's problem has no equality constraints, then 

Subroutine EQUAL may be omitted altogether. 

Input Variables 

X(I) the current values of the independent variables 

NEQUS the number of equality constraints. 

Output Variables 

PSI(I) the value of the equality constraints corresponding to 

the 	input values X(I). 

How 	 to Set_J~.J>~b_rou_tine EQlJJ'IL 

The 	 following cards must be punched by the user 

SUBROUTINE EQUAL (X,PSI,NEQUS) 

D H, E N S I 0 N X ( 1 ) , P S I ( 1 ) 

PSI(l) =result of eouality constraint (1) analysis 

PSI(2) = result of equality constraint (2) ana]ysis 




• • • 
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... 

. . . 


PSI(NEQUS) = result of equality constraint (NEQUS) analysis
RETURN 
END 

Miscellaneous 

If additional data is required to perform the analysis, 

the necessary information should be transferred from the MAIN 
I 

program or the appropriate subroutine to EQUAL through labelled 

COMMON blocks. 

Where possible, the user should include conditional 

STOP 1 s or logical by;passes of erroneous analysis in his coding 

to prevent invalid results from being returned to the optimiza

tion procedure. 
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Puroose 

SUBROUTINE CONST(X,PHI,NCONS) 

a 

To 

point 

calculate the values of the inequality constraints at 

where ~k > 0 at a feasible point. 

t·1ethod 

The inequality constraint functions may be defined by 

(a) simole FORTRAN arithmetic assianment statements 

(b) a complex ·analysis coded to include any legal 

FORTRAN statements and/or CALL's to one-or more 

auxiliary subroutines. 

Whatever the method of analysis, the final values of the 

constraints 	must be stored in the PHI(!) array. 

Note: 	 If the user's problem has no inequality constraints, then 

Subrouti.ne CONST may be omitted altoqethe~. 

Innut Variables 

X(I) 	 the current values of the independent variables 

f.! CONS 	 the number of ineauality constraints 

Output 	Values 

PHI(!) 	 the va)ue of the inequality constraints corresponding 

to the input values X(I). 

HOt'!___!:_Q~~..L_u~ Sub r:.9_l!!i .n e-~ 0 N S T 

The followina cards must be punched by the user. 

SUBROUTINE CONST(X,PHI,NCONS) 
DHlENSION X(l),PHI(l)
PHI(l) 	= result of inequality constraint (1) analysis
PHI(2) 	 = result .of inequality constraint (2) analysis 

http:Subrouti.ne
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... ... . . . 
PHI(NCONS) = result of inequality constraint (NCONS) analysis 
RETURN 
END 

Miscellaneous 

If additional data is required to perform the analy$is, 

the necessary information should be transfered from the MAIN 

proqram or the· appropriate subroutine to CONST through labelled 

COMMON blocks. 

Where possible, the user should include conditional STOP's 

or loqical by-passes of erroneous analysis in his codinq to 

prevent invalid results from being returned to the optimization 

procedure. 
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SUBROUTINE SEEKl (X,PHI,PSI,RMAX,RMIN,XSTRT 
N,NCONS,NEOUS,IDATA,IPRINT, 
NSHOT,NTEST,MrXM,F,G,U, 
H0RK1 ,HORK2 ,WORK3 ,WORK4) 

Puroose 

To minimize u =· u(x 1 ,x 2 , ••• ,Xn) 

sub.i ect to v1jcx 1 ,x 2 , ••• ,xn) = 0 j = 1 , m 

q,k(x, ,x2 •••• ,Xn) > 0 k = 1 'p-

r':ethod 

A direct search method [42] followed by a directed random 

search is used with the constraints incorporated in an 

unconstrained artificial objective function of the form: 

20 20 m
UART = u(x 1 ,x 2, .•• ,xn) + 10 :E ltJ>K(x 1 ,x 2 , ... ,xn)1 + 10 .~ ll/JJ·.(x 1 ,x 2 , 

.l = 1 

••• Xn)l 

[for 

Startino with an initial base point, an exnloratory search 

is made by incrementing a variable by a small amount. The 

incremented value of the variable is retained, if UART is 

improved. However, if the move does not improve UART, then a: 

neaative step is tried. If this also fails then the variable 

is returned to its base ooint value. Each variable is checked 

in this manner and if no move imoroves UART, the step lenqths 

are halfed and the search repeated. If all step lenqths are 

already less than their user-specified minimum values, then an 

optimum is assumed. 

If the s~arch yields a lower value of UART, then a new 

base point is established and a pattern move equal to the 
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vector joinina the orioinal and new base ooints i~ attempted, 

If the oattern move is successful, the new search ·;s started 

from that point. Otherwise, the search starts from the new base 

point. This procedure is repeated until MAXM cycles have been 

exce~ded, or until no improvement can be found with all step 

lengths less than their user specified minima. 

It is possible for this type of method to hang up on 

constraints, or to achieve a local rather than qlobal optimum. 

For this reason, the final optimum is checked by ~enerating 

NTEST random values of the artificial objective function in the 

vicinity of the assumed optimum. If an improved point is 

found, it becomes the new base point for another search procedure. 

Only NSHOT complete iterations through the search and directed 

random check are oermitted. 

Input Variables 

The following oropram parameters must be set by the user. 

N number of desipn or indeoendent variables 

NCONS number of inequality constraints 

NEQUS number of equality constraints 

I DATA = 0 input data is not printed out 

= 1 tnput data is printed out 

I PRINT = 0 intermediate results not orinted out 

- integer value to print out intermediate results 

for every IPRINT cycles. 

NSHOT maximum number of complete cycles through search 

and· directed random search. 

NT EST number of random points to be generated in directed 

random search. 
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maximum number of search cycles 

F fraction of ranae used as initial step size 

·G fraction of initial step size used as minimum 

steo length 

Rr.1AX (I ) estimated upper bounds on X(I), dimensioned with 

value of N 

RMIN(I) estimated lower bounds on X(I), dimensioned with 

value of N 

XSTRT (I) input starting values of X(I), dimensioned with 

value of N 

Output Variables 

u optimum value of ·the objective function, evaluated 

in UREAL 

x(I) optimum values of the independent variables, 

dimensioned with value of N 

PHI(I) inequality constraint functions, evaluated in 

CONST, dimensioned with value of NCONS 

PSI (I) eauality constraint functions, evaluated in 

EQUAL, dimensioned with value of NEQUS 


Workino Arrays 


WORKl dimensioned with value of N 

"

WORK2 dimensioned with value of N 


WORK3 dimensioned with N 


WORK4 dimensioned with value of N 


P~Oa~immina Information 


Generallyadequate values for the input variables are 
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NTEST = 100 

MAXt1 = 300 

F = .01 

G = • 01 

XSTRT(I)· = (Rt~AX(I) + RtHN(I}}/2.0; a known 

feasible start is preferable. 

If the input value of NCONS or NEQUS is zero, the argument 

value of PHI or PSI in the calling program dimension statement 

must be set to one. 

SEEKl ts a very fast method but tends to ·hang up, especially 

with equality constraints. 

SEEKl has full variable dimensioning. The calling program 

must provide dimensionin9 as given above. 

If printout of the -ootimum is desired directly from 

SEEKl, then the statement CALL SEEKl in the c-alling nroqrani may 

be follovred immediately by 

CALL ANSWER(U,X,PHI,PSI,N,NCONS,NEQUS) 

This prints the optimum point and the value of the $ 1 S and w's. 

However, there is no way of knowing if SEEKl has hung un on a 

constraint or valley and is indicatinq a false optimum. 

If the method has not converqed, an aporopriat~ error 

messaqe is printed and SEEKl returns to the calling proqram. 

The labelled COMMON block [COMMON/OPTI/KO,NNDEX] may be placed 

in the callinq proqram to detect KO = 1 (i.e. non-optimum 

solution) if the standard printout of subroutine ANSWER is not 

desired. 

Subroutines called are SEARCH,SHOT,FRANDN,OPTIFl ,UREAL,CONST 

EQUAL ,ANSWER. 
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SlJBOOt!TINE SEEK3 (X ,PHI ,PSI ,Rf1Jl.X ,R!1IN ,XSTRT ,N ,NCONS, 
NEQUS,IDATA,IPPINT,MAXM,INDEX, 
llVIOL,F,G,R,REDUCE,U,HORKl ,HORK2, 
\·10 R K 3 , t,/0 R K4) 

Pur:2ose 

To minimize u = u(x 1x2 , ••• ,xn) 

subject to t)Jj(x 1 ,x 2 , •.• ,Xn) = 0 j = 1 ,m 

<flk(xl ,x2, ••• ,xn) > 0 k = 1 'p-
Method 

SEEK3 employs the same search procedure as SEEKl except 

for the artificial. unconstrained objective function defined as 

The inequality constraint portion of the function is 

broken into two parts to account feasible or infeasible starting 

point conditions. To permit an infeasible startinq point (i.e. 

¢k(x 1 ,x 2 , ••• ,Xn)<O), the absolute value of the violated constraint 

is multiplied by a large number to drive the solution feasible 

rapidly. In the feasible region (i.e. q,k(x 1 ,x 2 , ••• ,Xn)~O) 

the first inequality constraint term controls the function for 

a constant factor REDUCE 11 (i.e. ri+l = REDUCE.* r 1 where O<ri+l<ri). 

the K = 1 ,o inequality constraints. The minimization is controlled 

by the constant ri which reduces after each minimization by 
11 

If a feasible point is not found during the first minimization 
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(i.e. min. U(Xl,x2, •• .,xn, 1) where rl = 1.0 is reasonable 

startinq value), then it is ·assumed that no feasible solution 

exists for the problem and an error messaae is printed out, 

With the optimization forced feasible initially, a feasible 

starting point for minimizing U(Xl,x2, ••• ,xn, ri+l) should be 

obtained from the feasible solution for U{Xl,x2, ••• ,xn,ri). 

Inout Variables 

The following program parameters must be defined by the 

callin~ program. 

N number of design ~r independent variables 

NCONS number of inequality constraints 

NEQUS number of equality constraints 

I DATA = 0 inout data is not printed out 

= 1 input data is orinted out 

I PRINT =·0 intermediate results not printed out 

= integer value to print out intermediate results 

.for every !PRINT cycles. 

MAXM maximum number of search cycles. 

INDEX set equal to one 

F fraction of range used as initial step size 

G fraction of initial step size used as minimum 

step ·1 ength 

R penalty multiplier for constraints 

REDUCE reduction factor for penalty multiplier after each 

minimization. 

RMAX (I) estimated upper bounds ·on X(I), dimensioned with 

value of N 
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RMIN(I} estimated lower bounds on X(I), dimensioned with 


·value of N 

XSTRT(I) input starting values of X(I), dimensioned with 

value of N 

Output Variables 

NVIOL counter.of the number of inequality constraints 

violated 

RR current value of the penalty function multiplier 

(RR pri~ted out only when IPRINT > 0) 

u minimum value of the objective function, evaluated 

in UREAL 

X(I) optimum values of the independent variables, 

dimensioned with value of N 

PHI (I) inequality constraint functio~s, evaluated in 

CONST, dimensioned with the value of NCONS 

PSI (I) equality constraint functions, ·evaluated in 

EQUAL, dimensioned with the value of NEQUS 

\~ork in~ Arrays 

~IORKl dimensioned with value of N 

WORK1 dimensioned with value of N 

~10RK3 <;iimensioned with value of N 

WORK4 dimensioned with value of N 

Proqramminq Information 

R,REDUCE - The values used for R and REDUCE can affect 

the rate of convergence but are otherwise fairly problem 

independent. A detailed discussion of criteria for choosing 

R and REDUCE is qiven in reference [44],section 8.5. 

http:counter.of
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SEEK3 terminates when either 

ui+l (x 1 ,x 2 , ••• ,xn)- ui (x 1 ,x 2 , ... ,xn)
(a) 

(x 1 ,x 2 , ••• ,xn)u1 or 

(b) RR < lo- 20 

Generally adequate values for the input variables are 

F = .01 

G = .01 

R = 1.0 

REDUCE = .05 

MAXt·1 = 300 

XSTRT ( 1) = ( Rr"1ft.X (I) + Rt,1!N(I)/2.o;· a known 

feasible start is preferable. 

If the input value of !!CONS or i·! E(lt.JS is zero, the argument 

value of PHI or PSI in the call ina orogram dimension statement 

must be set to one. 

SEEK3 has full vartable dimensioning. The calling.program 

must provide dimensioning as qiven above. 

If nrinto~t of the optimum is desired directly from 

SEEK3, then the statement CALL SEEK3 in the callina program 

must be followed immediately by 

CALL ANSWER (U,X,PHI,PSI,N,NCONS,NEOUS) 

This prints out the optimum point and the value of the ~·s and 

y's. However, there is no way of knowinq if SEEK3 has hung up 

on a constraint or valley and is indicating a false optimum. 

If the method has not converged, an appropriate ~rror 

message is printed out and SEEK3 returns to the calling program. 
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The labelled common block [COMMON/OPTI/KO,NNDEX] may be placed 

in the callinq program to detect KO = 1 (i.e. non-optimum 

solution) if the standard printout of subroutine ANSWER is not 

desired. 

Subroutines called are SEARCH,OPTIF2,ANSWER,UREAL,CONST 

and EQUAL. 
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SUBROUTINE NPFMIN 	 (X,PHI,PSI,RMAX,RMIN,XSTRT, 
N,NCONS,NEQUS,IDATA,IPRINT, 
MAXM,F,G,R,REDUCE,U,DD,EE,FF, 
GG,HH) 

Purpose 

To minimize 	 u = U(X 1,x2 , ••• ,Xn) 

subject to 	 tPj (Xl ,x2, ••• ,Xn) = 0 j = 1 ,m 

></lk(Xl ,X2'". • ,Xn) 0 k = 1 'p-
Method 

NPFMIN employs the same artificial unconstrainted objective 

function as SEEK3 coupled with a gradient search alogarithm [45]. 

This method of search evaluates the new value of an independent 

variable at the K+l step as 

x.k+l = 1 

where hik defines a step ·length which is a function of the 

partial derivatives at x.k and all 'the derivatives at the 
1 

previous steps. 

The search is considered optimum if the value of U does 

not change significantly in two successive steps. 

Subroutine SLOPE, uses the finite difference technique 

to evaluate the gradients which are then normalized to prevent 

the wide disparity in gradients magnitudes created by the 

artificial objective function. 

Input Variables 

The following program parameters must be defined by the 

ca 11 i ng program. 

N number of design or independent variables 



NCONS 

NEQUS 

I DATA 

I PRINT 

MAXM 

F 

G 

R 

REDUCE 

RMAX (I) 

RMIN(I) 

XSTRT(I) 

Output Variables 

RR 

u 

X(I) 

PHI(I) 

PSI(I) 
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number of inequality constraints 

number of equality constraints 

= 0 input data is not printed out 

= 1 input data is printed out 

= 0 intermediate results not printed out 

= integer value to print out intermediate results 
for every I PRINT iterations. 

maximum number of search iterations 

fraction of range used a step length for finite 
difference gradient determination 


fraction of range used as step size minima 

for optimum termination. Should not be less 

than value of F. 


penalty multiplier for constraints· 


reduction factor for penalty multiplier after 

each minimization. · 


estimated upper bounds on X(I), dimensioned with 

value of N 


estimated lower bounds X(I}, dimensioned with 

value of N 

initial starting values of X(I), dim~nsioned 
with value of N 

current value of the penalty function multiplier
(RR orinted out only when IPRINT>O) · 

minimum value of the objective function, evaluated 
in UREAL 

optimum values of the independent variables, 
dimensioned with value of N 

inequality constraint functions, evaluated in 
CONST, dimensioned with the value of NCONS 

equality constraint functions, evaluated in EQUAL 
dimensioned with the value of NEQUS 
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Working Arra,Ys 

DO dimensioned with value of N 

EE dimensioned with value of N 

FF dimensioned with value of N 

GG dimensioned with value of N 

HH dimensioned with value of N(N+7)/2 

Programming Information 

R,REDUCE - The values used for R and REDUCE can affect 

the rate of convergence but are otherwise fairly problem 

independent. A detailed discussion of criteria for choosing R 

and REDUCE is given in reference [44], section 8.5. 

NPFMIN terminates when either 

(a) 	 ui+l(x 1 ,x 2 , ••• ,Xn)- ui(x 1 ,x 2 , ••• ,xn) 

ui(x 1 ,x 2 , ••• ,xn) 

(b) RR < lo- 20 

Generally adequate values for the input variables 

are 

F = .0001 

G = .0001 

R = 1. 0 

REDUCE = .05 

MAXf•1 = 100 

XSTRT(I) = (RMAX(I) + RMIN(I))/2.0; a known 
feasible start is preferable 


If the input value of NCONS or NEQUS is zero, the 


argument value of PHI or PSI in the calling proqram dimension 

statement must be set to one. 
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NPFMIN has full variable dimensioning. The calling 

program must provide dimensioning as given above, 

If printout of the optimum is desired directly from 

NPFMIN, then the statement CALL NPFMIN in the calling program 

must be followed immediately by 

CALL ANSWER (U,X,PHI,PSI,N,·NcONS,NEQUS) 

This prints out the optimum point and the value of the 

•'s and •'s. However, there is no ' way of knowing if NPFMIN has 

hung up on a constraint or valley and is indicating a false 

optimum. 

If the method. has not converged, an appropriate error 

message is printed out and NPFMIN returns to the ~alling program. 

The labelled COMMON block [COMMON/OPTI/KO,NNDEX] may be placed 

in the calling program to detect KO = 1 (i.e. non optimum solution) 

if the standard printout of Subroutine ANSWER is not desired. 

Subroutine called are SLOPE,MAXMUM,OPTIF2,ANSWER,UREAL, 

CONST and EQUAL. 
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SUBROUTINE FEASBL (X,PHI,PSI,R~AX,RMIN,XSTRT, 
N,NCONS,NEQUS,IDATA,IPRINT, 
MAXM,F,G,U,STEPP,WORKl ,WORK2, 
WORK3,WORK4) 

Purpose 

Subroutine FEASBL is used to obtain a feasible starting 

point. Initially subroutine SEEK3 is employed to drive the 

inequality constraints feasible, without continuin9 to an 

optimum after which a direct search in the feasible re9ion 

drives the equality constraints feasible, using the sum of the 

equality constraints as the objective function. 

Inout Variables 

The following program par~meters must be defined by the 

callino pro9ram. 

N number of desi9n or independent variables 

NCONS number of inequality constraints 

NEQUS number of equality constraints 

!DATA = 0 input data is not printed out 

= 1 input data is printed out 

!PRINT = 0 intermediate results not printed out 

= integer value to print out intermediate results 

after every !PRINT cycles. 

~AXM maximum number of search cycles 

F fraction of range used as initial step size 

G fraction of initial step size used as minimum 

steo lenqth 

RMAX(I) estimated upper bounds on X(I), dimensioned with 

value of N 
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RtU N{I) estimated lower bounds on X{I), dimen.sioned 

with value of N 

XSTRT(I) inout starting values of X(I), dimensioned 

with value of N 

Cutout Variables 

u feasible value of objective function 

X(I) feasilbe values of independent variables, 

dimensioned with value of N 

PH I {I) ineouality constraint function, evaluated 

in CONST, dimensioned with value of NCONS 

PSI(!) equality constraint function, evaluated in 

EQUAL, dimensioned with value of NEQUS 

t~orkina ftrrays 

STEPP dimensioned with value of N 

WORKl dimensioned with value of N 

WORK2 dimensioned with value of N 

WORK3 dimensioned with value of N 

WORK4 dimensioned \'ti th value of N 

Proarammino Information 

Generally useful input values are 

f-1AXt1 = 300 

F = . 01 

G = • 01 

XSTRT(I) = (RMAX(I} + RMIN(I))/2.0 

If the input value of NCONS or NEOUS is zero, the arguments 

of PHI or PSI in the callina proqram dimension statement must 

contain one. 
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FEASBL h~s full variable dimensioning. The calling 

program must orovide dimensioning as given above. 

If printout of the feasible solution is desired directly 

from FEASBL, then the statement CALL FEASBL in the calling 

pro~ram may be follow~d immediately by 

CALL ANSWER (U,X,PHI,PSI,N,NCONS,NEQUS} 

This prints out the feasible point and the values of the $ 1 5 

and $'s. 

Subroutines called are SEEK3, SEARCH,OPTIF2,SUMPSI, 

UREAL,EQUAL,CONST,ANSWER. 
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APPENDIX E 

AUXILIARY ROUTINES 

A number of subroutines have been incorporated into the 

computer which are not related to either the optimization 

technique or the actual spur gear design. These routines have 

been developed to arrange the independent and dependent variables, 

to write out appropriate data and e~ror messages and generally 

provide the controlling mechanism of the overall package. The 

following presents a brief summary of the purpose and operation 

of these routines. 

SUBROUTINE SPUR 

Use Main calling program for the gear design 
from which the optimization routines 
are called · 

Calling Sequence The user's calling routine made of the 
aporopriate labelled common blocks, the 
input variable list and the CALL SPUR 
statement call this routine. 

Special Feature.s (1) It determines if sy~tem is pinion or 
gear drive, (2) It uses Subro~tine 

VARYl to suggest starting· values for 
design variables. (3) It defines optimiza
tion criteria control array. (4) It 
defines constant dependent variables of 
design. (5) It redefines starting
values if user specified. (6) It calls 
optimization routine, if required. 
(7) It has output results and message 
printed if requested. 

SUBROUTINE VARYl 

Use To determine the design variables 
problem, organize control arrays,
establish initial startinq values 
print input data if required. 

in the 

and 

Calling Sequence Subroutine SPUR calls this routine 
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Special Features 

SUBROUTINE VARY (X) 

Use 

Calling Sequence 

Special Features 

SUBROUTINE PRINT 

Use 

Calling Sequence 

Special Features 

SUBROUTINE HINT (PHI) 

Use 

Callin«;~ Sequence 

(l) It prints out input data, if 
requested. (2) It determines status 
of desion variables (i.e. constant, 
standard or variable). (3) It prints 
out status, if requested. (4) It 
initializes values of variables and 
standard quantities. (5) It prints 
out relative positions of desiqn
variable oseudonyms in optimization
independent variable array X{I). 

To equivalence pseudonyms of gear
design with variable array X(I) during 
optimization search. 

First routine called in Subroutine UREAL 

To keep all variables positive the gear
desiqn pseudonyms are equated to the 
absolute value of the variable array
X(I). In effect the objective function 
of a negative variable becomes th.e 
mirror images of its positive variable 
equivalent.
The addendum and dedendum values 
soecify the addendum dedendum circle 
radii and the clearance at the end of 
this routine ensuring that clearance 
will never be negative. 

To print out the spur gear design out
put in a standard format. 

Subroutine SPUR calls this program after 
the analysis is complete. 

The format for all orinting has not 
been established for terminal type
writer or scope output. 

To print out suqgested remedies for 
violated constraints for non-optimum 
results 

Subroutine SPUR calls this routine 
before entering Subroutine PRINT. 
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Snecial Features 	 If violations occur in the constraints 
each constraint is checked, with error 
message and suggested remedy printed
for each violation. These suggested 
remedies are not the onlv method of 
achievina a feasible sol~tion. Close 
examination of the outrut results may
indicate an easier solution. 
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APPENDIX F 

INDEX OF SUBROUTINES 

The following information enables the reader to find the 

related theory and the program listing for a particular subroutine. 

After a brief description of each subroutine, brackets [ ] will 

enclose the section containing the aporopriate theory and 

parenthesis ( ) will indicate the P\Ogram listing location in 

Appendix A. 

ADDEND determines the addendum lenath of oointed and 
tooth thickness at addendumwcircle [2.4] (A.3) 

·ANSWER prints output final solution from optimization
routines in a standard format (A.53) 

BEND determines the actual and allowable bending stresses 
in a gear tooth [2.7A] (A.9) 

BLASH determines various properties which are dependent 
on backlash [2.13] (A.30) 

CON RAT determines contact ratio for non-undercut and 
undercut conditions [2. 10] {A.26) 

CONST determines inequality constraint values for 
optimization routines [Appendix D] (A.40) · 

CUTTER determines hob cutter characteristics which affect 
the tooth design during generation [2.4] (A.l) 

CWALL determines point of highest stress concentration 
on fillet profile [2.8A] {A.l3) 

EFACT determines elastic coefficient factor for stress 
analjsts [2.88] {A.15} 

EFFIC determines efficiency of gear mesh [2.11] (A.28) 

ERROR determines AGMA suggested manufacturing errors 
[2.12] (A.29) 

FACTOR 	 determines the overall deratinq factors for stress 

analysis [2.8L] (A.25} ~ 


FEASBL 	 evaluates feasible starting point for optimization 

search {A.48) 
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FFACT 

FILLET 

FRANDN 

HFACT 

HINT 

IFACT 

JFACT 

LENGTH 

LFACT 

LOAD 

MAXMUM 

MFACT 

NPFMIN 

OF ACT 

OPTIFl}
OPTIF2 

PITCH 

POWER 

PRINT 

determines surface finish factors for stress 
~~alysis [2.~G] (A.20) 

determines radius to point of intersection 
of the fillet and involute profiles [2.4] (A.2} 

random number generator (A.50) 

determines hardness ratio factor for stress analysis
[2.84] (A.21} 

prints suggested remedies for violated constraints 
[Appendix E] (A.37} 

determines geometry factor for wear stress analysis
[2.8A] (A.l4} 

determines geometry factor for bending stress 
analysis [2.8A] (A. 12} 

determines length of approach and length of recess 
for undercut conditions [2, 10] (A.27} 

determines life factors for stress analysis
[2.8!] (A.22) . 

determines .radius to load application on the gear
tooth centre line [2.7A.l] (A.7) 

determines maximum value of an ·array (A.47) 

determines the load distribution factors for stress 
analysis [2.8D] (A.l7) 

gradient method optimization routine [Appendix D] 
(A.43} 

determines onverload factor for stress analysis
[2.8E] (A. 18) 

determine two different artificial unconstrained 
optimization functions (A.51, A.52) 

determines some fundamental geometric relations 
in the gear design [2.5] (A.4) 

determines the maximum permissible oower trans
mission for bending and w~ar analysis [2.7C] 
(A.ll) 

prints design output in standard format [Appendix
E] (A.36) 
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RFACT 	 determines reliability factor for stress analysis
[2.8J] (A.23) .. 

SEARCH 	 d~rect search optimization technique (A~44} 

SEEKl} direct search optimization techniques with artifi 
SEEK3 cial unconstrained optimization functions 

[Appendix D] (A.41, A.42) 

SF ACT 	 determines size connection factor for stress 
analysis [2.8F] (A.l9) 

SHARE 	 determines if load sharing exists between 
successive pairs of mating teeth [2.7A.] (A.B) 

SHOT 	 a directed random search technique employed with 
Subroutine SEEKl (A.45) 

SIZE 	 determines dimensions of gear blank [2. 14] (A.32) 

SLOPE 	 determines oradients by finite difference 
technique (.i\.46} 

SPUR 	 main calling ·program for the gear design [Appendix
E] (A. 38) 

SU~1PS I 	 determines sum of equality constraint violations 
in Subroutine FEASBL (A.49) 

TFACT 	 determines temperature correcti~n factor for 
stress analysis [2.8K] (A.24) 

TLOAD 	 determines load components of tooth loading 
[2.6] (A.6} 

TO LCD 	 determines centre distance tolerance and maximum 
backlash at worst case [2.12, 2. 13] (A.31} 

TORQUE 	 determines the applied torque on the gear
[2.6] (A.5} . 

VARY 	 orovides link between desion variables. and 
optimization

. 
routine [Aooendix. E] (A.35)

' 	 ' 

VARYl 	 organizes various control arrays and suggests
values to be used in optimization routine [Appendix 
E] (A.34) 

UREAL 	 determines the optimization criterion as well as 
comouting analysis of gear design [Appendix D]
(A.39} 

VFACT 	 determines velocity correction factor for stress 
analyses [2.8C] (A.l6) 



VOLUHE determines vo1ume of gear blank [2.14] (A.33) 
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HEAR determines the 
[2.7B] (A.lO) 

actual and allowable wear stresses 
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USER'S GUIDE 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

This package is one of a series for the automatic 

optimum desian of engineering components or devices. Its 

ourpose is the optimum design of external spur gears. The 

package i_s user oriented and requires no knowledge of computer 

programming (FORTRAN) or optimization. While the package can 

be used with a minimal knowledge of, or experience in, gear 

desiqn, this practice is risky. Judgement cannot be completely 

removed from any design, nor can a successful design be 

guaranteed by any theoretical analysis if the design assumptions 

do not mat~h the real life situation. The user exercises his 

judgement by ootions available in the input coding. 

The program is basically self-sufficient, offering the 

gear designer the conglomeration of information from various 

accepted design sources brought together into one package. To 

assist in the event of difficulties with the package or as a 

reference for further development, the user should see 

reference [l] which develops all aspects of the packa~e. 

1.2 CONFI~URATION 

Figure 1.1 illustrates the basic gear geometry on which 

the indenendent or design variables are listed. 

1.3 OPTIMIZATION CRITERION 

The user can select some or all of the following as 

the optimization criterion, in any combination: 

(a) minimum volume of gear set 

(b) maximum contact ratio 
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FIGURE 1.1 Gear Layout. 
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(c) minimum centre distance 

(d) minimum face width 

·If the volume is optimized, then the centre distance and face 

width will be optimized also if they have been defined as 

desipn variables. 

Since the above criteria may be used in any combination, 

multifactor optimization was implemented to achieve the overall 

criterion. E~ch criteria is developed in terms of a linear 

utility function between zero and one which exoresses the 

importance of dependent variables over the range of its minimum 

and maximum values. For example, hiqh desirability or utility 

(e.g. utility= 1} occurs for minimum volume soecified as 

function of face width and centre distance minima, for maximum 

contact ratio arbitrarily chosen as 2,. and for minimum face 

width and minimum centre distance specified by the user. On 

the other hand, low utility (e.g. utility= 0) occurs for 

maximum volume exnressed as function of face width-centre 

distance maxima, for minimum contact ratio arbitrarily chosen 

as 1, and for maximum face width and maximum centre distance 

specified by the user. {See Figure 1.3.1 and 1.3.2) 

The overall criterion is achieved by minimizing the sum 

of the reciprocals of these individual utilities. No attempt 

has been made to make one criteria more important in the 

.program. 	 However, the user may partially weight the importance 

of face width and centre distance and, therefore, volume, by 

emoloyinq a large minimum-maximum range for either variable. 

This aooroach tends to give less importance to" the variable 

as it approaches 
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a feasible reqion near the lower portion of its ranQe. However, 

by compressing the range, the variable takes on greater 

importance over most values, especially if the variable is near 

the maximum limit. Note that these limits also specify step 

lengths for the direct search optimization techniques and, 

therefore, their values should be chosen with discretion. See 

reference [1] for further details on multifactor optimization. 

1.4 INPUT DATA 

The user must define quantities for all the following 

input variables utilizino FORTRAN DATA statements, READ 

statements, or individual arithmetic assignment statements. The 

format of the numbers (i.e. integer or floatino point} must be 

specified correctly where noted. An integer number is expressed 

with no decimal point {e.g. 21}, while floating point numbers 

are expressed with a decimal noint (e.g. 21.6 or 2.16f+Ol). 

N6te that the number of teeth in a gear is an inteqer value, 

but must be specified in floatinq point notation (e.g. 21.0}. 

Printout Control (inteoer numbers) 

I DATA 	 = 1. input data printed out 
= 0 input data not printed out 

I PRINT = integer value for rrinting every !PRINT cycles of 
intermediate results. 

= 0 intermediate results not printed out 

IWRITE 	 = 1 final results printed out 
=·0 final results not printed out 

NTYPE 	 = 1 optimization by Subroutine SEEKl 
= 2 optimization by Subroutine SEEK3 
= 3 optimization by Subroutine NPFMIN 

NOTE: A value for NTYPE must be specified even 
when no optimization will occur. For consistency 
set NTYPE = 1 in these cases. · 
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Material Properties (floating point numbers) 

BHNl Pinion] Bri nell HardnessBHN2 Gear 

Typical Gear-Pinion Hardness Combinatioris{ 2 , 3 l 

Gear Bhn 

180 
210 
225 
245 
255 
270 
285 
300 

El 

Pinion Bhn 

210 
245 
265 
285 
300 
315 
335 
350 

PinionJ modulus of elasticity (osi)E2 t;ear 

RHOl Pinion] mate-ria 1 density (lb/in 3)RH02 Gear 

Ul Pinion] Poisson's ratioU2 Pear 

SACl Pinion} allowable contact stress number, or 
SAC2 Gear surface endurance limit {psi ) 

NOTE: An allowable contact stress number for 
10 million cvcles of load anplication is deter
mined by fie)d exnerience, for each material 
and condition of that material. This number 
varies considerablv with heat treatment. The 
desianer should co~sult anv new American Gear 
Manu*acturers Association· (AGMA) ratina practices 
as they come available, and use these contact 
stress numbers whenever aoolicable. The 
contact stress numbers listed in Table 1.1 mav 
be used as a ouide, with the lower values of 
the chart suaoested for aeneral desian purposes. 
The upoer values mav be used when hioh quality
material is used, when section size and design
allows maximum response to heat treatment, 
and when oroper control is effected by adequate
inspection. 

v 
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TABLE 1.1 Allowable Contact Stress Number- Sac 

Material Surface 
Hardness, 

~·1i n i mum 

sac Material Surface 
Hardness, 

Minimum 

sac 

Steel 

Through
Hardened 

180 Bhn 
240 Bhn 

300 Bhn 
360 Bhn 
440 Bhn 
Case 
Carbur
ized 
(see 
Note l} 

55 Rc 

60 Rc 

85-95,000 
105-1.15,000 

120-135,000 
145-160,000 
170-190,000 

180-200,00 

200-225,000 

Cast Iron 

175 Bhn 
200 Bhn 

165 Bhn 
210 Bhn 

255 Bhn 

Tensile 
Strength· 
osi (min) 

50-60,000 
65-75,000 
75-85,000 
90-100% of 

the sac 
value of 
steel with 
the same 
hardness 

sac 

AGI4A Grade 20 
AGMA Grade 30 
f\G~1A Grade 40 

Nodular Iron 
Annealed 
Normalized 
Oil Quench 
and Temper 

Bronze 

Tin Bronze 
AG~IA 2C ( 10 40,000 30,000 

Flame or 12% Tin) 
Induction Aluminum 
Hardened Bronze 

ASTM B 148
50 Rc 170-190,000 52 . 90 ,000 65,000 

(A 11 oy
9C-H.T.) 

Note l. 	 For minimum case depths at the pitch diameter as shown in 
Figure 1.2 

Material 	 t4a teri a 1 hardness Min. . I saf-psi 
Steel 

Case Carburized and 
Hardened 

55 Rc 55-65,000 

Induction or Flame 
Hardened 
Hard Root 

Unhardened Root 

300 Bhn use values from 
Figure 1.3 
22,000 

Cast Iron 
AGMA Grade 20 5,000 
AGI4A Grade 30 175 Bhn 8,500 
AGMA Grade 40 200 Bhn 13,000 

TABLE ·1.2 Allowable Fatigue Design Stress- Saf 
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NOTE: Total case depth is the depth 
at which the carbon content of the 
case and core are equal. 

FIGURE 1.2 Depth of Case at Pitch Line 
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FIGURE 1.3 Allowable Fatigue Stress for Steel Gears ~· Saf 
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SAFl Pinion} allo~able fatiaue stress, or 

SAF2 Gear allowable desi9n bendina stress (psi) 


NOTE: An allowa~le desi9n bending (fatigue) 
stress for 10 million cycles of load application 
is determined by field exoerience, for each, 
material and condition of that material. This 
stress varies considerably with heat treatment, 
for9ina or castine oractice, material comoosition 
and.with various surface treatments. Freauently, 
shot peenina oermits a hiaher allowable stress 
to be used. The allowable fatiaue desian 
stresses for steel, shovm in Fiaure 1 .3· are 
values suaaested for oeneral desion purposes,
while values for surface hardened steel and 
other materials are shown in Table 1.2. Use 
70 ~ercent of the allowable fatigue design 
stress values for idler aears and other qears
where the teeth are load~d in both diret~ions. 

Desian Reouirements (floatin9 point numbers) 

HP 	 Horsepower transmitted 

RP~1I 	 Innut shaft speed {RPM) 

RP~10 	 Output shaft soeed (RPM) 

SHAFT! 	 Input shaft diameter (inches) 

SHAFTO 	 Output shaft diameter (inches)
NOT6: The shaft diameters are onlv required 
as part of the aear blank volume determination. 
No constraints ~ffectina aear size or radial 
loadina as a function of shaft diameter have 
been incornorated. If the final solution 
results in' a qear of smaller diameter than 
the shaft, the aear and shaft must be made 
as one, or the shaft has been overdesiqned. 

INDEPENDENT or DESIGN VARIABLES 

The oackage has been arranged so that each desiqn variables 

may be incorporated into the routine in three possible modes of 

operation: constant, variable or standard,where applicable. If 

all design variables are given constant values by the user, 

only a feasibility analysis will be carried out. Variables 

specified as standard will become internal functions of other 

variables. When a design variable is specified as va~iable, 
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the optimization routine chooses values which enable a minimum 

optimization criterion to be ·achieved, if possible. 

CD = 	 floatino noint number for constant centre distance 
(inches) 

= 3HVAR 	 for variable centre distance 

FW = 	 floating point number for constant face width (inches) 

= 3HVAR 	 for variable face width 

PAD = 	 floatino point number for constant pressure angle
(degrees) 

= 3HVAR 	 for variable pressure angle 

TEETHl = 	 floatinq ooint number for constant number of teeth 

= 3HVAR · 	 for variable number. of teeth 

NOTE: 	 The number of qear teeth results automatically
from the oresentation of the number of pinion 
teeth throuqh the oear ratio. (NG = mg NP) 

ADDKl Pinion] = 	floatino ~oint number for addendum 
ADDK2 Gear· 	 coefficient, defined by 

ADDKl = Do x addendum of pinion
ADDK2 = Dp x addendum of gear 

= 3HSTD 	 for AGMA standard addendum soecifi.ed as 
1.0/Dp 

NOTE: This addendum system is used in 
conjunction with the 20° and 25° pressure
anale systems. 

= 3HVAR 	 for variable addendum determination. 
In this case the addendum values are 
determined directly without reference to 
the diametral pitch Do 

= 3HCON 	 for a constant addendum. This facility
is utilized onlv when analvsis is desired 
for a oiven oear desion (i.e. all desian 
constants) variables are user specified.
The actual floatinq point value of the 
addendum must be soecified in input
variables ADDl and ADD2 for the oinion 
and aear respectively. · 

http:soecifi.ed
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NOTE: The addendum coefficient for pinion and 
gear may be selected independently of each other 
from the above possibilities. 

DEDKl 
OEDK2 

ADOl 

ADD2 


Pinion] 	 = floatinq point number for 
Gear 	 dedendum coefficient defined by 

DEDKl = Op x dedendum of pinion 
DEDK2 = Do x dedendum of gear 

= 3HSTD 	 for AGMA standard dedendum specified 
as 1.25/Dp forD p-<20 , or 

1·600 + 0.002 forD > 20 
0 p

NOTE: This dedendum system is used 
in conjunction with the 20° pressure
angle system. The 25° oressure angle 
is specified as 1.25/DP for the whole 
diametral pitch range. Thus for a 
25° oressure anqle svstem set 
DEDKl = 1.25 or-DEDK~ = 1.25. 

= 3HVAR 	 for a variable dedendum determination. 
In this case the dedendum values are 
determined directly without reference 
to the diametral pitch DP. 

= 3HCON 	 for constant dedendum. This facility
is utilized only when analysis is 
desired for a aiven gear design (i.e. 
all design variables user specified
constants). The actual floating point
value of the dedendum must be specified
in input variables DEDKl and DEDK2 for 
the pinion and gear respectively. 

NOTE: The dedendum coefficient for oinion and gear 
may be selected independently of each other from the 
above possibilities. 

PinionJ addendumGear 

= floating point number for constant addendum (inches)
NOTE: In this case we must have 

AODKl J = 3HCON
ADDK2 

This value need not be specified if the 
addendum coefficient has a notation 
other than 3HCON. 
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DEDl Pinion} dedendumDED2 Gear 

= floating point number for constant dedendum (inches) 
NOTE: In this case we must have 

DEDK11 = 3HCONDEDK2 
This value need not be specified if the 
dedendum coefficient has a notation 
other than 3HCON. 

NOTE: Variable in the sense used above (i.e·. 3HVAR)
indicates that the values are computer determined. 

SIZE LIMITS (f'loating point numbers) 

CD~~AX Upper centre distance 1 imi t (inches) 

CDMIN Lower centre distance 1 imi t (inches) 

FWMAX Upoer face width 1 i mit (inches) 

FWMIN Lower face width l·i mit (inches) 

PADMAX Upper pressure angle 1 i mit (degrees) 

PADMIN Lower pressure angle limit. (degrees) 

NOTE: Since these limit values are used to evaluate 
the initial step size (i.e. 10% of range) for the 
direct search optimization technique, an extremely
larqe ranoe of the limits should not be taken even 
tho~gh th~ user does not care about the limiting
values. If a feasible answer is known for the 
design, the values may be set to some proportion
above and below the feasible solution so that the 
initial search will be in the middle of the range.
On the other hand, if a feasible answer is not 
known, values of 0 and 100 inches for the lower
upper centre distance limits and 0° and 45° for the 
anoular limits are reasonable values. Effective 
fa~e width limits may be determined by multiplying
the centre distance limits by {2.0/(RATIO + l.O))
where RATIO is the ratio of the faster shaft speed.
More reasonable desiqn limits will become evident 
after the initial ontimization run. Centre distance 
may be given a larQer weiqht relative to the face 
width in the ootimization criterion (see section 1.3)
bv lowerino the maximum centre distance limit and 
i~creasino.the maximum face width limit. 

The pre~sure angle step size has been arbitarily
chosen as 1° so that the limits will not alter the 
search in the same manner as the length limits. 
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The final value of face width should not exceed 
the final centre distance value times (2.0/(RATIO 
+ l.O», so as to remain within the load distribu
tion analysis of the oroqram. 

CONTROL FACTORS {floating ooint numbers) 

Lower backlash limit modification factor 

Upper backlash limit modification factor 

Ratio of pinion tooth thinnin~ to total tooth thinning 

Centre distance tolerance modification factor 

NOTE: Suooested values for minimum and maximum 
backlash have been incorporated in algebraic
functions (y = axb) with the modification factors 
increasino or decreasing the "a" term. For normal 
nower oearino, BLL = BLU = 1.0 is suoqested, while 
for control oearinq BLL = BLU = 0.0 results in 
zero delibrate tooth thinning, but an.equivalent
tooth thinning to represent an error envelope over 
the aear tooth is produced. 

The tooth thinninq ratio is normally BLR = 0.5, 
with each gear acceoting half of the tooth thinning
allowance for minimum backlash. If the pinion has 
a· small number of teeth which have been enlarged to 
avoid nroblems of undercut (i~e. smaller ratio of. 
the number of teeth to oitch circle diameter), the 
gear may take a greater portion of this b~cklash 
allowance in order to avoid the absurdity of 
increasino the tooth thickness to avoid undercut 
and then thinning the tooth to introduce backlash. 
In such cases the value of BLR may range between. 
0.0 and 0.5. 

1he suooested centre distance tolerances for the 
various AGMA quality classes have been incorporated
in linear equations (y = ax + b), with the resultant 
tolerance directly proportional to the linear result 
time~ the modification factor. The CDR factor has 
been introduced to provide a degree of flexibility,
and it exoresses the ratio of the desired centre 
distance tolerance to the computer suggested centre 
distance tolerance. Since the computer values 
reflect AGMA suggestions, CDR= 1.0 should be 
generally utilized. 

Required number of life cycles of operation. 

NOTE: The fatigue strength of a material varies 
as a function of the n~mber of loading cycles.
For steel, this strenath decreases with increased 
loading cycles until the endurance limit is reached, 
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after which the fatique strenath basically remains 
constant for increased loading cycles. The AGMA 
has found that, for steels, the endurance limit 
occurs generally at 107 cycles, with the fatigue 
strength at lesser cycles determined by a general 
life factor function. Table 1.1 and 1.2 along
with Figure 1.3 represent suggested fatique strength 
or endurance limits for various steels. 

If the fatiaue limits are beino used for materials 
not listed ih. the~e tables~ the actual fatigue
strenath of the material at the required number of 
life cycles of ooeration should be 'specified in 
SAFl, SAF2, SACl and SAC2 while the value of 
CYCLE should be set. qreater than 107. This procedure 
bypasses the life function soecified in the 
oroqram for the steels mentioned in the previous.
charts. 

Driven machine loading mode 

= 1 . 0 load on driven machine uniform 

= 2.0 load on driven machine - moderate 

= 3.0 load on driven machine - heavy 


NOTE: Table 1.3 may aid in the selection of the 
loadinq mode of the-driven machinery. 

Power source loading mode 

= 1.0 oower source uniform 

= 2.0 nower source - lioht shock 

= 3.0 oower source - medium shock 


NOTE: Table 1.4 may aid in the selection of the 
loading mode of the driven machinery. 

Reliability of design 

NOTE: For oeneral annlications set RELI = 0.99 
while for more reliable designs set RELI = 0.999 

Oil or aear blank temneratures (degrees Fahrenheit} 

CONTROL FACTORS (inteaer numbers} 

Pinion} Hob cutter typeGear 

= 1 	 if qear cut by rack or hob with sharp
cornered teeth 

= 2 	 if gear cut by rack or hbb with rounded 
corners. 
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TABLE 1.3 lo~d Classifications for Various Applications. (4) 

The following table lis~s and classifies the character 

of the load in various. applications for gearmotors. A gear

motor is defined as the combination of an enclosed gear drive 

and an elective motor. with the frame of one component supporting 

the other, and with the motor shaft common with or directly 

coupled to the input pinion shaft. Thus, these values should 

only be taken as minimum suggestions in classifying an application. 

The pitch line velocity during operation should not exceed 

5000 fpm. 

Nomenclature 


u = uniform 


M = medium shock 


H = heavy shock 


l. c. = load classification 

Application l.C. Application L. C. 

AGITORS 
Pure liquids
liquids and Solids 
liquids -  Variable 

Density
Semi-liquids

--Variable Density
BLOVJE RS 
Centrifugal
Lobe 
Vane 

BREWING and DISTILLING 
Bottling Machinery
Brew Kettles 
-  Continuous Duty

Cookers -  Continuous 
Duty

Mash Tubs 
-~· Continuous Duty 

u 
M 

M 

M 

u 

u 

u 

u 

Scale Hopper 
Frequent Starts 

CAN FILLING MACHINES 
CANE KNIVES 
CAR DUt~PERS 
CAR PULLERS Intermittent 

Duty
CLARIFIERS 
CLASSIFIERS 
CLAY HORKING MACHINERY 
Brick Press 
Briquette Machine 
Clay working Machinery 
Pug Mill 

COMPRESSORS 
centrifugal
Lobe 
Reciprocating
Multi-Cylinder
Single-Cylinder 

lvJ 
u 
(v1 

H 

M 
u 
M 

H 
H 
M 
M 

u 
M 

M 
H 
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Application 


CONVEYORS -- UNIFORMLY 

LOADED OR FED 

Apron

Assembly

Belt 

Bucket 

Chain 

Flight

Oven 
Screw 

CONVEYORS -- HEAVY DUTY NO 
UNIFORMLY FED 
Apron

Assembly

Belt 

Bucket 

Chain 


.flight
Live Roll (Package)
Oven 
R e ci pro cat i .n g
Screw 
Shaker 

CRANES and HOISTS 
Main Hoists 


Heave Duty 

~1edi urn Duty


Reversing

Skip Hoists 

Trolley Drive 

Bridge Drive 


CRUSHERS 
Ore 
Stone 

DREDGES 
Cable Reels 
Conveyors
Cutter Head Drives 
Jig Drives 
Maneuvering Winches 
Pumps
Screen Drive 
Stackers 
Utility Winches 

ELEVATORS 
Bucket -- Uniform Load 


Heavy Load 

Continuous 


Centrifugal Discharge

Escalators 

Freight

Gravity Discharge 


L. c. 


u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 

M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
u 
M 

·H 
M 
H 

H 
~1 
M 
M 
M 
M 

H 
H 

M 
M 
H 
H 
M 
M 
H 
M 
M 

u 
1'1 
u 
u 
u 
M 
u 

Application 


Man Lifts 

Passenger 

Service -- Hand Life 


FANS 
Centrifugal
Cooling.Towers 

Induced Draft 

Forced Draft 

Induced Draft 

Large (Mine, etc.)

Large Industrial 

Light (Small Diameter)


FEEDERS 
Apron
Belt 
Disc 
Reciprocating
Screw 

FOOD INDUSTRY 
Beet Slicer 
Cereal Cooker 
Dough Mixer 
Meat Grinders 

GENERATORS -- (Not Welding) 
HAMt·1ER MILLS 
LAUNDRY HASHERS 

Reversing
LAUNDRY TUMBLERS 
LINE SHAFTS 

Heavy Shock Load 

Moderate Shock Load 

Uniform Load 


L	Ut1 BE R I NDUST R Y 
Barkers -- Spindle Feed 
Barkers -- Main Drive 
Carriage Drive 
Conveyors -- Burner 

t~ain or Heavy
Duty

Main Log
lvte rrv -go- Round 
Slab 
Transfer 
Waste 

Chains -- Floor 

Green 


Cut-Off Saws -- Chain 

Drag


Debarking Drums 

Feeds -- Edger


Gang
Trimmer 

L. C. 


H 

u 

M 

M 
M 
M 
u 

M 
M 
u 
H 
M 

M 
u 
M 
M 
u 
H 

M 
M 

H 
M 
u 

14 
H 

14 

M 
H 
r1 
H 

M 
M 
M 
M 
H 
M 
H 
M 
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Application L.C. 

LUMBER INDUSTRY., Continued 
Log Deck ~ 
Log Hauls -- Incline 

-- Well Type 
 H 

Log Turning Devices H 
Planer Feed M 
Planer Tilting Hoists M 
Rolls --- Live-Off Brg. 
-- Roll Cases H 

Sorting Table M 
Tipple Hoist M 
Transfers -- Chain M 
Transfers -- Craneway M 
Tray Drives M 
Veneer Lathe Drives 

MACHINE·TOOLS 
Bending Roll M 
Notching Press -- Belt 

Driven 
Plate Planer H 
Punch Press -- Gear 

Driven H 
Tapping Machines H 
Other Machine Tools 

Main Drives M 
Auxiliary Drives U 

METAL MILLS 
Bridle Roll Drives H 
Draw Bench -- Carriage H 
Draw Bench -- Main Drive H 
Forming Machines H 
Pinch Dryer & Scrubber 
Rolls, Reversing

Slitters M 
Table Conveyors

Non-Reversing M 
Reversing M 

Winding Reels -- Strip M 
Wire Drawing & Flattening

Machine M 
Wire Winding Machine M 

MILLS, ROTARY TYPE 
Ball H 
Cement Kilns 
Dryers & Coolers M 
Kilns M 
Pebble H 
Rod H 
Tumbling Barrels H 

MIXERS 
Concrete Mixers, Continuous M 
Concrete fv1i xers, 

Intermittent M 

L ;c.Application 

Constant Density U 
Variable Density M 

OIL INDUSTRY 
Chillers M 
Oil Well Pumping M 
Paraffin Filter Press M 
Rotary Kilns M 

PAPER MILLS 
Agitators (Mixers) M 
Barker Auxiliaries, 

Hydraulic M 
Barker, Mechanical M 
Barking Drum H 
Beater & Pulper M 
Bleacher U 
Calenders M 
Calenders -- Super M 
Converting Machines, except M 
Cutters, Platers 

Conveyors U 
Conveyors, Log H 
Couch M 
Cutters, Platers H 
Cylinders M 
Dryers M 
Felt Stretcher M 
Felt Whipper H 
Jordans U 
Presse~ U 
Pulp Machines, Reel M 
Stock Chests M 
Suction Roll U 
Washers and Thickeners M 
Winders· U 

PRINTING PRESSES U 
PULLERS 

Barge Haul H 
PUMPS 
Centrifugal U 
Proportioning M 
Reciprocating
Single Acting

3 or more Cylinders M 
Double Acting 

2 or more Cylinders M 
Single Acting 

1 or 2 Cylinders
Double Acting 
Single Cylinder

Rotary -- Gear Type U 
-- Lobe, Vane U 

RUBBER INDUSTRY 
Mixer H 
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Application L.C. 

RUBBER 	 INDUSTRY, Continued 
Rubber Calender M 
Rubber Mi 11 (2 or more) M 
Sheeter M 
Tire Building Machines 
Tire & Tube Press Openers
Tubers and Strainers M 

SEWAGE DISPOSAL EQUIPMENT 
Bar Screens U 
Chemical Feeders U 
Collectors, Circuline or 
Straiqhtline U 

Dewatering Screens M 
Grit Collectors U 
Scum Breakers M 
Slow or Rapid Mixers M 
Sludge Collectors U 
Thickeners M 
Vacuum Filters M 

SCREENS 
Air Washing U 
Rotary -- Stone or Gravel M 
Traveling Water Intake U 

SLAB PUSHERS M 
STEERING GEAR M 
STOKERS U 

A~lication 	 ~.C. 

TEXTILE INDUSTRY 
Batchers M 
Calenders M 
Card Machines M 
Cloth Finishing Machines, 

(Washers, Pads, Tenters)
(Dryers, Calenders, etc.) M 

Dry Cans M 
Dryers M 
Dyeing Machinery M 
Knitting Machines 

(looms, etc.)
Looms] M 
Mangles M 
Nappers M 
Pads M 
Range Drives 
Slashers M 
Soapers M 
Spinners M 
Tenter Frames M 
Washers M 
Winders (Other than 

Batchers) M 
Yarn Prepartory Machines 

(Cards, Spinners, Slashers 
etc.) M 

WINDLASS M 
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TABLE 1.4 General Classification of Power Sources. (S) 

The following chart lists and classifies the character 

of general classes of prime movers for gear speed reducers. 

These should only be taken as minimum suggestions in classifying 

a power source. 

Nomenclature 


U = uniform 


L = light shock 


M = medium shock 


H = heavy shock 


Prime Mover 
Duration of Service 

Less than 
3 hrs./day 

Less than 
10 hrs./day 

24 hrs./day 

Electric ~1otors u u L 

Multi-Cylinder
Internal 
Combustion 
Engine 

u L M 

Single Cylinder
Internal 
Combustion 
Engine 

L M H 
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NOTE: In oeneral NCUT = 2 will reoresent the most 
realistic manufacturina method. The radius of 
curvature of the rounded corner of the hob teeth 
simulated in the program is a function of the 
clearance. 

= 0 	 for computer determined load location on 
oear tooth 

= 1 for tooth tip-loading 
= 2 for highest point of sinq~e tooth contact 

loading 

NOTE: For aeneral pur~oses the design should be 
carried out assuming tip-loading (i.~. NLOAD = l)t
since the theory used to determine if the actual 
loading is tip loading or highest ooint of single
tooth contact loading, cannot be quaranteed in 
all cases. At the same time the NLOAD = 0 usage
takes an excessive amount of computer time. The 
NLOAD = 0 and NLOAD = 2 facilities should only
be used to analyze a aiven design. If they are 
imolemented in an optimization search~ the 
startino values for the search should be feasible 
results from a tip-loading solution. 

AGMA 	 quality number 

NOTE: Table 1.5 suggests quality numbers for 
various types of machinery~ 

OPTIONS (integer numb~rs) 

= 0 	 computer evaluated starting values employed 
as initial optimization v~lues 

= · 1 	 user sugoested starting values employed 
as initial optimization values 

Array containinQ n user suoaested startino values 
where n specified the number of independent 
variables. 

NOTE: Because of the options in defining which 
quantities are to be desiqn variables, it is not 
POSSible for the user to relate design variables 
to elements of STRT(I) until one run has been 
made. Thus, for the first run, the user must 
accept the internal starting values. The resultant 
output, then relates desion variables to elements 
of X(I), which corresponds to STRT(I). 
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Table 1.5 Applications and Suggested Quality Numbers 

This table indicates a tabulation of many industrial 

and end use applications for spur gearing with typical AGMA 

Quality Numbers for many applications. When selecting a Quality 

Number for an industry or an application which is not shown use 

a similar industry o~ application as a guide. The AGMA Quality 

Number shown opposite each item of equipment identifies the 

quality of gearing generally used. Ther may be certain designs 

or operating conditions that would justify specifying gears to 

lower or higher Quality Number. In the interest of economy, 

use the lowe Quality Number shown, unless some of the conditions 

of the equipment or its operation indicate the use of· the 

higher Quality Number. 

Application *Quality NumbersApplication *Quality Numbers 

AEROSPACE 
Actuators 
Control Gearing 
Engine Accessories 
Engine Power 
Engine Starting 
Loading Hoist 
Propeller Feathering 
Small Engines 

AGRICULTURE 
Baler 
Beet Harvester 
Combine 
Corn Picker 
Cotton Picker 
Farm Elevator 
Field Harvester 
Peanut Harvester 
Potato Digger 

AIR COMPRESSOR 

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY 

7-11 
10-12 
10-13 
10-13 
10-13 
7-11 

10-13 
12-13 

3- 7 
5-7 
5-7 
5-7 
5-7 
3- 7 
5-7 
3- 7 
5-7 

10-11 

10-11 

BAILING MACHINE 5- 7 

BOTTLING INDUl?TRY 
Capping 6- 7 
Filling 6- 7 
Labeling 6- 7 
Washer, Sterilizer 6- 7 

BREWING INDUSTRY 
Agitator 6- 8 
Barrel Washer 6- 8 
Cookers 6- 8 
Filling Machines 6- 8 
Mash Tubs - 6- 8 
Pasteurizer 6- 8 
Racking Machine 6- 8 

BRICK-MAKING MACHINERY 5- 7 

BRIDGE MACHINERY 5-7 

BRIQUETTE MACHINES 5-7 

•ouality Numbers are tnclusive, from lo\o\est to htghest numbers shown. 
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Application *Quality Numbers 

CEMENT INDUSTRY 

(Quarry Operation) 

Conveyor 5-6 

Crusher 5- 6 

Diesel-Electric Locomotive 8- 9 

Electric Dragline (cast gear) 3 


(cut gear) 6- 8 

Electric Locomotive 6- 8 

Electric Shovel (cast gear) 3 


(cut gear) 6- 8 

Elevator 5- 6 

Locomotive Crane (cast gear) 3 


(cut gear) 5-6 

(Plant Operation) 

Air Separator 5- 6 

Ball Mill 5-7 

CompebMill 5-6 

Conveyor Mill 5-6 

Cooler ' 5-6 

Elevator 5-6 

Feeder· 5- 6 

Filter 5-6 

Kiln 5- 6 

Kiln Slurry Agitator 5-6 

Overhead Crane 5- 6 

Pug, Rod, and Tube Mills 5-6 

Pulverizer 5- 6 

Raw and FiniSh Min 5- 6 

Rotary Dryer 5-6 

Slurry Agitator 5-'- 6 


CHEWING GUM INDUSTRY 

Chicle Grinder 6- 8 

Coater 6- 8 

Mixer-Kneader 6- 8 

Molc!er-Roller 6- 8 

Wrapper 6- 8 


CHOCOLATE INDUSTRY 

Glazer, Finisher 6- 8 

Mixer, Mill 6- 8 

Molder 6-8 

Presser, Refiner 6- 8 

Tampering 6- 8 

Wrapper 6- 8 


CLAY WORKING MACHINERY 5- 7 


COMMERCIAL METERS 

Gas 7- 9 

Liquid, Water, Milk 7- 9 

Parking 7- 9 


COMPUTING AND ACCOUNTING MACHINES 

Accounting- Billing 9-10 

Adding Machine- Caluclator 7- 9 

Addressograph 7 

Bookkeeping 9-10 

Cash Register 7 

Comptometer 6- 8 

Computing 10-11 

Data Proce~ing 7- 9 

Dictating Machine 9 

Typewriter 8 


Application *Quality Numbers 

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT 

Backhoe 6- 8 

Cranes, Open Gearing 3- 6 


Enclosed Gearing 6- 8 

Ditch Digger 3- 8 


Transmission 6-8 

Drag Line 5- 8 

Dumpster 6- 8 

Paver, Loader 3 


Transmission 8 

Mixer 3- 5 

Swing Gear 3- 5 

Mixing Bucket 3 


Shaker 8 

Shovels, Open Gearing 3- 6 


Enclosed Gearing 6- 8 

Stationary Mixer, Transmission 8 


Drum Gears 3- 5 

Stone Crusher, Transmission 8 


Conveyor 6 

Truck Mixer, Transfer Case 9 


Drum Gears 3- 5 


CRANES 

Boom Hoist 5-6 

Gantry 5-6 

Load Hoist 5- 7 

Overhead 5-.6 

Ship 5-7 


CRUSHERS 

Ice, Feed 6- 8 

Portable and Stationary 6- 8 

Rock, Ore, Coal 6-8 


DAIRY INDUST-RY 6- 7 

Bottle Washer 7- 9 

Homogenizer 7- 9 

Separator 


DAMS AND LOCKS 5-7 

Tainter Gates 


DISH WASHER 5- .., 
Commercial 

DISTILLERY INDUSTRY 5-7 

Agitator 5- 7 

Bottle Filler 6- 7 

Conveyor, Elevator 6- 8 

Grain Pulverizer 5-7 

Mash Tub 5-7 

Mixer 5-7 

Yeast Tub 


ELECTRIC FURNACE 5-7 

Tilting Gears 


ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CONTROL 
AND GUIDANCE SYSTEMS 

Accelerometer 1Q-12
Airborne Temperature Recorder 12-13 

Aircraft Instrument 12 

Altimeter-Stabilizer 9-11 


*Quality Numbers are inclusive, from lowest to highest numbers shown: . 
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Application *Quality Numbers Application *Quality Numbers 

Analog Computer 10-12 MARINE INDUSTRY 
Antenna Assembly 7- 9 Anchor Hoist 6- 8 
Anti-Aircraft Detector 
Automatic Pilot 
Digital Computer 
Gun-Data Computer 

12 
9-11 

10-12 
12-13 

Cargo Hoist 
Conveyor 
Davit Gearing 
Elevator 

7- 8 
5- 7 
5-7 
6- 7 

Gyro Caging Mechanism 
Gyroscope.-Computer 
Pressure Transducer 

10-12 
12-13 
12-13 

Small Propulsion 
Steering Gear 
Winch 

10-12 
8 

Radar, Sonar, Tuner 10-12 5-8 
Recorder, Telemeter 10-12 
Servo System Component 
Sound Detector 
Transmitter, Receiver 

9-11 
9 

10-:-12 

METAL WORKING. 
Bending Roll 
Draw Bench 

5-7 
6- 8 

ENGINES 
Forge Press 
Punch Press 

5-7 
5-7 

Diesel, Semi-Diesel and Internal Combustion Roll Lathe 5-7 
E;,gir.e Accessories 10-12 
Supercharger 10-12 MINING AND PREPARATION 
Timing Gearin!]S 
Transmission 

10-12 
8-10 

Agitator 
Breaker 6- 6 

FARM EQUIPMENT 
Milking Machine 
Separator 

6- 8 
8-10 

Car Dump 
Car Spotter 
Centrifugal Drier 
Clarifier 

5- 6 
5-7 
7- 8 
7- 8 

Sweeper 4-6 Classifier 7- 8 

FLOUR MILL INDUSTRY 
Coal Digger 
Concentrator 

6-10 
5-6 

Bleacher 7- 8 . Continuous Miner 6- 7 
Grain Gleaner 
Grinder 
Hulling 
Milling, SCOltring 
Polisher 
Separator 

7- 8 
7- 8 
7- 8 
7- 8 
7- 8 
7- 8 

Cutting Machine 
Conveyor 
Drag Line, Open Gearing 

Enclosed Gearing 
Drills 
brier 

6-10 
5-7 
3- 6 
6- 8 
5-6 
5-6 

FOUNDRY INDUSTRY 
Conveyor 
Elevator 
Ladle 
Molding Machine 
Overhead Cranes 
Sand Mixer 
Sand Slinger 
Tumbling Mill 

5-6 
5-6 
5- 6 
5-6 
5-6 
5-6 
5-6 
5-6 

Electric Locomotive 
Elevator. 
Feeder 
Flotation 
Grizzly 
Hoists, Skips 
Loader (Underground) 
Rock Drill 
Rotary Car Dump 
Screen (Rotary) 

6- 8 
5-6 
6- 8 
5- _6 
5-6 
7- 8 
5-8 
5- 6 
6- 8 
7- 8 

HOME APPLIANCES 
Blender 
Mixer 
Timer 
Washing Machine 

6- 8 
7- 9 
8-10 
8-10 

Screen (Shaking) 
Separator 
Sedimentation 
Shaker 
Shovel 
Triple Gearing· 

7- 8 
5-6 
5-6 
6- 8 
3- 8 
5- 7 

MACHINE TOOL INDUSTRY 
Washer 6-8 

Hand Motion (other than Indexing and Positioning) 6- 9 
Feed Drives 8 and up 
Speed Drives 8 and up 
Multiple Spindel Drives 8 and up 
Power Drives, 0-800 FPM 6- 8 

800-2000 FPM 8-10 
2000-4000 FPM 10-12 
Over 4000 FPM 12 and up 

Indexing and Positioning- AppnJximate Positioning 6-10 
..C..ccurate Indexing ;;nd Posit1oning 12 and up 

PAPER AND PULP 
Bag Machines 
Bleacher, Decker 
Box Machines 
Building Paper 
Calender 
Chipper 
Coating 
Digester 
Envelope Machines 

6- R 

6-_8 
6- 8 
6- 8 
6- 8 
6- 8 

6- 8 
Food Container 6- 8 

* Quality Numhers are inciusive, from lowe.:;t to highest numbers shown. 



Application *Quality Numbers 

Glazing 
Grinder 
Log Conveyor  Elevator 
Mixer, Agitator 
Paper, Machine 

Auxiliary 
Main Drive 

Press, Couch, Drier Rolls 
Save-all 
Slitting 
Steam Drum 
Varnishing 
Wall Paper Machines 

PAVING INDUSTRY 
Aggregate Drier 
Aggregate Spreader 
Asphalt Mixer 
Ashpalt Spreader 
Concrete Batch Mixer 

PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT 
Aerial 
Commercial 

PRINTING INDUSTRY 
Press, Book 

Flat 
Magazine 
Newspaper 
Roll Reels 
Rotary 
Book Binding 

6- 8 

5- 7 
6- 8 

8- 9 
10-12 
6- 8 

10-12 
6- 8 
6- 8 
6- 8 

5-7 
5- 7 
5-7 
5-7 
5-7 

10-12 
8-10 

9-11 
9-11 
9-11 
9.,--11 
6- 7 
9-11 

PUMP INDUSTRY 
Liquid 
Rotary 
Slush-duplex-triplex 
Vacuum 

QUARRY INDUSTRY 
Conveyor-Elevator 
Crusher 
Rotary Screen 
Shovel-Electric-Diesel 

10-12 
6- 8 
6- 8 
6- 8 

6- 7 
5-7 
7- 8 

RADAR AND MISSILE 
Antenna Elevating 
Data Gear 
Launch Pad Azimuth 
Ring Gear 
Rotating Drive 

RAILROADS 
Construction Hoist 
Wrecking Crane 

RUBBER AND PLASTICS 
Boot and Shoe Machines 
Drier, Press 
Extruder, Strainer 
Mixer, Tuber 
Refiner, Calender 

. 

8-10 
H)-12 
8 
9-12 

10-12 

5-7 
6- 8 

6- 8 
6- 8 
6- 8 
6- 8 
5-7 

' 
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Application *Quality Numbers 

Rubber Mill, Scrap Cutter 5- 7 
Tire Building 6- 8 
Tire Chopper 5- 7 
Washer, Banbury Mixer 5- 7 

SMALL POWER TOOLS 
Bench Grinder 6- 8 
Drills-Saws 7- 9 
Hair Clipper 7- 9 
Hedge Clipper 7- 9 
Sander, Polisher 8-10 
Sprayer 6-8 

SPACE NAVIGATION. 
Sextant and Star Tracker 13 and up 

STEEL INDUSTRY 
Auxiliary and Miscellaneous Drives 

Annealing Furnance 5-6 
Bending Roll 5-6 
Blooming-Mill Manipulator 5- 6 
Blooming-Mill Rack and Pinion 5-6-
Blooming-Mill Side Guard 5- 6 
Car Haul 5-6 
Coil Conveyor 5-6 
Edger Drives 5- 6 
Electrolytic Line 6- 7 
Flange-Machine Ingot Buggy 5-6 
Leveler 6- 7 
Magazine Pusher 6- 7 
Mill Shear Drives 6- 7 
Mill Table Drives (under 800ft/min) 5-6 
Mill Table Drives (over 800-1800 ft/min) 6- 7 
Mill Table Drives (over 180Q ft/min) 8 
Nail and Spike Machine 5- 6 
Pilar 5-6 
Plate Mill Rack and Pinion 5- 6 
Plate Mill Side Guards 5- 6 
Plate Turnover 5- 6 
Preheat Furnace Pusher 5-6 
Processor 6- 7 
Pusher Rack and Pinion 5-6 
Rotary Furnace 5-6 
Shear Depress Table 5- 6 
Slab Squeezer 5-6 
Slab-Squeezer Rack and Pinion 5- 6 
Slitter, Side Trimmer 6- 7 
Tension Reel 6- 7 
Tilt Table, Upcoiler 5- 6 
Transfer Car 5- 6 
Wire Drawing Machine 6- 7 

Blast Furnace, Coke Plant 

Open-Hearth and Soaking Pits 

Miscellaneous Drives 


Bessemer Tilt-Car Dump 5-6 
Coke Pusher, Distributor 5-6 
Conveyor, Door Lift 5-6 
Electric-Furnace Tilt 5-6 
Hot Metal Car Tilt 5-6 
Hot Metal Charger 5-· 6 
Jib Hoist, Dolomite Machine 5-6 
Larry Car, 5~ 6 
Mixing Bin, Mixer Ti!t 5- 6 

*Quality Numbers are inclusive, from lowest to h1ghest numbers shown. 
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Applica=don *Quality Numbers 

Ore Crusher, P1g Machine 5-6 

Pulverizer, Oue11ch Car 5-6 

Shaker, Stinter Conveyor 5-6 

Stinter Machine Skip Hoist 5-6 

Slag Crusher, Slag Shovel 5- 6 


Primary and,Secondary Rolling Mill Drives 

'Blooming and Plate Mill · 5- 6 

Heavy Duty Hot Mill Drives 5-6 

Slabbing and Strip Mill 5- 6 


Hot Mill Drives 

Sendzimer-Stekel 7- 8 

Tandem-Temp~r-Skin 6- 7 


Cold Mill Drives 

Bar, Merchant, Rail, Rod 5- 6 

Structural, Tube 5- 6 


Mill Gearing 

Billet Mills 


Free Roughing 5- 6 

Tandem Roughing 5- 6 

Finishing 5- 6 


Cold Mills 

Reversing 7- 8 

Tandem 
 7- 8 

Temper 7- 8 

Foil 7- 8 


Hot Mills 

Blooming and Slabbing Mills 
 5- 6 

Continuous Hot Strip Mills 5-6 


Free Reversing Roughing 5- 6 

Tandem Roughing (including Scalebreaker) 5- 6 

Finishing 
 ·6- 7 


Merchmt Mills 

Roughing . 6- 7 

Intermediate 7- 8 

Finishing 7- 9 


Plate Mills 

Reversing Roughing 5- 6 

Unidirectional Roughing 5- 6 

Unidirectional Finishing 5- 6 


Rod Mills 

Roughing 6- 7 

Intermediate 7- 8 

Finishing 10-12 

High Speed 12=-14 


Skelp Mills 

Roughing 6- 7 

Intermediate 7- 8 

Finishing 7- 9 


Structural and Rail Mills 

Heavy 


Reversing Rougher 5-6 

Finishing 5-6 


Application *Quality Numbers 

light 

Roughing 5-6 

Finishing 5-6 


Overhead Cranes 

Billet Charger, Cold Mill 5- 6 

Bucket Handling 5-6 

Car Repair Shop 5-6 

Cast House, Coil Storage 5-6 

Charging Machine 5-6 

Cinder Yard, Hot Top 5-6 

Coal and Ore Bridges 5- 6 

Electric Furnace Charger 5- 6 

Hot Metal, Ladle 5-6 

Hot Mill, Ladle House 5-6 

Jib Crane, Motor, Room 5-6 

Mold Yard, Rod Mill 5-6 

Ore Unloader, Stripper 5-6 

Overhead Hoist 5-6 

Pickler Building 5-6 

Pig Machine, Sand House 5-6 

Portable Hoist 5- 6 

Scale Pit, Shipping 5-6 

Scrap Balers and Shears 5-6 

Scrap Preparation 5- 6 

Service Shops 5-6 

Skull Cracker 5- 6 

Slab Handling 5-6 


Precision·Gear Drives 

Diesel Electric Gearing 8- 9 

Flying Shear 9-10 

Shear Timing Gears 9-10 

High Speed Reels 8- 9 

Locom~tive Timing Gears 9-10 

Pump Gears 8- 9 

Tube Reduction Gearing 8- 9 

Turbine 9-10 


MISCELLANEOUS 
Clocks 6 

Counters 
 7- 9 
.. Fishing Reel 6 

Gauges 8-10 

IBM Card Puncher, Sorter 
 8 

Metering Pumps 7- 8 

Motion Picture Equipment 8 

Popcorn Machine, Commercial 6- 7 

Pumps 
 5- 7 

Sewing Machine 
 8 

Slicer 7- 8 

Vending Machines 6- 7 


*Quality Numbers are inclusive, from lowest to highest numbers shown. 
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NOFl = 1 minimum volume optimized 

= 0 minimum volume not optimized. 

NOF2 = 1 maximum contact ratio optimized 

= 0 maximum contact ratio not optimized 

NOF3 = 1 minimum centre distance optimized 

= 0 minimum centre distance not optimized 

NOF4 = 1 minimum face width optimized 

= 0 minimum face width not optimized
I 

NOTE: For further information on the optimization
criteria see Section 1.3 or reference [1]. 

1.5 HOW TO SET UP CALLINR PROGRAM 

The calling prQgram must have exactly the form of the 

following example with decimal points added where indicated. 

Labelled COMMON block~ listed below are placed in the calling 

program to transfer data to and from the package. Blocks BLKO 

to BLK4A inclusive are sufficient to input all required data. 

If, however, output results from the package are used for other 

analysis (e.g. olotting routines, etc.), blocks BLKO to BLK15 

inclusive are required. Following the list of inpu~ data, the 

CALL SPUR statement-calls the package. The CALL TOCKS and CALL 

TOCKP statement~ are CDC 6400 subroutines to print out the 

amount of execution time between the CALL statements. An 

equivalent subroutine to print executive time, if desired, as 

well as other control cards will be required in accordance with 

the computer ~sed. 
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COMMON/BLKO /IDATA,IPRINT,IWRITE.NTYPE
COHMON/BLKl /BI:lNl ,BHN2 ,El ,E2 ,RHOl ,RH02 ,SACl ,SAC2,SAF1 ,U1 ,U2 
COMMONIBLK2 IHP,RPMI,RPMO,SHAFTI,SHAFTO,CD,FW,PAD,TEETHl 
COMMON/BLK3 IADDl ,ADDK2 ,DEDKl ,DEDK2 ,ADDl ,ADD2 DED1 ,DED2 
COMMON/BLK3A/CDMAX,CDMIN,FWMAX,FWMIN,PADMAX,PADMIN
COMMONIBLK3BIBLL,BLU,BlR,CDR 
COMMONIBLK4 /CYCLE,DRIVEN,DRIVER,NCUTl,NCUT2,NLOAD,NQUAL,RELI,TEMP
COMMONIBLK4A/ISTRT,STRT( 8),NOF1,NOF2,NOF3,NOF4
COMMON/BLK5 /BP,CP,DP,PAR,PLV,RATIO,RPMl,RPM2,SHAFTl ,SHAFT2,TEETH2 
C 0 I~ I~ 0 N I B L K 6 I P R 1 , P R 2 , R B 1 , R 8 2 , R I 1 , R I 2 , R M 1 , R M 2 , R 0 1 , R 0 2 , R U 1 , R U 2 
COMMON/BLK7 /ADDL1 ,ADDL2,CCC1,CCC2,CRATIO,EFF 
C0~1MONIBLK7AIHUBL1 ,HUBL2 ,HUBR1 ,HUBR2 ,RIM1 ,RIM2 ,WEB1 ,WEB2, VOL 1 ,VOL2 
COMMON/BLK7BIANGC1 ,ANGC2 ,ANGL 1 ,ANGL2 ,RL 1 ,RL2 ,RLL 1 ,RLL2 ,RLMl ,RLM2 
C 0 m10 NI B L K 7 C /X KEY 1 , X KEY 2 , V 0 L MIN , V 0 L MAX , XL A , XL R , T 0 1 , T 0 2 , T P 1 , T P 2 
COMMONIBLK8 ICE,CF,CH,CJ,Cll,CL2,CM,CO,CR,CS,CT,CV 
COMMONIBLK8AIQJ1,QJ2,QL1,QL2,QM,QO,QR,QS,QT,QV 
C 0 M M0NIB L K 9 I C 0 D , C 0 D L l ., C 0 D L 2 , Q 0 D , Q 0 D L 1 , Q 0 D L 2 
COM!•IONIBLKlO /SBl ,SB2,SBM1 ,SBfvi2,SS1 ,SS2,SSM1 ,SSM2 
COMt·10N/BLKlOA/PABl ,PAB2,PAW1 ,PA\n,TORQ1 ,TORQ2,WA,WR,WT ,WN 
COMMON/BLKll IJ,K,N,NN,NCD,NFW,NTOOTH,NDRIVE,NNLOAD,NOPT,NOFN,PI 
COMMOH/BLK11A/NVAR(8),NSTD{8),NOF(4) 
COI~t·10N.BLK13 IBBAl ,BBA2,BBX1 ,BBX2,BBY1 ,BBY2,RT1 ,RT2 
COMHONIBLK14 ITOLRl ,TOLR2,TOLP1 ,TOLP2,PTOL1 ,PTOL2,TOLL1 ,TOLL2 
C 0 M 14 0 N I B L K 1 4 AITT C T 1 , T T C T 2 , T C T 1 , T C T 2 , T P T L 1 , T P T L 2 , T P T U l , T P T U 2 
COMMONIBLK14B/TPTE1 ,TPTE2,TPTV1,TPTV2,CDTOLL,CDTOLU,ERR 
COMMONIBLK15 IBLMIN,BLMINT,BLMAX,BLMAXT,BLMAXU,DELBL,Bll,BL2 

The following example, Table 1.6 has a~l data and 

results printed for demonstration purposes. 

1.6 OUTPUT INFORMATION 

The input data is reprinted in the output for reference 

according to the printout options, along with the variable list, 

initial values for the independent variables, and input data 

from the optimization technique. The intermediate results 

printed present the true optimization function; the artificial 

optimization function,, a modified optimization function to 

include constraints; and the design variables after every cycle 

requested. On completion of the optimization procedure, the 

optimum value of the criterion characteristic is printed along 

with the corresponding design variables and the inequality 



Pi<OGf<Ail NA IN UIW UT, 0 UTPU T, T APt;. j=I NPU T '- TAPt:. o= OUT PUT) 

GUI•IJ"IUN/::lLKU /lLIATA, IPRliH ,HJRI H., NTYPi 


~L CH·li IOH/3 L K1 I OHiH .1. iJHI-J2; £1, l:.2, RHI:Ji 1 RH 0 2 7SAC 1z.SA C2 ,_ SAF 11 SAF 2, U1, U2 )>
CUi1i l 0:-.J/ bL K 2 I HP, K.P tH , ~PI·! 0 1 S.H t..F Tl '-SHAFT U, LU, ~ W, P Au, Tt El H1. co
C U1·111 UNhl L K " I Au u Kl , ALlu K i , Ut. U K 1 , U l:. tJ K~ , AD U l , AU 0 ~ , 0 t: LH , 0 t.0 2 ~· 
CUMMON/3LK3A/~LIMAX,CUM1N,FWMAX,FWMIN,PADMAX,PAUMIN 1'11 

GUi'liiUN/:3LK36/BLL ,BLUJ.BLR,CDR _. 
C Ot·li·i 01~/ ::S L K 4 /L YC Lt., Dtd VEN ,OFU V .::R, NCU T1 ,NCU 12, NL OAO, NCUAL, RELI, TEMP 

GCJ1'1l·lOiUdLK4A/ lSTRT ,STRT ( 8) ,NOF1, NOF~, NOF.S,NOF4

LIATA IOATA,lPkiNT,IWRIJE/ 1 1, 1/ "' 
DATA l1,~2,kHU1,RH02,Ul,U2/~•3.0E+07,2•0.283,2•0.33/
UATA SA~1,SAC2,SAF1,SAF2,8HN1,BHN2/1.28E+0~,1.15E+05,3.6£+04, (/) 

~j.~~t:.+u~,~uu.u,i3j.U/ · )> 

NTYPL=l . 3.: 
HP=!:>u .. u "0 

I
RPt11 =11::) u • u 1'11 
Rf-1·1U=.35D. u 
SHAFTI=2.U n 

)>SHAFT0=2.U 
IAlJUK1=3HSTD 


AUUK2=3HSTO 
I 
...... 

zULi.JI<~=.:~-iSTO 
C')Dd.iK2=~1 STD 


FW=6HVi-IR 
 "0 
GU=3HI!A~ :;;o
PAO=;::u. J 0 

C')T.... C:.TH1=3HVAk 
L i.J~lA X=;) lJ. IJ :;;o 

)>
C U i'1l N =U • 0 3.: 
FWIIAX=6~ U 
FlfliHN=IJ. U 
P A tJ 11 AX= 3 0 • U 
P tdJHlN=14. 5 
GYGLE=l.cUi.:+il.l 
uR.l v1:.14=.3. u 
UkiVLr<=l. 0 
NLOAu=l 
NLUT~=i::: 
NLUT 2=2 

N UUAL=B 

kLLl.=0.-395 
T UIP=.i.i.J uo 0 
BLL=1.U 
8 LU= 1. 5 
BLK=U.5 
GUR=l.U 
ISTR.l=U 
NOFi=l 
NOF2=1 
r~ 0F ,)=1

NUF4=1 )> 


CALL TOCKS ..... 
.;:.. 


CALL TOCKP 01 

C~LL SPJR 

STOP 
END 

http:l1,~2,kHU1,RH02,Ul,U2/~�3.0E+07,2�0.283,2�0.33


• • • • • 

------------
• • • 

• • • • • • • • 

• • • 
• • • • • • 

• • • 

• • • 

• • • • 

• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 

• 

-------

SPUR G~AR J~~lGN .... INPUT DATA 
-i 
)> 
c:J 
r
l"T1 ...PUWEK ~EQUI~thENT~ 
-....J 

HORSEPOWlR TRANSMITT~D. HP 5. 000 UUuOuE+Oi• • • • • • • • = ""C 
:;;o

J:NPUT SPt:.:.J <RPN) • • • • • • • • • • • RPMI = 1.75000000E+03 ...... 
:z 

OUTPJT SPLU (RPfvl) • 0 • • • • I II o RPMO 3.5uOOOuOuE+02 -i• • = l"T1 
0 

0 
c: 

G1::. AK 11 AH:. R ID. L PRO Pt.:k T II::.:> PINION GEAR ""C ------------------------ ------ -i 

c: 
-i 

0MAXIMUM ALLJWABLE FA TI:; UE S Tr<ESS <PSI>. SAF = 3.oOUOJOOUE+04 3.24UOUOuuE+04 ..,., 
~AXlMUM ALLOW~BLE CUMPR:.!::ISlVE l"T1 
S 1R~:..~S (p~ I} • SAC 1.2800tlOOOE+05 1.151l0000UE+05 ><• • • • • • • • • • • • • = )> 

'100ULUS Or :.LASTICITY ( ~ SI) E 3 • 0 U U U ll 0 0 lJ E + 07 3. 000000 OUE+07 ""C• • • • • • = 3: 

1"1"1POISSUNS R~TIG. u 3e3000JUOOE-01 3.30000000i:.-01• • • • • • • • • • • • = 
r

0 i:.N SI l Y (L3S/CU. IN.) .. RHO = 2e8Ji.lu:JUOUE-01 2.83000000E-01 

BRINtLL HA~JNLSS. BHN 3.0000JOOOE+02 2. 550000 OUE+02• • • • • • • • • • • = 

INPUT LA't'UJT PINION GEAR 

? R.t:: SS URt:: A\IGL::. (LJ 1.:. GREES l • PAD = 2eOOOOOO()uE+01 

NU11 B:: R OF Et. TH T£t. TH = VARIABLE 

CENTRl:. DISTANC-E (INCHES} • CD = VARIABLE 

FAGt. WIOTH <lNCHt..S> FW = VARIABLE 

AJDL.:-.J0Ji1 <f'-JCHES) • • • • • • • • • • • ADB : = 1.g10P 1 g1oP )::a 

Ut:.:Dt..NUUM < 'J C H ES > • • • • • • • Di::. 1.., u/JP 1. ~ 0/UP ..... 
~ 
O"i 



•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

• • 
• • • • • • • • • 

• • 

• • • • • 

• • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • 

• • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • 

INPUT ~~QUI~lMtNTS 

'1001:. OF LO~JlNG • Q •• w • • • • • • • DRIVt.N 	 = 1.0 LuAU JN DRIVEN MAGHINE- UNIFORM = 2.0 LLJAO ON DRlVE:.I'\ MACHINE- MODERATE 
= .loU LUAu uN IJRlVtN ~JAt;HINt. - Ht.AV't' 

MUDt. OF POW::R SOURCe •• • ... • • • o ., DRIVt:R = 1.0 PU~t:R SOURCE:.- UNIFORN= 2.0 POWE:.R SOURCe -LIGHT SHOCK = 3.0 PO~ER SOURCE -MEDIUM SHOCK 

CUTTING TGJ_ TYPE • • • • • • • a • •• NCUT =· 1 IF GlAk CUT BY RACK WITH SHARP 
CURI'-It.Rt.J TEt:TH= 2 IF ~L AR CUT BY RACK WITH ROUND EO. 
CORNERS 

HOOE. UF LO~J LOCATION 0\J TOOTH. • • • • NLOAD = 0 FOR PROGRAM DETERMIN~D= 1 FOR TOOTH TIP LCJADIN~= 2 FGR POINT OF HIGHiST SINGLE TOOTH
CGNTACT LOADING . 

RLQUI~ELJ ~J~BlR OF. LOADING CYCLES • CYCLE = 1.oooouuou£+10 

RLQUIKE:.O R~LlA81LlTY. RELI = 9.9500UOOUE-01 
GEAR BLANK TLHP~RATURE (DlGR~~S F>. TEI"'P = 1.ooooooouE+02 
AGTUAL MOO~ OF LOADING. .. .. DRIVEN 3. uoouooout:+OO• • • • • • = 
ACTUAL MUD~ GF POH~R SOJRC~ • ORI Vt.R = 1.0UOiluUOUE+OO 

RAllO OF PINIUN TUOTH TrliNNING TO 
f OT AL TuOTrl THINNING •• BLR 	 = 5. OuOOlJOOOE-010 

MINIMUM BA~<LASH HOOIFI~ATION FACTOR. BLL 	 = 1. 000 00000£+ 00• 
~AXIMUM BA:KLASH MOUIFI~ATION FACTOR. .. BLU = 1.5000000\JE+OO 

CENTR~ OI5T~N~E TOLERAN~t. 
~OUIFlCATIJ~ FACTOR • .. CDR = 1. OOOOuOOOE+OO 

LOAD LOCATIJN MOJE. NLOAO 1• • • • • • • • • • = 
CUTTI1-.JG TOJ_ TYPE A> PI,\JION • NCUT1 = 2 

B> Gt::~R NCUT~ = 2 

A.G.M.A. QJALlTY NUMBER • • • • • NQUAL 	 = 8 

:J:::o 
~ 
..b 
...... 

http:CUTTI1-.JG


• • • • 
• • 

• • • • • • 
• • • • • • 

--------------------------------
• • • • • • 

• • • • • 

• • • • • 

• • 

• • 

• • 

• • 

JS~R SIZ~ LlMITATIONS 

MAXIMUM CENfR~ Dl~TANGE tlNCHlS) • • 
MINIMUM CLNTRl UISTANCL (lNCHL.S) • • 
~AXlMUM FA~E hiDTh liNCiESl 

MlNldUM FA:;:: 11 lOTH <INCrlES> .. • 
MAXIMUM PRESSURt. ANGLE <D~GRclSl • • 
MINIMUM PR~SSUR~ ANGLE <DEGR~t.Sl • • 

INPUT SHAFT uiAMt:Tt.R. • 

0 UT PU 1 SHA::T uIArlt:Tt.R • 

VARlA3Lc LIST AND INlTI~L VALU£S 

NUMBEK. OF Pl NION TEl TH. 
Ct.N T~c. UlS T~I--JGi:. <INCHES). • • •

• .. . •• • 
•
• • •i= ACI:. WlOTH <INCHt:~) 

::;OMPUTEU STARTING VALU~S. 

~OUIFl~U Sf~RTING VALU::S. 

CU ~lAX• • = 
CDI'llill = 
FWNAX• • = 
FWMIN -· 

• • PADM AX = 
• PADMIN• = 

SHAFT!• • = 
SHAFTO = 

Tt:ETHl• • = 
CD = FW• • = 

.XSTRTC 1) = 
XSTRT( 2) = XSTRT< .)) = 

.XSTRT( 1) = XSTRT< 2) = 
XS TRH 3} = 

3.00000000£+01 

o. 
b. OOOOUOOOE+OO 

o. 
3.ooooououE+Ol 

1.4500000U£+01 

2. oooouuooE+OO 

2.00000000E+00 

X ( 1)
X ( 2)
X ( .,} 

1.BOOOOOOUE+Ol 
1.4b11Lt49'+i:::+01 
'· 0215~.558£+00 

1.80000000E+81 
l..4b1l"t49"tt.+ 1 
2. 0215555dE+OO 

)::a 

..... 
A 
co 

http:DEGR~t.Sl


• • • • • • 

OPTI.1IZ~TIUN USING DlRlCT SEARCH t-IETHUU ••• St::E:.K1 

--------------------------------------------~--

_... _______ _DATA r~:::~ur 

NUHB.::~ OF lNUt:.Pf:.I'JOL'IT VARI~BL.ES. G •• • N0 • • • = 
NUMb~R JF IN~QUALITY <.GE.O.O) CJNSTRAINTS. NCONS• • • = 
NUM8=:R JF EQUALITY :;::JNSTR.AlNTS. * •• • • • . .. . Ni:::QUS = 

·INPUf DATA PR.IIHC:O JJT FOR·UUAT~.N£. .. J) • II ••• I DATA = 
LNTE~~EJIAT~ OUTPUT· ~VLRY !PRINT ITtRATlUNS • • • IPRI NT = 
NUMB~~ JF OIR.~GTC:D ~ANUOM StARCH~S PERMITTED. • • NSH.OT = 
1~UMB~~ :lF TEST POiNTS l.N DIRt..:CTC:J R.AND0~1 SEARCH •· NTEST = 
MAXIiJM NUNBER OF lTt.RATION::> ••• • • • • • • • • MAXM = 
FR4GTiON OF ~ANGi US~D AS STE:.P SIZE • • • • • • • F = 
FRACTION OF RANG[ uS::u FOR CUNVE~GENCE CRITERION. G = 
EST I ,vi ~ T:: 0 UP P t:: I{ d 0 U N) 0 N R A I'J ~ E 0 F" X ( I) • • • • • • RM A X t I> = 

1.0JUOOOOOE+U2 lo50uUOUOut+02 3.iJOOuOOUOE+O~ 

EST I '1 ATE 0 L 0 Wt:: R d 0 l.J I.J J 0 N RANGE 0 :- X <l) • • • • • • RM I N ( D = 
o. o. o. 

STARfiN~ VALUES OF X<Il e • • 4 G e • X STRT (I) = 
1.8uuOOOOOE+01 1.~b114494E+01 2.U215~558£+00 

3 

2!;1 

0 


1 


l 

c. 

1iJO 

30U 

1. 00000000£-02 

l. UOuOOOOOE-OC:: 

):::o 

..... 
..j:::o 

~ 

http:VARI~BL.ES
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INTE~MEJIAT~ R~SJLTS 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

u UA~T INUEPENOENT VARIABLES X<I> 

b.~u7107tH:.+uu 
7 .2'+7 73':3Ub:.t- Ull 

4e3ll7UUI62E+25 
7.24713~U!:H:.+UU 

1. ':l 0 l) 0 () 0 0 01::: t 01 
2..10UUUOU Ot::+ 01 

1ab1114494t:.+01 
1. 9 111449 4 E.+ tJ1• 

2. 3215~:.:15S8E+OO 
2.921555~dE+OO 

r .148':l2274i::.+uu 
7 • U':ltiC::G'+o5::+ UJ 
7 .U9bi.Jc283~tUO 

7 .148SC::,74t.+JU 
7.0':J820i-6St:.+JU 
7 .u<Jbu22o3c.+ll0 

ie:l.UUUU\JOUt:+ui 
2 • 12 5 U U 0 0 I.JC:.1- Ul 
2.1375UJOUt.+U1 

1. 91 J.1 4 49 ~ t.+ iJ 1 
1.91114494£+01 
1. 91114494 E+01 

~.771.5J5~8E+OO 
2.696~75:;i8E+OO 
2.69b755:>8E+OO 

7 • 0 ~'+ ':l '+ill b Lt- 0 Li 
7 .0887Sb4S:;.ti.HJ
7.UB721j2lJ:.tu(J
7 ;,Ob58101~:.HlU 

7.u94S41.0bt..+uu 
7. OB87So45c+JU 
7.Ud721~2UEor0iJ 
7.ucbo1J15C:.+OO 

2.14375UJ Ut::+ 01 
~ • .i..~b875u JE+ Ul. 
2.14765625t::+01 
2.147b5b25E+01 

1. 91114494·E+tl1 
1. 9111 44Sl4E+iJ1 
1. 9111449 4 1::: + 01 
1.91114494E+ll1 

2.b9c55Sj8E+OO 
~.o87180:}8E+OO 
2.b84836b.3~+00 
2eb82493U8~:.+00 

)> 

~ 
0'1 
0 



UPTIMUM 

'11 NI !1U M u 
X ( 1)
X ( 2)
X ( 3) 

I~l~UALITY 

PHI< 1) 
PHI { ~) 
PHI ( ~ > 
PHI< it)
PHI( ?) 
p H.i ( 6) 
PHlt 7)
PHI( ol 
PHI ( lj) 
PHl(1l.i)
PHl( ..Ll)
PHI ( 12)
PHI ( 13)
PH1{14) 
PHl(l~) 
PHI ( lo) 
PHI ( 1/)
PH1(18)
PHI(lY)
PH1{2ll) 
PHIC21) 
PHI<22> 
PHI(t.:..)) 
PHI(24>
PH1(25> 

SOLUTION FOUND 

= 7.U5~51U15l+OU 

:: c. .. l<t 7 o~o(..:h~+ 01 
= 1.91114'+9Ltt.+U1 
= 2" bb 2 4 'j 3 (J 8 t. +0 0 

CO~STRAINTS 

= 1.324o831Ji'c:..+Ott 
= 1 , Zo 6 U 2 I Y b t:.+ 0 4 
= ~.15J9u:;S9i:.+l.l4 

= 2c 7S;)~U:5Si::c:..+llil 
= 6.3 !:JSYc~5/c:..-02 
= 1. :)S1~5~d4t.+ llO 
= .:), 7ut;:,4oUUt.+OI) 
= 1. U8LIY:;;,4l3c:..-U1 
= 1. ~71)2::;, 3 d3c:..- 0·1 
= 2.b2Jb763!:>L-01 
:: 

= 

7. 41-' (j c:: ~ 4..) t.- uc:: 
= 7.41!:>b2i4:Sc:..-02 
= 1. U\ 85:.>~ UbL.+01 
= 1.9111441:l4i:.+01 
= ;.>, .517!:.nJo':kL+OI.i 
= 2. b824'3308L.+OO 
= 1.UOOUOilUJt:.+01 

!:.i.!;iJ OUUUJOt.+OO 
= 1 • .::.uc::o.?,j9•tt.-Ob 
= b. ::l9db1it24t.-04 
= b.47!:>b4421t:.-04 
= 1.24S29u4!:>t:-Ol 
= 1e5"t819oJ7E-01 
= 2. 49182b 83t:- 01 
= 2. 67b337'::l7L-01 

)> 

...... 
U'1 
...... 

http:15J9u:;S9i:.+l.l4


RE:.::,U LTS AT LAST 1 T t. r<A T 1 ON 

u :: 7. l.l7 7 017 22 t.+0 0 

X ( 1) = 2eC:::OJ~Uul.lUt.+Ul 
X ( 2) = 1o911144~4i;_+U1
X ( 3) = 2.6~2493l.l8t::+OO 

l~l~UALITY CU~STRAINTS 

PHI ( 1) = 1. 257b79'+L:.+U4 
PHI ( 2) = 1. 228111':32[+04
PHI( .;,) = 1.18.;)7C:::'t5ji.+U4
PHI( 4) = 3. 31J:l4112tk+02 
PHl ( 5) = 7 • U/4bU /\.lOt.- 02 
PHi ( b) = 1. ::i~bbJl '39t.+ llU 
PHI( 7) = J. 7~"t"tt.IJ49i.+LJU 
PHI( ti) = 1.1~.l.~28i:1?t.-U1 
PHI< 9) :: 1. S..?d1S~58r:.-01 
PHl ( 1u) = 2. :i6boUJ7~t::-01 
PHI ( 11J = 7. 2~':ll8,.,:,~t.-ll2 
PHl{12) = 7.2~J1o:>J-a;_-oz 
PHl(13) :: 1.G~I:H>~~Oot.+01 
PH1<14) = 1. 911141t~4t.+ 01 
PHI <:..:5) :: .lo6ll.51.lo9t:.t::+ull 
PHI ( ib) = 2 • bti2Lt93 U8t.+ 00 
PH.l(l{) :: ieU!lJOOUUUt.+01 
PH.i.. ( 18} = 5.~UllUJuUU~.:.+OU 
f·Hl<19) = -1.~5~121~1l-04 
PHI ( 2U) = 8.4727?7Lt!:>t::-06 
PHI ( 21) :: 6o563l;:$381JE.-04 
PHI< c2l = 1.~2291374E-Ol 
PHI ( C:::J) :: lo 51.::547U8i.:.-01 
PHI ( 24) = 2.431131Ll3t:-01 
PH1(25> :: 2eb1S<::lS1b5E-U1 

)::1 

....... 


"' 

01 



SPUK G~AR J~SlGN ••• RLSJ.TS OF LAST ITERATION 

V I 0 LA Tt:. u C 0 ~ S 1 RA IIH EVA- U A T I 0 i~ 

FOR MORi CO~PLETt EXPLA~ATION ••• ~~E MANUAL 

PHill9) BACKLASH RANGl EXCEcUEU 

T~i A) lNGRt.ASING BACKLASH RANGE 
8) INCRl.ASIHG A.G.N.A. QUALITY NUMBER 

)::a 

.... 

w 
01 



• • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • 

• • • • 

• • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • 

• • 

. GE.Ar< LAYOUT PlNION GEAR,_----------- -----· 
PRl :::>:> U ;(C: A \1~ L 1:. ( 0 t:GRt.LS) .. • • • • • • • PAD = 2ol.lOOOUiJ00£+01 

:; !:.NTRL UlSf~NGE ( H~C Ht.S> • GO = 1. 9111449ttE+ 01" 
FAG!:. WIDTH <INCHt.S) $ (I .. FW ,.o82-49~08E+OO• • • • • • • ;:; 

NUll bE k. uF T~ 1:. T H • .. TEETH = 2.2ilOOOOOOE+01 1. 10 0 0 0 0 Ou E + 0 2 

~ODENDUrl <I~CHES) 0 0 AOD = C:!. 89!;)o7'tloE-l.Jl. 2o8956741bE-01 

Dt:.Llt.NuUi1 (l'I!ChES> Dt..O 3.bl9~92b-3E-01 3.61959269£-01• • • • • • • • • • • = 
CLEARANCE <INGHES) • G CCC 7. 2 ~9l. 8 !:139£- 0 ~ 7.2~9185.)9£-02• • • • • • • • • = 
PITGH GIRLL~ kADIUS <HJ~ HC.S) • .. PR = 3.1852415.7£+00 1.59262079£+01 

BASL CIRCLE kADIUS (INCrlES) RB C:!., 9 9Jl.4 BUuE + 0 ll lo49o5741JU£+01• • • • • • = 
AOOENOUM Cl~LLE k~UlUS <INCHES) RO = 3. 4 748 0 899£+ 0 0 1.62157753t:+01 

Dt.DENUUM LI~LLt. RADlUS <INCHES) RI 2. 82~~84::30£+ 0 u lo5564248oE+01• • • • = 
HAXIMUM ADD~NJUM CIRGL~ RADIUS 
8LFO~t INT~~F~RLNLt. OGCJRS ( 1NCHt.S> • • Rl-1 = 7 .18921247E+ oO 1.63309282£+01 

JNULRCJT Ll~lT RADIUS (INCHES> • RU 2.74U2Lt723E+OO 1. 39908036£+01• • • • = 
MiNIMUM Gl~CULAR TOOTH THIGKN~SS 
AT PITCH Ll~CLt: <INCHi::S) • • • •• • TP 4.45907230E-01 4.44068Lt45E-01• • = 
TOOTH THICK~LSS AT ADD~~OUM 
CIRCLt. UN~rll~l .. TD = 1o9468J227E-01 2.23646562£-01 

BASt. PITCH (INCHES> BP a.5484107u£-01G ~ • • • • • • • • = 
CIRCJLAI{ PlfCH li NCHLSl • • • • • • • • CP = 9.09702865£-01 

J IAt"lt:: T RAL PI TL H ( T L:E T H/ I N G H > • • • • OP = 3o4534272LtE+OO 

EFF lC H.NCY • • • • • • • • • t.FF 9. 935 8584'+ E- 01• • • • • • = 
GLAt<. RATIO (GLAR T~ETH /PINION T~LTH) .. RATIO = 5o OOOOOOOOE+OO 

> 
CONTACT RATIO CRAT IO 1.7216933u£+ 00 .....• • • • • • • • • • • • • = 

U1 
~ 

http:89!;)o7'tloE-l.Jl
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---------------- ------

• • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • 

• • • • • • • • 

--------------------------------------- -------

• • • • • • 

• • 
• • • 

LOAlJl1~G ANALYSIS PINION GC.AR 

--1 OR.St:.P DWI:.F< T R.A I'JS!1 ITT ED. .. .. HP 5oOOOOiJOOuE+01• • • • • • = 
MAX1MUM ALLOWABLE POW~R••• BENUING <HP)., PAB = a.;:>Yltio957E+u1 a. 74513047E+U1 

MAXIMUM ALLJWABL~ POWI:.R••• WEAR ( HP) PAW o • 2 3'-1-8 0 b53 E + 01 5. 0 3267312E +0 1• • = 
N0Rl1AL LOAD <LBS> .. • .. • WN = c. 01ol559uE+02 

TANGeNTIAL L;..OAD (LBS) 0 WT ~.6533373iJC:+02• • • • • • • • = 
RADIAL LOA) (L BS > 1-IR i::: • 0 !H 6£t o .5 uE + 0 2• • • • • • • • • • • = 
AXIAL LOAD (LBS) .,· • WA = o. 
PITCH LitH:. Vl:..LOGITY (FP"I) PLV 2. 918 t:JuO..) E+ oa• • • • • • • ,.. 

SHAfT SPLLD <RPM> .. • • ... • RPM = 1o75UOOOOOE+03 3 .. 500000001:.+02 

T Of<.QUt. (fT--BS) .. TDRQ 1. 5 UObU.)75E+ 02 1 • .50.i:S018 75E+a2• • • • • • • • • • • = 
_ OAD ANGLl (f\.ADIANS) • • 0 ANGL 5.04792971£-01 3. 88322716£::-01• • • • • • • = 
RADIUS TO LJAU ON TOOTH 
~ENTkt.LINl {lNCHI:.Sl a • RL = 3 • 4 1 9b b 7 31 t: + 0 0 1. 61696437E+01 

•••LOADING ANALYSIS FOR TIP LOADING••• 

~AT~~IAL P~JPLRTIES AND STRESS ANALYSIS PINION GEAR 

MODULUS OF ~LASTICITY PSI> t: 3.0000QUOOE+07 3. OOOOOOOOE+07• • • • • = " 
POISSuNS k.l\TIU. ... • • u 3 • .300000uOE-Ol 3.30000000t.-01G• • • • • • • = 
Dt:.NSI TY (L~S/CU. IN.> • • • RHO -· 2 • 8 3u0 J OOOE- 01 2.83UOOOOUE-01 

3RlNE.LL HA~ut~lSS. 0 ~ 0 BHN 3 • 0 OLlO \l OUUE+ IJ.:! 2., .550000 UOE+02• • • • • • • • = 
HAXlMUM ALLGWABLt. FATIGJE. STRI:.SS <PSI>. SAF = 3.,600UOOOOE+04 3. 240000 001::+04 

~AXlMUM ALLOWABL~ UE.NUlNG STRE.SS (PSI>. SBM = 3o18b.)595!)E+ O't 2. 867723cOE+04 

ACTUAL 3END1NG STRESS (~Sl) 0 • ... • Sl:3 1.8Y848014E+04 1. 639611b7E+04• = 
MAXIMUM ALLOwABLE COMPRESSIVE ~ 

STKt5S (PSI) • • 0 • SAC = 1o280U\JUOuE+05 1.1500000ui:.+05 ~• • • • • • • • • • c..n 
MAXIMUM ALLJWABLE WEAR STRESS (PSI> SSM = 1.1329278LtE+05 1. Oi78648bE+05 c..n 

ACTUAL WEAR STRt::SS (PSI) • • • • • ss = 1. 0 1455539£+ 05 1. 01455539£+05. 

http:STRI:.SS
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• • • • 

• • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • 

~OUIFlCATlO~ rACTORS 

C-FA~TO~S ~~PLOY~U IN W~AR STRESS ANALYSIS 
l-FAGTDK.S E.'1PL0Yt.U IN o:.NDil~G STR.I:.SS ANALYSIS 

8t:NUING ANALYSIS Gt:.Ut'lt:.T<.Y FA.; TOR 
FOR THt. Pl'4lON. QJ1 2.5726473/E-01• • • • • • • • • • • • = 
Bi:.NOI1~G At~~L ¥~IS Gi:.Oht:T.{Y FACTOR 
FOR. fHC. GlA~. .. QJ2 2.9788272bE-01• • • • • • • • • • • = "' 
NCAR ANAL YSl S Gt.OMETRY =ACTOR. • CJ = 1.1556519bE- 01 

ELASTIC CU~FFICIENf FACTOR. CE 2e31't7b80lE+03• • • • • • = 
SURFAC~ CuN)lliON FACTO~. • • • • • • • CF = 1. 000 00000£::+ 00 

LOAlJ UlSTRI3lJTION CORRt.:;TION FACTOR • CM, QM 1. 8 4.):&. 7 .54 7 E + 0 0 1a8431754IE+OO• = 
OViRLUAQ CJ~Ri:.CTION FACTOR. • • • • • • CU, Q.O = 1. 7~00ilOOOE+OO 1. 75000000E+OO 

I) (ISIZI:. CO~Rt.CTIUN FACTOR. cs' u.s leOUUUOUOIJE+uO 1e00UOU0UU£+00• • • • • • = 
VELOCITY CJRklCTlON FACTOR. CV, QV 4 • 8 0 b5 b 7 0 8E- 0 1 4. 8065b7 08E-01• • • • • • = 
JVlRALL DL~~TING FACTOR • • • • COO, Q.OD = 6. 7107293!jE+00 6. 7107293!)E+OO 

HARUNt.::iS f<"TIO FACTOR. • • • • • • • • CH = 1. uOO OOOOI.IE+ 00 

LlFI:. GORkl:;TJ.ON FACTOR 
=oR THt..: Pl'HUN. .CL1,QL1 = 1.0000JOOOE+00 1eOOOOOOUUE+OO 

LIFE.. COKKl:;TION FACTOR 
'FOR lH~ Gt:.A<. ... • CL 2, QL2 1.0UUUOOOOE+OO 1.0000000Ut::+OO• • a • • • • • • • • = 
~I:.LlABILITY LUR~I:.CTlON =AClOR • 0 • e • CR,QR = 1. 1 t:: 9d 1 b 0 U E + 0 0 1.12981bUOE+OO 

T~MPERATURI:. CORK.~CTION =ACTOR CT, QT = 1.ooooaooot::+OO 1. 0 0 0 0 0 0 OOE +I) 0 

OVlkALL Ll=~ DERATING F~CTOR
FOK. THE PINION •••••• ••••COOLl,QODLl = 8.8!i09987.5E-01 8. 8509987SE-0.1II 

OVERALL LIFE D£RATING F~CTOR
FOR THt:. Gt:.A={ •• • • • • • •••••COOL2,QODL2 = 8.850~9875£-01 8.85099875£-01 
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BACKLASH AN~LYSIS 

)i.:.SlRt,;,i:J 111\JihUM 81-i.CKLAS-i AT STANOARU 
CiNTkc;, JI~ ft.\NGt. ( li~LHLS} •••• • • • • 

U~SIRt.D MAKlMUM UACKLASi AT STANOARU 
Gt.NlKt:. OISTANCE !lNCHES) •• • • • • • • 
ACTUAL 11It~I'1Uh UAGKLASH AT STAI'WARD 
~tJHK.t OISTAI~LE <lNLHES> • • •. •. • • 
ACTUAL ~AXI'1UM BACKLASH AT STANOARD 
GC:NTRt. DISTANCE (lNCHt.Sl •• • • •• 

HAXIHUM bACKLASH ~T Ct.NTR~ DlSTANCt. 
TOLt:kANGI:. LlHIT (INCHES) •• • • • • • • 
H~XlMUM TOJTH THINNING FOR 8~CKLASH 
INCLJUI~G ~ACHINING TOL~RANGE (INCHES>. 

T OL tR A Ni;t. S 

RUNOUT TOLE~ANCE <INGHE :i) 0 

PlTCH TOLt.~Al·H,E (lNGHt.S) • 

PROFILC: TOL:.RANC.E {INCHES> • 

Lt:.AIJ TUU:.RANGL tlNCHES> 

TOOlH TO TDJTH COMPOSIT~ 
T OLt.R.ANCE liNC..Ht.~}. 

TOTAL GOMPOSlTE TOLERAN;E (li~CHt.!:i) • 
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ERROR IN ACTION • 
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------GE.AR. BLANK JliH:.NSIOI~S PINION GEAR 
--~------------------

HUU Lt:.N~TH (lNCH~~) 


:>UTEK HUB KL\lliUS <IN(.;HL:l) 0 


1 NNt:.R. Rli"1 ~4 DI US (IN CHt.S} 


WEB Trl ICKN ;:.> S <INCHL~). 


~EAR BLANK VOLUME (C UBI; INCrlC.S) • 


SPUR GEAR D~SIGN ••• LOM~~ETE 

-------------------------~-

l.5.5b7 51:.CONOS 

.. HUGL 

HUBf< 

.. RIM 
WEB 

VOL 

:: 2. 6&249308E+ 0 0 

= 1.7:>UUJ(J0Ut:+OO 

- . 2.1717j~b2.i+OO 

= i .. J4l.C;.4b54E+OO 

= 9. 4 7842 o19E+ 01 

2.68249308£+00 

1e75000000t+OO 

1. 491272.19£ +0 1 

1.34124b5't£+00 

1. 2918 03 88 E + 0 3 
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constraints for those users familiar with optimization theory. 

The printout then continues·with the violated constraint 

evaluation, if necessary, and the independent - dependent 

design variable list. The output results of the example problem 

are printed in Table 1.7. 
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